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Summary 

in aromatic solvents 
Whilst molecular complex formation\has been studied by nuclear 

magnetic resonance for many years, and much useful information has been 

obtained, a number of problems associated with these studies remain 

unresolved. The most important of these may be summarized as: 

a) which of the three concentration scales in current use (namely mole 

fraction, molarity and molality) give equilibrium quotient and excess 

shielding values which are independant of the data evaluation procedure 

used, b) which data evaluation techniques give thermodynamically valid 

results which are independant of the nature of the inert solvent used and 

the particular composition of the systems measured, c) are any of the 

solvents and references used inert and hence non-complexing with aromatics, 

and d) what is the effect of substituents, on the aromatic solvents, on 

the type of complexes formed. The work reported in this thesis is directed 

towards resolving these problems, The following conclusions are obtained: 

a) if a correction is made for the difference in the molar volumes of the 

aromatic and inert solvents and if the double reciprocal plot devised by 

Benesi and Hildebrand is used then thermodynamically valid results are 

obtained using the mole fraction concentration scale, b) thermodynamically 

valid results are only obtained on the molarity scale if the limiting 

slope of the BH plot is used, c) cyclohexane is believed to be a genuinely 

inert solvent and a suitable reference material, but both carbon 

tetrachloride and tetramethylsilane interact with aromatic molecules, and 

d) chlorine substituents on an aromatic ring appear to alter the 

characteristics of the aromatic molecule sufficiently to enable an n-type 

complex to be formed in addition to the expected 7f-complex. Finally, 

during these investigations the variation of the combined anisotropy and 

dispersive medium screenings (6, +4 om) of mixtures with composition 

are shown to be related to the thermodynamics of perfect and imperfect 

mixtures,
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NOTE ON THE UNITS USED IN THIS THESIS ee OS 

The units used in reporting work in the scientific literature 

are being standardized to conform to the recently proposed S.1. 

(Syst&me International d' Unités) convention. As this system is now 

acceptable to the Chemical Society (London), S.I. units have been 

used throughout this thesis. However, in a few instances, equations 

related to the 'ring current' screenings are quoted directly from the 

literature,
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CHAPTER 1 

Theoretical Considerations of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 

1,1__Introduction 

In 1924 Pauli! suggested that some atomic nuclei, in addition to 

acting as point electrostatic charges, possess angular momenta and hence 

magnetic moments which in an applied magnetic field experience a torque 

and thus adopt specific orientations corresponding to different energy 

states. The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance (n.m.r.) is 

observed when transitions between these energy states are induced by a 

second magnetic field rotating in a plane perpendicular to the first. 

The angular momentum operator for the nucleus is quantized and thus, as 

shown by Sternand Gerlach” » only discrete values of the nuclear 

magnetic moment are possible. Corresponding to these the nucleus has 

21+1 separate energy levels, where I the nuclear spin quantum number, 

is a characteristic of each nuclear species. Rabi et. al Me were able 

to obtain the maximum value of the proton magnetic moment, by passing 

a beam of hydrogen molecules through a steady magnetic field B, »using the fact 

tnai\highest and lowest nuclear energy levels, corresponding to the two 

beams, were separated by an energy difference of 2prBi se being the 

maximum value of the magnetic moment. In general a nucleus of spin I 

has successive sub-levels separated by aT and the frequency of the 

rotating magnetic field necessary to cause transitions between these 

B 
° 

in 
  levels is The first detection of nmr? was by passing a hydrogen 

beam successively through two oppositely inclined magnetic fields of 

similar gradients, the first to separate the beam and the second to 

refocus it onto a detector. It was found that the application of an 

oscillating magnetic field between the two original fields reduced the 

efficiency of the refocussing resulting in a sudden drop in the density 

of molecules reaching the detector. This occurred when the frequency 

of the oscillating field was equal to that required to induce transitions 

between the nuclear energy levels, i.e. when the oscillating frequency
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Po 
corresponded to ——- The first n.m.r. signals from bulk matter were 

Ih 

independantly observed in 1945 by Purcell, Torrey and pound’ in paraffin 

wax and by Bloch, Hansen and Packard! in water. The n.m.r. method is 

now well established and is invaluable in the study of certain nuclear 

properties and in the determination of molecular PEractareakiae 

In considering the theory of n.m.r. it is convenient to first 

examine the properties of discrete nuclei in a magnetic field, thus 

leading to the basic equation for resonance. A classical treatment 

of resonance then yields the requirement for an additional rotating 

field Bye its direction of rotation being obtained from quantum mechanical 

considerations. Assemblies of similar nuclei are then considered in 

dealing with the nuclear energy level distribution, saturation and 

relaxation effects. Finally, nuclei in various molecular environments 

are considered in dealing with the chemical shift and chemical exchange 

phenomena, 

1.2 Nuclei in a Magnetic Field 

The magnetic moment and angular momentum of those nuclei possessing 

magnetic moments behave as parallel vectors (figure 1.1) related by 

pe lk a 

where % is an empirical constant, known as the magnetogyric ratio, 

characteristic of each nuclear species. The maximum measurable component 

of the angular momentum of a nucleus is an integral or half-integral 

multiple of tk, therefore the component in any particular direction has 

values between I and -I . This quantization places the same restriction 

on Ja which thus has discrete components, corresponding to different 

orientations to the applied field direction, these being defined by a set 

of observable values ™/i, where m (the magnetic quantum number) varies 

from I to -I. These nuclear states are normally degenerate but on 

applying an external field become separated into the predicted 241 

levels. A nucleus,in a uniform magnetic field B) in the negative z-



  

The relationship between the magnetic 

moment and the spin angular momentum, |, 

  
Vectorial representation of the classical 
Larmor precession,
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direction,has an energy E, »velative to that in zero field , given by 

E, = = ,8, 

where the values of A, are governed by the allowed values of I as 

defined above. The permitted nuclear energy levels will thus be 
-mAB 
a o/1 or 

(1-1) (1-1) Boe CT Bye teeeeeeee (PE VABy» MAB, « 

Consequently these nuclear levels have an energy separation ote OF, 

The selection governing nuclear transitions is Am= 13, thus transitions 

between successive levels form the basis of n.m.r. experiments, and for 

these to occur, the Bohr frequency condition must be observed giving the 

basic n.m.r. equation 

/th = an 1,3 

1.3 Resonance Criteria 

a) Classical Treatment of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

1 
Simple magnetic theory @ shows that 

L = x B, 1,4 

where 10 is the magnetic moment, B, the applied field and L is the rate 

of change of angular momentum with time (torque). Since 

X =A 1,5 
L may be written as 

L = AP fap = Oe x B, 1,6 

If the vector p (the angular momentum) is rotated with an angular velocity 

Ws the rate of change of D is 

dp/dt = wx Pp 157 

Thus the effect of the magnetic field By is equivalent to rotation with an 

angular velocity 

ow = SE 1,8 ° ° ;



hy 

The magnetic dipole will therefore precess about the direction of B, 

with this angular velocity usually referred to.as the Larmor angular 

frequency: 

\, = Si fn 1,9 
In order lo appreciate the significance of this a new co-ordinate system 

is set up such that the static magnetic field is stationary within it 

i.e. it is effectively reduced to zero. This is achieved by rotating 

this co-ordinate frame about the B, direction with the Larmor angular 

frequency. if another smaller constant magnetic field B is introduced 

perpendicular to B, (figure 1.2) but rotating about that direction such 

that its angular frequency is different from that of the Larmor 

precession, B, will also be rotating in the rotating co-ordinate frame. 

Thus it exerts a varying torque PAX B, on the nucleus, tending to tip 

the nuclear moment towards the plane perpendicular to B,. Whilst By 

is moving in the rotating frame the direction of the torque will vary 

rapidly, and only a slight wobbling perturbation of the steady 

precessional motion will be observed. When the field B, rotates at the 

Larmor frequency it will behave (in the rotating frame) as a constant 

field and the torque, being always in the same direction,will cause large 

oscillations in the angle between px and a Hence, if the rate of 

rotation of B, is varied through the Larmor frequency, the oscillations 

will increase and be greatest at that frequency, and will show as a 

resonance phenomenon. Normally, a linearly oscillating field is 

applied which can be regarded as a superposition of two contra-rotating 

fields; only that component having the correct sense synchronizing with 

the precessing magnetic moment. 

b) Quantum Mechanical Consideration of the Rotating Field, By 
  

When a nucleus of magnetic moment 4x is placed in a magnetic field 

the Hamiltonian operator for the system is given by 

B 1,10 

 



Thus, from equation 1,1 

H. -SiR.3B 1,11 
oO 

There are m expected values of I and hence ot Hf, thus the energy levels 

are Boe = th mB, 1,12 

In order to induce transitions between these energy states a 

perturbation must be introduced. This may suitably be done by the 

application of an oscillating magnetic field whose direction may be 

decided from the properties of spin operators and eigenfunctions 

appropriate to a nucleus of spin I. A set of spin angular momentum 

operators Testy wte and 7 can be defined for such a nucleus. 

Restricting the argument to nuclei of spin I = % for simplicity, then for 

an isolated nucleus there will be two independent states whose degeneracy 

may be removed by the application of a magnetic field. The eigenfunctions 

for these states are denoted by o€(1=+%) and BO=-4). and using these two 

funetions as a basis all three components of 1 may be represented by 

15 
2x 2 matrices. These are the well-known Pauli matrices 

ee Dell), nee 9 teens 
The convention used for any operator P is that (x[pl< ), (xl ple), 

(plP[%) and (BlPlB) are respectively the top left, top right, bottom 

left and bottom right elements in the matrix. The probability of a 

transition occurring between the two spin states is therefore governed 

by the elements («| PIB ) and (Bl Pix). If the oscillating magnetic 

field is applied along the z-axis the relevant elements are 

(x11, 1B) = 0 ; (plijle) = 0 1,46, = 1.17) 

i.e. this arrangement of steady and oscillating fields cannot result 

in a transition. However, if the oscillating field is applied along 

the x- or y-axes then 

(C11 1B) 

(ox }1 IB) 

u % 3 (pliix) =% 

“i; (pit, Ix) =%i tt 

1,18 = 1,21 
) 

i.e. either of these arrangements results in a finite probability 

of a transition occurring.
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The energy change when such a transition takes place is 

= 1 vie, 422 

and the frequency of the oscillating field is given by 

A= De, = VB, 

  

[20 

1,4 Nuclear Energy Level Distribution 

It is necessary to consider an assembly of similar nuclei when 

discussing the nuclear energy level distribution. At resonance the 

probebilities of transitions occurring by absorption or emission of 

energy are identical, the effect of spontaneous emission being 

negligible? Nuclear resonance signals are only observed if there is 

a nett change in the system, and this is governed by the distribution 

of nuclei between the various energy levels. If two energy levels 

1 and 2 are considered, containing ny and Ny nuclei, the nett change 

in the system is P(nj-n,) where P is the probability of a transition 

occurring. In the absence of a radio frequency field Bye the number 

at thermal 

  

of nuclei (n,) in a particular nuclear level with energy 

equilibrium at Lemperature T is given by the Boltzmann distribution as 

  

"i/n = exp ( 
il 
nny & exp(“"i/kT;) 1,24 

where n is the total number of nuclei. The probability (p") that any 

nucleus will occupy a particular leve} of magnetic quantum number m, is 

given by 

p" = (1/2741) [ exp 2. /rx1,)] 2 (1/2141) [44 srr] 1,25 

Hence the distribution of nuclei favours the lower energy state and, 

for a nucleus of spin I = %, the probabilities that the nucleus is in 

the upper or lower energy states are 

Pp = (1-PPo/r,) 3 P 
upper 

= % (4p Po/et,) 1,26 - 1,27 
lower 

Thus the higher the applied field the greater the sensitivity of 

the n.m.r. experiment due to the increase in the excess population of 

nuclei in the lower energy state. Normally therefore, a nett absorption
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of energy is obtained and n.m.r. signals are observed. However, 

these can weaken and eventually disappear with increasing intensity 

of the radio frequency field B, 08 cece! the number of excess nuclei 

in the Lower energy state (i.e. ), tends to zero due to 
"lower “upper 

the slow return from an excited state to the ground state after an 

absorption of energy. This phenomenon, which has no equivalent in 

7-18 
optical spectroscopy! is known as saturation. 

1.5 Saturation 

Saturation is primarily seen as a reduction in the intensity of an 

absorption due to a decrease in Gepcese resulting in a reduced nett 

absorption of energy occurring; the reduction increasing with the 

amplitude of the oscillating field B,- Saturation also affects the 

spectrum by broadening the resonance lines and also by affecting some 

lines more than others. For an assembly of nuclei of spin I=4, in 

the absence of the radio frequency field, the rate of change of the 

excess nuclei, n, per me in the ground state is given by 

dn/dt = "o ~ a, 1,28 

where no is the value of n at thermal equilibrium and Ty is a relaxation 

time. On applying the radio frequency field the energy absorbed is 

2nP where P is the probability per unit time for a transition to occur 

under the influence of radiation. Hence 

n dn/dt = ("o ~ t/%,) - 2nP 1,29 

The steady state value of the excess number, ne» is given by 

"s/n = (1 + 20,p) 7! 1,30 
18 

A value for P can be obtained from standard radiation theory , if it 

is assumed that the probability of a transition in unit time between 

two states having magnetic quantum numbers m and a! may be defined by 

= ¥7 8] G'lglal ? OQ L¢-9) 1,31 Pom!
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where B, is the amplitude of the radio frequency field rotating in 

the correct sense in a plane at right angles to the main field Bo» 

and (m'| 1} m) is the appropriate matrix element of the nuclear spin 

operator qe Since Sa, -)) is the Dirac delta function which is 

zero except when Vim! =) it may be seen that an infinitely sharp 

absorption or emission line is predicted. As this is unreal, it is 

replaced by a shape function g()) normalized by 
C 

Jed) ad = 1,32 

Using the selection rule? Am = -1 it follows that 

(m!' Lm)? = + m1 - m+ 1) 1,33 
hence 

2,2 Paom -17 48 By (1 + m)(T- m4 1) g (V) 1,54 

which for I = X% reduces to 

P= \¥ te (9) 1,35 
Therefore 

"o/n = [1 +X 7B or] = 1,36 

The right hand side of equation 1,36 is usually denoted by Z and is 

called the saturation factor. On applying a large amplitude radio 

frequency field the excess number of nuclei in the lower energy level, 

nos will become very small and the spin system is said to be saturated. 

This is greatest at the radio frequency which gives a maximum value for 

the shape function g()), and a further relaxation time, Tys may be 

defined such that 

T, = 4g (D) nay 1,37 

and thus 

Z, = [1 + $75,753; |” 1,38 

where Z, is the saturation factor for a maximum value of g Q).
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Relaxation Processes 

The spin-lattice relaxation results in the restoration of the 

original distribution of energy levels in a system by removing energy 

from an excited spin state, so allowing a nucleus to return to a lower 

energy state; the spin-spin relaxation results in phase loss. 

a) Spin-lattice Relaxation 

In a bulk sample molecules are undergoing random translational 

and rotational motion, thus any nuclear magnetic moment which may be 

present will experience a rapidly fluctuating magnetic field produced 

by neighbouring magnetic moments. If the motion contains a frequency 

which is synchronous with the precessional frequency of a neighbouring 

nucleus then this nucleus will experience a radiofrequency field 

capable of inducing a transition; preferentially a stimulated emission 

of energy from the spin system rather than an absorption, thus 

transferring energy to the surrounding lattice. A spin-lattice 

relaxation time is associated with this process and may be defined, 

in terms of the probability of a spin-lattice transition occurring, 

as follows. When an assembly of nuclear spins of I = \ is placed in 

a steady magnetic field the initial population of the two spin states 

is equal and a finite time is required for the spin populations to reach 

their new equilibrium value. If Ny and ny are the number of nuclei 

per unit volume in the upper and lower states respectively, then it is 

possible to evaluate the rate of change of the excess number of nuclei 

per unit volume, n, as a function of time. If the upward and downward 

transition probabilities are Py and Py respectively (for the interaction 

of a nucleus with other molecular degrees of freedom) where simple 

thermodynamics requires that 

Py (upper-» lower) > P, (lower— upper), 

then at equilibrium (in the presence of a magnetic field) the total 

number of upward and downward transitions per unit time must be equal i.e. 

nyPy = nyPy 1,39
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As the Boltzmann distribution of nuclei between two energy levels 

is given by 

=208 
"2/n4 = en cae o/kT) 1 = 2uB /KT 1,40 

it follows that 

Pie, = "2%/n, = exp ( 2" 8s /xr) 1,41 

Provided that the interaction is small compared with the total 

energy of the system, i,e, the temperature is stationary, then Pip, 

is independant of ny and n. therefore if P is the mean of Pp and Py then ‘93 

p,=Pexp( Moser) 5p, = Pen(*%o/xr) 1,42 -1,43 

Thus the rate of change of the populations is 

dn _ _ dn _ > 
1/dt = - ~ 2/dt = MP yey 1,44 

Since an upward transition decreases and a downward transition increases 

the excess number of nuclei by 2 then 

ON ieee 2 (nyP, - n,P,) 1945 

expansion of the exponential in Py and Py by assuming that sre AT <1 

then gives 

dn . ay q /at = - 2P[n - (n, an 2B, [kt] 1,46 

If an equilibrium value of the excess number of nuclei in the Lower 

energy state, Dead is defined as 

= 8 Dea (ny + ny) o/kT 1,47 

it follows that equation 1,46 becomes 

an 744 a - %q] 1,48 

and integration of 1,48 leads to 

n- an = (n) - ng) exp (- 2 Pt) 1,49 

where nN is the initial value of n. The spin-lattice relaxation 

time Ty. the characteristic half-life time for the relaxation of a 

nucleus from an excited state to the ground state,may be defined by 

T, = ‘hp 1,50 

thus giving 1 tag = (n) - te exp (tr) 1,54
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showing that the rate at which the excess population reaches its 

equilibrium value is governed exponentially by Ty: 

db) Spin-Spin Relaxation 

In addition to interacting with the lattice, magnetic nuclei can 

also interact among themselves. Each nuclear magnet is acted upon by 

the steady magnetic field, By? and also by the small local magnetic 

field, B. » produced by the precessional motion of neighbouring loc 

nuclear magnets. These local fields have both oscillating (B,..) 

and static components (Bovat)? thus nucleus j producing a magnetic field 

oscillating at its Larmor frequency may induce a transition in nucleus 

ke The energy for the process comes from j and a simultaneous 

re-orientation of ‘flip-flop' of both nuclei results Only identical    

nuclei are capable of undergoing spin-exchange and no restoration of 

the distribution of spin states following an absorption of energy is 

achieved because the total spin energy remains constant throughout the 

process. Due to the small variations in Bloc nuclear dipoles which are 

precessing in phase at one instant of time get out of phase in a time 

Ty, the spin-spin relaxation time. The foregoing description of the 

n.m.r. phenomenon relating to bulk systems is dependent on a consideration 

of individual nuclei, but it is also possible to approach the phenomenon 

directly from a macroscopic viewpoint and so obtain a further insight 

into the n.m.r. parameters. 

1.7 N.M,R, in Macro Samples 

Bloch» (=o has described) the) bulk magnetization of alsample ueing 

a series of phenomenological equations. An assembly of nuclei in an 

applied field have their various spin states occupied to different 

extents, thus giving the sample a magnetic susceptibility. If Mis the 

  

magnetic moment per unit volume of a substance placed in a magnetic 

  

field pe then this is related to the static susceptibility X | by 

M= BX o ee
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When an oscillating magnetic field B is applied in a manner suitable 

to cause resonance, the total magnetisation of the sample, M, becomes 

time dependent and by analogy to the equation of motion of a single 

précessing nucleus (equation 1,6) 

aM/, = 8(MxB) 1,53 
where B is the vector sum of B, and B, which may be resolved into its 

constituent parts along the co-ordinate axes: 

BL, =B, ; By=B cosu,t ; By= ~B, snot 1,54 - 1,56 

where w, is the angular velocity of By. 

Consider the effect on a set of equivalent nuclei, of spin 1 = %, 

in a steady magnetic field B, in the z-direction, M has only az 

component, the individual nuclei precessing about the z-direction with 

random phases, with the x and y components averaging to zero in forming 

M. Similerly, if the assembly of nuclei is exposed to a rotating field 

By, at fields far removed from resonance the individual nuclei are still 

out of phase and M still only has a z-component. Thus the magnetization 

vector My will still be coincident with the z-axis. As the applied 

field B, approaches the value required for resonance the nuclei will 

start to precess in phase giving non-zero values of My and Sea Hence 

the megnetization vector will move away from the z-axis, and will precess 

about the new direction with the Larmor frequency as shown in figure 1,3. 

In the steady state condition the components of the bulk magnetization 

M,, due to the static field B, » then become 

(A Yat)e: =¥B.M Y (A U/Ar)g. =-¥B (Aft) =0 1,57 - 1,59 

and the coaponents due to the applied field B, Becomes 

Gin), = ¥M_B,sinuyt ; G MYA )g,= ¥MzB, cos yt 1,60 - 1,61 

(AMe/e)e, = 0 (-MBisin wrt - MB, cos wt) Mee 
Thus combining equations 1,57 - 1,59 with equations 1,60 - 1,62 gives 

the overall equations of motion for the components of the total 

magnetization vector at resonance, Mins as



  

The magnetization vector precessing about the z-axis 

with non zero values of My and ee 

Transverse components of the magnetic moment referred to 

fixed axes (full lines) and axes rotating with the r.f. 
field (dotted lines).



as = 

LM / yy ¥(M,B, +M_B, sinw,t) 1,63 

dy Jap X (M8, cos yt -M,B, ) 1,64 

AM / ap = ¥ (-M,8, srt -M,B, cos 4) 1,65 

The effect of the relaxation processes must also be taken into account. 

“ 
u 

Before resonance the spin system and lattice are at thermal equilibrium 

and M is equal to the static magnetization, Mo: After resonance 

has occurred the spin system and lattice are no longer at thermal 

equilibrium and M, does not remain constant, but approaches My ata 

rate governed by the spin-lattice relaxation time T which in the 

macroscopic system is termed the longitudinal relaxation time. This 

de Le = My -Me /-p 1,66 

The individual nuclei will also be in phase after resonance and MM. and 

rate is 

MS will still have finite values. Due to the effects of spin-spin 

relaxation and the resulting on-set of phase incoherence these 

components will decay to zero in a time Ty: This has been described 

as the transversal relaxation time because it governs the time 

dependence of the transverse magnetization components M and Me The 

rate of decay is given by 

SMe 2 = af, OMe 2 My /y 1,67 ~ 1,68 
Combination of equations 1,66 - 1,68 with equations 1,635 - 1,65 leads 

to the Bloch equations for describing the actual behaviour of a 

macroscopic sample during an n.m.r. experiment: 

dM fe = ¥(MyB, + M28, svrayt) - Mx/-p, 1,69 

aMy/p ¥ (Mz Bycos ont -M,8,) - My/t, 1,70 

dM 2 ¥(—M By srr wt -M,Bycosayt)+ (MoMA) 1,71 
The Bloch equations take a simpler form if they are referred to a set of 

axes rotating with the applied radiofrequency field By: In this 

rotating frame both By and By are fixed and the frame rotates with a
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frequency W™, passage through resonance is achieved by varying Ww, exact 

resonance occurring when & =,- The components of M along and 

perpendicular to the direction of B, are identified as u (in-phase 

component of M) and v (out-of-phase component of M) (figure 1.4). 

The relationships between the components are 

M, =ucoswt-vsinwt; My=-usut-vcoswt 1572 - 1575 

Substitution of 1,72 and 1,73 into the Bloch equations, noting that 

¥a, =Q» gives 

du /4p ct Pt + (Wo- w)v =O “ 

Ww /4e 4 Ta. ~ (w -w)u+¥BM, =0 "475 

aM, Jap “ (M2-Mo/7,)- ¥B,v Xe) 1,76 

The solution of these equations is obtained by assuming that the 

resonance signal is oberved under steady state or slow passage conditions, 

when the absorption of r.f. energy is just balanced by the transfer of 

dM. 
energy from the nuclei to the lattice so that  2/dt = 0, hence 

u=M,¥B,T, (wo ¥)/D “Vs ~M,¥B,T/D 1,77 = 1578 

Mz=Mo(1+T, (wo-%)*)/D 1,79 

where D= 1473 (w.-w)* + ¥*B; a) eed 

From equation 1,78 it may be seen that when B, is about 10! tesla and 

qT, and Ty no greater than a few seconds, the absorption or 'v-mode' 

signal should be proportional to ¥ B, 1/1 + 1, (, -w)*). This 

describes a Lorentzian line shapes c! ao as shown in figure 1.5. At 

the centre when the resonance condition is exactly fulfilled wy - w= 0 

and the signal height is proportional to 8B. In certain cases it 

is preferable to use the dispersion or 'u-mode' signal, and this is 

shown in figure 1.6, The terms u- and v-mode are sometimes replaced 

by the Bloch susceptibilities x! and Ke and these are also shown in 

the above figures. The area under an absorption curve can be obtained
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by the integration of the v term over all values of, -W. The 

result is directly proportional to Ke which from equation 1,52 is 

a direct function of the number of nuclei per unit volume, Hence 

the area under each resonance is a direct indication of the number 

of nuclei of a particular type undergoing resonance. 

1.8 Factors Affecting Line Shape 

It has been shown that a nuclear magnetic absorption line can be 

approximately represented by a Lorenztian euvens 2 25 A quantum 

mechanical approach to n.m.r. predicts an infintely sharp absorption 

line; however, for identical nuclei, absorption occurs over a small 

but finite frequency range due to several line broadening effects. 

The width of a line is defined as its width at half height expressed 

in terms of the spplied field or frequency. Half-height line widths 

4 
vary from 107? tesla in some liquids to 10°* tesla in solids. The 

various factors affecting this width will now be discussed. 

a) Spin-lattice Relaxation 

The lifetime of a nucleus in a given spin-state is limited by the 

spin-lattice relaxation mechanism and thus there is an uncertainty in 

the lifetime of that spin-state which is of the order of 2 Ty). Since 

the Uncertainty Principle requires that 

Of. ObuK 181 

and since 

Oe=hOd 1,82 

it follows that 

Ov= KAT, ie. Ds Ven, 185 = 184 

Equation 1,84 gives the uncertainty or spread in frequency of a given 

absorption line due to the limitation placed on a nucleus remaining in 

a perticular spin-state by the spin-lattice relaxation mechanism, 

For liquids having very short Ty values this type of broadening is 

often roughly equal to that originating from magnetic dipolar broadening.
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b) Spin-spin Relaxation 

In a similar manner the spin-spin relaxation process introduces 

an uncertainty into the life-time of the nuclear spin-state and so 

causes uncertainty in the frequency at which resonance will occur, 

leading to broadened absorption lines. 

c) Magnetic Dipolar Broadening 

The magnetic environment of a nucleus may be modified by fields 

produced by the magnetic moments of fixed neighbouring nuclei. These 

have both static and rotating components both of which produce line 

broadening; the rotating component resulting in the spin-spin 

relaxation broadening (see b) above). The static field, which 

results in the magnetic dipolar broadening, is given by 

Bue = */2(1~3c0s*8) 1 
at a nucleus distance r away from the nucleus under consideration, and 

lying on a line inclined at an angle 6 to the magnetic dipolar axis. 

In the solid state adjacent nuclei maintain approximately the same 

orientation with respect to each other and over the whole sample, if 

amorphous, all values of © between 0 and 27% rad are allowed. Thus 

the resultant local field can have any values between = ou/r?. The 

effective field at a nucleus is therefore B= eS ae and resonance will 

occur over a range of frequencies and the line will be broadened. if 

B is taken as the spread of the local field then the resonance 
loc 

equation gives the range of frquencies of Larmor precession as 

Oy-/ Bree /pp 1,86 

In a solid many nuclei will be precessing at identical frequencies, 

hence this form of broadening is very efficient and line widths are 

large. In liquids and gases, where the molecules are allowed rapid 

random motion, the magnetic field at any one nucleus due to its 

neighbours effectively averages to zero. The molecular motions 

necessary to produce this averaging being of shorter time than that
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required for the observation of a nuclear resonance signal, the 

effect of magnetic dipolar broadening on line widths in liquid and 

gaseous samples is negligible. 

d) Electric Quadruple Effects 

Nuclei having values of 1) % may possess non spherically 

symmetrical nuclear charge distributions resulting in their having a 

quadrupole moment, Q. Such a nucleus, in an exciled spin-state, may, 

by interaction of its quadrupole moment with the unsymmetrical local 

electric fields, transfer its spin energy to the lattice; this spin- 

lattice relaxation may have a lifetime of as little as 1074s associated 

with it, resulting in very broad lines. The main effect in liquids 

and gases is to place an uncertainty on the energy levels and thus 

inerease the line width, 

e) Transient Effects 

The steady state solution of the Bloch equations (section 127) 

assumes that equilibrium has been attained between the r.f. field and 

the nuclear magnetization. In practice the time taken to reach 

equilibrium is appreciable and thus a restriction is placed upon the 

rate at which resonance is traversed. The static nuclear magnetization 

at thermal equilibrium is My which is reduced to 2M, in the steady 

state, where 4 is the saturation factor. Thus if the resonance line 

is entered too rapidly the signal will be strong at first and then 

become weaker as the magnetization is reduced from M, to ZMy° leading 

1o distortion of the line shape. 

Saturation will also affect the line shape of a resonance signal 

(section 1.5). It has been shown that the approach to equilibrium of 

a spin system is governed by the characteristic time T, (section 1.6a)). 

llowever, when the irradiating frequency is appreciable this must be 

modified to TZ, meaning that equilibrium is attained more rapidly 

and is accompanied by broadening of the line.
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1.9 The Chemical Shift 

Any isotopic nucleus has a number of resonant frequencies depending 

upon its chemical environment and differences between any two of these 

result in a chemical shift; this phenomenon being a general one for all 

nuclei. It was first observed for metals and metal salts by Knighteos 

and later by Proctor and yu>? for '4y compounds and by Dickineone” 
1 

for or. Whenever two or more nuclei of the same isotopic species 

have a different environment, a separate resonance is observed for 

each group, with an intensity proportional to the number of nuclei in 

that group. This chemical shift is directly proportional to the 

applied field strength and arises from small intramolecular and 

intermolecular contributions to the actual field experienced by a 

particular nucleus, These contributions have their origin in the 

various circulations of electrons in the molecule, together with 

effects associated either with individual atoms or with the medium 

as a whole, These effects may be represented by the expression 

B=B,(1- a) 1687 
where By is the applied field, B the actual field experienced by a 

nucleus and O- the shielding constant for the nucleus in its 

particular environment. If two nuclei of the same isotopic species, 

in environments i and j, have shielding constants oc; and o; at the 

same value of Bo» then the chemical shift of nucleus i relative to 

nucleus j is given by 

Sy= 8 Bie, = 0-0: 1,88 
Since it is not possible to measure the resonance position of a given 

nucleus stripped of all its electrons, (which it would be necessary 

to do if one required an absolute reference position) absolute chemical 

shifts cannot be determined. Thus all chemical shifts are measured 

relative to a reference compound, which for protons is usually 

tetramethylsilane, and are then conveniently defined as the 

dimensionless quantity $ 3
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&= (E 2 /e.) x fem 1,89 

where B is the resonance field of the nuclei under observation and 

B. is that for the reference compound. Since it is experimentally 

easier to determine the difference in frequency of the two signals 

at resonance, rather than the magnetic field strengths required, § 

is generally redefined in terms of frequency as 

5 = 0 WH ccillakor Sraguenty ) x 10° ppm 1,90 

where y and Y. are the frequencies corresponding to B and B. in 

equation 1,89. Because the majority of the work reported in this 

thesis depends upon the measurement of chemical shifts a detailed and 

critical discussion of the various screening terms which contribute 

to the chemical shift is given in chaper 5. Both internal referencing 

(reference and unknown in same tube) and external referencing 

(reference in a separate capillary placed in the main tube) are 

possible and these methods are discussed in chapter 4. 

1,10 Spin-spin Coupling 

Examination of spectra under high resolution often reveals that 

the chemically shifted bands are themselves composed of several peaks. 

7 
This added multiplicity was first noticed by Proctor and Yu2 for the 

121 
Sb resonance in NaSbF¢ which was composed of seven equally spaced 

lines. To discuss spin-spin coupling fully it is necessary to 

consider all possible magnetic infractions* There are a number of 

these which result in the observed multiplicity, but not all of these 

are equally important. The interactions may be grouped as follows. 

Firstly there are various electron interactions namely electron 

orbital-orbital, orbital-spin, spin-spin and spin-external field. 

Secondly there is the nucleus-electron-electron-nucleus interaction 

and finally there is an intermolecular dipole-dipole interaction which 

gives rise to the broad lines observed in solids (section 1.8c)),
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and averages to zero when all possible molecular orientations are 

equally probable, it therefore follows that all these factors affect 

the number of lines, line separations and coupling constants when 

spin-spin coupling occurs between non-equivalent nuclei. The 

detailed theory can clearly become extremely complex and it is 

convenient to make the point here that two types of spin-spin coupled 

spectra exist, namely first and second order. The former is the 

simplest and results in couplings which have regular line spacings 

and intensities, and only this type will be considered here. 

Defining an absorption band as the signal arising from one set 

of identical nuclei, the number of peaks, as constituent lines of such 

a band arising from coupling, may be predicted. The number of lines 

in the spectrum for nucleus A in a molecule AXys where A and X are 

non-equivalent, is given by ani, + 1 where I is the spin quantum 

number of X, and the relative intensities are given by the n th 

binomial coefficients, i.e. 

fon n(n-1), n(n -1 Ne2)5 seco n(n-1) .... (n-r +1). 
My 

2 3! rl 

where n is the number of magnetically equivalent nuclei, and similarly 

for X. The multiple lines are equally spaced and the magnitude of the 

splitting, known as the! coupling or spin-spin interaction constant’, 

is denoted by Jax and quoted in Hz (and is independant of field 

erential: Considering a nucleus of spin I = 6, the possible spin 

states are those with m equal to Ps ky. Labelling the state m =+4 

as o and the state m= -% as B » @ group containing three nuclei 

(e.g. CH, +) has the following proton spin configurations : 

xp XBR 
XK of o¢ « Bo Bx Bp PBB 

Bxn Pee 
1 es 

Total spin + 9 +2 =i 2 =
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Because of the various effects discussed previously an adjacent 

nucleus sees four energy states of the group considered above and 

hence four values of the local field corresponding to the four values 

of the local field corresponding to the four values of total spin. 

The two states of total spin % are each three times as numerous as 

those with total spin -2, hence a quartet is observed with relative 

line intensities 1:3:3:1. Spin-spin coupling is a mutual effect, 

such that any nucleus which causes splitting of another resonance must 

itself show splitting of a similar magnitude, the number of lines into 

which it is itself split being governed by the number of nuclei in 

the group to which it is coupled. Spectra may be classified using 

the symbols A, B, C ... X, Y, Z to characterize individual nuclei 

within a nuclear spin system. The letters A, B, C represent 

magnetically non-equivalent nuclei of the same species having small 

relative chemical shifts of the same order of magnitude as the coupling 

constant between them. X, Y and Z are used to represent a similar 

set of nuclei, not necessarily of the same species as the first set, 

but having a large chemical shift from the first set. The symbols 

A and a‘ are used to denote nuclei which are chemically but not 

magnetically equivalent (i.e. they have the same chemical shift but 

do not couple equally to all other resonant nuclei in the molecule). 

1.11 Chemical Exchange Phenomena 

Since the spin-lattice relaxation time qT, must be longer than 

0.1s to obtain a high resolution n.m.r. spectrum, this very long time 

scale inherent in the method allows many phenomena occurring in 

shorter times to affect the resonance signal. Defining C A and CT B 

as the first order lifetimes of a magnetic nucleus X in two molecular 

environments A and B the probability of X in A moving to B is Vey 

and vice versa; and w, & o, is the chemical shift difference of X in 

; =! el i 
the two environments, measured in rad § . When no exchange is taking
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place re ne 1 BES ©0 , and two distinct signals will be observed with 

a chemical shift of WW, = Wp Provided that the chemical shift 

difference between the sites is sufficiently large, two distinct 

signals will also be seen when the rate of exchange is reasonably 

slow (T > (wy -w,)'&T,) and the separation will still be 

Ve, = Wp» but both lines will be broadened due to the exchange. 

As the rate of exchange increases these lines eventually coalesce and 

a new single resonance position is obtained at some intermediate 

frequency, W: 

W =PaW, + Pe We 1,91 

where 

Paz |p Te ; fas “Yt, +%,e 1,92 - 1,93 

i.e. Pa and Pp, are the fractions of the population of X in environments 

A and B respectively. Thus the position of the line depends upon the 

population of the two sites. 

1,12 Investigations to be Carried Out in This Thesis 

Many phenomena in solution can be studied by making use of the 

chemical exchange effect; one that has received considerable attention 

recently is dipole-induced dipole Enteracttonsionece Investigations 

of this type form the basis of that part of the work described in this 

thesis which is directed towards studying molecular interactions in 

solution. As a result of n.m.r. studies, two parameters appertaining 

to the interaction are obtained, namely the equilibrium quotient (kK) 

and the excess shielding (a) for the solute in the complex compared 

with free solute. Therefore, if dipole-induced dipole complexes 

formed between polar solutes (and nonpolar solutes with strongly 

polar bonds) and aromatic solvents are considered these can be 

investigated by studying the dependance of the observed solute time- 

average chemical shift on sample composition. There are a number of
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methods of obtaining K and Q é from the experimental measurements and 

these have not previously been examined critically in any detail. 

In order to carry out such an examination several problems must be 

resolved, the most important of which are a) which is the most 

thermodynamically valid concentration range and scale to use, b) which 

solvents are inert (the above investigations being generally carried 

out in an inert solvent) and hence which is the best solvent and 

reference to use, c) what is the effect of the various medium 

sereenings on the results obtained and which of these will have to be 

considered in any new experimental procedure and d) what is the effect 

of aromatic substituents on the type of interaction obtained, it being 

1 
known that a methyl group does not alter the type of complex formed? 153



CHAPTER 2 

  

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

2.1 Introduction 

In order to observe a n.m.r. signal from any nucleus the 

fundamental equation 

Yo= $8 est 25 Dore ‘ 

must be obeyed. It is evident that it is possible to bring any 

particular nucleus into resonance either by varying the applied field 

B, or the radiofrequency field Ao? the other remaining constant. The 

stationary magnetic field required to observe nuclear magnetic resonance 

may be derived from either a permanent or an electromagnet operating at 

field strengths of 1 - 2.5 tesla; superconducting magnets are also 

available with fields up to 5 tesla. The rotating field is generally 

derived by passing a signal, from a r.f. oscillator, through a coil 

around the sample situated in a stationary field. Because of the 

shielding of nuclei, equation 2,1 requires that either the field or the 

frequency must be swept over a small range in order to detect the 

spectrum for a given nucleus. Two principle means of detecting the 

n.m.r. signal are available using either a single coil, due to Bloch, 

Hansen and Packard’, or two crossed coils, due to Purcell, Tarey and 

6 
Pound . 

2.2 Requirements of a N,M,R, Spectrometer 

The basic requirements of a n.m.r, spectrometer capable of 

producing permanent high resolution spectra are 

a) a magnet with a very homogeneous and stable field (in the range 

1 - 2.5 tesla), 

b) a probe (or sample holder containing the radiofrequency coil or 

coils, 

c) a sweep unit to linearly vary the main magnetic field over a small 

range (alternatively it may be kept fixed),
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4) a r.f. source (oscillator) of high stability (1 part in 10) 

operating at a fixed frequency in the range 4 - 100 MHz (or varying 

over a small range of a few kHz), 

e) ar.f. receiver and amplifier, 

f) an oscilloscope and/or pen recorder for permanent presentation 

of the spectrum, 

The requirements for these individual components will now be discussed 

in detail by considering the Perkin-Elmer R10 Spectrometer, the 

commercial spectrometer used in the present work; the basic arrangement 

of which is shown in figure 2.1. 

2.5 The Magnet Assembly 

The Perkin-Elmer R10 Spectrometer employs a 1.4092 tesla permanent 

magnet, with pole faces of 250 mm diameter and a separation of 25 mm 

which necessitates a radiofrequency detection system operating at 

approximately 60MHz. At low frequencies such as this the permanent 

magnet, at the time of the design of the instrument, had the advantages 

of easier operation and greater retention of resolution when compared 

with an electro-magnet; but it suffers from the disadvantages of only 

operating at one field strength and thus needing a separate r.f. 

oscillator tuned to the appropriate frequency for each nuclear type 

studied. In order to provide the continuously varying field B, in 

the field sweep mode of operation,sweep coils are wound on the pole 

pieces and a direct current saw-tooth wave form applied to these. 

This voltage, which may be derived either from the time base for the 

oscilloscope or alternatively from a high grade computer potentiometer 

synchronized with the rotation of the recorder drum, goes via a cathode 

follower to the sweep coils. The spectrometer employs a twin-T bridge 

signal detection system housed in a mu metal box placed directly on 

the probe unit, which is held between the magnet pole pieces by an 

aluminium bar. The sample coil is wound on a hollow glass former in
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which the sample is spun by means of an air turbine. 

  

tion of Magnet Performance 

The previously mentioned magnet dimensions are necessary in order 

to obtain an ultimate field homogeneity of about 3 parts in 10? over a 

volume of 107 8n? and also to accommodate the r.f. probe. The ratio 

of pole face diameter to separation must be of the order of 10 : 1 

to ensure that the central portion of the field has a 'flat' contour 

and does not suffer from 'edge' effects (i.e. bending of the lines 

of magnetic flux near the edge of the pole pieces). The pole faces 

must be parallel, free from machining marks and almost optically 

rlat?4; and the pole cap material must be metallurgically uniform. 

Homogeneity is improved from an intrinsic value of 1 part in 10° by 

eliminating field gradients in the region of the sample by adjusting 

the d.c. voltages in nine sets of Golay field coils arranged in pairs 

on the pole faces; shimming currents being quickly generated which 

produce opposing field gradients in specified directions. A further, 

apparent, improvement in homogeneity of the magnetic field is achieved 

by spinning the sample about an axis perpendicular to the applied 

field direction, This arises because if the field variation over the 

sample is es A B, and a nucleus within the sample experiences the whole 

of the variation in time t then the faster the sample spins the more 

closely does each magnetic nucleus behave as if it 'sees' the average 

field, Bos this effect becomes significant when t¢ eK By: 

The magnetic field is further stabilized by enclosing it is an 

aluminium box, lined with expanded polystyrene, containing temperature 

sensing devices and heating elements. These enable the magnet 

temperature to be thermostatted to 306 .56K* 0.001K, thus reducing the 

problem of field drift to a minimum, There remains a persistent field 

drift due to magnet ageing but since this is very small and varies 

linearly with time it is not corrected for in the-R10 spectrometer.
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However, the larger variations in the external magnetic field are 

corrected for by means of a field compensator in which coils placed 

on or near the magnetic pole pieces sense any variation in the 

magnetic field and apply a correcting current through further coils 

wound on the pole pieces. 

2.5 The Radiofrequency Oscillator 

As this makes use of a novel system of operation it will be 

discussed in some detail. The radiofrequency signal for proton 

resonance studies is derived from a thermostatted quartz crystal- 

controlled oscillator operating at 5.000MIlz with a high harmonic 

content. It is necessary both to thermostat the crystal and also to 

have a final automatic gain control in the circuit because the r.f. 

power fed to the probe must be both frequency stable (to 1 part in 

10° or 10? per minute) and also at a constant level. The second 

harmonic (15MHz) is selected and further multiplied to 60.000 MHz. 

In order to obtain the very stable base line necessary for slow sweep 

rates the R10 spectrometer uses a single side-band (S.S.B.) mode of 

operation. A separate crystal-controlled oscillator (of 2kHz, which 

is multiplied to 4kHz in the phase sensitive detector) provides a 

signal which is used to amplitude modulate the main 60.000 MHz signal. 

Thus three signals are obtained, 59.996 MHz, the carrier at 60.000 MHz 

and 60,004 MHz; the lower side-band and the carrier frequencies are 

then rejected in the following manner, The single side-band unit 

consists of two suppressed carrier modulators, each of which is fed 

with the 60,000 Miz r.f. signal and with a 4kllz signal, the two 4kilz 

signals being oe rad out of phase with each other. In each unit the 

60.000 MHz signal is split and fed via contraconducting diodes onto the 

primary winding of a trensformer, the 4kHz signal being fed to the 

centre tap. The diodes are arranged so that they are alternatively 

conducting and cut-off by each half cycle of the 4kllz signal, thus
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the carrier signal is always averaged to zero whilst both upper and 

lower side-bands remain. The lower side-band is suppressed as 

follows; the two 4kHz signals to the suppressed carrier modulators 

are a rad out of phase with each other and by de-tuning the 

transformer primaries in the two halves of the circuit further * oe 
4 

rad phase shifts are obtained relative to each other. Thus when the 

outputs of the two channels are recombined the components of the lower 

side-band subtract and those of the upper side-band add together thus 

leaving only the upper side-band signal. This signal is then fed, 

after further amplification and automatic gain control to the input 

of a twin-T bridge. 

2.6 The Probe and Detector System 

The probe assembly consists of the air turbine for sample spinning, 

the receiver coil, the linear sweep coils and the pre-amplifier. The 

critical part is the probe itself which is made from a non-magnetic 

material such as aluminium and must be very accurately located to ensure 

that the receiver coil is in the most homogeneous part of the main 

magnetic field. The r.f. coil is wound on a vertical glass former and 

consists of a few turns of copper wire. Purcell, Torrey and Bounds 

in their first n.m.r. experiment used a single coil method of 

ery A bridge circuit detection in conjunction with a bridge circuit 

is versatile and may be used in two ways: i) the very large 

transmitter signal may be balanced out and then the small absorption 

or dispersion signal appears as an out-of-balance e.m.f. across the 

bridge or ii) the bridge may be partially off-balanced so that some 

of the transmitter signal is leaked through in phase with the 

absorption mode signal so as to swamp the dispersion mode signal 

(figure 2.2). In high resolution work the twin-T bridge has been 

found to be particularly satisfactory since, because of audio 

frequency modulation and phase sensitive detection, this enables the
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bridge to be completely balanced; any signal resulting in off 

balance of the bridge being detected in the a.f. circuit. A circuit 

of this type is used in the R10 spectrometer. The bridge circuit 

consists of two almost identical tuned LC circuits in parallel, 

connected to the same r.f. oscillator, one circuit containing the 

sample coil and the other a dummy coil (figure 2.3). An extra 

electrical half wave-length of cable is inserted in one circuit and 

the outputs are connected at point D and fed to a receiver pimcul. 37 

This half wave-length of cable reverses the phase of the sample output 

with respect to the dummy output at point D, hence the voltages are 

subtracted. For a balanced circuit the only voltage which reaches the 

receiver would be that induced by the magnetic nuclei. This output 

is then fed (at 60.004 MHz) into a r.f. amplifier where it is amplified 

and combined with the carrier frequency (60.000MHz), thus giving a 

resultant 4kHz signal, the phase and amplitude of which contain complete 

information about both the absorption and dispersion components of the 

n.m.r. signal. This signal is then fed to an audio phase sensitive 

detector which is also supplied with a 4kHz reference signal (derived 

from that supplying the S.S.B. unit) whose phase may be varied by a 

phase rocking network to give a d.c. output of either the absorption 

or dispersion signal mode. 

2 Spectral Presentation 

The d.c. output from the phase sensitive detector is then fed to 

an oscilloscope or a pen recorder. The phase detector gives a very 

stable base-line because, until a nuclear signal is encountered, the 

steady d.c. signal is reduced to zero by means of a y-axis back-off 

system, The chart recorder is arranged such that its x-axis corresponds 

to the field sweep of the spectrometer. For the oscilloscope the field 

sweep is derived from the x-axis of the oscilloscope and for either 

recording mode the detector output is connected to the y-axis which
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thus monitors the intensity of the n.m.r. signal. By passing the 

signal through a circuit containing a d.c. amplifier connected across 

a condenser, an integral of the absorption spectrum may be obtained. 

2.8 Calibration of Spectra 

The spectrometer uses pre-calibrated chart paper, but for the work 

described herein much more accuracy is required and it is necessary to 

use an audio side-band technique for measuring line frequencies. In 

the R10 the r.f. is modulated by a known frequency to give an inverted 

representation of the portion of the spectrum under observation displaced 

to either side of the original by the modulation frequency. Internal 

or external references may be used, and in either case by using a remote 

single sharp line from the reference and suitably varying the modulation 

frequency, a series of inverted sharp lines of accurately known 

frequency may be drawn around the portion of the spectrum of interest. 

The exact position of all lines relative to this reference may then be 

obtained by interpolation. The advantage of this method is that all 

changes in field drift are accounted for and it is not necessary to rely 

on the accuracy of the pre-calibrated charts, The frequencies used, 

derived from a Muirhead-Wigan D890-A oscillator, were checked to an 

accuracy of 3 0.01 Hz using a Venner 3336 counter. 

2.9 The Variable Temperature Probe 

The normal probe described above operates at the temperature of the magnet 

enclosure and elaborate precautions are taken to ensure that as little 

thermal disturbance as possible occurs in the region of the probe 

assembly, There are, however, many applications of variable temperature 

studies, and in particular such studies have been made in this thesis 

in order to obtain thermodynamic parameters of complex formation. This 

has required the use of the variable temperature probe, the particular 

model available with the R10 allowing any temperature from 173K to 473K 

to be readily obtained and automatically maintained; temperatures 40K
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below the lower limit being obtained by careful manual control. The 

probe contains a small dewar flask which is positioned in the magnet gap 

and replaces the standard assembly, effectively insulating the magnet 

from the environment of the sample tube. This, in turn, is surrounded by 

a water jacket maintained at 306,6K which completes the thermal isolation 

of the magnet from the sample. To raise the temperature of the sample, 

air is drawn in through a large electrically heated copper block and 

passed to the probe, this minimizes any temperature gradients in the 

air stream. To reach temperatures below that of the magnet a supply 

of liquid nitrogen droplets and gas, boiled from the liquid, is mixed 

with dry air and the mixture heated, as above, to obtain the desired 

temperature. Within 5 mm of the r.f. coil is a platinum resistance 

thermometer which monitors the sample temperature in order than automatic 

correction, to the pre-set temperature, can be made. Very steady 

temperatures can be achieved repetitively with this device and this 

feature makes it particularly useful in the determination of thermodynamic 

data, In order to determine the temperature to 0.1K an independant 

copper-constantan thermocouple is incorporated in the probe and the 

e.m.f, it produces can be monitored by means of a potentiometer, 

calibrated by the use of a standard Weston cell, and reference to an 

e.m.f.-temperature table.



CHAPTER 3 

A Critical Examination of the Thermodynamics of Complex Formation 

3.1 Introduction 

The formation of intermolecular complexes in solution has 

received considerable study; in particular the properties of charge- 

transfer complexes, hydrogen bonded species, and various dipole-induced 

dipole complexes have been examined by a number of instrumental 

38-41 42-43 methods . These have included dipole moment studies and a 

44-45 e 
variety of spectroscopic techniques, especially ultra-violet 

oe and nuclear magnetic meeoneheso ae infra-red In most cases 

the complexes are so short lived that the spectroscopic parameters are 

time-average values. From these it should be possible to obtain 

limiting values for the pure molecular complex (extinction coefficient 

in u.v. measurements and limiting chemical shift in n.m.r. studies) 

which should be independent of the method of determination and also 

of the choice of concentration scale. As an example, consider the 

dipole-induced dipole interaction between chloroform and benzene, in 

the inert solvent cyclohexane (see Chapter 7), as investigated by n.m.r. 

The relative concentrations must be varied in order to obtain an 

alteration in a measurable n.m.r. parameter, and it may be seen, from 

figures 3.1A, 3.1B and 3.1C, that as the ratio of benzene to chloroform 

increases so the chemical shift of chloroform with respect to cyclohexane 

is shifted markedly upfield, due to increasing formation of the complex. 

Since this shift variation is a direct function of the proportion of 

chloroform complexed (due to chemical exchange, see section 1.11) it is 

possible, by measuring this variation in a series of samples, to 

obtain an equilibrium quotient, Ks for the interaction and also a 

limiting value for the complex shift, A . (c referring to the complex), 

which should be independant of the concentration scale (i) used. It 

should be clearly understood that two assumptions must be made in order 

to facilitate this work. Firstly, it is assumed that only 1: 1
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complexes are formed between the solute (in this case chloroform) 

and the interacting solvent (benzene) and secondly, since there is 

no evidence for charge transfer complexes between the molecular types 

considered hereines it may be assumed that the 7 -electron circulation 

in the aromatic molecule is unchanged in the complex and hence the 

shielding of the solute can be used to calculate the geometry of the 

complex, as is discussed in section 5.8. Nevertheless, thermodynamic 

and spectroscopic properties of molecular complexes have been reported 

which do depend on the concentration units used to analyse the aetee te 

furthermore, negative equilibrium quotients are known?” as well as 

variations with the choice of inert solvent?°, (and reference material 

in na.mr. studies???) and because of interactions with the solvent 

aysten 2. Studies of molecular complexes at a single temperature 

should result in a value for the equilibrium quotient for the interaction, 

and also some indication of both the stoichiometry and stereochemistry 

of the complex?” measurements at a series of temperatures should lead 

to various theromodyanmic parameters (Ane, Ag? and As’ of complex 

formation), and variations in An° with temperature should indicate 

changes in the stoichiometry of the couplegi Such information is 

clearly important, but much of the literature data is obtained by 

inconsistent methods and may well be thermodynamically invalid. It 

has been suggested that only data which haye been cross-checked by the 

use of an additional method should be considered to be Peliable’), 

but it would seem more important to decide upon a valid data 

evaluation procedure, a range of component concentration, and a 

concentration scale which gives the thermodynamically soundest and 

most consistent data. 

Two major data evaluation techniques are applicable to n.m.r. 

studies, namely variants of the Benesi-Hildebrand (Bil) proceatife4?? 67-68 

which was originally derived for use in u-v studies and iterative
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procedures based on the Creswell and Allred 62 method. The 

thermodynamics of these methods will be studied in detail, to try and 

decide under which experimental conditions these may be used correctly 

and further to attempt to find which is the most sensible concentration 

scale to use. The correlation of the thermodynamic parameters of 

complex formation with stereochemistry and stoichiometry of the 

complexes will also be considered. Other points to be examined 

include the variation of the free chemical shift of the solute (Sere) 

with change of solvent, and the effect of varying the nature of the inert 

solvent on the values of K and Le obtained. Two problems associated 

with these studies namely a) the method of referencing the chemical 

shifts and correcting for medium screening effects and b) the choice of 

a suitable inert solvent/reference for three component studies, will be 

considered in Chapters 4 and 7 and for the present discussion they will be 

assumed to have been resolved. 

3.2 The Basic N,M,R, Measurements 

In order to investigate the formation of weak molecular complexes 

of the type 

A+ B= a's 

for which the equilibrium quotient, K, is given by 

(9 
STEN 

in either a two component mixture or as a solution in an inert solvent, 

3,1 

it is necessary to assume that some measurable property, P, of A is 

to and that the modified, by complex formation, from Pesce Peouplex 

value of P actually observed is given by 

= "ne Rah 3,2 
fobs a hp Teoenplise woe hn Mee 

where n, is the total number of moles of A present initially and "AB 
A 

is the number of moles of complex at equilibrium. Equation 3,2 may 

be rearranged to give
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ike = iy (page a; Pree) = Pee 
which may be written in either of the forms 

mea 0, - ait 3,4 - 3,5 
fps? re Lt Mies j Apes se Free= Yr, De ‘ 

It is not normally possible to measure the ratio ae directly, hence 

353 

QO e and the thermodynamic properties describing complex formation must 

be obtained either by the use of a suitable form of equation 3,5 and the 

graphical technique due originally to Benesi and Hildebrand“ or by the 

use of equation 3,4 and the data processing method originally proposed 

62 
P and by Creswell and Allred ‘ees? “obs U complesc In n.m.r studies P. 

are equated with iS one and Scomp as shown in figure 3.1. In 
free’ 

order to determine 4, (i.e. $ ) it is necessary to vary the 
comp Stree 

ratio of A to B as shown in this figure. This is normally done by using 

a three component mixture in which the concentration of A is kept constant 

and very small whilst the ratio of B to inert solvent S is varied to 

give the required variation in B/A. As the figures show, a series of 

Sons values (relative to cyclohexane) are then determined which may be 

used to obtainvalues for K and .. 

3.3 The Benesi-Hildebrand (BH) Extrapolation Method of Determining 

Equilibrium Parameters 

The BH met hoa depends upon an ability a) to construct an 

equilibrium quotient for the interaction A + B=A‘’*B, the value of 

which is independant of the concentration of B over an appreciable 

concentration range, and b) to use the quotient to obtain an expression 

for the fraction of A complexed, all terms in which are known. 

Neglecting activity coefficients K may be expressed either by 

- “ae 3,6 
K,. ~ “cn oy +26 a9 

and x are the mole fractions of AB, A and B at where XAB eq’ Xn eq B eq 

equilibrium, or by 

Ro Cy) Cy uy Ce ay 5,7
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where C c and C are the volume concentrations at 
A eq B eq AB eq’ 

equilibrium, and similarly for K on the molal concentration scale. 

This scale is not generally considered in much detail because the 

molality of B approaches infinity as XB tends to unity, hence no 

meaningful equilibrium quotient can be obtained over this range. 1 

should be noted that 

K. _ Kova 3,8 

where va is the mean molar volume of the mixture in e Considering 

the three component system, which is illustrated in figure 3.1, it is 

evident that at equilibrium, if the numbers of moles of A, B and S are 

denoted by the symbols ny, n and Ne» and the numbers of moles of 
B 

complex by TAB then 

K Neg(na tngtns—N 3,9 

x~ Ma - Nas Xr - Nas) 

as —-— = = 10 
K Nag Ven nas{(na-Nag)Vat(ne—Nae) Vets Vs +Npg Vag 3 

<* (ap-nngng-Nas) (na — eX N8- Ae) 

where Var Vpe Ve and Yap are the partial molar volumes of A, B, S and 

AB. On assuming that nj, (and thus Nap) is very small compared with the 

total number of moles in the system and also that Nap is very much smaller 

6 
than ng (these assumptions have been criticised by Baker and Davis oa 

but are necessary in order to obtain a plottable equation) it may be 

  

seen that 

~ Nag (Ng +s) K.2& Nas(ngVe+nsVs) 3,11 = 3,12 
i a aa 

(Ma-nne) es u (na-Nae) Ve 
Thus 

n Nae __KzNe La Kong 5,13 - 3,14 
A ngtnstKxNe NgVgtrsVs+Keng 

It then follows from equations 3,5 and 3,13 that 

  

V/ v Nets x | aE ! 1 

Ous= Agkn Oe * hh x@k,O. Vo. Sale
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end from equations 3,5 and 3,14 that 

Lge 2 Aevetnavs + Yo, 2 ce art %, 3,16 
8 Ce K, Ae eae 

equations 3,15 and 3,16 being analogous to the Benesi-Hildebrand 

equation. The BH method depends upon plotting Nee against 

"B'"S/np or Von such a plot being independant of B. Should this 

requirement hold, the plots will be straight lines which are independant 

of "B/ngtns or Cpe hence values of Ks K and (BN which are likewise 

independant of concentration should be obtained. In certain circumstances 

it may be better to follow the suggestion of scot t*? and plot 

"B/(ng 9.) Oy against "B/ngiNe or CWA obs 282inst Cz, which again 

yield straight lines which may be evaluated to give values for Ks K, 

and A c* Such a procedure is particularly useful when "B/ngin (or c,) 

is very small, the normal BH plot then being difficult to use. 

53 Trotter and Hanna~~ consider that if K is independant of 

concentration over a particular range on one scale, then over this range 

linear plots will be ohtained from the BH procedure on all three 

concentration scales. Hence the linearity or otherwise of a BH plot 

on any particular concentration scale merely indicates that K is or is 

not independant of concentration over the plotted range, and is not a 

validification of the use of any particular scale. They show this for 

44 Benesi and Hildebrand's original data for the interaction between 

iodine and benzene in n-heptane where BH plots on the mole fraction, 

molar and molal scales are all linear but the absorbancy of the complex 

is respectively 18,000, 13,500 and 9,800. It should be pointed out that 

the use of the BH plot over a wide concentration range, as is often 

advocated in the literature, will be shown to give misleading results 

and it will not therefore be considered until the thermodynamics of the 

procedure have been fully elucidated. This examination will cover all 

three concentration scales in order to decide which gives the most
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reliable data evaluation; and it will also include a consideration of 

the possible concentration ranges over which the BIl equation may be used. 

3.4 The Thermodynamics of the BH Method 

a) ny < B and ng «& Ne 

The equilibrium quotient will obviously be independant of 

concentration if the concentrations of all the solute species A, B and 

AB are very small since the solution will then be ideal and the Henry 

activity coefficients of all species will be unity. It may be 

represented by 

*AB/a a B 3,17 K A* 

where a = AB XAB AB is the activity of species AB and similarly for 

ay and ape Under the above conditions all the activity coefficients 

are unity hence 

H 

ax x ea /yu H Zag 3,18 ke fe ac, * Mn yw TH a, 
The chemical potentials of each species at equilibrium may then be 

represented by 

o- 3,19 
wea =) +RTIn xi 

where 3,20 

- ( RT, ) 
weet mere > ye n 2 

e 
eae HRT INC; 5,21 

< a 
where 

~~ 3,22 
mie = Mi + RT Ln Vin 

ve, being the mean molar volume (in m 3) of the solution 

5,23 
i eK 4 RTM: 

p= 
Pi = U; + RT ln Ms 5524 

where
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me being the molar mass (in kg) of species S. Statistical 

thermodynamics indicates that equations 3,19, 3,21 and 3,23 will be 

valid when each species i is so dilute that each molecule of i is 

completely surrounded by molecules of solvent S. If the 

concentrations of A, B and AB are so Low that these equations hold 

then the equilibrium quotients may be written as 

a oe > 

RTIVK, = RTM Sa, ay = Matis —iag= OF 3525 

where OG is the standard free energy change at infinite dilution, 

i.e. the free energy change resulting from the formation of one mole of 

complex (each molecule of which is completely surrounded by S) from one 

mole of A and one mole of B (both completely surrounded by S$). It 

follows from equations 3,21 and 3,22 that 

RT Un Ke = peg + ge eg =—OT# RT Wy =-DF~ 3426 c= ky tie Mag=— 29+ = 
and from equations 3,23 and 3,24 that 

RTUn Km= JL tip pans = AG#RTIM, = -09™ — 5,27 
Therefore even under these conditions K. and kK depend upon ve and M, 

respectively. Clearly the stipulated conditions that a) the 

concentration of A should be very much smaller than that of B (required 

for the BH approximation) and b) the concentration of B shall, 

notwithstanding a), be itself very small are not easy to satisfy and 

little work has been done under these conditions because of experimental 

difficulties. It is therefore necessary to consider the effect of 

adding rather more B to the system, in particular on equations 3,19, 

5,21 and) 3,23.. 

b) ny MB and n3< Ne 

If rather more B is present than in a) there will be only slight 

o > 
changes in the values of and because there will now be a finite 

Ta OT 9g 
chance that some positions around the molecules are occupied by B, 

but B will now be given by
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5,28 
Me = pee RT Xp +RT IA xB 

4 

where Xe is the Henry activity coefficient of B. K. will, therefore, 

be given by 

‘ / 

RT Ink, = Map —Uae tie +RT VG 3,29 

mere ity 4 Ling are the new values of Up and LU pe * Clearly Lc is 

no longer independant of the concentration of B. The effect on 

equations 3,26 and 3,27 is even more complicated, firstly Vi will no 

longer be independant of the concentration of B and will acquire a new 

value Vu for each value of CR so that K, will be given by 

o! elo H t 
<= 1 3,30 

RTInK. = Un ~ net ugtRT lr SgtRT tr Vin ’ 

and will obviously depend upon CB: Secondly equation 3,24 will no longer 

hold and must be replaced by 

3,31 Mer = MOE RTL a ee 
and will obviously depend on mM, so that K will be given by 

‘ 1 ms 

RTI Km= an = Mas +5ugtRTW¥g+RTlr P4armustig 

It is quite feasible, however, that certain terms in equations 3,30 and 

3,32 may cancel each other out and it is then possible that kK and kK 

may prove to be independant of the concentration of B over a greater 

concentration range than K,- This would explain why Hanna euralcg 

and Kuntz et. gee have reported more consistent results when using 

equation 3,16 rather than equation 3,15, i.e. when Oe is plotted 

agoinst 1/C, rather than against "Bs" S/ng- It is apparent, however, 

thet thermodynamically the use of the BH procedure under the above 

concentration conditions is invalid; hence another, more suitable, 

concentration range is required for use in n.m.r. studies. 

c) 1, > ne and n> ny 

The particular problem with n.m.r. investigations is that the method 

is very insensitive to small changes in the observable property, Pops!
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hence sensible responses are only obtained when the concentrations of 

both reagents are "hight. This is the case where complex formation 

between molecules such as halogenated alkanes and alkenes and benzene 

or the methylbenzenes has been studied by n.m.r. Such interactions 

have been investigated by a number of workers using a variety of 

55-56, 59-834 they have generally used experimental procedives.: 

solutions containing the complexing species A at about mole fraction 

0.01 to 0.015 and mole fractions of B ranging from about 0.1 to 0.9. 

Self-consistent data was obtained using the Creswell and Allred’? data 

evaluation method (section 3.9) but as this may equally well be criticised 

it is reasonable to see if the BI! method may be used with the 

concentration of A at 0.01 mf and that of B at 0.9m f. Initially 

only the effect of increasing the concentration of B will be examined. 

Consideration of the chemical potential of B indicates that if it may 

be supposéd that the relatively small amounts of A and AB in the mixture 

have little effect on the fugacity of B (§,) then Ap will depend only 

on the relative amounts of B and S. Typical plots of a against 

"B/ny tty are shown in figures 3.2A and 3.2B; the chemical potential 

of B being described over the whole concentration range by 

° R 
He = Me +RTWY¥_ Xe 3553 

t © is the chemi ial of B is the ratio "B/ where MW, is the chemical potential of pure B, x, is the ratio npn, 

R 
and vi is the Raoult activity coefficient and is given by the ratio 

BE ye in the above figures. From both figures it is clear that as Xp 

R 
approaches unity so does the value of ig hence there are two 

concentration ranges over which reasonably accurate activity coefficient- 

free expressions for the chemical potential of B may be obtained, 

a) the range over which xR is small when 

Me = [ig + RTA Xe 3,34 

and which has already been discussed (section 3.4 a)) and b) the range
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mole ratio of B to S (P28/ Ng + O¢)- The Raoult activity 

coefficient is given by ac/be.
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over which Xp approaches unity when 

° 
Meg=Mg +RTrxg 3535 

Because of the criticisms that have been levelled against the mole 

fraction ecules ie is worth attempting to construct an equation 

for ML, in terms of the molarity of B. Since Xp and c. are given, 

assuming that n, is negligibly small, by 

  

A 

Bb _ Bs — ee : 
xg= “8hgins Cee VnVe+ nsVs dS aE 

il follows that on combining equations 3,36 and 3,37 

ne Vg +nsVs 3,38 xg > aera Ce = VesCe 
where Ves is the mean molar volume of the mixture of B and S. Thus it 

follows from equations 3,35 and 3,38 that as long as Xp is approaching 

unity Mp may be described by 

€ 
[eo] 

Ug = Ug +RTIn Vest hTInCg = Ug +RTlnCg 3,39 

lt is evident from equation 3,39 that Lp will only be independant of 

the ratio "B/ng if Vp is independant of composition, which is true S 

only if the molar volumes of B and S are the same. On the molality 

scale, as Xp approaches unity M, approaches infinity, hence JAS will 

not be considered. It is apparent therefore, that the BH procedure 

may be used, as "B/n yin, approaches unity, to give an equilibrium 

quotient which is activity coefficient free; by working on the mole 

fraction scale Kk and a é are, from thermodynamic considerations, 

independant of S, but by working on the molarity scale Ko and LN will 

depend both on the nature of S and also on the concentrations used 

in the determination of Ne (excepting the special case when 

Vy = Vx). 
d) p>? ne and nop ny 

The other major problem associated with the BH method as applied 

to n.m.r. is that the concentration of A (the interacting solute) needs 

to be very much greater (it has usually been in the range 0.01 to 0,015 mf)
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than Benesi and Hildebrana“* used in their original work (where the 

concentration of iodine was 16e100- mol mo) This raises the problem 

that the assumption has been made that three-component thermodynamics are 

an extension of two-component thermodynamics. Such an assumption may 

well be valid when the concentration of A is extremely small, as has 

been the case in the above considerations. It is necessary to 

consider, therefore, whether the concentrations of A used still make 

the BH method valid. In fact a) do two-component thermodynamics hold 

at the above concentrations of A and hence b) does the equation 

Ka = My +RTUn xX, 3,40 

also remain valid and c) is the value of UR independant of the 

composition of the environment? lt is impossible to answer a) and b) 

and it must be assumed that these are true whilst at the same time 

attempting to keep the concentration of A to a minimum (it is suggested 

that for a solute containing only one proton, e.g. CHL, this 

might be 0.005 mf). As regards c) it is possible to make the following 

predictions ¢ If the forces between A and B and A and S are much the 

same it is expected that each molecule of A will be surrounded by some 

molecules of B (say b) and some molecules of S (say s) and then the 

value of Uy will be given by 

Me = Ba +W =a + Lbwae + (Sta; a 
t 

where L is Avogadro's constant and wt and w, . are defined as 
A,B A,S 

! ae 
Wag = ene 2 (En07 eae) ie 

1 I 5 
Was = fas = 2 (Enat Ces) ae 

e. B and on s are the energies required to bring together one molecule 
’ rs 

of A and B or A and § from an infinite separation onde , nN’ S B and 
, * 

Se g are the corresponding energies for like pairs. It is expected 

that the ratio bf, would be related to the ratio "B/ng and that the
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a 
value of My would be similarly dependant. However, the solutions 

of interest are rather different from this in that it is known that the 

forces between A and B are strong, but that S has been selected so that 

the forces between A and S are weak. Thus it is reasonable to suppose 

that, although when Ng is very much greater than Nps molecules of A 

will still have as nearest neighbours some molecules of B and some of 

S (so tat wy will depend on the ratio "B/ng)3 when np is much 

greater than n, molecules of B will preferentially cluster around A and 
s 

exclude all molecules of S from the immediate vicinity. When this occurs 

oo, + zLboy, 3,44 Pra =KMa +2 -Wae ’ 
(where z is the number of molecules of B surrounding each molecule of 

A), and is in principle independant of "B/ng. However, equation 3,44 

is approximate because as long as some molecules of S are present, these 

must dilute the solution and z cannot be constant as the ratio "B/ng 

Sue 
varies. To a first approximation Jt, will be constant and [AK may be 

described by equation 3,40, but more exactly the variation in z will 

mean that even on the mole fraction scale kK, and A, will not be 

independant of the nature of S. If the expressions for MK a are 

considered in terms of Cy andmMm, then, from equations 3,21 and 3,22 

Pia sie ROG, 3545 
3,46 where Mg = Ma + RTOs Ves 

c.. 
Ves being the molar volume of the mixture of B and Sy will only 

be independant of the ratio "B/ng if the molar volumes of B and S$ are 

the same. Similarly from equations 3,23 and 3,24 

oth = Mg +RTIr Mp mae 

where ne ia 3,48 Ea =a * RT ty Mes 
m 

where Ms; s is the mean molar mass of the mixture of B and S and fA, is 
Pi 

masses 
. 7 n 
independant of the ratio B/n. only if the molar\of B and S are the same. 

lt therefore appears that the mole fraction concentration scale is the 

correct one to use, but that the equilibrium quotient so obtained is
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dependant on the nature of S due to the variation of z in equation 

3,44. It also follows, from this equation, that the closer that the 

experimental data can be obtained to Xp, = 1.0, the more likely will 

equation 3,44 be independant of the ratio “B/ng, and kK and Le will 

similarly become more independant of the nature of S. This variation 

with the nature of S will be discussed in detail in section 5.8c)> 

Finally, it should be pointed out that small variations in the mole 

fraction of A, have been found experimentally to have little effect 

on the chemical shifts obtained. For example the shift of chloroform 

(at mole fractions varying from 0.02 to 0.0025) in pure cyclohexane 

has been investigated at 220MHz, and a dilution shift of approximately 

Iz (0.005 ppm) obtained, Thus over the maximum possible range of 

solute concentration actually used (say 0.005 to 0.01 mf) the shift 

(at 60Miz) would only be 0.15Hz which is within experimental error. 

Similar conclusions were obtained from dilution studies in pure benzene. 

   m of the Bil Method      

Most literature use of the BI plot is open to severe censure because 

a wide concentration range is normally used whereas it has been shown 

in the previous section that the method is only valid over two very 

narrow ranges a) when nye ap and NR are all very small and thus ng 

large and b) when ny and NAB are very small and np very large. 

Furthermore the method has often been used on the molarity scale where 

the resultant Ko and Q, have been shown always to depend upon the 

concentration and nature of the inert solvent. A criticism that 

has been levelled against the BH method is that it leads to different 

values of Ky if different inert solvents are used?” and evidence in 

favour of using equation 3,16 rather than equation 3,15 has been that 

the values of K, obtained in different solvents are closer together 

than the corresponding kK values. However, there is no thermodynamic 

justification for these conclusions and they probably result from 

0 

applying the method over an invalid range. Certainly, Kuntz et alts
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conclusions, in which they state that the BIl equation gives a good 

indication of the average properties of the complex especially when 

considered on the molarity scale, are not supported. Indeed, the 

value of kK, given by equation 3,29 (i.e. over the concentration range 

where nB is of the same order of magnitude as n.) would be expected 

to depend on the nature of S, simply because the values of y's 

eo and x; are so dependant. The fact that in some cases K, 

appears to have much the same value in different solvents may be quite 

accidental since it is probably due to fortuitous cancelling of terms 

in equation 3,26. Because K. mS Kn it follows that values of Ko in 

two solvents i and j may be very close if Mei/K is much the same as 

Vni/Vy 5° It would, therefore, appear that criticisms levelled at the 

mole fraction equilibrium quotient, Ke on the basis of BI evaluations 

of kK, and K, in different solvents may be spurious. Clearly, in view 

of these comments, it is necessary to examine a system using different 

inert solvents over a thermodynamically valid concentration range and 

evaluate the data on both the mole fraction and molarity scales in order 

to provide confirmation of the thermodynamic predictions. This will 

be reported in section 3.8 c) 

3.6 The Meaning of an Equilibrium Quotient at High Concentration 

of the Interacting Species 

Jt is apparent from the comments in section 3.4 d) that a new 

equilibrium quotient K. given by 

x ps _ #8 *9/ ap ay. 0 0 3,49 

is required which is reasonably independant of the value of Xp as long 

as a) the initial mole fraction of A is very small and b) XR is close 

to unity. This quotient will not be the same as the infinite dilution 

equilibrium quotients, kK, and Ky since from equations 3,35 and 3,40 it 

follows that 

me 3,50 
RTWKy = ben ~ Mes +46 =F
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Therefore as x, approaches unityit is expected that a plot of 
B 

‘a 
line. From the slope of the line and the value of the intercept 

1/ at any value of Xpy values of Kt and a may be obtained. 

We 
B 

against “xp (strictly against "B's/ng) should give a straight 
obs 

Likewise, a plot of A obs against should give a straight line 

from which values of x and 4, are obtained. This later procedure 

would be expected to be less reliable than the first but, due to 

1/ cancelling of terms, the CB plot could give a straight line over a 

larger concentration range. Comparison of equation 3,50 with 

equation 3,25 shows that equation 3,25 contains the term A Tec. 

the chemical potential of B at infinite dilution in S (hence each 

molecule of B is surrounded by molecules of S), whereas equation 3,50 

contains the term p Which is the chemical potential of pure B (hence 

each molecule of B is entirely surrounded by other molecules of B). 

Also, the values of Lu and {y 2 in the two equations are not the same; 

those in equation 3,25 refer to circumstances in which each molecule 

of A and AB is surrounded by molecules of S. Finally, it should be 

pointed out that neither AG? trom equation 3,25 nor AG * from 

equation 3,50 are the same as the free energy change which would result 

from the formation of L isolated molecules of AB from L isolated 

molecules of A and L isolated molecules of B. 

3.7 Analysis of Experimental Data by the BH Method 

Very few papers related to the problems surrounding complex 

forwation as studied by n.m.r. give detailed experimental results and 

il is usually impossible to assess the concentration range of B or 

the concentration of A to which the results apply. llowever, Hanna 

and Ashbaugh have investigated the interaction between 7,7,8,8 - 

tetracyanoquinomethane (A) with various aromatics (B) in MLoMeRe using 

& constant. concentration’ of Alof 0,008 moll ke’. and concentrations of B 

1 in the range 0.4 to 2.0 mol kg~'. ‘their plot of '/Aobs against Vm,
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appears to give very good straight lines through the lowest values 

of My, but departures from these lines are evident at the highest 

values of Mp: In order to test the currently accepted ideas further, 

preliminary use is made of experimental data obtained by other 

woPkene fACChT Bel sboratory who have studied interactions between 

chloroform’ (7. ethylene ehiortde methyl codide and vinylidine 

ehror tae. (A) with benzene (B) in the inert solvent cyclohexane (S). 

The dataare fer from satisfactory, consideration of the chloroform— 

benzene system shows that the mole fraction of A is probably too high 

(about 0.01 mf) and the highest value of "B/nyit is only 0.9042/°. 

This latter point is very important and further measurements at higher 

"B/nging values would be highly desirable. Nevertheless, the 

chloroform-benzene system was analysed! both by the normal BH plot’ 

and secondly by the suggested Scott modifveattona>: The first gave values 

of Velo, of 0.00843 and VA. of 0.01094 and the second gave the 

figures 0.00845 and 0.01090. These results correspond to the values 

kK = 1.29 and A, ='91.6 Hz. Similar plots were made of Vn against 
obs 

i 
: CE and of CB/A against Che yielding an average value of Ki = 

obs 
4 5 1 ‘m= mol and 4, = 81.0Hz. These results may be compared 1.6 x 10° 

in the following way; if Ky was the true equilibrium quotient 

corresponding to A and AB at infinite dilution in pure benzene and Ki 

the corresponding quotient in terms of volume concentrations, then 

5D. ae 
So/Kt would be equal to the molar volume of benzene (9.04 x 10 “mmol UN 

In fact the value of this ratio is 1.24 x 1074n?mo1~', the discrepancy 

giving some indication of the errors in x or Ke The other systems 

have been examined in less detail by this author and the results are 

recorded in table 3.1 for the mole fraction plot together with the 

literature values (by the Creswell and Allred method >: (see section 

5.9)).
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Table 3.1 

Comparison between x! and Q, by @ BM plot and K and A, by the 

Creswell and Allred method (literature values). 

  

  

highest value BH method literature value 

Solute n ’ 
of "B/nying K Ae (Ilz) K Ay (liz) 

cilorof orm 0.9042 1.29 91.6 "| 1.14 97.2 7 

ethylene chloride 0.8910 1.50 57.4 0.96 70.2 60 

methyl iodide 0.9028 0.72 73.3 0.70 7h4 . 
2 

vinylidene chloride 0.7910 0.65 62.9 0.50 75.6       
  

It is clear from the highest values of "B/nping that the BH plots 

have been constructed over an invalid concentration range, and as a 

result curves are obtained. The results are included only to show 

thet comparisons between the BI values and the Creswell and Allred 

values are certainly meaningless over such concentration ranges. They 

do, however, indicate that in carrying out a BH type evaluation, it 

is necessary to have experimental points of considerably higher mole 

fraction of B in order to be able to accurately construct the best line 

and hence obtain reliable values for K and a. It is equally obvious 

that it is necessary to examine a particular system much more thoroughly 

in order to illustrate the validity of the thermodynamic arguments 

in favour of the mole fraction scale over the molarity scale and also 

to substantiate the claim that the BH method is invalid over such a wide 

concentration range as has been used both above and by other workers. 

3.8 Investigation of the Chloroform (A) = Benzene (B) Interaction 

in a Variety of Inert Solvents (S) by the BH Procedure 

a) The Basic Measurements 

In view of the problems encountered above, 4 critical examination 

has been made of the chloroform-benzene system over the concentration 

range for benzene (B) of 0.85 mf to 0.99 mf; the opportunity was taken 

to limit the chloroform (A) concentration to 0.005 mf and to utilize a 

number of inert solvents, of widely differing molar volumes, in order
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to illustrate the respective variation of K and Ko 5 The solvents 

  

used were cyclohexane, cis-decalin, bicyclohexyl, tetradecane and 

hexadecane having molar volumes of 1.099, 1.560, 1.865, 2.633 and 

2.962 x tOstmenol respectively. Cyelohexane was chosen becauee 

it is known to be inert (section 7.3) and the other cyclic solvents 

because of their similarity to cyclohexane. The two long chain 

solvents were chosen, because they were also believed to be inert and, 

moreover, because of their large molar volumes, The cemposition of the 

whole of each series is given in table 3.2 (the samples below x, = 0.85 

being required for the Creswell and Allred evaluation (section 3.9) and 

also to provide a value for ee of chloroform by means of a graphical 

extrapolation). The parameters used in the BI plots are recorded in 

table 3.3, where it will be noted that both the ratios Vx5 and "B'"'S/np 

are included. The mole fraction evaluation is initially performed 

1/ using xB and the calculated results for K! »K 

  

» A. and Ky! are 
ic c x 

given in table 3.4. It is immediately apparent that the mole fraction 

scale gives far more consistent results than the molarity scale for the 

three cyclic inert solvents (cyclohexane, cis-decalin and bicyclohexyl). 

Equally, for the two long-chain inert solvents (tetradecane and 

hexadecane) the results on the mole fraction scale are closer together 

than on the molarity scale, but they differ markedly from those obtained 

for the cyclic solvents; overall the molarity scale results are slightly 

more consistent but they definitely show a trend towards a higher ess 

value as the molar volume of the inert solvent increases. It is 

noticeable that both sets of results also show a marked dependance on 

the nature of S despite the prediction that as XB tends to unity, the 

value of k,! obtained should be independant of this parameter (section 

3.4.c)). This point will be discussed in section 3.8c). The BH 

6} 
plols over the range xp = 0.90 - 1.00, Cy = 9.0 ~ 11.4 x 10°mol me 

are shown in figures 3.3A and 3.3B for the five inert solvents, but it 

should be noted that the results reported in table 3.4 are obtained from 

a computer Line-fitting procedure. This is used because of the
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Table 3.2 

The composition of the systems studied in the investigation into the 

effect of the inert solvent on the parameters of complex formation; 

and the measured chemical shifts relative to benzene as the 

  

  

  

  

    
  

reference, 

n n n Cc. 3 
_ eras mol) ii? mol) oie mol) *B ma) Sons") 

a) Chloroform (A) ~ Benzene (B) - Cyclohexane ($)* 
49/1 0.8980 0.2764 25.015 0.09918 0.919 16.82 
49/2 1.1183 0.4160 12.589 |0.24673 | 2.352 28.11 
49/3 0.9307 0.6309 12.456 |0.33456 | 3.169 32.66 
49/4 1.0429 1.0271 12.489 |0.44922 | 4.447 39.44 
49/5 1.5295 1.5295 12.499 0.54729 5.526 43.58 
49/6 0.9223 1.1813 6.2778 |0.64966 6.692 47.50 
49/7 0.7473 1.0956 5.3158 |0.763567} 8.052 51.44 
49/6 1.1342 1.0018 1.7697 |0.84179 9.0352 53.91 
49/9 | 0.9214 1.4353 1.2226 |0.91609} 9.974 55.44 
49/10 | 0.8127 1.5673 1.0211 |0.93429 | 10.208 56.15 
49/11 | 0.8141 1.9047 1.0121 |0.94571 | 10.355 56.50 
49/12 | 0.9206 1.1952 0.5000 [0.95281 | 10.460 56.48 
49/13 | 0.9382 1.6172 0.4886 |0.96519} 10.619 57.14 
49/14 | 0.8963 1.6314 0.3462 |0.97598 | 10.734 57025 
49/15 | 0.9298 1.6520 0.2009 | 0.98252 | 10.849 57.38 
49/17 | 0.8762 1.6585 0.0782 |0.99010 | 10.949 S172 

b) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) - cis-Decalin (s)* 
48/1 1.0395 0.0332 12.014 |0.02670] 0.174. 9.74 
48/2 1.7884 0.0739 11.626 0.05889 0.590 11.99 
48/3 1.8462 0.1081 10.123 0.09493 | 0.639 14.18 
48/4 | 2.3664 0.3329 15.348 |0.17602| 1.226 20.10 
48/5 1.4718 0.8516 15.378 0.35422 2,677 50.78 
48/6 | 1.7482 1.2634 10.789 [0.53539] 4.450 39.91 
48/7 | 0.9977 1.8207 6.1726 | 0.74377] 6.958 48.82 
48/8 | 2.1193 1.7794 3.1626 |0.84059| 8.398 52.57 
48/9 1.3386 2.6686 2.8866 | 0.89832] 9.288 54.48 
48/10 | 0.9164 1.5661 1.4403 | 0.91089 9.506 55.22 
48/11 1.4911 2.7866 1.4361 |0.94617] 10.113 56.29 
48/12 | 1.7181 1.5646 0.1667 |0.97579| 10.716 57.06 
48/15 | 1.1316 2.3797 0.1654 | 0.98842 10.888 57.55          
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Table 3.2 (cont'd.) 

  

  

  

  

  
  

      

Sample] 2 n i Cc 3 

No. bane mol)| («107 mol) (Gis - *s arty Sops(tt 

c) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) - Bicyclohexyl (S)* g 

52/1 1.8571 0.1845 12,2210 |0.12527] 0.751 16,00 

52/2 0.7305 0.2562 9.8884 |0.20456 1.233 20.54 

52/3 1.2925 1.1188 11.3560 |0.49388 | 3.587 36.60 

52/4 1.4492 2.0291 8.0815 |0.71153 | 6.107 46.75 

52/5 1.5003 3.4625 8.5583 |0.79904 7.389 49,73 

52/6 | 1.5723 3.4956 5.0314 |0.87069| 8.612 53.21 
52/7 1.8236 4.0791 3.8425 |0.91019 | 9.361 54.71 

52/8 | 1.8747 3.9754 2.8212 [0.92964 | 9.755 55.34 
52/9 | 0.9231 2.0955 1.0564 |0.94803 | 10.137 55.99 
52/10 | 1.0061 5.4165 1.5951 |0.96964 | 10.578 56.85 

52/11 | 1.9024 4.5961 0.8951 |0.97693 | 10.769 Gyre 

52/12 | 1.6159 4.7219 0.4504 |0.98720 | 10.995 57.43 

d) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) - Tetradecane (S)* 

50/0 0.7707 0.6291 6.8746 |0.08298 0.335 10.80 

50/00 | 0.8687 0.2095 8.0296 [0.20517 | 0,907 17.39 

50/1 1.0136 0.5968 5.5071 |0.51555 | 2.980 55c2i 

50/2 0.9625 1.2073 4.9514 {0.70600 5.036 43.18 

50/3 1.4333 2.3477 5.5879 0.80378 | 6.373 47.75 
50/4 1.1493 2.1666 2.8296 0.88035 7.979 Stat 

50/5 0.9767 1.1686 1.4296 |0.88442 8.112 52.10 

50/6 0.7849 0.9746 0.9981 |0.90052 | 8,475 52.64. 

50/7 1.3721 1.6904, 1.0472 |0.93452 | 9.315 54.535 
50/8 0.8695 1.1810 0.4651 |0.95535 9.867 55-79 

50/9 0.6274 2.5045 0.4812 |0.97874 | 10.456 56.51 

50/10 | 1.5271 2.9200 0.3840 |0.98195 | 10.608 56.78 

e) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) - Hexadecane (S)* 

51/0 1.1610 0.0871 6.0262 0.12423 | 0.465 12.85 

51/00 | 0.6902 0.2516 4.3787 |0.34241 1.532 23.02 

51/1 1.8630 0.43559 4.0593 |0.50658 2.705 31.65 

51/2 1.4549 1.2444 523125 |0.69518 4.592 41.79 

51/3 1.3001 1.7766 4.2607 |0.80184 | 6.172 47.36 

51/4 1.9652 3.0950 4.2078 |0.87542 7.624 51.26 

51/5 | 0.8486 1.5088 1.5856 |0.90032 | 8.199 52357) 
51/16 | 1.2063 1.4487 1.1769 |0.91780 8.686 53.59 

51/7 0.8670 1.2880 0.7595 |0.938355 | 9.225 54.73 

51/8 0.8921 1.8103 0.6152 |0.96255 9.916 55-92 

51/9 0.8435 1.4534 0.3498 |0.97099 | 10.206 56.352 
51/10 | 1.0245 2.6421 0.5116 |0.98457 | 10.617 56.98      
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Table 3.3 

Parameters used in the BH plots on the mole fraction and molarity 

  

  

scales, 

A= 1/c A= 
wird 7% B, be 1h 

Ree] 49 FES | Sobe- | oego2) | 10%) Sods gins 
B Stree (#2) mol!) Stree) 
  

a) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) - Cyclohexane (S)* 

49/9 1.09160 |1.08518 48.16 2.0764 [10.026 48.24 2.0730 

49/10 1.07033 |1.06516 48.76 2.0509 9.796 48.71 2.0530 

49/11 1.05741 |1.05314 49.11 2.0362 9.657 49.01 2.0404 

it 

1 

  

49/12 1.04953 | 1.04183 49.51 2.0208 | 9.559 49.23 2.03135 

49/13 | 1.03607 |1.03022 49.67 2.01353 | 9.417 49.56 2.0178 

49/14 | 1.02672 |1.02122| 49.90 2.0040 | 9.316 49.80 | 2.0080 
49/15 1.01779 |1.01216 50.11 1.9956 9.217 50.04 1.9984 

49/17 | 1.01000 |1.00416 50.31 1.9877 | 9.1353 50.26 1.9897 
b) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) - cis-Decalin (s)* 

48/9 1.11319 [1.10817 47.12 2.1222 | 10.767 47.06 2.1249 

48/10 | 1.09782 }1.09197| 47.61 2.1004 | 10,520 47.62 2.1000 
48/11 | 1.05689 | 1.05154 48.81 2.0488 | 9,888 48.89 2.0454 
48/12 | 1.02481 | 1.01232 49.65 2.0141 | 9.3532 49.80 2.0080 

48/13 | 1.01172 |1.00695| 49.99 | 2.0003 | 9.18% 50.02 1.9992 
c) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) - Bicyclohexyl (s)* @ 
52/7 1.09867 |1.09420] 47.13 | 2.1218 | 10.683 47.26 | 2.1160 
52/8 1.07569 |1.07165] 48.00 | 2.0833 | 10.251 41.98 | 2.0842 

52/9 1.05482 |1.05041| 48.75 | 2.0513 | 9.865 48.65 | 2.0555 
52/10 | 1.03131 |1.02945| 49.53 | 2.0190] 9.454 49.38 | 2.0251 
52/11 | 1.02361 |1.01947| 49.77 | 2.0092 | 9.286 49.68 | 2.0129 
52/12 | 1.01297 |1.00954| 50.07 1.9972 | 9.095 50.02 1.9992 
d)_ Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) - Tetradecane (s)* 

50/4 1.15591 ]1.13060] 45.57 | 2.1944 | 12.532 45.80 | 2.1834 
50/5 1.15068 | 1.12233} 45.90 | 2.1786 | 12.528 46.05 | 2.1716 
50/6 1.11046 | 1.10241 46.44 | 2.1533 | 11.800 46.65 | 2.1436 
50/7 1.07007 | 1.06195) 48.33 | 2.0691 | 10.735 48.35 | 2.0685 
50/8 1.04674 | 1.03938} 49.37 | 2.0255] 10.135 49.29 | 2.0288 
50/9 1.02172 | 1.01921 50.46 1.9818 | 9.563 50.31 1.9877 
50/10 | 1.01838} 1.01315] 50.60 1.9763 | 9.427 50.57 | 1.9775 
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Table 3.3 (cont'd.) 
  

  

  

  

          

a= y 1/c a = 
Sanple 1/xp Ss oe oa 5,3 S obs /y 4 

ara § free mol) Stree” (x10") 

e) Chloroform (A) = Benzene (B) ~ Hexadecane (s)* 

51/4 | 1.14231] 1.13767 45.06 2.2193 | 13.117 45.10 2.2173 

51/5 | 1.11071] 1.10509 46.37 2.1566 | 12.197 46.45 2.1529 

51/6 | 1.08956] 1.08123 47.38 2.1106 | 11.513 47.50 2.1053 

51/7 | 1.06570} 1.05896 48.50 2.0619 | 10,840 48.52 2.0610 

51/8 | 1.03891] 1.03399 49.73 2.0109 | 10.085 49.72 2.0113 

51/9 | 1.02987] 1.02407 50.12 1.9952 | 9.798 50.17 1.9932 

51/10 | 1.01567] 1.01180 50.76 1.9701 | 9.419 50.76 1.9701       
* § tree tS found to be 7.40 Iz ) 
, vectound toube 6220 Ite ) by a graphical extrapolation 

3 free ) 

as explained in section 3.8 b) 

® In the calculation of the results it was assumed that the cis-isomer of 

bicyclohexyl had been used and the values of Vy and "SV given in table 

3.6 are therefore relevant to this isomer. The corresponding values for 

the trans-isomer are Ve = 19.3552 x 107? mmol |, ‘S/Vp = 2.1418, these 
being very similar to those for the cis-isomer. If a mixture of isomers 

has in fact been used this will only have a slight effect on the values of ie 
Rae Ke Avand AX given in tables 5.8, 5.10 and on page 76b. 

Table 3.4 

Results of the BH plots on the mole fraction (both using Vx5 q) and 

DBM fy (2)) and molarity concentration scales for the Chloroform- 

Benzene interaction. * 

  

Ke, ‘ ‘ 
Solvent x! (x104 SS Be eH 
System (x10%m-mol ) 

a. (iz) | & S(itz) 
x 5 -1 

@)_@ [mm | a) LE a) a)     
Cyclohexane | 1.382 1.125 1.017 | 0.74 0.90 S71 9542 95.4 

cis-Decalin | 0.911 1.288 | F110 3.41 2.41 105.6 88.9 64.8 

Bicyclohexyl | 0.951 0.890 1.752 1.84 1.97 103.5 106.9 Tosi 

Tetradecane | 0.332 0.072 1.666 | 5.02 23.14 | 205.7 660.0 79.2 

Hexadecane 0.330 0.046 2.288 | 6.93 49.74 | 206.8 1179.7 Noy:           
The validity of the experimental procedure used to evaluate the 

results given in this table,and in table 3.8,is discussed further in 

an addendum (see page 76a).
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difficulty in visually deciding on the linearity or otherwise of the 

Bie against “xp (or Wie.) plot, and hence in determining the slope 

of the line at any point. The points are fitted to a quadratic 

equation which is differentiated to provide the slope of the tangent 

at any value of Xp or CB. Whilst the plots shown in figures 3.3A and 

3.3B appear to be reasonably linear over the range Xx, = 0.95 - 1.00, 

Cy = 10 - 11.06 x10? mol ee, slight curves are indicated by the computer 

evaluation. This serves to emphasize the serious errors possible using 

a purely visual "best-line' technique. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show typical 

BIL plots over a much larger concentration range (more nearly that used 

in the literature) and it is immediately apparent that such plots 

lead to grossly erroneous conclusions about the linearity, slope and 

intercept at the point xp = 1.00 (or Cy = 11.06 x10? mol m>). Values 

of kK, and a are also recorded in table 3.4 from the BH plot of ie 

against "B''S/ng (as is in fact required by the BI approximation), and 

it will be seen that they are little different from those obtained from 

a “xs plot. Therefore, it can be seen that although the BH evaluation 

was performed over the correct concentration range the results are 

extremely poor and it is necessary to consider if certain factors have 

been neglected. Two which are immediately apparent are i) the fact 

that Sy iee has been seen to vary with solvent, hence the determination 

of at high aromatic concentrations using a value of Srnne obtained 

in pure inert solvent is incorrect and ii) the results indicate that 

the nature of S may be important even on the mole fraction scale. 

These factors will be considered separately. 

b) The Variation of Sire of Chloroform With Change of Solvent 

  

It is apparent from plots of the experimentally observed shifts 

(recorded in table 3.2) against either Xp or C. that the free chemical 

shift of chloroform in the inert solvents Spree) is dependant on the 

nature of the solvent. For the solvents cyclohexane, cis-decalin and
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bicyclohexyl the oa value is 7.4 liz, whereas in tetradecane and 

hexadecane it is 6.2 Hz. It therefore follows that the chemical shift 

of chloroform in pure benzene may well be different and hence the use, 

in the previous section, of a single value to represent Srnec throughout 

a concentration series is ¢rictly incorrect. This is a point which has 

been neglected in all previous work although it has been recognized for 

some time in this laboratory. Assuming that the variation of Spree with 

solvent is a mole fraction function, it must be possible to include this 

parameter when deriving an expression for the variation of onne with 

constituent mole fraction. The total screening experienced by the 

solute in any situation is 

ToT a 
  

oxo ) + MaRne Prenton 3.50 
A 88 (a, + 4% 6% +%,%m J] + a Ont g%+Xs% ’ 

where oa is the basic screening of isolated A, C6 is the fully compkexed 

sereening of A and o,° and ov, are the screening effects on A due to 

solvents B and S, it being assumed that the effects of B and S on the 

complexed and free A are the same. Likewise the screening experienced 

by the aromatic solvent (which is acting as reference) is given by 

ToT B s 

Og = Sgt Xe%B + Xs 3,52 

Combination of equations 3,51 and 3,52 gives 

ToT Tot Rae 
Sons= TO = 5+ Heet alm oe )+Xs(on-o% ) 5055 
which may be written in the form 

Soos ~ See. 

where Q. has been equated ae Se Stree is the chemical shift of A 

nr oe nas 
  ao et xgE tocsF 3,54 

with respect to B in the absence of any solvent effects, E is the nett 

effect of the aromatic solvent on Siice and F similarly for the inert 

solvent. Because XB = i = Xoo (i.e. the amount of solute is ignored) 

equation 3,54 may be written in the following form 

t 

Dee = Ci kone tle ED. + X64 3555
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since Precn th F is the measured free shift of A in the inert solvent 

(obtained by extrapolation) and G is the variation in the solvent shift 

in changing from pure aromatic to pure inert, i.e. E - F. Assuming 

that G may be measured it is possible to rewrite equation 5,55 in the 

BH forms 

| 
3,56 Es

 

  

| 

Yin 45-65) ‘ (= KA. J 

Hence, revised values of K and A, may be obtained. It will be shown 

in section 7.3 that cyclohexane is inert and also that benzene may be 

considered as an excellent probe since its shift is little affected by 

any interactions in which it may take part. Since for any system 

Stree + F is a measurable quantity it is only necessary to obtain the 

value of 9. A convenient way of achieving this for the benzene- 

cyclohexane solvent system is to measure the shift between these two 

species in a series of samples of differing mole fraction and to 

extrapolate the resultant line to obtain the shifts corresponding to 

infinitely dilute benzene in cyclohexane and also infinitely dilute 

cyclohexane in benzene. This may be done by reference to figure 7.4 

from which subtraction of these two values leads to a value for 

Gpeecy (<E-F) of w- 2Hz. It should be noted that the experimental 

line is not quite straight, but as a first approximation G may be taken 

to be linear with mole fraction. Furthermore, cyclohexane and benzene 

have been used as respective solutes at infinite dilution in the other 

rather than chloroform and it is obvious that dispersion forces and 

reaction fields will differ in the two cases; nevertheless the method 

offers a reasonable value for. It follows therefore that the S iree 

values of chloroform are 7.4 Hz in cyclohexane, cis-decalin and 

bicyclohexyl and 6.2 Hz in tetradecane and hexadecane; this yields a value 

’ 
free 

of 5.4 Hz for S + E (i.e. the chemical shift of infinitely dilute 

chloroform in benzene with respect to benzene) and a value for 

TET     
of - 0.8 Hz. Using these values of q the mole fraction BI
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F aon 1/, 
plots were re-evaluated (using the ratio B/ngin.). The values of “A 

used are obtained by the use of the left hand side of equation 3,56 and 

the data in table 3.3; the resulls are recorded in table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 

Results of the BH plots on the molefraction scale (using the ratio 

n Seat : : B/nging), allowance being made for the variation Se with solvent 

composition, for the Chloroform-Benzene interaction. 

  

Solvent 
ysatem ¥ . . 

Cyclohexane | cis-Decalin | Bicyclohexyl | Tetradecane | Hexadecane 

  

K 1.042 0.708 0.805 0.121 0.050 

Acltl2) 102.7 125.8 117.5 380.1 1104.9           

It may be seen, by comparison with the results designated (2) in table 3.4; 

that making allowance for the variation of See with solvent composition 

has little effect on the values of x and A. lt is therefore 

necessary to consider the nature of S. 

c) The Effect of the Nature of the Inert Solvent 

Jt can be seen from tables 3.4 and 3.5 that the mole fraction scale 

results are considerably dependant on the nature of S despite the thermo- 

dynamic predictions to the contrary. Hence it seems reasonable to 

postulate that the effect may be a statistical one, i.e. dependant on the 

chance the solute has of interacting with either an active or inactive 

solvent molecule, Basically the effect of the inert solvent should 

simply be to dilute the amount of aromatic in relation to the amount of 

solute and hence alter the chance of forming a complex, thereby changing 

the observed chemical shift. Ideally therefore the inert solvent should 

have all the properties of the aromatic except for the T\-system 

(i.e. should be the same size and shape, and have the same molar volume). 

Therefore, if all the molecules with which a solute comes into contact
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during the time of the n.m.r, experiment are considered, dilution with a 

truly inert solvent could be illustrated by figure 3.6. In this 

figure, one aromatic molecule has been replaced by one inert solvent 

molecule. In practice the size, shape and molar volume of the inert 

solvents used vary markedly, cyclohexane is indeed rather similar to 

benzene in these respects but not so hexadecane, for example. The molar 

volumes at 306.6K (except for bicyclohexyl for which data are only 

available at 293K) are recorded in table 3.6 for benzene (V,) and 

Molar volumes (Va and 1) and the ratio ‘SV, for a number of solvents 

at 306.6K (* 293K), 

  

  

sotvent | “BP Ys(xt0%w moi!) | Ys/Vp, 

Benzene 9.0369 = 

Cyclohexane 10.9901 1.2162 

cis-Decalin 15.5956 1.7258 

Bicyclohexyl 18,6508 * 2.0980 * 

Tetradecane 26.3298 2.9156 

Hexadecane 29.6128 3.2769       

the inert solvents WW), together with the ratio VsVpe If the 

theoretical, inert solvent shown in figure 3.6 is replaced by, say, a 

hexadecane molecule it follows that, due to the bulk of hexadecane, less 

benzene molecules can contact the solute during the time of the n.m.r. 

experiment and dilution may therefore be illustrated by figure 3.7. 

Therefore, in the microscopic system surrounding a solute molecule the 

hexadecane solvent molecule has three times the dilution effect of the 

ideal inert solvent; however,in the macroscopic system only one ‘inert! 

molecule has been added in each case and hence the macroscopic mole 

fraction is the same in each case. The only way to emulate the



ores a ee a a my 

a 
adie) 5) 
CLS se 1O7e 

llypothetical dilution of an A(solute) - B(aromatic solvent) 
mixture by S(inert solvent). S being similar in size, shape 

and molar volume to B. 

2Q000C 

   

  

Actual dilution of an A(solute) - B(aromatic solvent) mixture 

by S(inert solvent). S in this instance being Hexadecane 

which is extremely dissimilar in size, shape and molar volume 

to B. The B to S mole ratio of the macroscopic system being 

the same as in figure 3.6.
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microscopic system on the macroscopic scale is to alter the actual 

number of moles of inert solvent into the apparent number of moles of 

benzene which have been replaced. This is achieved by multiplying 

the number of moles of inert solvent, in each sample, by the ratio’ S/Vp, 

thus producing the number of ‘benzene-equivalent* moles, and then 

recalculating the ratio "B/nptts. The values obtained in this way 

are recorded in table 3.7 and the results from new BIl plots in table Dios 

the plots being shown in figure 3.8 (as the lines curve virtually to 

"B/ngincore sg ~ 1-0 the tangents to the curves at this point are shown). 

These results include both the modification to "B/n ptt and also the 

modification for the variation of Stree with solvent. Examination 

of the results (which are again from a computer curve fitting procedure) 

immediately shows that they are far more consistent, especially 4.. 

The tetradecane and hexadecane results are slightly different from those 

in the other three solvents for two reasons i) the use of the molar 

volume ratio to correct for the difference in size between the two solvents 

(inert and active) can only be approximate for such Large molecules as 

these since they in fact are really equivalent to three benzene molecules 

(say) plus the spaces between them; the spaces not been taken into 

account in the correction and ii) the correction to the mole ratio is so 

corr large that only a few points are available in the range of "B/npeng 

from 0.90 to 1.00 hence there may possibly be a larger extrapolation error. 

Therefore it would appear that it is important to consider the relative 

sizes (in terms of molar volume) of the solvents on the mole fraction 

scale despite the thermodynamic evidence that this may not be necessary. 

llowever, as discussed in section 3.4d) it was assumed that z (the number 

of molecules of benzene surrounding a solute molecule) in equation 3,44 

was constant as the ratio "B/ng varied, and this resulted in the statement 

that x! was independant of the nature of S. Nonetheless, it is apparent 

thal, despite the preferential clustering of benzenes around a solute 

molecule because of their stronger interaction, the size of S is an
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Table 3.7 

Parameters used in BH plots of the Chloroform-Benzene interaction in 

different inert solvents, allowing both for the bulk of § and the variation 

of Sauce with S. 

  

  

    
  

  

  

      
  

“Sample "3 corr| "pts 1 -2 Number | 744!" Jn, | Aobs(itz) | -xGCtz)] Qciiz) |'/0 (x1072) 
a) Chloroform (A) = Benzene (B) - Cyetohexane CS)! 
49/11 0.93920 1.06463 49.10 1.90 51.00 1.9608 
49/12 0.95159 1.05087 49.40 1.92 Diog2 1.9486 
49/13 0.96457 1.03673 49.08 1.94 51.62 1.9372 
49/14 0.97484 1.02581 49.87 1.96 51.83 1.9294 
49/15 0.98545 1.01477 50.03 1.98 52.01 1.9227 
49/17 0.99430 1.00573 50.15 1.99 52.14 1.9179 

- 1.00000 1.00000 50.20 2.00 52.20 1.9157 
b) Chloroform (A) = Benzene (B) = cis-Decalin (8) | 
48/11 0.91832 1.08895 48.90 1.90 50.80 1.9685 
48/12 0.97933 1.02111 49.85 1.98 51.83 1.9294 
48/13 0.98815 1.01200 49.96 1.99 51.95 1.9249 

- 1.00000 1.00000 50.08 2.00 52.08 1.9201 
c) Chloroform (A) = Benzene (B) = Bicyclohexyl (S) 
52/9 0.90435 1.10577 48.89 1.90 50.79 1.9689 
52/10 0.94181 1.06179 49.54 1.94 51.48 1.9425 
52/11 0.96075 1.04085 49.81 1.96 51.77 1.9316 
52/12 0.98038 1.02001 50.05 1.98 52.03 1.9220 

- 1.00000 1.00000 50.25 2.00 52.25 1.9139 
4) Chloroform (A) ~ Benzene (B) - Tetradecane (s) . 
50/8 0.89708 VMAS, 49.53 OSFy 50.30 1.9891 
50/9 0.94699 1.05598 50.45 0.78 51.25 1.9520 
50/10 0.96309 1.03832 50.71 0.79 51.50 1.9417 

= 1.00000 1.00000 51.28 0.80 52.08 1.9201 
e) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) = Hexadecane (s) 
51/8 0.89980 1.11136 49.70 0.97 50.47 1.9814 
51/9 0.92091 1.07885 50.17, 0.78 50.95 1.9627 
51/10 0.96279 1.03865 50.77 Onrg) 51.56 1.9395 

= 1.00000 1,00000 51.28 0.80 52.08 1.9201              
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Table 3.8 

Results of the BH plots on the mole fraction scale (using "B/ngin Say 
$ 

for the Chloroform-Benzene interaction in different inert solvents, 

corrected (1) for both the bulk of the inert solvent and the variation 

in (Naar: with solution composition and (2) for just the inert solvent's 

  

bulk. 

Inert cu . oxo" KS, A (iz) A (iz) : Solvent * mol )t Ga0"amol') 
G) _@) G) (2) 1G) Gy 

Cyclohexane | 3.372 3.860} 1.017 [0.302 0.263 167.7 63.2] 95.4 

cis-Decalin | 3.768 3.984] 3.110 |0.825 0.781 |65.9 62.7| 64.8 

Bicyclohexy!| 4.008 4.328] 1.752 |0.437 0.405 |65.3 61.9] 76.1 

Tetradecane | 2.503 2.540] 1.666 [0.666 0.656 172.9 71.5] 79.2 

Hexadecane | 2.876 2.884] 2.288 {0.795 0.794|70.2 69.1] 71.7 

  

            

t from table 3.4, included for comparison purposes. 

important factor even at very high concentrations of B and therefore the 

thermodynamic assumptions ensuing from equation 3,44 are not supported. 

The above considerations on the different dilution effects of the 

various solvents are inherent in the molarity scale results (these are 

also included in table 3.8 for comparison purposes). That this is so 

may be seen as follows: A mole fraction corrected for the bulk of the 

inert solvent may be written a) or "BB whereas the 

npn. ‘sv, npVpin 

corresponding concentration in mol m me is given by "W/n, v, Boss? thus 

the number of moles of inert solvent is always weighted by its molar 

volume on the molarity concentration scale, and does not require a 

further correction. Furthermore, since 

K (corr _ nae (Ne +Nns°“S/ve) _ Nag (reVe +nsVs) 3127 
x ~~ (Ra=Nne) ng (Ra-Nas)8Ve
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44 4 i i making the usual BU assumptions ’', and ke may be written approximately 

as 

i "nal (a-Pae) Va + (ne-Nag) st Ms¥s + Mae (Yat Ve)] Ke 
(Naas) ne 
  

nab (NaVa tre Ve +s Vs) ee = : 
(Na-Nae) Ng 

it is apparent that a) when the amount of A is somewhat larger than 

negligible the best approximation to kK. is as given above, i.e. CR 

is the true concentration of B in the total moles of solution; hence 

7 : 4 ¢c in tables 3.4 and 3.8 there is only one value for Ko and Ac, 
. : . peers 4 p.tcorr 2 & b) if ny is small, the ratio KK should be equal to VR over a wide 

concentration range; hence the ratio in table 3.8 should equal 

5 5 -1* eet 9.0369x10 ~ mmol ~ whereas c) the ratio c/k, should only equal V, when 

ne is negligible, i.e. in the limit when Xp tends to unity. Finally 

it should be pointed out that because mixtures are being studied partial 

molar volumes should strietly be used, but these are not readily 

avarteble, Because the correction to the original values of Kj for the 

varintion of Spee had little effect (see section 3.8 b)), and also 

beceuse the correction is difficult to apply accurately, the BH 

evaluations on the mole fraction scale were repeated with this correction 

omitted and the results are recorded (designated (2)) in table 3.8. 

Whilst these are not quite so consistent it may be seen that the use of 

the correct BI evaluation, with the inclusion of the allowance for the 

bulk of the inert solvent, enables quite reliable results to be obtained, 

on the mole fraction scale, for the five inert solvents studied. This 

  

sugHests that the above approach is coi { and it is proposed that this 

may well be the ultimate way of calculating kK and 4. for these weak 

molecular interactions in three component solutions; by working at very 

high aromatic concentrations the method should also be applicable to two 

component studies as well, In summary (he method proposed is a Bil plot 

t corr on the mole fraction seale over the range 'B/n yin = 0.90 - 1.00 

* The experimental values for this ratio (table 3.8) are further considered in an 
addendum (page 76a).
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where (he numbers of moles of S are changed into ‘equivalent molest 

of benzene with, if possible, a correction for the variation of ope 

with composition being applied (although as shown above this has only 

a minor effect). 

3.9 The Creswell and Allred Data Evaluation Method 

The Creswell and Allred method oo of data processing makes use of 

equation 3,4 and an equilibrium quotient given by equation 3,9. These 

authors suggest that a plot of P| against "AB/ny should give a straight 
line, hence they calculate "AB/ny for assumed values of Ky and suppose 

that the correct value of kK is obtained when a straight line ensues. 

A computer program (o facilitate this iterative calculation has been 

published by Groves et.al @ modifications are available for use in two- 

component and self-association studies. Creswell and Allred used the 

method to process data obtained from solutions of chloroform (at mole 

fraction 0.015) in mixtures of benzene and cyclohexane from x,=0.0 to 
B 

X,0.98; this method, which has been used in many subsequent 

investigations, being equivalent to obtaining values of Q ¢ and k 
x 

from 

Sg =A a + 1Yaa+ne) ts t/ (K+ i[naeng}+ ns) 4K, clkeinane) |, +8e0 3,59 
2(k xt lng 

It is only strictly valid if used a) over a concentration range in which 

both Na and ny, are very small compared with Nos so that all three Henry 

activity coefficients i si and vi may be assumed to be close to 

unity, or b) over a range in which ny is very much smaller than n but B’ 
. 5 . H H S Xy is close to unity. In this case x A and X AB are assumed to be unity 

o re n R i . (ond jx A and Mag independant of B/ny) and ¥ p Close to unity. It 

should be apparent, therefore, that neither the method nor the results 

obtained have any exact meaning when used over the whole concentration 

range from X,70.0 Lo X,=1.0. This statement is so much at variance 

9. 55-5 with (he work of many authors and Homer and Cooke?’ 9-8 particular,



who have apparently obtained sensible equilibrium quotients, thermo- 

dynamic data and structures for the complexes that they studied, and 

who have also obtained good correlation between these equilibrium 

quotients and interaction energies? 36-57 hat some explanation is 

required, This may possibly be provided as follows: In the 

discussion on the BH method (sections 3.4 and 3.6) two equilibrium 

quotients Ky and Ke both being independant of activity coefficients 

and constant over closely defined ranges, were considered, It has been 

calculated” that for the chloroform-benzene-cyclohexane system, 

K, (cy > 0) would be about 1.7 times greater than K/(xg—>1.0), this being 

based on the assumption that the concentration of A is infinitesimal 

and that wy and YRy are independant of "B/n.. Between these two 

extremes there is a quotient Kk which is dependant on XB and on the 

relevant activity coefficients, and it is postulated that a plot of 

Kl against x, would be of the shape shown in figure 3.9 (K, and KY 

being special cases of Kl as xp tends to zero and unity respectively). 

If it is assumed that this shape holds for other solutes in benzene- 

cyclohexane mixtures then it is possible to try and evaluate what the 

Creswell and Allred kK means. The argument may be quantified using 

the nitroform-benzene-cyclohexane system studied by Homer and Huck?! #93 

a series of ke values were obtained for this system by using an 

iterative procedure over small portions of the concentration range. 

Sets of three consecutive measurements were used in the evaluations, 

and the §,.... value was included in each case in order to fix one end 

of the Sobs v "AB/ng plot, and so improve the accuracy of the 

evaluation, The values of Kt obtained, together with the average mole 

fraction of B in cach case (the average of the set of three points), are 

recorded in table 3.9;
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Experimental plot of Ke against mole fraction of 

aromatic, B for the nitroform - benzene - cyclohexane system.
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Table 3.9 

The average mole fraction (x,) and the equilibrium quotient (K,") for 

31 the series of evaluations, of the nitroform-benzene interaction data i 

by the Creswell and Allred method. 

  

KY 8.47 111.1919.81]8.96]8.29]7.89/8.50/8.97 |10.00] 11.50 [12.56 

p | Whole rangel] 0.03]0.00]0.14]0.28]0.50]0.65/0.72 | 0.79] 0.85| 0.87                       

they are plotted in figure 3.10 against XR Although the plot is rather 

  

dissimitar to the hypothetical plot, given in figure 3.9, this may possibly 

be due to inaccuracies in the evaluation, and also to the rather crude 

‘average x," used lo plot the results. It therefore appears possible that B 

ao : . % " ; the overall ky is in fact an average of all the K values, i.e. 

kK. = Eke /s3.0, 3,60 

which is the area under the curve (of the Kl against xp, plot) divided 

by (he Length x,. Although K may appear to be an arbitary constant it 

docs have a significance as follows. The chemical potentials of A, AB 

and B may all be described by equation 3,33 over any part of the 

concentration range. Thus 

3,61 
R R u ° ° o .X¥ RT OK a = Ug + hg —itge + RT Ln a" 

AB 
0 oO o Le ibri 5 : whe rey "Ps oan describes the true. equilibrium constant for the 

formation of pure AB from pure A and pure B and is equal to RTIn ne 

Therefore 

R R 

RTln Ka = RT KEM 4 RT, gt 3,62 

Ab 

Sinee the concentrations of A and AB are small it is reasonable to 

suppose that the ratio ¥ yk is fixed, despite the variation in the 
AB 

concentration of B, and therefore 

4" Gue R 
hes = Ko. (Grae 565
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Micra Cl a6 the Gatto ® ME hos tence Ko (ice. Ky) is given as 

follows 

bo ko tue CES; Oxy. K - 7 x cL _ kK Ue - A B. 5.64 

= om, 7 Soe, 
which may be written simply in the form 

cA tue WK 
kK = KL C% 3,65 oe Belo 8 

It is reasonable to suppose that in a given solvent system, such as 

benzene-cyel ohexane, BR win be (he same irrespective of the solute, 

thus in a series with this common solvent system the evaluated Kn will 

be Kone multiplied by a common factor. Therefore the linearity of 
32,56-57 CA 

the In Ky against interaction energy plot of Homer and Cooke 

TA will not be affected. Similarly Que as calculated from Kf will be 

the same as that calculated from Kes since a plot of In Ky against 
V 

  

is required (section 3.10), and it follows from equation 3,65 that 

A Gus yer 
ms 6 Inky = WK 4 CX, BAG 

“ 5 os Thus both plots will have the same slope and the value of AU° will be 
* 

unaffected. Possible confirmation of these ideas, on the thermodynamics 

(ee of the Creswell and Allred method,is provided by the Homer and Cook@2?2°->/ 

plot of 10819 K.. against interaction energy where one straight line is 

provided by the solvent pair benzene-cyclohexane, and a second line by 

the higher methyl benzenes-cyclohexane (any changes due to changes in 

the individual methyl benzenes tends to be lost due to the high 

equilibrium quotients obtained, but there is a definite change in slope 

at the expected point), this change in slope being due to the alteration 

in the value of ie caused by the change of solvent system, 

1 
It is worth attempting at this point to see if the BH evaluated kK 

oats true . - 
can be similarly related to k and hence give meaningful thermo- 

dynamic data. It follows fri 

  

  
equations 3,44 and 3,50 that 

* assuming Xf to be temperature independant.
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, ° ° o ( t 1 ¢ 

RTWK = Up +Ue Hag +2b Wee — Wee) BAP ENae By 

which, on making the initial assumption that z is a constant over the 

BH evaluation range, may be written 

Unk = nkfY® ac! 3,68 
Therefore, plots of In kl against Vp will have the same slope, and 

identical values of AN? will be obtained. Furthermore the values of 

Au” obtained by both the Creswell and Allred?” and BiM* procedures 

should be the same. Ii has, however, been shown (section 3.8c)) that 

the nature of § has a considerable influence on the values of Ky and 

MO. obtained by the BH procedure (i.e. the actual value of z in 

equations 3,44 and 3,67 is solvent dependant). Therefore, it seems 

reasonable that equation 3,68 is only valid when values of Ky corrected 

for solvent bulk are used. It also seems reasonable to suppose that 

the nature of S will have an even larger effect on the in and A. 

values obtained from a Creswell and Allred type study, since the value 

of v will be dependant on S even though B may be constant. 

The chloroform-benzene interaction has been investigated, therefore, 

by the Creswell and Allred precedune:s in the five solvents used in 

section 3,8 and the data evaluated both with and without correcting 

(he number of moles of S to tequivalent molest of benzene. The results 

are recorded in toble 3.10, 

Table 3.10 

wand Q, obtained for the Chloroform-Benzene interaction in different 

inert solvents, both with and without correcting ne to ‘equivalent 

moles’ of benzene. 

  

  

  

  

inert uncorrected corrected 

Solvent - A filz) men a lite) 

Cyclohexane 12099 96.5 1.552 83.0 

cis-Decalin 0.559 140.8 1.697 80.1 
Bicyclohexyl 0.397 178.3 1.928 76.9 

Telradecane 0.034 1561.3 2.015 764 

llexadecane 0.0 St 2.027 76.4  
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The data used in the uncorrected evaluations are recorded in table 5.2, 

. corr and the values of n, used in the corrected evaluations may be 

obtained by mulliplying the values of nh. contained in this table by 

V a the relevant ratio of SV, from table 3.6. Since the effect of 

the chenge of Sion a with solvent is small, this correction has been 

neglected, M( as immediately apparent that a considerable improvement. 

CA . in the values of K and Q is obtained when corrected values of ne 
x Cc S 

are used; therefore such a correction is essential before making use of 

  

any data regarding an A-B interaction taking place in an inert solvent S. 

It is suggested, therefore, that the change in slope of the Logi gk 

against interaction energy plot of Homer and Cooke-? 2°"@xken the 

aromatic is altered may be due, at least in part, to the alteration 

in the molar volume of the aromatic molecule, which necessitates a 

change in the value of eal although confirmation of this 

supposition will require recalculation of their data. 

3.10 Stoichiometry of Complex Formation 

In work on haloform and pseudo-haloform complexes with bepsene?’ oo 

1: 1 complexes were assumed with some justification based on cry s@pic 

nibeat However, in work on other types of complex this assumption is no 

longer justifiable and must be established. A procedure which has been 

hea Par FIN purpose is to plot 7M ops against “Vx (i.e. a BH type 

plot") it being assumed that if a straight line is obtained then complex 

formation may be represented by 

Ny BSE att RB 

Apart from the criticisms made above about the validity of BH plots over 

4 wide concentration range it has been demonstrated’? that the linearity 

of BH type plots is not a good test for demonstrating the presence of 

only 1 2 1 complexes. The more exact way of demonstrating the 

o.| 66 presence of a single complex is by the constancy of QH” with temperature. 

  

OU" may be obtained from the equilibrium quotient data (considering a
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general KY) in the following way, it is known that 

AG? =- RTInK 3,69 

The temperature dependance of free energy is given classically by the 

Gibbs-Helmboltz equation which may be written 

° 

a(as"/r) : = DH 3,70 
o('/T) 

Thus, combination of equations 3,69 and 3,70 gives 

R Oly Kx - DH? i Sista p " 3,7 
H henee a plot of In Ky against Vy should give a slope of - 4 /R at 

any temperature T, a linear plot indicating the constancy of QU° with 
5 

temperature,  llomer and Cooke have applied this to a number of 

complexes formed between benzene and some substituted ethylenes; despite 

¢ using the Creswell and Allred’? procedure for evaluating K, (as 

discussed in section 3.9 this should only affect the value of the 

. = ; a Ve ‘ . ; intercept of a In K. against “’T plot and not the slope), they obtained 

virtually linear plots which they took to confirm the presence of 1 ¢ 1 

molecular complexes. Any higher complexes of the type A,B (n2z1¢ o, 

nfm) would be expected to form by consecutive associations and hence in 

uch cases each QH° will differ and the In K against temperature plot 

for an assumed 1: 1 complex will not be linear. The above procedure 

has since been applied to many other systems. More recently, Baker and 

Wilson‘’ have proposed that a plot of los 49 ( Sebs/ 6 ) against comp ome 

log ig (cy) should give a straight line of slope n, where n is the 

number of molecules of benzene complexed with each molecule of solute, 

the intercept being Tog yok... The derivation of this model contains a 

number of dubious assumptions and it also uses the molarity scale over 

a wide concentration range; despite these points the validity of the 

procedure was checked by considering the accepted 1 : 1 interactions 

between benzene and nitroform, chloroform and bromoform, widely 

8 different values of n being pbteitede 4 It is clear, therefore, that 

this procedure does not supersede the use of the constancy of Au® with



ee Pte 

  

Tas a measure of 1 1 complex formation. 
51-32, 56-57 79 

Both O¢F° ana Au° for complex formation have, in the past, been 

used to measure the 'strength' of the interaction between solute and 

aromatic. '{ should be clearly understood that both cannot be valid 

in as much as the equilibrium constant (and hence OF °) and the enthalpy 

of complex formation (QO H?) are independant paveneters” and hence, at 

a particular temperature T, the complex with the higher equilibrium 

quotient does not necessarily have the higher AH° of formation. It is 

possible to produce a realistic model of complex formation which is 

consistent with QF° providing a measure of the 'strength' of the complex. 

This has been critically examined by Homer and Cooke’ 56-57 who have 

related interaction energies to the equilibrium quotient for complex 

formation. Since interaction energies are found to vary with 

femperature (via an interaction distance which is temperature dependant ) 

they must be direetly compared with QF° at any temperature and not with 

the invariant Dw°, 

3 B.11_A Model for Complex Formation 

It is envisaged thal the electric field of the dipolar molecule 

has a large gradient in the vicinity of the positive end of the dipole 

(usually the hydrogen Alom)s a and that this field polarizes the 

® -cleetron system of the aromatic ring, thus forming the basis for 

electrostatic bonding between the molecules. It is also assumed that 

  

the solute molecule approaches the aromatic molecule (usually benzene) 
51-33,55 

with its dipolar axis aligned along the aromatic six fold symmetry axis . 

This is (o enable there (o be the maximum interaction between the two 

molecules, and i 

  

0 contrary to a fallacious assumption? that the solute 

dipolar axis should lie parallel to the plane of the aromatic ring. 

This latter assumption, which is based on the fact that benzene is twice 

30 as polarizable in the molecular plane (Xi, 12.3x10— ne) than normal to 

5x10, 2 ; 7 it (0¢) -6.35x10 z Ww )82 ignores the angular dependance of the interaction
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viaa scone @-1 term which in fact favours the alignment along the six 

fold axis. The model as now considered allows the solute dipolar 

axts not only to align along the aromatic six-fold axis but also at 

small angles to it. Therefore the envelope of possible orientations 

is @ cone with a small semi-angle & . As the temperature increases 

the cnergy of the complex will increase and more orientations will be 

possible, hence & will increase and a larger cone will be obtained. 

Consequently it is expected that the entropy of the complex should 

inerease; however, this is difficult to prove or disprove becaue the 

experimentally determined quantity is ray a" which is known to be negative 

and is defined as 

o ° ° ° 

AS = Sp, — 5, — Sg 3,72 

Si and Sh are the entropies of the complex and free solute 
; ac 

where Sine 

  

and solvent respectively. Certainly the entropy of each species will 

inerease with increasing temperature, probably at much the same rate. 

Therefore, if the complex had a rigid structure, it would seem 

reasonable to postulate that the entropy of the complex would increase 

é 0 less quickly than the sum of the entropies of A and B, hence L\s° would 

rapidly become more negative. llowever, if the above flexible model 

is correct the entropy of the complex should increase more rapidly than 

that of either A or B individually, hence Qs° should either go more 

negative very slowly or even tend to become less negative. This 

al for the hypothesis may be checked using results obtained by Huck 

interactions between nitroform and benzene and some methyl benzenes 

(these being the strongest complexes studied and hence the most likely 

to show this variation). lt should be realized that as a Creswell 

¢ 
wee . and Mred’” data evaluation procedure was used to obtain the equilibrium 

quotients, these are not the correct values (as discussed in section 3.9); 

therefore, whilst QH° should be absolutely correct, the OF° values will 

be wrong. Il is expected therefore that although the 4 S° variation 

with temperature will indicate the trend followed by the true value,
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numerically it will also not be correct. The values of As°, 

calculated assuming that QH° does not vary with the temperature, 

are recorded in table 3.11. 1t may be seen the As°® is almost 

constant with temperature which appears to confirm that the flexible 

model is valid. Further indirect evidence may be obtained from the 

screenings, recorded in table 3.12,both for the nitroform complexes 

discussed above and also for some complexes formed between the haloforms 

and substituted ethylenes with benzene and substituted benzenes. Tt 

may be seen thot the screenings of the haloforms and pseudo-haloforms 

  

just decrease with increasing temperature whereas those of the 

substituted ethylenes increase with increasing temperature. It may be 

seen from figures 3.11 and 3.12 that as the temperature increases and 

hence also the semi-angle of the possible orientations of the solute 

dipolar axis there is a greater chance that the haloform proton will lie 

off this axis, but at the same distance from the plane of the ring, and 

hence be slightly less shielded. Whereas, for the substituted ethylenes, 

the structure will twist as shown and result in one proton lying 

approximately on the six-fold axis and the other slightly further away 

from this axis than anticipated from the fixed model. Hence, since the 

sereening variation is greatest along the six-fold axis, a slight 

increase in screening is indicoted, as is found experimentally. 

Therefore, this model explains the observed screenings for both types 

of solute and also explains how the interaction enerey aedeccedees with 

increasing temperature due to the slight increase in the angle between 

the solute dipolar axis and the aromatic six fold axis. lence it is 

apparent, from table 3.11, that BG . is the correct thermodynamic 

1 quantity rel»ted to the 'strength' of the interaction.
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        | 
Proposed structure for a haloform-benzene complex, showing effect 
of tilting as the temperature is raised, x is the semi-angle 
of the cone of possible orientations. 

  

plane of the 

aromaticring — — 

  

        
Proposed structure for a substituted ethylene-benzene complex 
showing effect of tilting as the temperature is raised, « is 

the semi-angle of the cone of possible orientations. 

 



Table 3.01 

Variation of Os’, Ou" and OG° cor Nitrororm Aromatic Complexes t 

  

  

  

  

  

  

TK)! || As? Ca moar! An°(Ks mot!) |D5° (Ks moi7!) 

Nitroform-Benzene 

279.1 - 24.99 ) - 6.20 

287.0 = 24.97 } - 6.01 
)  - 13.18 

297.8 - 25.04 ) - 5.72 

306.6 - 25.00 } = 552 

313.8 - 25.02 } = 5-93 

Nitroform—Me sit ylene 

276.7 - 30.99 ) -10.25 

287.0 - 31.01 } = 9.935 

298.8 - 31.02 ; - 18.83 - 9.56 

306.6 - 30.98 } = 35 

313.8 = 30.97 = eit 

277-6 = 30.55 ) -11.81 

280.5 — 30.45 } ANS ST, 

296.7 — 30.38 } - 20.2 -11.28 

306.6 ~ 30,25 } -11.02 

314.0 - 30.23 } -10.80 

Ni troform-llexamethyl benzene 

276.7 | — 43.62 ) -15.68 

288.2 - 43.91 } -15.09 
) DS. 

296.9 - 43.92 ) ~14.71 

306.6 - 43.87 ; -14.30 

314.1 | — 45291 } -13.96       

T based on data provided by ick?!
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Table 3.12 

Additional se 

  

eening (O,) experienced by the complexes indicated at 

32, 5 
various Lemperatures?!3?7 58, 

  

  

    

   

  

  
  

  

T(kK) De (rem) T(K) De (ppm) 

Porm—Benzene Bromoform — p-Xylene 

279.1 2.00 276.9 1.96 

287.0 1.90 287.1 1.80 

297.8 1.90 297.8 io 
300.6 1.86 306.6 1.78 

313.8 1.81 312.9 1.81 

Nitroform-Mesitylene ci 32-Dichloroethylene-Benzene 

276.7 2.2 277.2 1.32 

2.17 285.9 1230 

2.04 295-7 1,32 

2.00 306.6 1.33 

1.94 314.7 1557 

1.1-Dichloroethylene-Benzene 

276.8 e259) 

23t 285.9 1.26 
290.7 296.1 1.28 

306.0, DAS. 500.6 1.26 

314.0 De14 314.9 1-35 

Nil roform—lexame thy benzene Methylene lodide-Benzene 

270.7 2.52 275.8 1252 

288.2 | 2.54 285.3 1.51 
296.9 2.50 295.0 1.53 
306.6 | 2.38 306.6 1.53 

314.1 | 2.40 315.0 1.57 
Chioroform=_p- Xylene 

276.8 1.62 

287.0 1.60 

298.1 1.59 

306.6 1.49 

313.9 1.54    
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3.12 Conclusions 

This chapter has attempted to show the conditions under which 

true equilibrium quotients, for the interactions studied, would be 

obtained, It is apparent that this is either when A, B and AB are 

all at infinite dilution in an inert solvent or when A and AB are 

  

likewise at infinite dilution in a solution mainly consisting of B. 

However, in neither case does the equilibrium quotient (kK, or KY ) 

correspond to the Creswell and Allred overall eee It would appear 

that the ‘equilibrium quotient" calculated by this method does have 

a certain validity however, when the solvent system (interacting and 

inert) is constant throughout a given series. In such cases 

perfectly reliable and self-consistent qualitative comparisons are 

possible for different interactions, and the thermodynamic parameters 

obtained may also be used (QH° will be much the same and AG° will 

vary by a common factor from the true value). It has also been shown 

that the equilibrium quotients obtained on the mole fraction scale 

(k/ ana a) are dependant on the nature of § unless the quantity 

of inert solvent present is modified to allow for the difference in 

© between itself and the interacting (aromatic) solvent, which it 

  

, CA 
is diluting. If this is allowed for, ke and ky. are then 

independant of the nature of S; whereas the use of other concentration 

senles results in equilibrium quotients which are dependant both on 

the amount and nature of S.
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Addendum 

The values of Ky, Ae K and id given in tables 3.4 and 3.8 were 

obtained by using a computer curve-fitting procedure to evaluate BH plots 

based on 'best-line' values of the experimental data. These may, 

therefore, include a subjective error depending on the 'best-line' 

195 
selected. In order to overcome this problem Whitney has used a 

computer to determine this thest~Line! (permitting a quadratic line shape) 

through the experimental points and then to evaluate the values of K and 

Ay by the BH procedure, in the normal way. These results are given 

in the table and they serve to confirm the conclusions reached in section 

3.8c) that consistent ky and ae values may be obtained when a correction 

is made allowing for the nature of the inert solvent. It was stated in 

section 3.4c) that values of Ke and a would be expected to vary in 

different solvents and this statement is still valid when experimental 

values over a finite concentration range are evaluated. However, in the 

present work, the limiting slopes of the "a against 1 concentration 

curves are considered and therefore the situation corresponds to that 

discussed in section 3.7 where it was stated that the limiting value of 

the ratio as should be the molar volume of the aromatic solvent 

(benzene = 0.904 x 107% = mole Lys It may be seen from the table that 

this was found to be so, and further, that for the reaction between 

chloroform and benzene in benzene the following values are obtained k = 

4 ‘ 1.77 0.2, Ki = 1.55 * 0.2 x 10 n? molc) and Q, = 80 = 4 Hz at 60.004 Hz. 

Table 

Results of the BH plots for the Chloroform-Benzene interaction in different 

195), 
3 inert solvents (obtained by Whitney (1) including a correction for 

both the bulk of the inert solvent and the variation of S free with 

solution composition and (2) including a correction just for the inert 

solvent's bulk.
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1 11 corr x 
Inert k Corr K(xt 94a? Ke, 5 ot Qe (Hz) Q (iz) 

Solvent * fiol) | (x 10%m?mol— ) 
Ces) (1) (2) | @) @) 

Cyclohexane 1.366 1.479 1.340 {0.981 0.906 |90.5 84.3 84.3 

cis-Decalin 1.680 1.734 1.562 |0.929 0.901 | 83.4 79.3 7961 

Bicyclohexyl | 1.886 1.935 1.738 |0.922 0.898 | 80.3 76.5 76.3 

Tetradecane 1.671 1.672 1.782 |1.066 1.064 | 83.3 82.0 77.0 

Hexadecane 1.694 1.701 1.630 0.962 0.957 | 83.8 82.4 80.7           
 



CHAPTER 4 

A New Procedure for Investigating Molecular Interactions in Solution 

4.1__Introduction 

In the study of transient complexes by means of nuclear magnetic 

resonance Bree eroecopy oh various types of experimental procedure have 

been used. In all cases these suffer from a number of disadvantages 

in that certain approximations are involved in the evaluation of the 

experimental data, Particularly well studied have been interactions 

between simple molecules (solute) and benzene and other aromatic 

molecules (aplventyore 2 55. such studies are made possible by the 

anisotropy in the magnetic susceptibility of the aromatic molecule which 

modifies the sereening and hence the chemical shift of the nuclei of the 

solute with which it specifically interacts. Experimental procedures 

72 62,83 
using twot”, three? and Tout conponent liquid mixtures have been used 

in the past or are in current use and in each case the solute-solvent 

ratio has been varied over a series of samples for which the solute 

chemical shift (usually Va) has been measured. The variations in this 

with solvent concentration have been attributed to specific effects, in 

the complex, of the magnetic anisotropy of the aromatic molecule. Bt is 

true to say that these methods have never been used properly from a 

thermodynamic viewpoint (see chapter 3); and, furthermore, they suffer 

from certain disadvantages. The purpose of this chapter is to devise 

a new procedure which will enable molecular interaction studies to be 

carried out over a valid thermodynamic range, and even more importantly 

to overcome many of the disadvantages of the other methods, which will 

now be considered. The two-component meLnodi= requires the measurement. 

of chemical shifts relative to a normal external reference and these can 

be subject to significant error due lo the difficulty in accurately 

correcting for bulk medium effects. Also there is a possibility of 

solvent or solute self-association occurring and this has, as in the other 

methods, either been ignored or the assumption made that the two 

mechanisms of complex formation and self-association are independent;
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if this is done il is then possible to correct the amounts of solute 

and solvent for any self-association (studied independantly) which may 

be occurring and, by assuming that the self-associated species are ine 785 

evaluate the parameters for complex formation. The three-component 

studies can be divided into two types. The first of these? employs 

a very small quantity of a reference compound, such as tetramethylsilone 

(TMS), and varying selute-solvent ratios, as in the two-component method; 

disadvantages are that errors may arise from the assumptions that the 

reference compound is inert and that the self-association of the other 

species is negligible, The second type uses a constant, Low concentration 

of selute in order to avoid the effects of self-association, and achieves 

different solute-solvent ratios by varying the aromatic concentration via 

the addition of a second solvent, which also acts as a reference, and 

which is assumed to be inert: A fourth method has also been used 

which essentially involves the addition of ca. 0.5 per cent of a reference 

compound to systems similar to those used in the second three-component 

meryod?? Of the four methods, probably the third would appear normally 

to offer the best prospects of accuracy, and this has often been used. 

Nevertheless if, for example, both "iH and 19, shift variations with 

aromatic concentration are to be determined for a given solute, it is 

evident, in view of the suggestion that the binding in the complexes may 

32, 56-57 
be solute local dipole-aromatic induced dipole in nature » that 

it may be difficult to find a fluorine containing reference compound 

suitable for any of the internally referenced procedures. This is 

because an essentially non-polar compound such as perf luorocyclohexane 

has strong local dipoles and could well specifically interact with benzene. 

Therefore, in order to carry out investigations on such systems it is 

necessary to revert Lo experimental procedures employing an external 

reference. Although there are apparently many disadvantages to this, 

one advantage which may emerge, if it can be done, is that real two
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component systems can be investigated which are amenable to thermodynamic 

analysis. 

Theory of the New Pi 

  

edure 

  

It is possible to devise suitable experimental conditions, for which 

it is necessary to adapt the normal external referencing procedure, to 

accommodate various problems, the most significant of which arise from the 

effects of constituent self-association and screening by the medium, 

Investigations of this type usually employ a cylindrical sample vessel 

containing a co-axial reference capillary. For simplicity only this 

procedure will be considered, and furthermore it will be assumed that the 

reference vessel is also perfectly cylindrical. To study complex 

formation it is necessary to measure the difference between the chemical 

shifts of a particular solute nucleus in the free and various complex 

equilibrium situations. This can be done by arranging that in the annulus, 

X, of a cylindrical sample tube is contained the solute, A, in a complexing 

aromatic solvent,B, and that in a co-axial capillary, Y, is contained the 

solule in some non-interacting solvent, S. Neglecting all bonding 

interactions other than that involved in complex formation, the solute 

in the capillary will be entirely free whereas the state of that in the 

annulus will be governed, for a sample j, by the mole fraction equilbrium 

  

expression (neglecting activity coefficients 

k _ Nas: (Nai +e; — Mp6.) 41 
=~ “(np-Nne: KNB: — Nag: ; az Mag; XK N@; ~ Nag; ) 

if 1:1 complex formation occurs according to 

A Basin eR, 

n and n,. are the number of moles of A and B initially present and n 
Ay By ABS 

is the number of moles of complex formed at equilibrium, in sample j; 

the fra 

  

tion of the solute complexed is "ABI/ny 54 with the remainder free. 

Thus, in the annulus and capillary, the solute will be differently shielded 

due to the effect of complex formation and, in addition, different medium 

serecning effects. The corresponding shift can be measured directly, but 

from this must be abstracted the specific screening contribution due
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to the aromatic molecule in the complex. If the absolute screening 

constant for a particular nucleus in the solute is O, then the screening 

in the medium (oy) is defined by 

Ou = T+ I toh t HM, G32 

where o., eo; oc}; and o, have their usual sleniticante. When solute- 

aromatic interaction occurs an additional term, Cone representing the 

sereening contribution of the aromatic to the solute must be included in 

equation 4,2. The various medium screening terms and their variation 

with solution composition will be discussed in detail in chapter 5, where 

it is shown that the dispersion force screening (o,) and electric field 

serecning (o,,) appear to be mole fraction functions of solution 

composition. Similarly bulk susceptibility effects (Oo) are found to 

be almost linearly additive as a function of the volume fraction of each 

of the components. Finally it is shown that constituent magnetic 

anisotropy contributions in mixtures (0) are normally not linearly 

additive mole - or volume fraction functions of the pure constituent 

anisotropy screenings and such screenings have therefore to be 

individually determined as described in chapter 6. 

With the above comments, concerning the medium screening effects, 

in mind it is possible to derive expressions representing the actual 

sereening of the nucleus in the solute, both in the annulus and capillary. 

It is evident that this is most conveniently done by considering the 

effects on the solute of the appropriate contributions from anisotropy, 

bulk susceptibility and initially composite dispersion force and reaction 

  

field screening effects for each constituent in solution. The relevant 

values for the complex are, of course, inaccessible and it becomes 

necessary (o assume thet the bulk properties of the components in solution 

are independant of whether or not they are bound in a complex. The 

appropriate contributions of each component are then governed by the 

quantities of the materials initially present. Tt must also be assumed
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that the configuration of the solute, and hence the absolute screening 

Oo, is the same in both the free and complexed situations. Assuming 

that all the vessels are perfectly cylindrical and denoting the capillary 

by the suffix Y and the annulus by the suffix X it is apparent that for a 

single material, oY and Oy, the total sereenings in the annulus and 

capillary respectively, are given by 

! 
Oy 2 T+ Ogy + ext uxt 6 Ky a 

I 
Oy = T+ Say + Oy +Owy + ro ey ee: 

where X ts the volume susceptibility. If both the annulus and 

capillary contain mixtures, then the values of ox and Fay mst be 

  individually determined; 0), I and Cy are initially assumed to be mole 

fraction additive and the volume susceptibility screenings are assumed 

to be volume fraction additive. Therefore, on combining the oc, and 

o,, sereening terms into a composite sereening of the form 

Cae a 4,5 
Eo ow 

3 Ss. & . 
and similarly for Gn and O@ it is possible to rewrite equations 4,3 

and 4,4, representing the overall screening of the solute A in the two 

situations, as follows: 

A A A eee $ 
Op = T+ Oy + Kp_T +XgT +] aya t Pelve 4,6 

aA A t A Ss i ‘ 
Oy = O+ Oy +X ao + Xo + tL bs Xvat ¥sKvs 4,7 

where Xr oe Xp and X are the initial mole fractions of A,B and S; 

dy >, Py and ¢. the corresponding volume fractions and Xvas 

Kv, and Xv, the corresponding volume bulk susceptibilities. Lt is 

assumed that A and B form a complex such that at any time there is the 

fraction "AB/n of species \ complexed and the fraction TAT AB of 
A ae 

species A free; also it is assumed that the specific sereening of the 

complex is O- an the other screenings being as for the free state. 
com 

Therefore, if the samples are deliberately prepared with x,= x = x and 
B 

  

hence xX, = ae equations 4,6 and 4,7 now become, for a sample j,



[on ot xjo * At : Pe) Xvqt 4s Ll 

n A Bol 8 
+ malaj Ajo +% {(1-6;)Xva + $a; Xve} + Camp | - 

4,9 

  

a 4 A Ss ct : 7 ] 
Oy = o+ Sr + A; T+XjT+6 C1 $5; Lunt $s\Xvs 

Equation 4,8 may be simplified to give 

A a A Bt NAb; 

Cae SaxitXajo +xjo+e [(1-$aj) Uva $63X ve) 9 eo a 

The difference between equations 4,9 and 4,10 (Ty; = cae) is equivalent 

(o the measured chemical shift, 80). ;; for the solute in the two 

different situations in the sample tube. ‘Thus the observed chemical 

hift is given by 

bbs |= x,(o* O°) + Oa ‘ tO ds -$6') Yt sug bX us} rag" 

If no complex formation occurs this equation reduces to 

Sots pales o)+o. Sa? UH; “GEN ag +46 Xue si ell @21Z 

Consequently, if for each one of a series of samples having different 

(corresponding to n Nyy and ng i) the chemical shift mole fractions F Aj? "BG   

difference between the solute in the annulus and capillary is determined 

and plotted against ofr convenience, the shift difference between 

the resulting Line and the correspondingly plotted absolute reference 

line (from equation 4,12) can be represented by 

A = San; Saag = Sabin. tuts 
where OM, has been equated a thie cubountle dnandea shitt, A.. If 

the Line corresponding to equation 4,12 can be accurately constructed, 

then the procedure described above automatically corrects for any medium 

effects. Also, since the solute is contained at the same mole fraction 

in both the annulus and capillary, solute self-association ideally affects 

equations 4,11 and 4,12 to the same extent, and the effect on solute 

serecning would not be detected. However, since in the annulus, complex ie ,
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formation occurs, the effierency of the procedure for correcting for 

solute self-association may be reduced, as well as the operative value 

of tt (in equation 4,1) being modified, As is discussed in chapter 6 

the experimentally determined anisotropy screenings include the dispersion 

force sereening as well. There will, however, remain a residual dispersion 

sereening lo be taken into account, this arising from the use of 

cyclohexane as the solute in the experimental determination of the 

anisotropy (and dispersion) sereening, whereas in this new procedure 

different’ solutes are used. This does not change either of equations 

4.Vl and 4,172 but equation 4,5 must be redefined as 

ce Oo, + Or 4,14 

where Cae) is the residual dispersion screening acting on A, Oras 

neither obtainable theoretically or experimentally but differences in 

this sereening are assumed to be very small and equated to zero. 

4.3 The Procedure to be Adopted 

In order to make use of this new procedure it is necessary to be 

  

able to construet the line corresponding to equation 4,12 so that the 

observed chemical shifts between the solute in the two situations may be 

correet{ed for medium screening effects. To do this it is necessary 

to consider the nature of the various screening effects and particularly 

their variation with mixture composition. Because of the complexity 

of these screenings, the implementation of the new procedure will be 

delayed until chapter 7, after the discussion on these points. These 

are examined in detail in chapter 5 and the assumptions made above 

regarding their mole — or volume fraction additivity are given detailed 

justification, Because of the conclusions reached there it is 

nec 

  

ssary to study the composite anisotropy screening (a, 4) c,) 

separately and values relevant lo the systems to be examined for complex 

formation are given in chapter 6. In the course of the experimental 

determination of O7 +» Dow, screening corrections are obtained which 
a w
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enable the Line corresponding to equation 4,12 to be obtained and the 

new procedure implemented, This implementation is considered in detail 

in chapter 7 where the procedure is used to determine values of the 

equilibrium quotient, kK, and excess shielding, A ¢ for a number of known 
1: 1 complexes; as well as to investigate the inertness of various 

solvents and references, Finally, investigations at a variety of 

  

temperatures are reported in chapter 9; these results are used to obtain 

(thermodynamic parameters which are compared with corresponding data 

62 > obtained by using a conventional three-component procedure ~, 

 



CHAPTER 5 

A Critical & 

  

th ination ¢     Chemical shift   

  

—lntroduction 

Recause of the new externally referenced procedure described 

in chapter 4 it is hecessary to examine the various contributory 

factors lo the chemical shift in some detail. The actual ficld, Bie 

experrenced bya nucleus (i) placed in a (rong external magnetic 
field differs slightly from the static applied field, Bs and may be 

represented by 

8, = B8,(1-o;) om 
where o is the nuclear sereening and is a measure of the secondary 

fields which are induced both within the molecule containing the 

PESONY eleus ‘end also in its neighbours (see section 129) 
Therefore a chemical shift between two such nuclei i and Jj is defined 

  

hy 

8. =B 
5,2 

Oy i = Oo; -o; 5,2 

It is possible to write Oas the sum of intermolecular and intramolecular 

   

terms, so that the total se 

  

cening of nucleus A may be represented by 

unte. inter O, = Oo, Thor, 5155) 
lt is extremely difficult to calculate the magnitude of either of these 

eoonalidive tly; sfonlexenploy the canliest aetemnt tel calculate oe 
87 . ; : was by Lamb who considered that the magnetic screening of a nucleus 

resulted from induced electronic currents in a free atom that had no 

orbital or spin angular momentum, This proved unsuitable even for 
8- isolated molecules and Ramsey » Using a second order perturbation 

treatment, was the first to derive a theoretical expression for the 

sereening in such systems, However, for calculations involving any but 
the smallest molecules this 

  

still unsuitable and it seems reasonable 

therefore, e peetally when dealing with large molecules, to use simple 

physical models to obtain approximate calculations of chemical shifts.
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90 Satka and Stichler were the first to suggest splitting the total 

Mntramotecular screening of a nuc Feus into a number of individual 

contributions, cach having classical tgniticance, when they divided the 
nie bear ereening into three separate atomic contributions as follows - 

a) the diamagnetic correction for the atom in question, 

bh) the paramagnetic term for (he atom in question, corresponding 
87 

fo the Lamb” equation, 

©) contributions from other atoms. 

Since it was evident that treatment of the intramolecular sereenings 

in the classical sense is beneficial this was also applied to the 

intermolecular sereenings. It is now generally accepted that the total 
a . 2, 86 . nuclear screening may be divided into nine contributiéAs representing 

intramolecular and intermolecular screenings, wherein the terms in 

equation 5,3 become 

  

_ intra, _ dea. Pare. dakoc. 544 o, = 02, + Cae 2 Tne t Tp va #A 

into : spac _ oc, =O, + Op+O,+0¢+40, 
955 

\ contribution to the measured chemical shift between two nuclei is 
obtained from differences in any of these terms. Each of the individual 

terms, which will be discussed in sections 5,2 and 5,3, has classical 

significanee and can be evaluated with at least a certain degree of 

accuracy. Nowever, for the present work where the chemical shift 

between a common solute in different environments is required, the 

assumption may be made that the intramolecular sereening of such a solute 

is identical in the two cases; hence it is only necessary to consider 

intermolecular screenings. If an external reference is being used to 

(udy molecular interactions in solution, as required for the procedure 

deseribed in chapter 4, it is particularly important to have a complete 

understanding of the various intermolecular screening contributions, 

especially their variation with mixture composition and temperature. 

Whilst eaeh of the sercening terms will therefore be discussed in turn,



emphasis will be placed on the intermolecular creenings. 

  

arises from diamagnetic currents induced on atom A and it 

: ona 90 corresponds to term a) proposed by Saika and Sliehter . The 

magnitude of aie depends upon the electron density around the nucleus 
of Nand its effect through equation 5,1 (as with all the other screenings) 
Ps proportional fo the applied field. ‘The moment induced through the 

. . CBS sional frequency, 5 ®) of the electrons 2ine 

  

rotation (with the Larmor prece 

about a nucleus produces a sereening at that nucleus, which for those 

atoms having spherically symmetrical electron distributions is whol ly 

diamagnetic whereas for those having unsymmetrical electron distributions 

there is also a paramagnetic contribution to the screening. 

bb) The Paramagnet i 

  

Term, O vee 
  

ve Gy, ariseslae alconsequence of the mixing, of the ground and 
91-95 exctled clectronic states of an tea 2 induced by the applied field, Be 

A simple physical representation is that this s¢ reening arises from local 

fields induced at the resonont nucleus, If these fields are axially 

symmetric, with respect to the applied field, there is no paramagnetic 

sereening term, but if they are not axially symmetric there is a 

hindrance to the Larmor precession of the electrons about the resonant 

fueTeus which results in a O1'"" screening... Pople’? has shown that an 
exeited state contributes to the local paramagnetic current on an atom 

only if it corresponds to the transfer of an electron between p and d 
para 
A is zero when the electrons localized on A are in 

orbitals, hence oT, 

a pure s state. 

c) The Interatomic Sereening Term, Orn 

  

9% Tap irises from the neighbour anisotropy effect 24 and corresponds 
90 mopart fo the third term of Satka and Slichter. When atoms, other 

than A in (he molecule, having different principal components of magnetic
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usceplibrlity Se are placed in a strong magnetic field, B in the i 

direction, different magnetic moments XB; are induced along the 

principal axes of the substituent, and these induced dipoles produce 

secondary fields at nucleus A. The magnitude of the sereening produced 

by these fields is entirely dependant on the nature of B, and may be 

positive or negative depending on whether the induced currents on B are 

diamagnetic or paramagnetic in character and also on the orientation of 

the AB radial vectorwith respect to the applied field. 

deloe d) The Delocalized Electron Sereening, Oy 
  
  

deloe 
A arises from additional induced interatomic currents which 

flow around closed conjugated loops such as in benzene, where the six 

mobile 7 -electrons appear to behave like charged particles that are free 

fo move in a circular wire. Thus, on applying a magnetic field, B, 

perpendicular to the plane of the ring, these electrons circulate with 
5 eB . anangotar frequency ~—o/2me giving a tolal current (i) of 

. 2, 

vas Bib mime 33% 
This eleetron current induces a secondary field at the centre of the 

aromatic ring which is in opposition to the applied field. The Lines 

of force of this secondary field follow circular paths at right angles 

to the plane of the ring, and thus the applied field is reinforced at 

the positions of the aromatic protons which are consequently deshielded. 

This is also relevant to studies of complex formation, and will be 

discussed further in section 5.8. 

5.3_Au Introduction to Intermolecular Screening Effects 

Intermolecular screening effects have received study in considerable 
Motail reventtyoo? 0294s andpndny authors teverused he Geral eat vent 

effects for these sercenings. For a qualitative interpretation this is 

adequate since it is then only necessary to consider the effect of a 

change of solvent on a solute chemical shift. However, on a quantitative 

basts such considerations are inadequate becauee it then becomes imperative 

fo make allowance for the effect of every molecule in the solution
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Cineluding any solute molecules present) on the chemical shift of the 

solute. Such studies have usually resulted from an interest in a single 

one of the intermolecular screening effects and there has thus arisen the 

problem of seperating the particular effect considered from all the 

remaining sereening ex niributions. The bulk magnetic susceptibility 
= 8 7 sereening (04,) may easily be evaluated’, but the other three screenings 

- 4 97 (o.+ O, and o j) have proved more troublesome. Buckingham‘ has a ; 

provided the (theory for the electric field effect (o,) and this, with 

98 later refinements which take better account of molecular eheree » has 
. : = . ‘ 9 Srven a good basis for estimating O7,. Howard, Linder and Emerson 9 

  

have tried to develop a similar theory for the van der Waals (dispersion) 
contribution (0) and have achieved qualitative success. More recently 
Raynes et.a 02 aye produced an improved quantitative description 
of the screening due (o dispersion forces. Similarly, with regard to 
O,, * Malilalive picture of the anisotropy effect was gained by 

Buckingham et. al®° ana hy stephen!?3, tomer! Snag provided a 

quantitative measurement of anisotropy screening and a mathematical 
(reatment has been attempted by Schug?? and Becconsall 02 107, In almost 

every case the basic assumption has been made that a single solvent species 

aets on an isolated solute molecules; thus neither the effect of mixed 
solvents nor of other solute molecules has normally been considered. 

Where predictions regarding the variation of these sereenings as a function 

of composition and temperature have been made they are generally without 

experimental substantiation. Thus, in the following discussion on 

intermolecular screening effects, predictions or theories relating them to 

the composition and temperature of solutions will be emphasized. 

5-4 Bulk Magnet ic Susceplibility, co), 
  

  

The bulk susceptibility screening (a, ) usually arises from the , 
diamagnetic polarization of solvent molecules in an applied field. 

Solvent molecules at large distances from a resonant nucleus behave as
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if they formed a continuum having the macroscopic properties of the solvent. 
Thus the butk polarization of the solvent produces an additional field 

at the resonant nueleus which contributes to its sereening constant 0 . 

To caleulate the magnetic field that would act on a resonant nucleus due to 

the bulk solution (i.e. assuming that there are no short range inter- 

actions) consider a macroscopic spherical cavity (figure 5.1), small 

relative to the size of the whole sample, hollowed out of the medium 

surrounding the active molecule. If the primary magnetic field is Bos 

then the field B in the medium is uniform and parallel to B, if the 

bulk sample is in either a spherical or cylindrical vessel. The 

application of classical magnelostaties leads to the results 

wre B60 Aya) l=B'Aresy,)) 51 cvtinder:6: = B[2/y a] 2Bl\/(ety,)] 38 
where X | is the volume susceptibility of the medium. The effective 
field in the cavity is 

6.= B[(X+3)4 ] = BL + shy! 5,9 
Thus from equations 5,1, 5.7 and 5,9 it may be seen that 

6-8. Bo- Li sXvILVC144X] 8, TF (sphere) = Ge nea : =0 5,10 ° 

  

  

and from equations 5,1, 5,8 and 5,9 that 

BoB. Bo- [1+ XV ][M1+ 4X) 18, | O ,, (cylinder) = 6, = B, =Eey sett 

i 

2 on neglecting terms in Xi. These are the results originally obtained 
08 by Dickinson 

From equation 5,11 it follows that for cylindrical vessels 
Sor S-r { 

Scone ~ op wets Sy hz 

where s and r refer to sample and reference as illustrated in figure 

10 Similar resulis have been obtained by Frost and Wall who 

  

considered the sample vessels in terms of shape factors for each surface 

t (X,) and (he susceptibilities of the glass of the main tube KD and i



    
ne Riad S, 

   
Macroscopic spherical cavity, hollowed out of the 

bulk medium, surrounding the active molecule. 

By is the applied magnetic field and B and B 
are the magnetic fields in the bulk sample and 
spherical cavity respectively. 

sample capillary at 
tube wall | 

wall | 

9.2 =) r | 

Bo xe xX x | 

g s r 
a 

| 

| 
LX X ey | 

sample reference | 
tube capillary | 

| 
Symbols used in Frost and Hall's calculation of the 
bulk susceptibility sereening(O,).
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capillary (X). ‘thus, by reference to figure 5.2 where a cylindrical 
ample tube with a cylindrical capillary is considered, it follows that 

  

‘ { é Oy = OX, ~% 5X3 +035 “9X5 5413 

Yee ay. Neti Ke=mi Kote X =<F¥, 5,14 = +4 Jog —O gt X3hs-Xa hs tX, fe Wage hash am? 

- 0, =~ FY staal —eahgte Lyrae Uy a 
where refers to the sample solution and r to the reference solution, 

    

Yor a perfeetly cylindrical reference vessel xe = Ce = "pp and thus 

=O =O =~3h +4, ~F he Sarl oe 228 Te res sr as i . ate ie sive and since ce oe sp tt follows that OT is given by 
equation 5,12 which is thus identical to the result obtained by 

108 
, 1 Dickinson", (for i» spherical reference =X, = /5 and § ee 

which again parallels Dickinson's result), 
In general, mixture volume bulk susceptibilities have been 

considered lo be additive as a function of the volume fractions of the 
8, 110 mixture constituents thus 

Kone 2 ¢$.X, 5,17 mext : Ui Can 
l 

whereg. is the volume fraction and X, the volume susceptibility of 
11 

ri 
constituent i of the mixture, Broersma has, however, investigated 

the volume susceptibilities of mixtures and, despite the relative 

tnsensilivily of the inductance techniques. that he used in part, found 
that some mixtures showed nonlinear variations of volume susceptibility 
wilh component volume fraction, Mixtures such as ethanol-water and acetic 
acid-water, which are known to have large volume changes on mixing, were 
found to deviate by about 4.0 per cent from additivity in their volume 
usceplibilities, but these were exceptional, Table 5.1 compares the 

reduced excess volume of mixing (e) of the ethanol-water system with 
for a number of ystems which have been investigated in the course of 

work reported herein.



  

  

  

  
    

eXCess System Nes e 2 a 4 (410%m?mol") (x10) 

Wihanol-water Seals = 3.66 

114 Acetone-chloroform 
= 0.19 = 10525) 

115- Benzene-cyelohexane ~ rovGt ote 
Benzene-ethylene chloride + 0.24117 #10529 

I Benzene-bromobenzene Negligible 18 Negligible 

. " 2 ee 119 ere Chlovoform-me thyt iodide Negligible Negligible 

Sans 120 os nilexane ~ n-tleptane Negligible Negligible 
  

Me reduced excess volume change on mixing may be defined by 

yexcess 
= an 

5 = TO) 5,18 e 5(V,°1V,.") 
excess 

, where yoX“ is the volume change on mixing equimolar quantities of the 
components to form one mole of the mixture and Vv and vou are the molar 
volumes of components 1 and 2. 1t is clear from table 5.1 that systems 
such as those studied herein will deviate by much less than 4.0 per cent 

from additivity, and in fact most mixtures of organic compounds show 

devistions from linearity of the volume susceptibility as a function of 

mixture composition of no more than 9.5 per cent, thus implying a maximum 
6 deviation of ca. 1/6(0.04 x 10°”) or 0.36Hz at 6OMHz. It therefore 

  

appears justified to state that equation 5,17 only holds exactly when there 

is no volume change on mixing and that the generally applicable expression 

mix 
x = >¢Y¥. 

5,19 
  

where ¢, ts the partial molar volume fraction of constituent i of the 

i mW mixture, Nevertheless, Broersma's work would appear to show thet, 

unless there is reason to believe 

(het there has been a considerable volume change on mixing, equation 5,17 

may safely be used. In correcting for oO » tables of volume



¢ useeplibi lilies provided by Emsley et. al? tave frequently been used 
but il would appear that this is un <atisfactory since KX is 
femperature dependant (via a density term). The molar susceptibility, 

  

Xr hould in fret be used and the volume susceplibility at any 
particular Cemperature cateulated using (he equal ion 

x 7) 
Kv) Xap) 5,20 

where Mis the molecular weight and eo” the density of the compound 
al temperature t. Values of are most satisfactorily obtained from : M 

2 pt ibilities! u and 
   

the Landolt t-bdimstein tables of diamagnetic suse 

= . s - ; 122-125 
density variations with Cemperature from Timmermans compilations 

since these refer to the original literature. Thus, it is possible, 

within the accuracy indicated above, to correct experimental chemical 

shifts for o1, for any combination of solution composition and 

temperature, 

9-5 Vleetric (or Reaction) Field Sereening, 0 

    

Muni tors electric field distorts an atom an an § state giving a 
reduction in the shielding coefficient of magnitude proportional to 2 
ea ince (he symmetry of the atom requires that a change in the 
direction of E should not affect O-. However, a particular nucleus in a 
molecule may not be at a centre of inversion and Omay then be proportional 

  

a 
and well as 7 When E 

  

s an applied field then its average     
value at a particular nucleus will be zero if the molecules are in a 

liquid or gaseous state, but if E arises from a polar group within the 
molecule the Kn may not be zero, Thus, forming an X — II bond gives 

an inerease in charge between the two nuclei and an electric field 

applied along the bond direction will draw this excess charge away from 
the hydrogen nue leus, thereby decreasing its shielding coefficient. The 

7 a7 magnitude of the decrease is 

- 12 C= =2 e102 =o % 10 en — 
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A polar molecule in solution polarizes the surrounding medium and the 

meclei in the molecule experience a reaction field, R, whose value is 
Independant of the random motion of (he molecules; if the molecule is 

symmetrical the resultant mean field is in the direction of the dipole 
, A OF ? * moment of the molecule, Buckingham has used a value for R obtained by 

Oncager "5 the solute molecule is considered to be a sphere of radius r 

wilh a point dipole {A at the centre, and the solvent is considered as 
# continuous medium of dielectric constant E> thus 

2 2«E,, - W)(n™ - 1) 
Ree —S 

BRE 4 0700 7 
  ie 5,22 

Wiere "rs the refractive index of (he pure solute and & is the 

  

3 polarizability of the sphere and is equal to r. Diehl and 
98 

Freeman have accounted for the shape of the solute molecules using “i gf ——aEns L - = abe 3 Sale). 28 S/\-5.)) 
where the dipole acts from the centre of a non-spherical cavity with 

  

emi-axes a, by © and 5 a t8 a shape factor for the solute which can be 
deduced by the method of Ross and Sack! >, ft has been chow iw that 

equelion 5,23 gives a better fit with experiment than equation 5,22, but 

since values of O, are usually required for comparison purposes little 
error is introduced by using 5,22 which has the virtue of being easier 

to use. 

In mixtures electric field screenings are believed to be mole 

fraction additive™® , but in any case, in the measurements reported herein, 

shifl: differences are alwoys used and, as an approximation, differences 

in electric field screenings (even if operative) on a common solute are 
ignored. 

5.6 Anisotropy in the Magnetic Susceptibility, Oo, 

The anisotropy screening (cs) is most clearly seen in the large 
differential shifts often found between solutes in aromatic and non- 
aromatic solvents, These are caused by a modification to the magnetic
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Meld at (he solute nucleus, which is in principle calculable from 
a knowledge of the distrubution of magnetization in the sample. 
fualitatively (hese shifts may be explained in terms of the large 
diamagnetic anisotropy of an aromatic molecule which arises from the 

circulation of the aromatic 7 -electrons (ring current effect =”), 
The distribution of orientations of solvent molecules surrounding a 

solute molecule may be non random at small distances because of the 

latter's presence and this may result ina time-averaged non-zero 

suseeplibilily Censor which leads to a sereening al the nucleus of the 
127 

F solute molecule *! Possible causes of this nonrandowess, which have 

128-133 recently been discussed, include electric dipolar interaction® 

134-136 . size and shape of the solutes” and steric crowding in condensed 
aromatic?! Where polar solutes are present specific collision 

complexes of finite Lifetime may be obtained due to particularly strong 

attractive forces, and in these cases only that part of the screening 

altributable to nonrandom orientations may be considered to constitute 

sent in addition to any 

  

co, (i.e. the anisotropy screening is pr 

. - 1358 : eee screening due to complex formation ). Normally, theoretical predictions 

on the magnitude of @- only consider nonpolar solutes and then @7 is a 
a 

assumed to be dependant on the shapes bf the constituent molecules of the 
Rl ; solution. Buckingham et.al.’ have given an 'order-of-magnitude! 

approximation for this shape effect, describing oO, by the following 

hoe X, [5k ]Geot0-1) son 
where is (he number of molecules in the relevant range of R, X44 ana 
xX are the molar magnetic susceptibilities parallel and perpendicular 

expression 

  

rm Tales 
Tem 

  

a 

fo the molecular axis, R is the distance from the centre of the anisotropic 

molecule to the centre of the resonating nucleus and 8 is the angle between 

the axis of the solvent molecule and the line Joining the solvent and 

(he nucleus under consideration. Two Limiting cases of this basic
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equation were given, for disc and rod shaped solvents respectively. 

n DY 
= . = 2 

oj (disc) ¥ ~ érR 5425 
~ n BX Uh 3 5,26 

0; (ted) & + lQnK 

where Ax a Sn = xX Similarly, Stephen.” has given a statistical 

mechanical calculation in which the solute is treated as a point, and he 

obtained similar equations. Seeprienioe was the first to suggest that 

anisotropy screenings were dependant on the contact of the anisotropic 

molecule with the molecule containing the resonant nucleus since 

restricted rotation prevented averaging of the susceptibility to zero. 

pean an ee has derived a rather less qualitative equation, based on an 

iden (of a proton moving over a cylindrical surface encasing the anisotropic 

140 
molecule) introduced by Bothner-By and Glick , Which defines oc, as 

2 0! eel 
Og= lo”. bn OX Caan he)* 5927 

where the anisotropic molecule is a cylinder of effective radius r (pm) 

and height 2h (pm) with different magnetic susceptibilities oe; and er 

along and perpendicular to the cylinder axis. Equation 5,27, however, 

only provides an estimate of the screening contribution from a single 

anisotropic molecule. Schug?> has expanded Abraham's ideas but as his 

approach is based on some apparently erroneous concepts (which will be 

considered later) his theory will not be discussed in detail. 

03 
Becconsall has recently expanded the suggestion of Seepnen. » that 

Om is a contact phenomenon, so as to give a much better calculation 

of ce Wis model is based on setting up cones of permilted 

orientations of the axis of symmetry of the solvent molecule in relation 

to the solute molecule, the semi-angle of the cone being dependant on the 

dimensions of the solute and solvent molecules and on the separation 

distance. By reference to figures 5.3 and 5.4 it may be seen that for 

the particular example of a solute which is a sphere of radius a, and of a 

solvent which is a dise having a thickness t with parallel flat faces of 

u 2, the semi-angle 

  

diameter d and semi-circular end profiles of radius ’



  

Cone of permitted orientations for a solvent molecule 

about a spherical solute molecule of radius a. 

Solvent Solute 
  

T 
t 

I   
t L Y2 

    
————__ q_—____—__ 

Dimensions of the solvent and solute used in the 
calculation of Og. 

  

  
Orientation restriction for a general solvent 

molecule represented by R = r@).
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of the cone & may be given by 

oo oe.) 5,28 

( 2 det 4 
fora 20S <a at) ar 

4 

mfr 6t)/y - oat 
X= Suv ( +( ae = ) 

2 

5529 

) 4 
eet) at) <r Kas kld + t), whilst forr > a+ ¥ 

  

(d + t) there will be no restriction on the orientations of the solvent 

molecules, Becconsall also assumed that the probability distribution 

for the orientation of the solvent molecular symmetry axis was uniform 

throughout the solid angle of the cone, and, with the restriction on 

the angle of contact between solute and solvent molecules, this means 

that the solute experiences a screening, due to any anisotropy in the 

solvent's magnetic susceptibility, from those solvent molecules within 

the contact distance, but from those solvent molecules outside this distance 

os averages to zero. 

Values of oc, for a general solvent were obtained by considering it 

to be represented by an axially symmetric convex solid body whose surface 

may be given by 

R=F(@ ) 5,30 

where R is the radius from the centre of symmetry and @ is the angle 

between the radius vector and the symmetry axis. A rectangular 

co-ordinate system was set up with its origin at the centre of the 

solvent molecule and its x-axis lying along the symmetry axis of the 

molecule (figure 5.5). The y-axis was chosen so that the centre of 

the solute molecule lay in the xy plane, thus the condition that a 

point on the surface of the ‘solvent molecule at x = Rcos@ , y = 

R sin @) also lay on the surface of the "solute molecule' centered s y 

  

at x =r cos€é , y = 

LF (©) cos -rcos s}+[F(@)sin @-rsn€] = a 553!
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For arbitary values of r and € equation 5,31 will in general have two 

real roots OF and @), or none. The condition that the surfaces 

touch is that the two real roots @) , and Oy are equal, and for a 

wiven separation r between centres the value of € which makes the two 

roots converge is the semi-angle & of the allowed orientations. 

The solvent anisotropy contribution to the screening constant, assuming 

F Qe F (0), is ares) 

£Kex- he) | ee EE 

  

2 5,52 
a” 3 a+F(o) 

and if F (0)> (4) it is found that 
~ a+F(o) o 

"4 x 
Goes Ken he) \ o dr 22) 
o 3 o+f(Z) 

This model gave a good qualitative correlation between the value of oc, 

and the radius of the solute, but the answers obtained were about twice 

(hose actually observed. Becconsall oy 0! has postulated that this 

may be due to neglect of weak attractive dispersion forces between the 

solute and solvent which are believed to pull the edges of the solvent 

molecules towards the surface of the solute (i.e. so as to favour 

those orientations of the solvent molecular axis that are furthest from 

the radial orientation); this would invalidate the assumption of a 

uniform distribution through the permitted solid angle, and would act in 

such a way as to reduce vw, The extreme case is that the solvent 

is always on the edge of the cone and OE has been recalculated with 

this secon excellent correlation between theory and experiment 

being obtained. 

The anisotropy screening, allowing for dispersion forces between solute 

and solvent molecules, may be calculated as follows’. The interaction 

forces which produce a locally non-random distrubution of solvent molecule 

orientations must be of comparatively short range and it may be assumed 

that their effects are confined to a shell around the solute molecule 

whose thickness is of the same order of magnitude as the molecular
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dimensions. This solvent shell is treated as a continuum over a long 

period of time, Using a reference frame which is fixed on the solute 

molecule, sharing its translational and rotational motions, the 

magnelic effects of the solvent are represented by a time-averaged 

volume magnetic susceptibility tensor X\> which is determined by the 

solute-solvent interaction forces for each point in the shell. The 

approximate exclusion surface presented to a benzene solvent molecule 

is considered to be the envelope of the atomic exclusion spheres of 

the solute, which have radii (a, 4 “hy, a, being the van der Waals 

radius of the ith atom in the solute molecule and t being the thickness 

of the benzene molecule. The susceptibility tensor, X 5 is assumed 

to be axially symmetric, the symmetry axis being the normal from the 

nearest point on the exclusion surface, i.e. along the radius vector 

from the nearest exclusion sphere. The anisotropy can then be 

expressed as a scalar Ce - X ve)” where X ve and X Vy are the 

susceptibilities along the radius vector and perpendicular to it 

respectively. The anisotropy is assumed, for simplicity, to be constant 

along a given radius vector, and to be a function of the nature and radius 

of the nearest exclusion sphere. With these assumptions os may be 

defined as shell 3 
cos G.. _ 

On - af OW ~ Kv); seal, 5,34 

where One -X os ); is the anisotropy appropriate to the exclusion 

sphere (the j th) nearest the volume element dv, and 0 ig is the angle 

between the vectors from the ith nucleus and the jth exclusion sphere 

centre lo dv, ri being the distance from that nucleus. 

None of the above theories have been concerned with mixtures, but as 

it would appear that the anisotropy screening is a molecular interaction 

effect it might be expected that the total Oe be given as 

Ce eenoe 5535 aaa 
where x. is the mole fraction of the ith component of the mixture whose 

1 5 ae F oy ’ 
anisotropic sereening is given by Ons 6 Schug has, however,
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developed Ababa ee? taeds to include mixtures. Ile assumed that 

(he nucleus under observation sampled the entire available volume 

outside the exclusion surface of each anisotropic molecule. The 

exclusion surface that he used was a cylinder and this necessitates 

an arbitrary compromise in choosing its dimensions since if its length 

and diameter are equal, Sn is zero and T is positive for a short 

cylinder and negative for a long one. Schug particularly stressed 

that this method accounts for the effects of all anisotropic molecules 

in the system (and not just the nearest neighbours as in Abraham's 

approach!?)- and in doing so used the fact that all liquid solutions 

are completely random in moran and hence the anisotropy shift is 

directly proportional to the volume fractions of the anisotropic species. 

This would appear to be at variance with the idea that c is a function 

of molecular shape and that (es of mixtures is a molecular parameter. 

Furthermore he stated” that the anisotropy screening of any anisotropic 

species is independant of the nature, size and shape of the molecule under 

study, and is entirely dependant on the concentrations and characteristics 

of the anisotropic species, Therefore he potulated that the anisotropy 

shift of every proton in solution should be identical; this is at 

195-107 variance with Beeconsall's ideas on the concept of oy and also 

6 10. 1 at the experimental indications of Homer et. a1» fs 4 hat oO, is in 

fact dependant on the nature of the molecule under study. Furthermore, 

only one special class of mixtures are completely random (perfect 

145) mixtures normally there are forces between all molecules which 

preclude a completely random arrangement. Critical examination of 

Schug's plots of oC. versus constituent volume fraction. clearly show 

deviations, from the straight lines plotted, which would appear to 

indicate curvature rather than random scatter. The above considerations 

suggest that the variation of o, with mixture composition may be more 

complex than supposed,especially as the weak attractive forces between 

unlike solvent molecules should be different from those between like
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molecules; and may well be more important than the solute-solvent 

attractive forces (whose neglect was acknowledged by Beeconsal ie) 

in determining the variation of Onn with mixture composition. lence 

the variation of (Or has been the subject of a detailed examination 

(Chapter 6). With regard to the variation of o, with temperature 

105, 107, 
Becconsall has indicated that this should occur because the 

dispersion forces, which control the On screening,were believed to be 

temperature Gependant 13 therefore as these became weaker, on 

increasing the temperature, he predicted that the distribution of solvent 

molecules about the solute would become more random, hence Oo, would. 

increase. This variation hes been examined experimentally and 

reported in chapter 8. 

5.7 Dispersion or van der Waals Screening, O 
  

on arises from dispersion forces which exist when any two molecules 

come together. Interactions between molecules perturb their electronic 

structure and the resultant distortion leads to a solvent dependant 

nuclear screening constant. The screening due to dispersion interactions 

is believed to result from fluctuating electric fields originating in 

both molecules. However, as the effect on the solute is being examined 

it is the fluctuating electric field of the solvent molecule which 

contributes to the O, screening. Although the average magnitude of 

this field, F, is zero over a period of time, the time average value of 

its square, F, is not zero. This causes an expansion of the electric 

cloud of the solute proton and therefore a reduction in the screening. 

Thus !°3? 145 

7 eC 5,36 

where ( is a parameter depending only on the solute molecule. There are 

two ways of determining Fr. That of Howard, Linder and Emerson?” treats 

the solute as being surrounded by a continuous dielectric medium, giving 

the dispersion screening as
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= Ehg gp (2/9, +9, | 5537 

where ) is a mean absorption frequency (1 refers to solvent, 2 to 

solute) deduced from 

y= Lak Me pe 
o& being the optical polarizability and XG the molar diamagnetic 

  

susceptibility of the appropriate solution component. is a constant 

characteristic of the nuclear species and g is given by 

(2° Mees) m 
where n is the refractive index of the solvent, and a is the radius of 

146 
the solute which can be deduced from its molar volume. Lumbroso et. al 

consider that this does nol give good agreement with experimentally 

determined values, and subsequent improvements in the theory by 

147 : e : ee Th 
de Mongol fier leads to little better agreement with experiment. ie 

Pi ata 5 ts i As second approach to FO involves treating the solute's environment 4s 

148 
consisting of a discrete number of solvent molecules and Rummens et. al. 

have presented both a binary ‘collision gas' model and a 'cage' model 

: i i a 5 =e s 
of estimating oO, in this case. Their approach allows F to be different 

at different parts of the solute; however, this only gives reasonable 

answers for small molecules. In general, calculated values of OF are 

A 100 
relatively small but Raynes et. al. has apparently measured real 

dispersion screenings which are large, although in many cases differences 

in ee when using the same solute are small; and he has made the point 

that dispersion sereening theory is far from understood. 

100 7 
Nearly all measurements made by Raynes et. al. were using solutes 

and solvents having highly anisotropic bonds in them and it would seem 

possible that when such molecules are in contact some measure of restricted 

rotation of one or more of these bonds could cause a a, sereening which 

has been mensured and equated with the On. sereening. It appears, 

therefore, that these two screenings are very difficult to separate
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experimentally and it is suggested that they be combined into one 

measurable parameter. Assuming that Becconadilteoo ts ideas are 

correct it would appear that this parameter consists of three 

separate terms; a genuine ov. due to contact within the anisotropic 

shell surrounding the solute, a Cy term arising within this shell and 

again due to molecular contact and finally a (oie term from solvent 

molecules outside this shell (this term would be small due to the 

fall off in the magnitude of 7. via a re term). Therefore a solute 

molecule in an anisotropic solvent would experience all three screenings, 

whilst in an isotropic solvent it would only experience a genuine o. 

effect. However, even if the solvent is superficially isotropic it may 

still give a a effect, e.g. tetranitromethane Lge which is isotropic 

solely because of the free rotation of the nitro groups about the 

carbon-nitrogen bond. It appears certain that within the contact shell 

of a solute molecule the rate of rotation of at least one nitrogroup 

will be reduced and a transient ‘On will be obtained. In the 

experimental determination of the oc, + oy screening a 'probe' solute 

is used in both the ‘unknown! solvent and in a carbon tetrachloride 

reference capillary (this being a genuine isotropic molecule) hence a 

o, + ao, screening is in fact obtained which accurately reflects 

changes in mixture composition and temperature. 

specific 
5.8 The Screening due to Specific Interactions, Tr 
  

This is an additional screening obtained when molecules (of the same 

or different molecular species) participate in an interaction for a 

finite time, thus forming a complex. A complex of this type can exist 

in a variety of forms such as hydrogen bonded, charge transfer, dipole- 

dipole or dipole-induced dipole. In general, because the time of the 

n.om.r. experiment is long, only a time average position for the free and 

complexed molecules is observed (see figure 3.1),,the chemical shift 

being dependant on the relative amounts of each (see section 1.11).
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The type of complex considered herein is the solute dipole- 

aromatic solvent induced dipole type where considerable chemical 

shift changes occur due to the presence of the conjugated 7 -system 

of the aromatic ring. The main interest in these is to obtain 

structural and thermodynamic parameters relating to their formation. 

In order to determine the structures of these complexes it is necessary 

to assume that their stoichiometry is 1 : 1 and that the solute dipolar 

axis is aligned along the aromatic six-fold axis (but see section 3.11). 

An important aspect in the study of these complexes is that gett 

is concentration dependant hence it can be experimentally determined 

using a concentration series. 

In order to determine the precise magnitude of the induced 

magnetic field in the vicinity of the ring, arising from the 77 -electron 

149-15 
circulation (Musher!49-!59, as strongly criticized the idea of a ring 

current, but it is a useful concept when considering aromatic screenings) 

a convenient model must be developed since a rigorous treatment involving 

consideration of the shape of the 77 -orbitals would be extremely 

: 126 | 5 <15t s complicated. Pople’, following Pauling considered the 7f -electrons 

to move in the carbon plane and to produce a ring current (1) of 

yz. ne*B.cos 0 5,40 
AT me 

where n is the number of circulating 71 -electrons and cos@ is a term 

allowing for the time-averaged orientation of the ring with respect to 

the Bo direction, 

toa 
The aromatic ring currentis equivaient \point magnetic 

dipole (m), acting at the ring centre, given by 

ne*a* 6, cos 8 5,41 
4ome™ 
  

 



where a is the aromatic ring radius. This causes a magnetic field 

at the aromatic proton, distance R from the centre of the ring 

(expressed as a screening) of 

ne~a* cos7@ 
Cae DS Hon lmeR 

GubeETCUCInE nee epcos TO = 1/3, R = 246.5 pm and a = 139.5 pm, Top 

5542 

is cauleulated to be - 1.83 ppm which may be compared with the 

experimental value of - 1.48 ea for the aromatic proton (when compared 

with the proton screening in a non aromatic cyclic diene:- 1 : 3 

cyclohexadiene, which is similar to benzene in all respects except for 

a circulating 7 system). Johnson and overs in more elegant 

calculations, have shown that by taking two current carrying loops 

of the radius of the aromatic ring to represent the circulating 

electrons, the calculated shifts for a wide range of aromatics are in 

good agreement with the experimental values when the separation of the 

loops is 0.918 ring radii (128 pm). This would appear to indicate 

that a two loop model of electron circulations can be considered reliable 

when estimating 7 -electron screening effects in the plane of the ring. 

It is reasonable, therefore, to extend the use of this model for the 

calculation of screenings in the direction of the six-fold symmetry 

axis of the ring. By the use of simple electromagnetic theory the 

following expression may be obtained for the screening effect of the 

two loops along the six-fold axis, at a distance R from the plane of the 

aromatic ring 

nea cos 8 eT & ee ere Svcer = Ueence | CR-d2) 402) 2 * ((Red Peo )* 5445 

To obtain a screening at any general position around an aromatic ring 

Mule poceinicetoruee iecblegegraviied) byaEnsiey ees ale,(bacedion 

«op 152 - ‘ 
Johnsen and Bovey's calculations”. Experimental values of the induced 

chemical shift may be obtained by the methods outlined in chapter 3 and 

these may be used in conjunction with the above tables of aromatic 

sereenings to obtain structures for the complex.
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5.9 Conclusions 

In the above sections all the various screening terms have been 

considered, their importance depending on whether the chemical shifts 

are measured internally (when differences between the screenings are 

small) or externally (when these differences are large). The new 

procedure, for investigating molecular interactions in polutionee 

discussed in chapter 4 employs an external reference, therefore the 

foregoing is valuable in the elucidation of the screening corrections 

required for this. From the above discussions on the various 

intermolecular screening effects it is apparent that only oO, can be 

accurately evaluated; this is particularly true as the variation of 

these effects with mixture composition is required. It may be seen by 

reference to the theory of the new procedure (section 4.2) that the 

chemical shift of the same solute in different environments is required. 

However, because this solute is of necessity interacting, in one half 

of the system,with the aromatic to form a complex, it is impossible 

to measure the o. oy and or screenings of the aromatic on the 

solute. lt is therefore necessary to use a non-complexing 'probe' 

which is non-polar to obtain approximate values for these screenings, 

hence no value or even estimate of the o. sereening is possible. 

Nevertheless, sinee the shift of the same polar solute in two different 

environments is required it is reasonable to assume that Oo, is 

Zero. Furthermore it is possible to estimate the composite anisotropy 

sereening (ao, + Do.) by use of the 'probe' and this will be described 

in the following chapter. There remains a residual Acy screening 

which arises due to use of a tprobe' which differs from the solute used 

in the new procedure, but this should be small and is combined with the 

o, sereening, as shown in equation 4,14, differences in which are 

equated to zero. The combination of the ideas expressed in this chapter 

with the results obtained in chapter 6 enables the new procedure?, 

described in chapter 4, to be evaluated and this is discussed in chapter 7.



CHAPTER 6 

The Variation of ‘Neighbour Anisotropy’ Screening with 
  

Composition of Mixtures, and its Relationship to the 

Thermodynamics of Solutions 

| Introduction 

It was shown in chapter 4 that the new externally referenced 

procedure). derived to overcome many of the problems associated with 

previously used methods, required a knowledge of the medium screening 

corrections for its implementation. Theoretical aspects of these were 

considered in detail in chapter 5 where particular attention was paid 

to their expected variation with mixture composition. It was shown, in 

5 section 5.3, that the screening of nuclei in molecules situated in 

liquid media was affected, in the absence of specific intermolecular 

  

interactions, by four factors which constitute the intermolecular (or 

medium) screening. The overall screening in such cases is given by 

Pe sitern 6,1 Tore. = O+0,+F5+ O64 0, , 

where the terms have the significance detailed in sections 5,4 - 5,7. 

For accurate correction of externally referenced chemical shifts a 

knowledge of the magnitude of all the screening terms is required. 

It was shown that the bulk susceptibility” (section 5.4) screening could 

be accurately evaluated, but that the electric field?” (section 5.5)» 

magnetic anizotrepyae (section 5.6) and aheaton (section 5.7) 

scr 

  

enings could only be calculated approximately. llowever, since 

both the last two sereenings are influenced by steric and anisotropic 

100, 105-107 
effeet they may be considered to have a common origin as 

molecular contact phenomena, certainly they are difficult to separate 

experimentally Consequently, these two screenings are more exactly 

described by a joint fea (o, +Oo,) which needs to be determined 

experimentally; the method employed and the results obtained being 

discussed in detail in this chapter. 

The new procedure described in chapter 4 depends upon measuring
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the chemical shift of the same solute in an aromatic solvent and 

separately in an inert solvent, at the same mole fraction in the 

annulus and capillary respectively. This results in the measurement 

of a shift corresponding to S in equation 4,11 and in order to 
obs 

determine K and & by this new procedure, a value must be obtained 
c 

which corresponds to § : . in equation 4,12. In other words 
obsj 

information must be obtained about each of the four solvent screenings 

given in equation 6,1. The appropriate value of Oo, is immediately 

8 
enleulable and as explained in section 549 OF. must be overlooked. 

However, by the use of a suitable inert 'probe' compound it is possible 

to obtain the appropriate oc, + bo, parameters. It will be shown 

later, (section 7.2), that the shift § of equation 4,12 may be 
obs j 

obtained directly by the measurement of two chemical shifts; however, 

the oO, + do, screenings were determined separately as a matter of 

interest. 

6.2 The Experimental Procedure for Determining the Anisotropy Screening 

The variation of (er + do, was determined in the first instance 

for systems relevant to those chosen to test the new Poocedanes: These 

had been selected because they had been studied by conventional three-   

component methodee and found to form complexes with a 1 : 1 stoichiometry 

and furthermore data was available for comparison purposes. The 

systems selected were those between benzene and separately chionoteni 

ethylene chlorides, methyl iodide! and vinylidene qlociaess also the 

possible interactions between benzene and separately TMS and cyclohexane 

were studied because the new method offers a way of determining if they 

are inert to benzene. Therefore all these systems were investigated 

in order to determine the variation of their oc, + Deo, screening with 

mixture composition, and similar investigations were carried out on 

samples containing cyclohexane in place of benzene since these provide 

the external references for the new procedure. The composite anisotropy 

screenings of some other systems have also been studied as a matter of
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st and these will be referred to later. 

ih 5 104 ; r zeus 
The indirect method employed requires that a solution containing 

a low concentration (c.a. 0.005 mf) of an isotropic solute (having 

no strong local dipoles) dissolved in the anisotropic mixture, be placed 

in the annulus surrounding a precision capillary containing the same 

concentration of the solute in carbon tetrachloride (acting as an 

_ 104 
isotropic reference). The solute originally chosen by Homer was 

tetrameihylsilane (TMS); however, as the work of Laszlo et. alo* showed 

that this may specifically interact with benzene, a highly anisotropic 

solvent in common use, eyclohexane was instead used as solute in these 

investigations. Although cyclohexane is anisotropic this is unlikely 

to affect the measurements made since it is only present at very low 

concentrations and it will be shown in chapter 7 that it does not 

specifically interact with benzene. Cyclohexane was thus added, at a 

constant low concentration, to each of a series of samples of similar 

compositions to those to be used for testing the new procedure 

(i.e. two series for each system, one containing benzene plus the 

interacting solute and one containing cyclohexane and the same solute). 

Each sample gave rise to two cyclohexane resonance Lines which could 

be identified by their relative intensities, (the smaller line arising 

from the capillary). The screenings of the solute (cyclohexane) in 

each situation may be written as 

cr AB a 8 le 
Cam; =O+0, ana Xp, ( of a, + Xe (% +0,5 9) +E [bo Vut $ | 6,2 

ey ee <cty cet, 
Opp. = O+ OF 40. toe 6,3 
CAP; a car; ej a TE Loon ’ 

where o 4 is zero (because CCly is isotropic) and, since 

A aC 
cyclohexane is non polar, Gr A om and Cae? are also zero. 

. c 
Therefore the measured chemical shift Ge - Fcnp)y sa ter correction 

for Oy, is equal to, + Dow ¢-8- 

cy cy cy Ab a 8 Coy 
< =O. be = $20,:0,+Xp.0, — Oy. 6,4 
(08) Ann, cae; “oman Se aay
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lt should be pointed out that the residual screening given by equation 

4,14 arises in the following manner. The corresponding chemical 

shift to that given in equation 6,4,for the AS system, is 

CY 

JOM) 
cy 4 

OF (AB) - 5 : Y(as) (where A is at the same mole fraction in each) 

AS ‘ 
ov.) + a - oy, Therefore, the shift difference 

which constitutes the composite anisotropy screening for a sample j 

in the new procedure is given by 

5 OOo oe (AB-AS) = Og, -- Og: + Co. 6,5 
»( ) a) a) ) w) 

teem OF CelB ten ceigs ' AB AS 
the term wi cancelling out; where Wns and Ou; refer to the 

dispersion screening of an AB or AS mixture on cyclohexane. In 

practice the new procedure requires that this screening acts on A, 

hence there arises a small residual o,! sereening due to the differing 

effects of A and cyclohexane as 'probe', which may be defined as 

41 (AB) _ (AB) (AB) 
Fu = wy on cyclohexane - Ouy: on A, oo 

and similarly for a. Since differences between oN CAB) and 

AS a ) are required, Do; should be extremely small and as explained 

in section 5,9 may be neglected. The OF term in equation 4,14 arises 

because, unlike cyclohexane, A is presumably polar, but again differences 

in Oo; acting on a common solute are required and this is assumed to 

be zero. 

In order to make use of the familiar equation for correction for 

the bulk susceptibility screening as required in the above discussion, 

it is necessary to use perfect cylinders; those used being precision 

drawn capillaries (2 mm o.d.). They were tested by inserting each 

capillary, filled with TMS, into a sample tube which also contained 

TMS, deviations from perfect cylindrical uniformity of the capillary 

would then have shown either as a broadening of the TMS signal or even as 

a second discrete signal. 

6.3 The Experimental Variation of Mixture Anisotropy with Sample 

Composition 

The systems appropriate to the investigations required for the
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testing of the new procedure outlined in chapter 4 were studied by 

the method outlined above, llowever, before discussing the results 

in this context it is intended to diverge and discuss them for their 

own interest. The experimentally measured shifts CS) are shown 

as a function of the mole fraction of one component in figure Bieelie 

The corresponding curves corrected for volume bulk susceptibility on 

a simple volume additivity basis are shown in figure 6.2, and, with 

the assumption of the linearity of this correction, indicate the 

variation of mixture anisotropy, oO (more exactly o. +Do,,, the 

combined real anisotropy and difference in dispersion screening) 

with solution composition. The corrected results indicate that 

mixed-medium anisotropy screenings are not linearly additive mole 

fraction functions of the pure constituents; moreover they are not 

linearly additive volume fraction functions (figure 6.3). The full 

results are tabulated in table 6.1, and values of the molar susceptibility, 

Ki? molecular weight, M, and density, @, used in the calculation of the 

O1, screenings for all the systems studied,are recorded in table 6.2. 

The volume bulk susceptibility, Xi a is given by equation 5,20 and its 

value may be obtained at any temperature t from table 6.2. The bulk 

susceptibility correction to the measured shift is then given by 

6 

Sele = 2 (Xue Galler Vrea,)O™ 
where dy and Oy are ihe volume fractions of components A and B in the 

mixture and Kya and Xe are the corresponding volume bulk susceptibilities; 

x being that for the carbon tetrachloride reference. The 
  Vv CClg 

anisotropy screening may then be obtained from 

Sr Seti A Pas: 
A (40%) = 84 (a%+ +O) + Seon (ax) 6,8 

The signifiennce of the apparent deviations from linearity of the 

  

curves shown in figure 6.2, depends upon the assumption that bulk 

usceptibility corrections to the sereening can be made in a linearly
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The variation of Qg,, (shift difference between the cyclohexane ‘probe' 
in the anisotropic solvents and in carbon tetrachloride) with 
constituent mole ratio in several mixtures. The curves are the best 
lines through the experimental points of which representative examples 
are given for the ethylene chloride-benzene (0), acetone-carbon 
disulphide (X) and acetone-cyclohexane (0 ) systems. The reproduc- 
ibility of the curves is demonstrated by the ethylene chloride-benzene 
system (0 and @). The curves are labelled to correspond to figure 7.5.
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Corrected and uncorrected ‘anisotropy shifts' as a function of 

mixture composition, 

  

  

  

  

  

  

"wn Sane Rape 4 
Sample A (Doo, | (ao) |oFat ho) 

No. +npin) + Vay.) +O0,) en (tz) 

(lz) 

a) Acetone (A) - Chloroform (B) 

39/1 1.0000 | 1.0000 t+ - 28.63 (10.47) 

39/2 0.7888 | 0.7744 29.91 - 20.80 9.11 

39/3 0.5881 | 0.5676 21.28 - 13.62 7.66 

39/4 0.3944 | 0.3744 12255 - 6.91 5.64 

39/5 0.1959 | 0.1830 3.76 - 0.29 3.41 

39/6 0.0000 | 0.0000 | - 4.49 6.07 1.58 

b) Acetone (A) - Carbon Disulphide (S) 

25/1 1.0000 | 1.0000 t - 28.63 (10.47) 

25/2 0.8004 | 0.8308 30.98 - 23.54 7.44 

25/3 0.6016 | 0.6488 22.82 = 18,05 Get) 

25/4 0.3984 | 0.4477 12.88 - 12.00 0.88 

25/5 0.2013 | 0.2357 2799) - 5.62 - 2.63 

25/6 0.0000 | 0.0000 = 8513 1.48 | - 6.65 

c) Acetone (A) - Cyclohexane (S) 

24/1 0.9779 | 0.9679 ** = s 

24/2 0.8004 | 0.7323 32.93 - 22.93 10.00 

24/3 0.5954 | 0.5010 27.45 - 18.02 9.43 

26/4 0.3931 | 0.3064 22.62 - 13.90 8.72 

24/5 0.1961 | 0.1427 18.50 - 10.42 8.08 

24/6 0.0000 | 0.0000 14.51 = (e359 a2            



Table 6.1 (cont'd.) 

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

A 

Sample "y ny ‘Wy Oo, Scorn (o- od 

No. 1 n(n.) + Va(Vg) Doo, (ao ,,) =) 

+Do,) (iz) 
(lz) 

d) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) 

31/1 1.0000 | 1.0000 |- 4.53 6.07 1.54 

31/2 0.7905 | 0.7728 30% 2.64 6.41 

31/3 0.5985 | 0.5734 12.36 - 0.38 11.98 

31/4 0.3782 | 0.3542 22.50 - 3.69 18.81 

31/5 0.1908 | 0.1755 31.54 - 6.39 25.15 

31/6 0.0000 | 0.0000 41,22 - 9.04 52.18) 

e) Chloroform (A) - Cyclohexane (S) 

32/1 0.9961 | 0.9948 | - 4.47 6.00 1.53 

32/2 0.7947 | 0.7418 . - - 

32/3 0.6009 | 0.5278 * - - 

32/4 0.3965 | 0.3278 8.82 - 2.98 5.84 

32/5 0.2015 | 0.1578 11.78 = 5627) 6.51 

32/6 0.0000 | 0.0000 14.74 - 7.39 7.35 

f) Cyclohexane (A) — Benzene (B) 

2/1 1.0000 | 1.0000 14.66 - 7.39 727 

23/2 0.8026 | 0.8317 19.04 - 7.67 (i257 

23/3 0.6048 | 0.6504 | 24.04 - 7.97 16.07 

23/4 | 0.4019 | 0.4497 | 29.11 - 8.30 20.81 

23/5 0.1993 | 0.2324 | 34.81 - 8.66 26.15 

23/6 0.0031 | 0.0038 41.41 - 9.04 S250 

lohexane clohexane 

all compositions 14.74 = 739) 7-35         
 



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

+ "Yn Sons. corr 4 

eee a (Ao,* 7%! (Ag) | Fat AoW 
‘ BS Deo, (ilz) tia) 

(uz) 

h) Ptihylene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

22/1 1.0000 | 1.0000 |~ 7.25 8.08 0.83 

22/2 0.7931 | 0.7729 1.90 4.19 6.09 

22/3 0.5876 | 0.5585 10.90 0.52 11.42 

22/4 0.3943 | 0.3662 20.10 = 2077 17.35 

22/5 0.1928 | 0.1749 | 30.15 - 6.05 24.10 

22/6 0.0000 | 0.0000 | 41.50 - 9.04 32.46 

i) Ethylene Chloride (A) - Cyclohexane (S) 

0.9920 | 0.9890 |- 7.05 7.91 0.86 

21/2 0.7912 | 0.7345 0.00 3.97 3.97 

21/3 0.5858 | 0.5081 4.35 0.47 4.87 

21/4 0.3917 | 0.3198 8.25 - 2.44 5.81 

21/5 0.1927 | 0.1484 12.00 - 5.09 6.91 

21/6 0.0000 | 0.0000 14.75 =r -59) 7.36 

i) Methyl lodide (A) - Benzene (B) 

29/1 1.0000 | 1.0000 | - 29.53 28.19] - 1.34 g 

29/2 0.7961 0.7323] = 12.90 18.22 5.32 

29/3 0.6004 | 0.5129 2555: 10.05 12.60 

29/4 0.3636 | 0.2771 20.10 127 21.37 

29/5 0.1651 | 0.1218 31.89 - 4.51 27.38 

29/6 0.0000 | 0.0000 42.26 - 9.04 33.22 

hk) Methyl lodide (A) - Cyclohexane (S) 

30/1 0.9872 | 0.9781] - 29.41 27.41] - 2.008 

30/2 0.7885 | 0.6824] - 16.05 16,89 0.84 

30/3 0.5781 | 0.4412] - 4.26 8.31 4.05 

30/4 0.4005 | 0.2780 se - =. 

30/5 0.1916 0.1202 9.49 = Fed 6.38 

50/0 0.0000 | 0.0000 14.73 = 7:39 7-34           
 



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

aa i 

a (aan [0 Oe) 
(itz) (liz) 

1) Tetramethylsilane (A) - Benzene (B) 

35/1 1.0000 | 1.0000 25.39 - 18.33 7.06 

35/2 0.7879 | 0.8523 28.25 - 16.96 11.29 

35/3 0.5841] 0.6857 30.22 = 15.41 14.81 

35/4 0.4103 | 0.5194 33.72 = 15.87 19.85 

35/5 0.1997] 0.2793 37.19 — 11.64 25.55 

35/6 0.0000} 0.0000 41.83 - 9.04 32.79 

m) Tetramethylsilane (A) - Cyclohexane (S) 

34/1 0.9964} 0.9972 25.39 - 18.30 7.09 

34/2 0.7799 | 0.8190 23.19 - 16.35 6.84 

34/3 0.6036 | 0.6604 21.2 - 14.61 6.51 

34/4, 0.3965] 0.4503 19.08 - 12.38 6.70 

34/5 0.1977] 0.2394 16,50 - 10.01 6.49 

34/6 0.0000 | 0.0000 14.41 = Tea9 7.02 

n) Vinylidene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

27/1 1.0000] 1.0000 12.56 - 8.90 3.66 

27, 0.7985} 0.7801 17.95 - 8.93 9.02 

27/3 0.5804] 0.5594 23.69 - 8.97 14.72 

27/4 0.3936] 0.3676 28.50 - 8.99 19.51 

27/5 0.2034] 0.1861 34.95 = 9.02 25.95 

27/6 0.0000] 0.0000 41.49 - 9.04 32.45 

0) Vinylidene Chloride (A) - Cyelohexane (Ss) 

28/1 0.9948] 0.9930 12.57 - 8.89 3.68 

28/2 0.6630] 0.5916 13.31 - 8.29 5.02 

28/3 0.5835] 0.4976 13.85 - 8.14 5.71 

28/4 0.5840] 0.5146 14252 = 7.87 6.45 

28/5 0.1982 0.1540 14.53 - 7.62 6.91 

28/6 0.0000} 0.0000 14.73 = 7-39 7-34            
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Table 6.1 (cont'd.) 

the two cyclohexane peaks were superimposed, hence no shift was 

measurable;  sinee the cyclohexane concentration is so high in the 

main tube the peak is broad and the chemical shift between the two 

peaks cannot be equated to zero. 

t as above this could not be measured duc to superimposition of two 

peaks, however lwo separate Lines can be extrapolated to this point and 

a chemical shift of 39.10 Ilz is indicated, and this is used to obtain a 

o +fo. for pure acetone. 
a w 

g the reason for this diserepancy is discussed in the text. 

  

this could not be measured because the cyclohexane peak is beneath 

the main acetone peak.



mit (es 

Table 6.2 

9,121 2-123 S =, 122- 
Molar diamagnetic susceptibilities ; molecular weights and ene eee 

of the compounds used in these studies. 

the densities are recorded in the form Q = - At + Bkg n>, t being the 

temperature above 273.16K, 

  aia e 
if 

  

Compound (x - = (x10 A B (x10) 

te Le 

Acetone 33.80''' | 58.08067 |1.126 |0.8125 

Benzene 54.85! | 78.11472 |1.070 |0.9001 

Bromo benzene 78.9214] 157.01575 |1.338 | 1.5217 

Gerbon Disulphide 42.29! | 7.13915 |1.480 | 1.2927 

Carbon) Tetrachtoride | 66.60!) |’ 153-8315 11-944 |1.6327 

Chloroform 59.30''' | 119.37812 | 1.878 | 1.5264 

Cyelohexane 68.13'9° | 94.16254 }0.944 | 0.7974 

Ethanol 33.60''' | 46.00952 | 0.862 | 0.8064 

Ethyl Bromide 54.7412" | 108.97115 | 2.024 | 1.5014 

Ethylene Chloride 59.0217] 9g.goo18 | 1.441 | 1.2816 

Ethyl! Todide 68.53! 155.96655 | 2.240 | 1.9807 

men tane 85.24'''| 100.20557 | 0.854 | 0.7005 

tellexene 74.05'''| 6.17848 | 0.906 | 0.6770 

He thyeicarde 57.2 18) 141.95946 | 2.815 | 2.3350 

Nitrobenzene 61.80!" | 125.11185 | 0.984 | 1.2231 

Tetramethylsilane 74.8 159] gg.22004| 1.042 | 0.6634'°! 

Vinylidene Chloride | 49.2 18°] 96.94424| 1.500 | 1,2480'62-19         
  

using the 1961 Table of Atomic Weights
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additive manner and also upon the relationship between the 

experimental error and the magnitude of the deviation. tt 1s 

realized that the deviations from linearity in terms of the anisotropy 

shift are relatively small, and that the apparent non linearity 

of the lines could arise from extremely fortuitous accumulation 

of experimental errors. The reproducibility of the ethylene 

chloride=benzene curve has been investigated, therefore, to eliminate 

this possibility. The absolute position and reproducibility of such 

a curve could be considerably influenced by a) not achieving thermal 

equilibrium for each sample, b) variable contributions to the measured 

shifts caused by different non co-axial arrangements of the capillaries 

and ¢) differences in solute concentration between the samples. The 

first of these was minimized by ensuring that the samples remained 

in the probe until they were at thermal equilibrium before the shift 

measurements were made, The effect on the measured shifts of tilting 

a capillary was investigated and found to be negligible ®4° The shift 

variation with solute concentration was investigated by determining 

the anisotropy screening of an ethylene chloride (A) - benzene (B) 

mixture at the fixed mole ratio ("A/n,t)20.5810, with different 

solute concentrations. The results are tabulated in detail in 

table 6.3 and it is evident from these that small variations in the 

cyclohexane concentration around that nominally used (0.005 mf) have 

lilile effeet on the sereenings obtained; nevertheless the 

concentration used should be as Low as possible, It will be noted 

that (he correction for Qo, is applied in two ways, these being 

a) including the volume fraction of cyclohexane in the calculation 

of the bulk susceptibility screening — labelled (1) in table 6.3, and 

b) exeluding cyclohexane and using the volume ratios “VV and 

“O/V,1V in the same calculation - labelled (2) in table 6.3, since 

in (he procedure used to determine the composite anisotropy screening 

this small amount of 'probe' has been neglected. It is clearly more 

exact to include every constituent of the solution in the calculation
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Table 6.5 

   
The variotion in anisotropy screening with alteration in solute 

(e.g. cyclohexane) concentration, of a representative ethylene chloride- 

benzene sample. 
  

  

  

  

sr A E-s sr 
YA Sone bore 4 

Sample Pow | (Ao +o7,+ Ao ,)| (Bor,)(z)|(o,+ Ao) 
No. Vi+V a Ww a w 

(iz) (iz) 

G)  @) TG) @) 

22/31 | 0.0065] 0.0088 11.07 0.37 0.43 |11.44 11.50 

22/32 | 0.0108] 0.0140 tent 0.31 0.45 |11.42 11.54 

22/33 | 0.0224] 0.0290 11.10 0.20 0.43 |11.30 11.53 

22/34 | 0.0269] 0.0347 10.92 0.15 0.435 |11.07 11.35             

Q) the Qo, correction is obtained by using the exact volume ) 

fractions of the mixture, i.e. including the small amount of cyclohexane. 

(2) The Qo, correction is obtained by using the volume ratios 1, 
Vv 

  

MV AAV, i.e. excluding the small amount of cyclohexane. 

but if should be noted that the sereening variations of two component 

mixtures are being measured using a cyclohexane 'probe' and it seems 

valid, therefore, to make the de facto assumption that this 'probe! 

is completely inert and has no effect on the mixture. Nevertheless, 

if is apparent from table 6.3 that, when the concentration of S used 

is as low as 0,005 mf, the results corrected by either of procedures 

a) and b) given above are about the same and it is considered valid 

to ignore this concentration of S in the bulk susceptibility corrections. 

The sereenings (either BGs o Oo, or gt Ac,) should 

an (n,) or 
A BS 

Vv WA (Ve) not mole or volume fraction ("A AMY oped OF 
v 

A Peet 
strictly be plotted against mole or volume ratio ( Wn 

wv VV ). In other words the amount of the "probe is AB probe’ 

ignored because it is only present to sample a particular solution. 

In systems composed of solute (A) and aromatic (B) exactly correct 

sereenings corresponding to a particular mole ratio of A and B are 

obtained, but in systems composed of solute (A) and cyclohexane (5)
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the total amount of cyclohexane present in the solution is included 

in the calculation of the A to S mole ratio, whereas in practice a 

small amount should have been considered as 'probe' and the mole 

ratio adjusted accordingly. Therefore the AS and AB plots for a 

given system will differ slightly at the point corresponding to pure A 

sinee the AS line includes a correction for the amount of 'probe' and 

the AB line does not. llowever, the discrepancy is not serious 

except for the methyl iodide system where, because of its large X, 

value,the small dilution effect of cyclohexane is noticeable. This 

discrepancy has been checked for this system and after allowing for 

  

0.05 mf of cyclohexane as 'probe' the methyl iodide-cyclohexane line 

was re-examined, Ii was found that the curvature was unaffected but 

that the magnitude of the On bo, sereening was slightly altered. 

It was further considered that any effect that this would have on the 

new procedure (chapter 4) would be within experimental error even for 

this particular interaction. 

The general reproducibility of the experimental procedure for 

determining the composite anisotropy screening has been examined by 

remeasuring the variation in this screening for the ethylene chloride- 

benzene system, using as low a cyclohexane 'probe' concentration 

(0,005 mf) as possible. It is considered that the 'probe' has two 

effects i) on the mole ratio used in plotting the results, for systems 

composed of A and § (examined above), and ii) on the values obtained 

for o, 1 do, for systems composed of A and B, via the correction for 

the bulk susceplibility screening. This is examined by making two 

Ac, corrections, as before, to the ethylene chloride-benzene system, 

The data recorded in table 6.44 is uncorrected for the bulk susceptibility 

screening of the 'probe', whereas that recorded in table 6.4B has this 

correction included. Curves are obtained for plots of S one and A 

against "B/nying which are almost completely coincident with the curves 

originally obtained (see figures 6.1 and 6.2). Also the two sets of
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Table 6.4 

Remeasurement of the anisotropy screening of the ethylene chloride- 

benzene to check the general reproducibility of the system, 

  

  

  

  

A 
obs A 

Sample Dah Yay Ww 4 ae Deore ( Ore 
No. mAs NB] *s S | Oop ao, ie) 

Dow | 2) | Giz) 
(tz) 

a) Ethylene chloride (A) - Benzene (B) excluding 'probe' (A) 

22/08 1.0000 1.0000 = = - 6.90 8.08 1.18 

22/04 0.8847 0.8720 - - - 1.68 5.89 4.21 

22/06 0.5674 0.5380 - - 12.30 0.17 12247 

22/09 0.3050 0.2804 - - 24.43) - 4.22 | 20.21 

22/05 0.1124 0.1010 - - 35.17| - 7.29 | 27.88 

b)_ Ethylene chloride (A) - Benzene (B) including 'probe' (B) 

22/08 1.0000 1.0000 | 0.0059 |0.0081 - 6.90 7.96 1.06 

22/04 0.8847 0.8720 | 0.0069 |0.0093] - 1.68 5.78 4.10 

22/06 0.5674 0.5380 | 0.0113 |0.0146 12.30 0.08 | 12.38 

22/09 0.3050 0.2804 | 0.0054 |0.0067 24.435| - 4.24 | 20.19 

22/05 0.1124 0.1010 | 0.0058 {0.0071 55.17) = 7630) | 27.87                 
results shown above are very close and practically within experimental 

error, certainly neglect of correcting for the 'probe' does not alter 

the ‘curvature’ of these results in any way. It is suggested, 

however, that any future measurements on the anisotropy screening of 

AS mixtures should be made by adding 0.005 mf of cyclohexane to a known 

mixture, (hus making the AB and AS systems identical in this respect 

and climinating effect i) above. 

  

6.4 The Effect of Deviations from Additivity of or. on _the Variation 

of Anisotropy with Composition 

The possibility of deviations in the volume fraction additivity
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of volume bulk susceptibility has been discussed in section 54; 

and it was concluded that for systems measured here volume fraction 

additivity could be assumed. It is possible to demonstrate 

unambiguously that anisotropy screenings of mixtures are not 

necessarily linear mole- or volume fraction functions of the solution 

constituents by reference to the ethanol-benzene and carbon tetrachloride- 

nitrobenzene systems which were found, by Broersma’ |’, to show 

insignificant deviations from linear variation of their volume 

susceplibilities with volume fraction. The anisotropy screenings 

of these mixtures are shown plotted against "B/n ying and “Av eV, 
B 

in figure 6.4 and the data is recorded in table 6.5. 

The variation of the anisotropy screening of ethanol-benzene and 

carbon tetrachloride-nitrobenzene mixtures with solution composition. 

1 A linear volume bulk susceptibility correction being valid . 

  

  

  

  

  

Sample "yn eh Yr ; Sis. Ore A No. ''p NB) (Oo,+ 0,4 O0,)| (Do, |C0,+ Oo,) 
(iz) (lz) (liz) 

a) Ethanol (A) - Benzene (B) 

41/1 1.0000 1.0000 20.08 - 14.02 6.06 

41/2 0.7961 0.7190 28.88 - 12.62 16.26 
41/3 0.6099 0.5061 53-34 - 11.55 21.79 
41/4 0.3959 0.3005 36.60 - 10.53 26.07 
41/5 0.1891 0.1326 38.99 = 9.69 29.350 
41/6 0.0000 0.0000 41.55 - 9.04 52551 

b) Carbon Tetrachloride (A) - Nitrobenzene (B) 

1.0000 1.0000 0.00 0,00 0.00 
0.7827 | 0.7736 9.31 - 2.31 7.00 
0.5981 0.5853 18.32 - 4.24 14.08 
0.3865 0.3741 29.34 - 6.40 22.94 

0.2060 0.1975 39.90 - 8.20 31.70 
0.0000 0.0000 Sieait - 10,22 40.89 

  

           



    1 

0 Oy 
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Vp a = 
The variation of the composite anisotropy screening 6. +AGu, with 

ae NB/, on Ve/v. V. . 
constituent mole ( ‘A +B) or volume ( A + B) ratio for the 

systems ethanol-benzene and carbon tetrachloride-nitrobenzene,
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For the ethanol-benzene system the work of Broerenar a. allows a 

simple linear volume susceptibility correction to be made, despite this 

curves are still obtained for the anisotropy plots against mixture 

composition and it may therefore be concluded that such screenings need 

not be linear functions of mixture composition. For the carbon 

tetrachloride-nitrobenzene system the relatively small deviation from 

linearity (of 0.4 per cent) of the volume susceptibility versus volume 

fraction plot could result in a maximum deviation of + 0.3 Hz from 

linearity for an anisotropy versus "B/ny Mp or ‘BV ,+Vp plot. This may 

be compared with the experimental variations (assuming a linear volume 

bulk susceptibility correction) of + 2.6 Hz and +3.0 Hz on the respective 

plots. Therefore, this represents a genuine deviation of 2.3 Hz on the 

"8/n,inp plot and 2.7 Hz on the “BV Vp plot, which is very considerably 

in excess of any possibility of experimental error. 

6.5 The Variation of the Mixture Anisotropy with Solution Composition 

105 
Becconsall has predicted the separate magnetic anisotropy screening 

effect of benzene on a number of solute molecules and obtained fairly good 

agreement with experimental values, (see section 5.6). He suggested 

that the main source of error in his initial calculations could be due to 

neglect of weak attractive dispersion forces across the small gaps between 

the solute and solvent molecules which would favour those orientations of 

the solvent molecular axis that are furthest from the radial orientation, 

i.e. the assumption of a random orientation of solvent molecules is 

invalid. On the basis of his work the effects of dispersion forces 

between unlike solvent molecules in the effective anisotropy shell must 

be recognized when discussing the anisotropy screening (oO. + bo ,) 

of mixtures. Such forces could impose further restrictions on the 

permitted orientation of one or both of the solvent molecular types 

relative to those in their pure states. These restrictions will depend 

on the magnitude of the various interactions, the composition of the
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effective shell, the molecular arrangement within it and also on the 

shape of the solvent molecules in the mixture. it is clear, therefore, 

that the composite anisotropy plus dispersion force screenings of mixed 

solvents need not chenge in a simple linear manner particularly if specific 

interactions between the solvents occur. Of course, if this explanation 

is correct then the solvent anisotropy effect should be temperature 

dependant (o, is accepted to my investigations reported in Chapter 8 

show that this is so, but generally in the opposite manner to that 

05 1 
predicted by Becconsall for the magnetic anistropy. 

6.6 A Correlation Between the Thermodynamics of Solutions and their 

Anisotropy Screening 

Linear variations of the anisotropy screening of mixed solvents as a 

function of composition can, on the basis of the above suggestions, only 

be expected when all the interactions between an effective anisotropic 

solvent molecule and all of its neighbours are the same and allow a 

uniform distribution of its orientations in the permitted cone (see 

section 5.6). For this to be possible it is expected that there must be 

no specific interactions between solvent molecules (as these would tend 

to prevent random distribution), that the dispersion interactions between 

them must be the same whether the interacting species are alike or unlike, 

and thet they must have similar shape. These resemble the requirements 

for the formation of a perfect mixture, for which the molar quantities 

165-167 
of mixing , at constant temperature and pressure are given by 

Dn “= a RT lnx,+x,RTirx, 69 

e 6, 
AS = -20,Rlnx,- x, Rin, i 
m 

6,11 - 6,13 
OH’ OU": 0:0,v" 0;0,0%O,.9° 

m m
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The superscript P describes the perfect mixture and xy and Xo are the 

mole fractions of the two components. Equation 6,9 means that both 

components of the mixture obey Raoult's law and that their chemical 

potentials may be described by 

Hey =a, RT i 6,14 

where WW? is the chemical potential for the pure liquid at the same 

temperature and pressure. Equation 6,12 means that the mixing process 

may also be described as one at constant temperature and volume. It is 

well known that these equations may be given a theoretical foundation 

by the use of the methods of statistical thermodynamics with the 

senuaptions tS that a) the size and shape of the molecules of the two 

species are similar, b) the molecular distribution in the mixture 

is completely random, and c) the intermolecular forces between a pair 

of unlike molecules is the same as the arithmetic mean of the forces 

143 
between the two pairs of like molecules i.e. 

we €,-4(€,+€,,)=9 6315) 

where €,, is the free energy required to bring together two molecules 

of component 1, each originally isolated in space, to a position they 

would occupy as ‘nearest neighbours' in the pure liquid, E55 is the 

corresponding quantity for component 2 and E40 that corresponding to the 

formation of an unlike pair 1,2 so that when two liquids are mixed w! is 

proportional to the free energy required to separate the 1,1 pairs in 

one liquid and the 2,2 pairs in the second and to form 1,2 pairs in the 

mixture. The requirements a) to c) above are essentially equivalent 

to those suggested earlier for mixed solvents likely to show linear 

variations in the anisotropy screenings as a function of solvent composition. 

It might be expected, therefore, that this feature should be exhibited 

by solvent systems which are perfect mixtures.
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No known mixture is perfect except that in which the molecules 

differ only by isotopic substitution, but some mixtures are known which 

approach perfect behaviour very closely, e.g. n-hexane ~ minentanel sey 

ethyl bromide-ethyl ioaiae’”, methyl jodide-chioroform! |? (all perfect 

c.a. 303K) and Dhanobenvenecbenzene ote (perfect at 353K). The anisotropy 

screening variations of these systems have been studied and the resulting 

data are presented in figure 6.5 (where Dio, +Ac,) is plotted against 

"B/n ny) and table 6.6, these show that the lines are very close to the 

expected linearity. For these systems the simple linearly varying 

correction employed for the volume susceptibility screening is absolutely 

valid and therefore the lines shown are meaningful. Within experimental 

error all of the systems, except bromobenzene-benzene, provide straight 

lines. In the latter case it is not surprising, at first sight, that 

a shallow curve is obtained since the temperature at which the 

anisotropy measurements were made was considerably different from that 

at which the system was reported to be perfect. However, it is difficult 

to see how the perfectness of mixtures may vary with temperature since 

it is unlikely that the requirements for such mixtures, as detailed 

above, are so dependent. Certainly the existence or otherwise of a 

specific interaction is unlikely to be critically dependant on temperature 

and the sizes and shapes of the molecules are again virtually temperature 

independant. Finally, although dispersion forces are temperature 

mependantoe their variation for similar molecules should be very 

similar. Therefore, the thermodynamic justification for the statement 

that a mixture is perfect at only one temperature is open to question, 

especially for the bromobenzene-benzene system. Jt appears reasonable 

that bromobenzene could interact with benzene to form a specific 

complex. Complex formation between benzene and chlorobenzene has 

been reported = and it is known (chapter 10) that chlorobenzene forms 

a self-association complex. lt is thus possible that similar
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Table 6.6 

The variation of the anisotropy screening with solution composition 

for some perfect mixtures. 

Sample "A/a an Vay av Sone 8 corr A 
No. a"B Nw'B (D041 6,+ Do) | (Do%,) [00+ DOy) 

(iz) (Hz) (iz) 

a) Bromobenzene (A) - Benzene (B) 

26/1 1.0000 1.0000 17.42 7.99 25.43 

26/2 0.7912 0.8168 21.98 4.88 26.86 

26/3 0.5946 0.6531 26.32 1.75 28.07 

26/4 0.3989 0.4384 31.06 - 1.56 29.50 

26/5 0.1985 0.2256 36.50 - 5.18 31.52 

26/6 0.0000 | 0.0000 41.75 - 9.02 525 

n-Hexane (A) - n-Heptane (B) 

36/1 1.0000 1.0000 19.77 -15.47 4.350 

36/2 | 0.7974 | 0.7797 19.40 -15.03 4.37 
36/3 0.6051 0.5780 19.20 -14.63 4.57 

36/4 0.3944 0.3679 18.81 -14.21 4.60 

36/5 0.1991 0.1818 18.54 -13.84. 4.70 

36/6 0.0000 0.0000 18.21 -15.47 4.74 

c) Chloroform (A) - Methyl Iodide (B) 

40/6 1.0000 1.0000 - 4.83 6.07 1.24 

40/5 | 0.8147 | 0.8499 - 8.64 9.40 0.76 

40/6 0.6034 0.6621 - 14.05 13.55 - 0.50 

40/3 0.4084 0.4706 - 18.96 17.79) - 1.17 

40/2 0.2252 0.2723 — 24.29 22.17 | = 2512 

40/1 0.0000 0.0000 * - - 

d) Ethyl Bromide (A) - Ethyl Iodide (B) 

37/1 1.0000 1.0000 - 0.60 5.20 4.60 

37/2 0.8068 | 0.7950 - 4.33 8.23 3.90 

37/3 | 0.6070 | 0.5893 - 8.78 11.24 2.46 

37/4 | 0.4048 | 0.3871 = 12.40 14.25 1.83 

37/5 0.2014 | 0.1898 = 16.14 17.14 1.00 

37/6 00000 0.0000 - 20.34 19.93 - 0.41 

* not measurable due to superimposition of methyl iodide and cyclohexane 

peaks
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behaviour may occur between bromobenzene and benzene, which of 

necessity implies that the system cannot be perfect, even though 

Raoult's law is apparently obeyed. In other words a fortuitous 

cancellation of terms in the thermodynamic expressions is obtained, 

The other 'perfect' systems studied appear to be much more likely 

to be perfect since they are of similar sizes and shapes and they 

would appear to be inert to each other. 

Under the experimental conditions employed in the above 

investigations the addition of cyclohexane may cause deviations of the 

main solvent system from perfect behaviour. However, its concentration 

is so low that the effect should be negligible. The observation of 

straight lines for perfect mixtures (figure 6.5) suggests that the 

short-range solute-solvent interactions, although operative, are less 

important in causing deviations from linearity of the other mixtures 

(figure 6.2) than the similar solvent-solvent effects in the aniso- 

tropically effective solvent shell. This arises because in a perfect 

mixture all solvent-solvent interactions are the same and hence they 

have no effect on the arrangement of molecules within the anisotropically 

effective shell around a solute molecule; whereas in an imperfect 

mixture solvent-solvent interactions can affect the orientations of 

molecules within this shell. In both cases, however, solute-solvent 

interactions are operative, and these must of necessity be imperfect; 

despite this, perfect mixtures give linear variations of Ca do, with 

mixture composition, and imperfect mixtures gives non-linear variations. 

This would seem to indicate that neglect of solute-solvent dispersion 

interactions does not provide a full explanation of the discrepancy 

between the predicted and measured solvent magnetic anisotropy screening 

provided by Becconsall's original approach os It should also be noted 

that in the case of supposedly perfect mixtures the overall a+ ac, 

variation with composition is small and this may well be a characteristic 

  

of such systems because of the close similarity of the mixture 

be
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components. However, it should be clear that this does not mask 

any curvature since, for example, the ethylene chloride-cyclohexane 

line (figure 6.2), which has a similar range of J Oo, variation, 

has a maximum deviation from linear additivity of 1.4 Hz, whereas for 

the perfect mixtures any deviation is within experimental error. 

The curves shown in figure 6,2 arise from mixtures which are 

believed to be imperfect, these being mixtures with some or all of 

their molar quantities of mixing differing from those given in equations 

6,9 to 6,13'95, They are usually classified in terms of their excess 

quantities of mixing. The excess free energy of mixing is defined 

by equation 6,16 and the excess entropy of mixing by equation 6,17 and 

G°=0F-Ond ; Ske DnS-O,S° 6f8 < 6,47 

It is possible that the values of some of the excess functions may be 

zero. The most important classes of imperfect mixtures are a) those 

for which G E and ne are finite but sf is zero or very close to zero, 

b) those for which G E and se are finite but ue is zero or close to 

zero and c) those for which F B is zero or close to zero, but se and 

ue are finite. Those of class a) are sometimes called simple or 

regular maxedresc. They may be accounted for by a statistical model 

in which the distribution of the molecules is almost completely random, 

but in which the value of w! = E 971/2(6 55+ E59) is other than zero, 

i.e. the departure from the equations of the perfect mixture is due 

almost entirely to a finite energy of interaction between the molecules 

of different species. Those of class b) are sometimes called athermal 

Mixtures?) in these the interaction energies are negligibly small and 

the departure from perfect behaviour is due almost completely to the 

nonrandom arrangements in the mixture, The solvent mixtures giving 

rise to all of the curves shown in figure 6.2 (except the ethylene 

chloride-benzene system), belong to one of these two classes of mixtures.
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The acetone-chloroform system has also been studied as this is 

representative of systems showing negative deviations from Raoult's 

law; (he experimental data are presented in table 6.1 and figures 

6.1 and 6.2. Whilst it may be shown by classical thermodynamics 

th t all the above systems are impertect o> 10° , it is more difficult 

to demonstrate that the mixtures belonging to class c) are imperfect. 

Such mixtures appear to obey Raoult's law so that Gg E is zero but 

both a and sb are finite; since 

GE HE is 6,18 

it follows that in such mixtures ae and tse must be of the same sign 

and of almost the same value. Ethylene chloride-benzene mixtures fall 

into this class and such mixtures were thought, for many years, to be 

perfect since they appear to obey Raoult's Tare! although Baud eo had 

shown ue to be finite. These results were confirmed by Coulson et. mle 

and discussed further by Heringesk It is of interest that although 

Raoult's law is obeyed the lines in figures 6,2 and 6,5, for this system, 

show considerable curvature, suggesting, as for the other solvent 

systems referred to in table 6.1 and figure 6.2, that this is indeed 

imperfect, It appears possible that similar behaviour occurs in the 

bromobenzene-benzene system discussed above, although the departure 

from perfect behaviour is apparently not so marked. This system has 

been little discussed in the literature so only n.m.r. evidence is 

available to indicate the existence of this possibility. However, 

comparable systems such as chlorobenzene~benzene have been shown to be 

imperfect “*, 

In view of the apparent success of the explanations concerning the 

linearity or otherwise of the mixed solvent anisotropy screening 

variations with composition, it would appear reasonable to suppose that 

the differences in the behaviour of the various binary mixtures 

described above would be paralleled by differences in their behaviour 

found by the traditional methods of thermodynamics. Since, for the
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perfect mixtures studied, the second differential of Q (0,+Oo,) 

with respect to "Yn gihy proves to be zero it was hoped to establish 

a correlation between this and the sign of one (or more) of the excess 

thermodynamic quantities of mixing (in particular, perhaps with the 

excess entropy of mixing at constant volume). Unfortunately, as may 

be seen by reference to table 6.7, where some of the excess 

thermodynamic quantities of mixing for a number of systems studied are 

recorded, no such correlation is evident. 

6.7 Conclusions 

Jt has been shown that the composite anisotropy (o+Do,) screening 

of two component mixtures need not be a linearly additive function of 

either the mole fractions or the volume fractions of the components. 

Furthermore, it was seen thet when near perfect mixtures are studied 

the screening appears to be mole fraction additive, whereas that for 

imperfect mixtures is always non-additive. Therefore, it is believed 

that this method of measuring anisotropies of mixtures may afford a 

simple means of determining whether a mixture is perfect. Despite 

the apparent correlation between the linearity or otherwise of the 

QCo;+ Qo,,) plots against mole fraction it was not possible to 

correlate the deviations from additivity with any of the excess 

thermodynamic quantities of mixing for the imperfect mixtures. 

Finally, composite screening values (QO ot cx de,) have been 

obtained for the two component mixtures used in the new procedirecd 

for investigating molecular interactions (chapter 4), and these may be 

used directly as will be indicated in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER _ 7 

‘The Use of the New Procedure to Investigate Molecular 

  

in Solution 

Z.1__Introduction 

\ new procedure derived partly as a result of (he thermodynamic 

considerations detailed in chapter 3 and also as a result of the desire 

to overcome the problems associated with the choice of inert solvent 

and reference material has been described in detail in chapter 4. It 

was shown that the use of this procedure require a knowledge of the 

variation of the solute chemical shift in the absence of specific 

interactions; in other words the variation of equation 4,12 with 

mixture composition. This required a detailed knowledge of the various 

medium screening effects and in particular their variation with mixture 

composition; as a result these were considered theoretically in 

chapter 5. For the procedure the total screening effect of the medium 

is required but it was found to be of interest to study the composite 

anisotropy screening separately. In point of fact a line corresponding 

to equation 4,12 can be obtained by the use of the uncorrected results 

(Qo; o,t Do,). shown in figure 6.1, as discussed in section 7.2. 

These results are used both for convenience and to avoid introducing 

unnecessary errors in trying to correct for Oo, separately. 

.2 ‘The Experimental Procedure 

For each interacting system studied a series of ten samples of 

differing mole fraction of solute was prepared in accordance with the 

procedure outlined in section 4.2; the mole fraction of the solute 

in any particular sample being the same in the interacting (contained in 

the annulus) and inert (contained in the capillary) solvents. Because 

the shapes of the capillaries are important both in the susceptibility 

correction and in the new procedure (i.e. the ao, correction was 

obtained using perfectly cylindrical capillaries hence these are also
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required for the new procedure if the measured screening corrections 

are to be applicable) precision drawn, 2 mm o.d. capillaries were 

used; these being tested as described in section 6.2. Each sample 

of a particular series gave rise to two solute resonances which could be 

identified on relative intensity grounds. Each shift was measured 

six times in order to minimize random errors and the average shift 

value was taken to represent Bonet In order to implement the new 

procedure the reference line corresponding to equation 4,12 is normally 

required, However, it is less involved and eventually more precise 

to correct the experimentally measured shifts corresponding to equation 

4,11 for both volume bulk susceptibility and composite anisotropy 

screenings. To do this for each contributing effect individually 

would be difficult and prone to considerable error for two reasons. 

Firstly, both screenings are known to often show non linear variations 

with mixture compos iidion’” and secondly, whilst the former is temperature 

8 100,105 
dependant” little is known about the temperature dependance of the latter; 

hence correcting for these screenings at the probe temperature would 

prove difficult. Nevertheless these difficulties are easily overcome 

by using the uncorrected ‘anisotropic shifts' versus mole fraction 

curves given in chapter 6 (figure 6.1), for the solvent mixtures used 

in the present investigations. Both the volume bulk susceptibility and 

composite anisotropy screenings can then be corrected for in one step 

without incurring accumulative errors; as well as accommodating, for 

both, the effects of their dependence on temperature animixture composition. 

The overall procedure employed, which is graphical, is as follows. The 

experimental chemical shifts for complex formation are plotted against 

“Waging (figure 7.1) and the best curve is drawn. Then the relevant 

‘uncorrected anisotropy' curves, from figure 6.1, are selected for the 

systems A = S and A = B (see figure 7.2) and at the exact mole ratio of 

each of the original measurements shown in figure 7.1, the difference in 

the chemical shift between the A — S and A - B lines is graphically 

The Soe values are then subtracted from ' neasure sive § ysured to gi abe
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u : . against B/n in, giving a new curve of the curve representing § Athy i dbs 
Sane against "B/nying (igure 7.1) which represents the shifts 

corrected for the composite anisotropy and volume bulk susceptibility 

screening effe If this is done it follows that the operative form 

  

of equation 4,11 becomes 

com (aly 6 8B s $s 
ae = 4 Se: (op +0) - (oe +%") 7,1 

bn, j 7 ie J ew ) € ¥ 
J 

where < is equated to "Bi/ny (M3 which if no complex formation occurs, 

reduces to 

Sa, = x; (ots oz,') - (og + oz)| ee 

which corresponds to equation 4,12. It is assumed, on the basis of 

t 
reasonable arguments put forward in chapter 5, that oo is always 

: : corr 
zero and therefore Oj of equation 4,13 may be equated to sae j of 

equation 7,1. These corrected results may then be used to evalyate 

the equ 

  

librium quotients and A, values for the systems studied. ie 

1: 1 complex formation occurs the plots of equation 7,1 against "B/ny thy 

corr 
= 0 line, in order to give 

obs 
should be concave with respect to the § 

a limiting shift. 

7.3__Experimental Verification of the Inertness of Cyclohexane 

An essential requirement of the above procedure is the need for an 

  

ert material to act as a non-interacting solvent in the equilibrium 

studies and also as a reference 'probe' in the screening correction 

determinations. Compounds which have been used in the past as inert 

solvents inelude carbon tetrachloride, cyclohexane and TMS; however 

carbon tetrachloride has recently been shown (by thermodynamic 

. 80 ; : 
considerations) to complex with benzene and TMS also appears to interact 

54 E : . Ae 4 
with this solvent” ~. No evidence is available to indicate if cyclohexane 

is inert Lo aromatic compounds but in view of the fact that it has no 

strong Local dipoles (the importance of which is discussed fully in 

reference 32) it seems highly probable that this is in fact so;



certainly it has been used extensively in the past without apparent 

error. For an initial attempt to investigate the possibility of an 

interaction between cyclohexane and benzene it was proposed to use the 

new procedtne 2c llence samples containing various amounts of cyclohexane 

and benzene, referenced by capillaries containing pure cyclohexane were 

to be prepared and the chemical shifts between the two cyclohexane peaks 

measured (Sop 

than test the experimental accuracy of the procedure. This was because 

. However, it was realized that this would do no more 

  

the Sins values for this system (i.e. corresponding to equation 4,12) 

would be obtained as the difference in the chemical shift differences 

between cyelohexane in a series of cyclohexane-benzene mixtures and 

0,005 mf cyclohexane in carbon tetrachloride, and between pure 

cyclohexane and the same reference. Since the effect of the carbon 

tetrachloride should cancel out it is a requirement of the procedure 

1 
ob in this particular case. Neverthele 

  

that Schs should equal & 

for this purpose alone the idea was persued and the experimental results 

are recorded in table 7.1 and shown in figure 7.3. Since A is always 

very close to zero the experimental validity of the procedure is 

demonstrated. In order to demonstrate the inertness of cyclohexane 

to benzene properly it is necessary to determine the variation of the 

  

medium screening effects with composition using a genuinely inert 'probe'. 

The 'probe' chosen was benzene; although this may seem a surprising 

cho 

  

it has the advantage that the chemical shift of benzene is very 

little affected by complex formation even when there is a strong 

31453) Therefore a series of 

  

interaction (e.g. benzene-nitroform 

benzene-eycelohexane mixtures was prepared each containing a capillary 

  

containing 0.005 mf benzene in cyclohexane , (acting as reference). In 

order to obtain shifts relevant to the interaction the chemical shifts 

between the cyclohexane peaks were measured (§ | _), then to obtain the 
obs 

medium sereening corrections the chemical shifts between the benzene
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The observed chemical shifts ne) for the cyclohexane- 

benzene interaction together with the medium screening 
/ 

contribution Oi, ) and the corrected shifts (A), as s 
a function of the mole ratio of benzene ( By + MB); 

  using both benzene (----- ) and cyclohexane (+++++++ ) 

as the reference 'probet (see text),
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Table 7.1 

Initial investigation of the inertness of cyclohexane; concentrations 

used and measurements made, 

  

  

  

            
  

me n n ‘ Qa 
somes "B/nyinp (x10mo1)| (x1 07mol) Sopa ltl2) ders ee Sans” Shs) 

Cyclohexane (A) - Benzene (B) % i ch 

7/1 0.1172 | 0.3162 2.3807 3.27 ; 2.80) 2.60 0.20 

17/2 0.2625 | 0.7868 2.2099 6.69 ; 6.20 6.00 0.20 

17/3 0.4169 0.9091 1.2715 10.43 \ 10.00} 9.70 0.30 

17/4 0.5028 | 0.9271 0.9168 12.36 | 12.20 |11.90 0.350 

17/5 0.6094 0.9405 0.6026 15.09 1 15.00 |14.70 0.30 

17/6 0.7090 1.7493 0.7178 17.84 | 17.65 [17.45 0.20 

17/4 0.8050 | 2.2928 0.5555 [20.59 ; 20,50 [20.35 0.15 

17/8 0.9025 4.1778 0.4514 23.66 | 23.65 23.50 0.15 

17/9 0.9510 4.0477 0.2595. 25.50 |W 25.45 125.15, 0.30 

17/10 0.9708 6.0472 0.1818 126.25, : 26.25 125.80 0.45 

* experimental observed shift values. 

+ representing the best curve through the above experimental shift 

val ues, 

Table 7.2 

Use of benzene as the 'probe' in investigations on the inertness of 

cyclohexane, 

  

  

  

            

z n n Le B 

Non | "8/04" |(x10%mo1)| (x10mo1) Sops one (= Sons” Sobs) 
(liz) 

Cyclohexane (A) - Benzene (B) 

46/11 | 0.2930 | 0.4223 1.0191 6.75 6.87 = 0.12 

46/6 0.4508 | 1.4162 1.1255 10.50 11.05 - 0.55 

46/9 | 0.5153 | 1.2873 | 1.2106 12.20 13.22 ~ 1,02 

46/12 | 0.6147 | 2.7875 | 1.7476 14.85 15.60 - 0.75 

40/8 0.7504 | 2.5809 0.83515 18.80 19.83 - 1.03 

46/13 | 0.8156 | 2.5502 | 0.5768 20.60 21.60 - 1.00 

40/3 0.9361 24186 0.1650 24.30 25.17 - 0.87 

46/7 1.0000 | 1.0000 | 0.0000 26.40 27.27 - 0.87 
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1 
peaks were measured COO: Since these two peaks correspond to 

identical samples, direct subtraction gives Q (the residual shift). 

Values of one sie and Q together with sample composition are 

given in table 7.2; Sons and J are also shown plotted,in figure 7.3, 

against "B/nginy. 1b may be seen that a residual shift of Less than 

- Ilex is obtained. This line appears to be virtually straight and 

as the shifts are very small it would appear thet the deviation from 

Q= 0 is due to the residual effects of neglecting the Ao, + Ac! 

screenings, specific interactions being unlikely. It will be shown 

(section 7.7) that the residual benzene - TMS line has a maximum 

deviation of - 3llz, from A= 0, which is considerable largerthan 

thal for cyclohexane-benzene and it is also curved. It would, 

therefore, appear that cyclohexane is considerably more inert than 

TMS, but that a slight interaction with benzene cannot be completely 

ruled out. A further check on the inertness of cyclohexane is 

available, and this is obtained by measuring the shift difference between 

benzene and cyclohexane and TMS respectively, in straightforward two 

component mixtures, over a range of concentrations. The concentrations 

used and the shifts obtained are shown in table 7.3, and a plot of these 

results (figure 7.4) clearly shows that considerably larger shifts 

are ebtained in the benzene-TMS situation and the curvature is also 

much greater. The cyclohexane-benzene shift variation is almost 

linear with mole fraction as would be expected if the shift variation 

is in fact due to residual Ao, 4oy screenings. Therefore it seems 

reasonable to conclude that cyclohexane is inert and it may therefore 

be used both as an inert solvent in molecular interaction studies and 

also as a 'probet in the determination of medium sereening effects.
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Table 7.3   

Shift veriation, with mixture composition, for a series of benzene- 

cyclohexane and benzene-TMS mixtures, measured with respect to benzene, 

  

  

  

  

  

  

eee "B/ayty n(10° mol) 11 (o<107mol) WaKC) 

a) Cyelohexane (A) - Benzene (B) 

40/1 0.0921 0.2323 2:2913 346.52 

40/11 0.2930 0.4223 1.0191 345.62 

40/2 0.5488 1.0630 544.95 

46/22 0.7696 2.5889 0.7751 344.66 

46/3 0.9361 2.4186 0.1650 344.85 

b) TMS (A) = Benzene (B) 

47/1 0.0261 0.0637 2.3719 433.36 

47/11 0.2627 0.4406 1.2365 431.60 

0.4875 1.0237 1.0763 430.10 

0.8046 2.2876 0.5556 429.00 

47/3 0.9459 3.0007 0.1716 428.76         
  

7-4 Experimental Results 

In order to test the procedure given in section 7.2, four solute- 

solvent systems, for which evidence exists that 1:1 molecular complex 

formation occurs, have been investigated. These are those in which 

bensenerconpieyestwi thy chioreféia ©) ethylene chloride’, methyl foatae | 
and vinylidene chioride?>. In addition, the same procedure has been 

used {o investigate possible interactions between benzene and TMS and 

acetone and carbon disulphide,where multiple interactions may occur 

because the solutes concerned have more than one possible site of attack; 

these will be discussed in detail in section 7.7. The results obtained 

are recorded in table 7.4, together with Lhe Sons values for the best 

curve through the experimental results; these latter are corrected for 

medium screening (Sobe) and both oan and Q\ (the corrected results) are 

also recorded in table 7.4 The results are shown plotted after correction 

for medium screening, in figure 7.5. Deviation from the mole fraction 

axis (a = 0) in figure 7.5 is indicative of solute-aromatic interactions. 

If 1:1 molecular complex formation occurs, the curves of interest should 

be concave with respect to this axis in order that a limiting complex 

shift can be obtained, as would be the case for any ALBA complex.
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: Nat 

Shift variation (44) with solution composition ( “n, py) 

after correction for medium screening effects by the use of 

the relevant curves given in figure 6.1. The curves may be 

identified as follows : Al - CCL, A2 - CHC1.CHLCL, 

NB - CHSI, NM - CHS: CClys AD) = ome? NO - CHL COCH., 

B- Col, and S$ = Colo:
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Table 7.4 

Two component interaction studies; composition of samples and shifts 

obtained. 

~, n nh ‘ A i 

Ne. "B/n +n orm Coup Sins (iz) ae if Sons" Sovs) 
iz) (Hz) 

a) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) % + 

X18/0 | 0.0000 1.0000 | 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 

X18/1 | 0.1026 1.35778 | 0.1576 |12.18 10.05 | 1.30 8.75 

X18/2 | 0.2988 1.4962 0.6376 |27.80 27.80 | 5.05 22.75 

X18/3 | 0.4945 1.3496 1.3201 [43.95 43.60 | 9.75 33.85 

X18/4 | 0.5987 0.9942 1.4831 151.23 51.20 /12.70 38.50 

X18/5 | 0.7013 0.6612 1.5527 |58.12 58,50 |15.80 42.70 

x18/6 | 0.7942 0.3722 1.4361 164.87 64.90 |18.85 46.05 

X18/7 | 0.8890 0.2134 1.7089 }71.26 71.40 22.40 49.00 

X18/8 | 0.9435 0.1454 2.4297 175.61 75.15 24.40 50.75 

X18/9 | 0.9748 0.0351 1.3597 |77.24 77.20 25.60 51.60 

X18/10| 0.9904 0.180 1.8511 [77.68 78.10 26.15 51.95 

b) Ethylene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

45/0 0.0000 1.0000 | 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 

45/1 0.1062 2.0550 0.2441 | 4.88 5.05 | 11.25 3.80 

45/2 0.2442 3.4059 1.1002 {12.09 12.25 | 3.35 8.90 

45/3 0.3838 1.1042 0.6877 |20.27 20.40} 5.95 14.45 

45/4 | 0.5004 1.0102 1.0119 [27.65 27.60] 8.55 19.05 

45/5 | 0.5930 1.2216 1.7801 133.38 33.60 /11.10 22.50 

45/6 0.6966 O.7276 1.6705 |40.56 40.40 [14.30 26.10 

45/7 | 0.8096 | 0.7868 | 3.3457 |48.32 48.10 18.20 29.80 

45/8 0.8974 0.3202 2.8011 154.37 54.30 [21.85 32.45 

45/9 | 0.9492 0.3188 5.9529 |58.03 58.00 [24.25 33.75 

45/10 | 0.9693 0.1530 4.8290 [59.55 59.50 125.25 54.25 

c) Methyl Iodide (A) - Benzene (B) 

15/0 | 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 

15/1 0.1027 | 4.1041 0.4699 | 5.66 5.65] 1.85 3.80 

15/2 0.2499 1.4366 0.4787 |13.73 14.00] 4.60 9.40 

15/3 0.4028 1.0675 0.7199 | 23.10 23.10] 8.10 15.00 

15/4 0.5011 0.4625 0.4645 |28.16 29.00/11.10 17.90 

15/5 0.6545 0.6463 1.2240 | t 38.10]15.95 22.15 

15/6 0.7042 0.2281 0.5430 | 41.19 41.20]17.55 23.65 

15/7 0.8007 0.3125 1.2552 | 47.28  46.95}20.65 26.30 

15/8 0.9001 0.2442 2.2014 153.10 52.90|23.85 29.05 

15/9 0.9503 0.2016 3.8541 155.85 55.85/25.35 30.50 
15/10 | 0.9701 0.1010 5.2764 | 57-04 57.05|25.95 31.20            
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Table 7.4 (cont'd.) 

  

  

  

  

                

Sample |n z z Sobs (= Psd ) 
No. B/n inp (x10°mo1) |(x10°mo1) Sobs (Hz) (Hz es) co 

d) Vinylidene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

14/0 | 0.0000 } 1.0000 | 0.0000 * 0.00 0.00 0.00 

14/1 0.1206 | 0.7533 0.1033 6.21 6.60 | 2.85 3.15 

14/2 0.2579 | 2.7552 0.8601 12.96 13.00] 5.65 7-35 

14/3 | 0.4012 | 1.5359 | 1.0292 22.83 21.60] 9.65 11.95 

14/4 0.4999 | 1.2900 1.2896 26.94  26.90)12.20 14.70 

14/5 | 0.6059 | 0.6285 | 0.9663 32.89  32.40]15.00 17.40 

14/6 | 0.6855 | 1.1069 | 2.4123 | 36.60 36.40/17.20 19.20 

14/7 | 0.8015 | 0.2230 | 0.9014 | 42.31 42.30/20.50 21.80 

14/8 | 0.9007 | 0.2256 | 2.0462 47.18 47.40]23.65 2350 

14/9 | 0.9504 | 0.1326 | 2.5403 | 49.86 49.95]25.10 24.85 

14/10 | 0.9703 | 0.0498 1.6269 51.14  51.00]25.75 25.25 

e) TMS (A) - Benzene (B) 

33/0 | 0.0000 | 1.0000 | 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 

33/1 0.0989 | 1.5956 | 0.1752 1.60 1.65| 2.35 - 0.70 

53/2 0.2444 | 1.2583 0.4070 4.34 4.30) 5.75 - 1.45 

33/3 | 0.3893 | 1.0443 | 0.6659 7.28 7.20] 9.25 - 2.05 

33/4 | 0.4894 | 1.0286 | 0.9859 9.58 9.35/11.80] - 2.45 

33/5 0.5840 | 0.7439 1.0445 11.47 11.55]14.350 = 2.75 

33/6 | 0.6923 | 0.9452 2.1266 14.40  14.35]17.30 - 2.95 

33/7 | 0.8027 | 0.4954 | 2.0154 17.28 17.55]20.55} - 3.00 

33/8 | 0.9017 | 0.2720 | 2.4943 21.05  20.80/23.70 - 2.90 

33/9 | 0.9482 | 0.2373 | 4.3471 22.73  22.45|25.25 - 2.80 

33/10 | 0.9683 | 0.1717 | 5.2464 | 23.11 23.20/25.95 - 2075 

f) Acetone (A) - Carbon Disulphide (B) 

19/0 0.0000 | 1.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 

19/1 0.0998 | 1.5316 | 0.1699 0.00 - 1,00]-0.85 - 0.15 

19/2 0.2384 | 2.2211 0.6908 |- 2.62 - 2.80]-2.45} - 0.35 

19/5 | 0.6010 | 0.3330 | 0.5088 | -10.93 -10.90]-8.60 - 2.30 

19/7 | 0.7989 | 0.7041 2.7956 |-18.62 -18.70/-15.45] - 3.25 

19/10 | 0.9701 | 0.0342 1,0867 | -27.40 -27.35|-2145, - 5.90 

+ cyclohexane peak masked by methyl iodide resonance, 

* 
S
H
 

experimentally observed solute chemical shift differences, 

values obtained from the best curve drawn through the * values, 

obtained from the relevant curves given in figure 6.1,
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7.5 Initial Treatment of Data for 1 : 1 Complex Formation 

As mentioned above (section 7.2) the curves of interest, for the 

four systems which were expected to show specific solute-aromatic 

interactions, should significantly deviate from the mole fraction 

axis and be concave with respect to it. It may be seen, from 

figure 7.5, that this is indeed so thus indicating that a limiting 

complex shift can be obtained. Although it was shown in chapter 3 

that the correct way of treating experimental data on molecular 

interactions was by using a BH type plot after correcting the amount 

of inert solvent for its molar volume difference from benzene, this is 

not of course directly applicable to two component studies. Tt will 

be shown in section 7.6 that this problem can be overcome and a BH 

type plot used. Before that is done, however, it was considered 

necessary to use an iterative procedure similar to that described by 

Groves et. ail, so as to obtain comparable data to those previously 

reported using a conventional three component prorediccs Values of 

the equilibrium quotients co) and excess shieldings (A), for the 

four systems studied, have been obtained and they are given in table 7.5 

Table 7.5 

Values of the equilibrium quotients «ce and excess shielding (4,) 

for all the systems studied, compared with the three-component values. 

  

  

  

CA K, 4, (ppm) 

ad ents ear ee pees 
method meriad method metus 

chloroform-benzene 1.4) De 15° 1 +526 7 -6207” 
0 ethylene chloride-benzene 0.4, 0.96°° 2.00¢ 1.174 

methyl iodide-benzene 0.45 0.70°! 1.665 1.2426! 

vinylidene chloride-benzene 0.6, 0.50°> 1 2095 1 .259°> 

TMS-benzene 14.57 = - 9.059 Ss       
together with the corresponding results from three-component studies, 

It may be seen that the results are reasonably consistent with 

those available from three-component studies, thus they validate, both 

theoretically and experimentally, the new procedure. It should be
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noted that complete agreement is not expected between the two series 

of results for the reasons discussed in chapter 3. When evaluated 

over a wide concentration range the values of a obtained can only be 

regarded as best-fitting average values of i because the relevant 

activity coefficients will be varying with composition. It would be 

most unlikely that the average values obtained by the two methods would 

be the same because of different components in solution affecting the 

activity coefficients differently. This is especially the case for 

the 'solute' and complex, the concentrations of which are low in the 

three-component studies but at varying, and often high, concentrations 

in the two-component studies. 

7.6 Use of the Limiting Benesi-Hildebrand Plot over a Thermodynamically 

Valid Concentration Range, 

Equation 4,13 is obviously amenable to a Benesi-Hildebrand type 

treatment +, but the experimental results given were obtained with a view 

to testing the new procedure in relation to the conventional Creswell 

and Allred’ = type procedure then in current use; and hence not with a 

BH plot in mind. Whilst these results are not really suitable for such 

treatment since the concentration range over which the data must be 

evaluated is much wider than that proposed for three-component mixtures, 

it is nonetheless true that in some samples the concentration of the 

aromatic is much higher than that of the solute so that the appropriate 

requirements for activity coefficients will be met. BH evaluations 

were, therefore, attempted; use being made of a computer curve-fitting 

procedure to obtain equations of the best curves through the experimental 

points. The slopes and intercepts to these curves at "B/aytp = 1.00) 

being obtained from the equations; as a result values of K and AG were 

obtained which had at least a reasonable thermodynamic basis. The data 

used for the BH plots is given in table 7.6, and the resulting values of 

k. and ee are contained in table 7.7. Use was not made of the molarity 

scale in these investigations because of the work reported in chapter 3
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Table 7.6 

Data for use in B-H type plots, for the four systems studied which 

show evidence for 1 ; 1 molecular complex formation. 

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

ate "B/n tp Acie) “A B/np AN (x10?) wk 

a) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) 

X18/6 0.7942 46.00 1.2591 2.174 0.5 

X18/7_| 0.8890 49.05 1.1249 2.039 0.8 

X18/8 | 0.9435 50.70 1.0598 1.972 1.0 
X18/9 | 0.9748 51.60 1.0259 1.938 2 

X18/10 | 0.9904 52.00 1.0097 1.923 og 

b) Ethylene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

45/6 0.6966 26.20 1.4355 3.817 0.2 

45/7 0.8096 29.90 1.2352 3.344 0.5 

45/8 0.8974 32.45 1.1143 3.082 0.8 

45/9 0.9492 53.75 1.0555 2.963 1.0 

45/10 | 0.9693 34.27 1.0317 2.918 1.2 

c) Methyl Iodide (A) - Benzene (B) 

15/6 0.7042 23.80 1.4201 4.202 0.4 

15/7 0.8007 26.55 1.2489 3.770 0.6 
15/8 0.9001 29.20 1.1110 3.424 0.8 
15/9 0.9503 30.50 1.0523 3.276 1.0 
15/10 0.9701 31.05 1.0508 5.222 1.2 

d) Vinylidene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

14/6 0.6855 19,20 1.4588 5.208 0.2 

14/7 0.8015 ei: 1.2477 4.598 OES: 

14/8 0.9007 23.80 1.1103 4.202 0.8 
14/9 0.9504 24.80 1.0522 4.032 1.0 
14/10 | 0.9703 25.20 1.0306 3.968 1.2             

+ These values differ slightly from those recorded in table 6.4 

because it is essential to use points lying on a smooth curve 

(the A against "B/ny +p line) rather than specific points because 

the Bil type plot is extremely sensitive to small changes in the values 

of 1/Q\ and "A""B/ng. 

* A weighting factor used to increase the importance of those results 

of highest "B/nyinp:
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Table 7.7 

The values of K, and 4, obtained, for the systems studied, by 

the use of a B-H type plot, 

  

  

System kK. A (ppm) 

Chloroform-Benzene 0.8, 1.875 

Ethylene Chloride-Benzene 0.5, 1.73, 

Methyl Iodide-Benzene 0.2, 2.62. 

Vinylidene Chloride-Benzene 0.55 1.725       

Table 7.8 

Data for the chloroform-benzene system after correction for the bulk 

of chloroform, assuming that 0.005 mf remains as solute, 

  

  

soupls n 8p noorr MB /n, corr A (itz) 

: (x10"mol) | (x107mol) | (x10%mol)* 

X18/6 0.0090 1.4361 0.3269 0.8146 - 

X18/7 0.0096 1.7089 0.1835 0.9030 49.06 

X18/8 | 0.0129 2.4297 0.1373 0.9465 50.70 

x18/9 | 0.0070 1.3597 0.0254 0.9817 51.63 

X18/10 | 0.0093 1.8511 0.0078 0.9953 51.96 

- 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 52.05             

* usin, g the value "Wp = 0.9027
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showing that this scale is unreliable and unreasonable. As expected, 

the results given in table 7.7 are not the same as those obtained by the 

Creswell and Allred mnoceduness over the whole concentration range. 

Moreover, these results are in error in two ways, firstly, if it is 

considered that the solute is also acting as the diluant for the aromatic, 

no allowance has been made for the molar volume ratio, “Wps (i.e. ny 

ey, and secondly there are far too few must be corrected to Ng 

experimental points to obtain a reliable line. It seems reasonable to 

suppose that the solute does act as a diluent inmuch the same way as an 

inert solvent in three-component studies. Therefore the two-component 

results may be treated as follows. A small proportion (0.005 mf) of the 

solute is considered as the actual solute, ny, whilst the remainder is 

considered to be inert diluent and is therefore converted into 

‘equivalent moles of aromatic’ by multiplying by the molar volume ratio 

Cg) thus giving oT Therefore a three-component treatment may 

now be applied, 

This suggestion was followed up for the chloroform-benzene 

interaction, the data used being recorded in table 7.8. The values 

obtained were K, = 1.68, A= 83.0 Hz, these being considerably nearer 

the results recorded in table 3.8 for this system, than those originally 

obtained (see table 7.7). It should also be noted that they are very 

close to the revised values recently obtained by Whitney! ?> » who made use 

of the above concept (see page 76a). Furthermore they are similar to 

corresponding values, obtained by the Creswell and Allred procedures 

given in table 3.10. The other systems were not treated in the same way 

both because of a lack of sufficient data and also because results were not 

obtainable to provide the necessary comparison. 

7-7 Interactions Other than 1 31 

For the TMS-benzene system the curve representing O plotted 

against "B/ny inp (figure 7,5) is found to curve back towards the
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mole fraction axis when a large excess of benzene is present. Since 

this does not appear to be due to experimental error, it indicates 

that the equilibrium situation is more involved than for simple 1:1 

molecular complex formation, Therefore the Ke and Be values quoted 

in table 7.5 were calculated using only those values of Q\ for 

"B/n thy < 0.70 and hence they should only be taken as an indication 

of the approximate values of the parameters pertaining to the assumed 

interaction. The value obtained for the equilibrium quotient appears 

to indicate that the interaction is strong and that TMS is a poor 

reference material for aromatic compounds. It is particularly 

interesting that the TMS-benzene results confirm those of Laszlo et. aio 

who found an aromatic induced shift of c.a.-0.03 ppm for infinite 

dilution, which is close to the value reported herein of - 0.05 ppm 

for the fully complexed state. In addition, this value is in 

142 accordance with the findings of Homer et. al. that composite 

anisotropy screenings of aromatic solvents measured using TMS as 'probe' 

are approximately 0.04 ppm lower than those obtained using cyclohexane 

as 'probe'. Homer et. al's observations may alternatively be 

explained in terms of the dependence of anisotropy on solute eee 107 

but it must be pointed out that the most consistent explanation is that 

TMS does indeed interact with aromatic molecules to form a complex. 

The interaction between acetone and carbon disulphide has also 

been studied. The shape of the curve corresponding to equation 7,1 

is inconsistent with that for the formation of a single specific 

complex as it curves away from the mole fraction axis (figure 7.5) and 

no limiting shift is obtained. It may be concluded that this is, 

in fact, due either to the occurance ofmltiple equilibria or to 

accumulative solvation and, furthermore, other systems resulting in 

lines of this shape may be interpreted on the same basis.
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1.8 Modifications to the Proposed Procedure, for Future Use. 

This procedure was designed to investigate complex formation 

and the inertness of solvents. If it is to be used properly (as 

discussed in sections 3.8 and 7.6) then a) more experimental points 

are required at values of "B/ny iy near to unity and b) the number 

of steps in the procedure must be reduced. It is suggested that 

b) may be achieved as follows. A series of ten samples should be 

prepared each containing a given concentration of A in B in the annulus 

and the same concentration of A in S in the capillary; both samples 

should also have a very small amount of cyclohexane (preferably 

<0.2 per cent) added as a medium screening 'probe'. The chemical 

shift between A in B and S respectively would then provide S obs’ and 

! 
the chemical shift between the cyclohexane peaks would provide obs? 

as these values relate to the same sample, Sops - would directly i 

obs 

provide A at the relevant mole fraction, "B/ny tps no graphical 

evaluations being involved. For greatest accuracy a plot of A against 

"B/ny ip would be required, and the 'best line' values for Q used in the 

evaluation of Kk. and A e In order to use the BH type roceduvé all the 

semples should be concentrsted in the range with "B/nythy varying from 

0.9 to 1.0. The evaluation would then be by a BH plot using a curve- 

fitting procedure with a weighting favouring the highest aromatic 

concentrations, Over the appropriate range of "B/n ip (> 1.0) the 

numerical values of iS and AV should still be much the same obs? Sobs 
as the values recorded in table 7.3 for the same systems. The major 

advantages of the revised procedure are a) the improvement in accuracy 

ensuing from the reduced number of experimental steps involved and 

b) the more accurate data available as a result of the elimination 

of the graphical correction for the medium screening effects. The 

only disadvantage is the loss of a strict two component solution, 

which might be relevant if the activity coefficients were known.
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7-9 Conelusions 

The method outlined above for the study of 131 molecular complex 

formation clearly gives approximate equilibrium quotient and aromatic 

induced shift data. It is also useful for studying more complicated 

interactions in sotution and in a modified form it provides a means of 

testing the ‘inertness' of solvents. It appears that there are 

certain advantages in employing the procedure as used above, these 

are a) it may offer a method for distinguishing between genuine 

complex formation and accumulative solvation, b) two component. 

systems can be studied, for which activity coefficient data may be 

available and which will therefore enable, after variable temperature 

studies have been completed, more meaningful thermodynamic 

data to be evaluated, c) the shift referencing procedure enables 

nuclei other than ‘y to be studied and d) the difficulties in correcting 

for medium screening effects, normally required by an external referencing 

technique, are almost overcome, although the effects of self-association 

can, under certain circumstances, remain partially uncorrected. The 

main disadvantages of the system as used at present are that it a) 

has a data evaluation procedure which is essentially graphical in nature 

and this inherently limits the accuracy of the values of Kk, and 4, 

and b) it has normally been used over the whole concentration range with 

consequent loss of thermodynamic validity. Both these criticisms 

would appear to be mitigated in the modified procedure proposed in 

section 7.8. A final source of difficulty is in the preparation of 

the two samples containing exactly the same mole fraction of A, errors 

in this will be difficult to correct for and they result in a large 

experimental scatter on the results obtained. Even in the modified 

procedure proposed in section 7.8 this is most easily overcome by 

using a final graphical treatment of the QA values, to obtain ‘best 

linet shifts which are then used in the appropriate data evaluation 

procedure.



CHAPTER 8 
The Varirtion of the Composite Anisotropy Screening of Mixtures 

with Temperature. 

8.1 Introduction, 

It has been shown in chapter 7 that reasonable values are obtained 

for Kk, and 4. for a number of systems, using the new Pracedunes. 

described in chapter 4. It was desirable, therefore, to examine these 

systems at various temperatures in order to obtain the thermodynamic 

parameters of complex formation and further test the realiability 

of the method. The proposed studies require that the medium screening 

corrections be obtained as a function of temperature. Since the 

variation of oe, is easily obtained’ and oO; is not involved, 

and also because of the interest aroused in chapter 6 concerning the 

oT. screening, it was decided to concentrate initially on the composite 

On + Bo, screening variation with temperature. The particular 

interest in this screening is that at standard probe temperatures 

the exp:rimental measurements tie in with the theory of the anisotropy 

-10 
LOba 107 (section 5.6), and correlate with the thermodynamics 

of binary liquid ame Das 

screening 

Therefore it was also of interest 

to attempt to predict the temperature dependance of this screening. 

In chapter 6 it was shown that it was necessary to consider a joint 

om + ao, screening and its variation with composition. This 

screening was interpreted in terms of a theoretical model provided 

by Becconsall 155107 » (which related to o, in pure liquids). 

It was not difficult to extend this to binary liquid mixtures and show 

that if these mixtures were not randomly arranged then the experimentally 

determined screenings would vary non-linearly with composition. Whilst 

fundamentally a om + Cy term should be considered it was also shown 

in chapter 6 that because the dispersion term was actually measured with 

respect to carbon tetrachloride as reference, strictly a Deo, term is 

obtained. There is considerable speculation as to which of the two terms



is the largest simply because they cannot normally be measured separately 

i.e. Raynes et. alles have presumably obtained both. However, even 

if use is made of their values, Oo, appears to be small, hence 

the composite screening is probably a number reasonably close to the 

true C7. screening. 

05 Becconsell predicted that the magnetic anisotropy should be 

temperature dependent because of changes in the possible orientations 

within the anisotropically effective contact shell; these orientations 

being governed by various intermolecular forces between the molecules 

some of which are temperature dependant via density. Whilst dispersion 

forces are believed to be temperature Andenendantles at constant density, 

it has been shown that the dispersion screening is temperature Merendenice 

due to a distortion of the electronic environment about a nucleus 

caused by molecular 'buffeting'. Therefore is is to be expected 

that the composite anisotropy screening (01+ Oo,,) should be temperature 

dependant and hence this variation has been experimentally measured. 

Furthermore an attempt has been made to calculate the dispersion part 

of this screening, in a pure substance, using the rather approximate 

theory of Howard, Linder and Emerson? in order to give some indication 

of the magnitude of the pure anisotropy screening and its variation with 

temperature; it should also be possible to obtain a guide to the 

variation of these effects with mixture composition. 

8.2 The Experimental Conditions. 

The procedure adopted was identical to that proposed in section 6.2, 

the same samples were used, and care was taken to obtain thermal 

equilibration at each temperature. The composite anisotropy screening 

variations were studied nominally at 273K (or 278K), 288K, 323K and 

343K for all those systems relevant to the interaction studies reported 

in chapter 7. The temperatures deviated from these, by a few degrees, 

because of the need to use the precise temperatures relevant to the
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interaction studies made using the new prerediteas (see chapter 9). 

The acetone-carbon disulphide and acetone-chloroform systems were also 

investigated at a variety of temperatures; since these were not studied 

from an interaction point of view the opportunity was taken, in the 

investigation of OF Oc, to use as wide a temperature range as 

possible, i.e. between 256K and 323K. The results at the lower 

temperature should be particularly valuable because all the other 

systems could not be examined below 273K. 

8.3 The Experimental Variation of the Composite Anisotropy Screening 

of Mixtures (O + Qo,) with Temperature. 
  

The experimentally measured chemical shifts between the cyclohexane 

'probe' in the anisotropic medium and in the carbon tetrachloride 

reference, ©. (O+ AG>+ Ac)» and these shifts corrected for the 

bulk susceptibility screening, M (o + 4o,) are recorded, in table 8.1, 

for each sample at the exact temperatures used for these systems in the 

appropriate molecular interaction studies. The exact volume ratio 

YW AV a (Vg) at each temperature is shown and the samples are identified 

as in table 6.1. The corresponding values for the acetone-carbon 

disulphide and acetone-chloroform systems are shown in table 8.2. The 

volume susceptibility, K \» may be obtained at any temperature t by the 

use of data recorded in table 6.2 and equation 5,20, thus the volume 

bulk susceptibility screening (7) may then be obtained from the use 

of equation 6,7 (f, and oe in this equation being equated with “aV,4Vp 

and “BN Vy). It should be emphasized that the composite Cat dbo, 

values quoted in table 8.1 are obtained by accommodating the variation 

of Ao, via a density effect on both X and the volume fraction. 

Typical plots at various temperatures, of the observed shifts, Sao 

ageinst the mole ratio "A/na.Mp are shown in figure 8.1 for the 

chloroform-benzene and chloroform-cyclohexane systems. These alone 

being depicted, for clarity, as representative of the others. Plas
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The variati S...with consti A ce MBy/n, 7 ’ 
1¢ variation of Ogg, with constituent mole ratio ( ‘A +B) shown as 

a function of temperature for the representative mixtures indicated, 

The shift variations at 306.6K are included from figure 6.1 for 

completeness.
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Table 8.1 

(o,+ Ao,), The variation in the composite anisotropy screening, 

of mixtures with temperature. 
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Table 8.2 

A Jariati : ; Variation of the observed chemical shifts, oe (0+ Do; + Ac, ), 

and the shifts corrected for volume bulk susceptibility, A (7+ Oc,), 

as a function of composition and temperature. 

  

  

  

  

Semple) Vann | Song titz) | Aa) Yara, | Sof ce) QAcz) 

256K 323K 

a) Acetone (A) - Carbon Disulphide (B) 

25/1 1.0000 t 11.64 | 1.0000 1 9.96 

25/2 0.8290 52655 7.82 | 0.8314 30.58 e352 

25/3 0.6462 23.24 4.40 | 0.6500 | 22.97 5.10 

25/4 0.4447 12.99 0.45 | 0.4481 13.12 1.23 

25/5 0.2336 2.42 | - 3.55 | 0.2366 5.12 = 2.45 

25/6 0.0000 - 8.19 - 6.87 | 0.0000 | - 7.82 - 6.34 

b) Acetone (A) ~ Chloroform (B) 

39/1 1.0000 + 11.64} 1.0000 tT 9.96 

39/2 0.7730 32.01 10.45 | 0.7749 | 29.26 8.66 

39/3 0.5657 22,80 8.80] 0.5683 | 20.77 7626, 

39/4 0.3726 13.70 6.76 | 0.3752 | 11.95 4.99 

39/5 0.1818 4.26 4.27 | 0.1834 3.63 3.23 

39/6 0.0000 - 5.01 1.65 | 0.0000 | - 4.76 1.12               

+ This could not be measured owing to the superposition of two peaks, 

however as there were two systems it was possible to extrapolate these 

to give a shift of 41.50 Ilz at 256K and 38.25 Hz at 323K. 

of these shifts after correction for bulk susceptibility A(o. Do.) 

are shown in figure 8.2. It can be seen that at different temperatures 

these lines are curved, as found for one temperature in chapter 6, 

A ; v 2 
Plots of may also be made against the volume ratio, AN +Vps and it 

may be seen from figure 8.3 that these are again curved and temperature 

dependant. These are all systems which were considered, in chapter 6,
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The variation of the composite anisotropy screening (G+ AG) 

with constituent mole ratio ( B/My + Mp) shown as a function 

of temperature for the representative mixtures indicated. 

The sereening variations at 306.6K are included from figure 

6.2 for completeness.
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to be imperfect, therefore this is consistent with the thermodynamics 

of imperfect mixtures. 

   
8.4 The Temperature Variation of the Dispersion Screenin; w) of 

Pure Materials and its Effect on the Temperature Variation of the 

Composite Anisotropy Screening (7 +Do,)- 
  

Although this chapter is concerned with the variation of mixture 

screenings with composition and temperature, dataare, of course, available 

for a number of pure liquids, In order to obtain a better understanding 

of these variations in mixtures it is reasonable to examine the variation 

of Or De, with temperature in pure substances initially. 

Buckingham et. ae? have proposed that the dispersion screening on 

a solute 'probe' in a pure material occurs via two mechanisms. Their 

discussion of these may be summarized in the following way; 

a) Interaction between the solute and the solvent (in its equilibrium 

configuration), causes a distortion of the electronic environment of the 

nucleus. This distortion is probably an expansion (since the electrons 

are attracted by the nuclei of neighbouring molecules), hence the 

diamagnetic screening is diminished thereby leading to resonance at 

lower field strengths. b) Departures from the equilibrium solvent 

configurations will lead to a 'buffeting' of the solute and hence to a 

time-dependant distortion of the electronic structure resulting in the 

symmetry of any X — H bonds in the solute being destroyed (they are 

normally axially symmetric), the proton shielding thereby being affected, 

They suggest that mechanism a) is temperature dependant via a density 

term and that mechanism b) is temperature dependant at constant density 

because of an increase in thermal motion causing larger departures from 

the solvent equilibrium configuration; thus an increased low-field 

shift is obtained. Of course, in practice, density and temperature both 

vary hence the variation of mechanism b) with temperature may well be 

complex and it is difficult to predict the overall variation of the
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oY screening with temperature. 

An alternative, but analogous, description of the two mechanisms 

may be considered as follows. In practice, molecules have translational, 

rotational, vibrational and electronic energies and small changes in 

temperature at or near room temperature may affect the translational 

energy of the molecules and also the vibrational or rotational energies, 

(the kinetic energy variation is approximately 3/2 RT and this wil! just 

about affect the rotational energy). Mechanism a) considers that the 

solute is in a continuum of solvent molecules which are fixed with respect 

to the solute such that they have no translational motion but they do have 

characteristic electronic,vibrational and rotational energies, The 

vibrational and rotational motions govern the dispersive contribution and, 

considered 
as shown above, the temperature dependence of these is\negligible. 

Consequently, as the temperature varies, the only effect is to change 

the density; this alters the interaction distances and, for example, 

molecules come closer together as the temperature is reduced thus 

increasing Tee Mechanism b) considers the effect of temperature on the 

translational motion of the solvent molecules, which are now permitted 

to move in relation to the solute molecule. Therefore the solvent molecules 

will 'buffet'" the solute and a oy screening will result. On increasing 

the temperature they will have greater translational energy, hence greater 

"buffeting' will ensue and oe may be expected to increase (i.e. become 

more negative). However, the density will have decreased and the 

separation distances will have become greater thus decreasing Cn. It is, 

therefore, difficult to decide which of these has the greater significance 

and the overall temperature dependance of co, based on the Buckingham 

mode ise cannot be decided theoretically, although combination of mechanisms 

a) and b) suggests that oy decreases on increasing the temperature. 

An approximate calculation of oy is possible based on the theory 

of Howard, Linder and Emerson??, In order to obtain some indication
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of the magnitude of Or, and its variation with temperature, the dispersion 

screenings of pure benzene and separately pure carbon tetrachloride on 

cyclohexane were calculated at the temperatures used in the determination 

of a+ ac, for the benzene-cyclohexane system. From these results it 

should be possible to determine a) the approximate value of ao, and 

b) its temperature dependance. Thus it will be possible to estimate the 

variation of the magnetic anisotropy, oy with temperature in a pure 

material (benzene). The basic equation for On (equation 5,37) as 

93: 
proposed by Howard, Linder and Emerson is discussed in detail in 

section 5.7, but in order to determine oy at different temperatures it 

is more convenient to make use of the Lorenz-Lorentz equation for molar 

99,181 
refraction , Which results in g (originally given as equation 5,39) 

being redefined as 

2 

np+2, B8nlx ae an 
J*n7+1 34 as ; 

substitution into equation 5,37 gives 

ape ee aria ay oC, 8,2 

  

anf +l tn a 

where & , is now defined as 

oe pe Se). Be 8,3 
‘> 4y7bl €+2 C1 

where € r’ is the dielectric constant of the solvent, and ae is defined 

by 

3 en 
= Lon 8,4 C= C2. , 

Since dispersion forces occur between both like and unlike molecules it 

is necessary to decide which interactions are relevant to the oy 

screening of the cyclohexane 'probe' in the two situations. The 

interactions in the benzene solution are a) benzene on benzene, b) benzene 

on cyclohexane, c) cyclohexane on benzene and d) cyclohexane on cyclohexane; 

and in the carbon tetrachloride solution they are a) carbon tetrachloride 

on carbon tetrachloride, b) carbon tetrachloride on cyclohexane,
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c) cyclohexane on carbon tetrachloride and d) cyclohexane on cyclohexane. 

Interactions a) and c) clearly do not affect the oy screening of 

cyclohexane and since the concentration of cyclohexane in both solutions 

is very small and the same, effect d) may be neglected (it cancels out 

any way in the as, term). Therefore it is necessary to calculate 

the oc”, screening of benzene and separately carbon tetrachloride on 

cyclohexane at each temperature. Subtraction of these two values gives 

an approximate value for the bo, portion of the composite anisotropy 

screening, o,+ Oo, of benzene at various temperatures, The parameters 

used in these calculations at 274K, 288K, 306.6K, 323K and 343K are given 

in tables 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5. The calculated oF screenings of benzene 

and carbon tetrachloride are given in table 8,6 and it may be seen that the 

variation of On, with temperature is in the most likely direction suggested 

by the ideas on the theory of this screening given above. The magnitude 

of this effect is shown in relation to measured values of ae in table 

8.7, where a value for the magnetic anisotropy, Oo,» portion of the 

composite anisotropy screening, oe Oo, is also given (assuming the 

validity of the above values for Do,)- It may be seen both that the 

numerical value of Ac, is small and that its variation as a function of 

temperature is very small despite the fact that C, is much larger and is 

considerably dependant on temperature (the dispersion screening of pure 

benzene on cyclohexane varies from -6.6 Hz at 343K to -7.8 Hz at 274K). 

The magnitude of this variation has been confirmed by Bymeon ides ice who 

obtained experimental Oo”, values for TMS (from gas phase shifts relative 

to carbon tetrachloride) which varied from - 14 Hz to - 12 Hz over a 

40K temperature range. Therefore, at least for a pure substance, the 

magnetic anisotropy, ow appears to be temperature dependant. If the 

above calculation of ao, is accepted then the values for Om are large 

(see table 8.7) and of a similar magnitude to the values quoted by Raynes 

or 
et. ale : for the dispersion screenings of benzene acting on methane or
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Table 8.3 

Refractive index (n) of benzene, carbon tetrachloride and cyclohexane 

  

  

as a function of cenpenatare ase) 

Compound 274K 288K 306.6K | 323K 343K 

Benzene 1.51384 | 1.50439 | 1.49268 | 1.48206 | 1.46926 

Carbon Tetrachloride| 1.47160 | 1.46305 | 1.45280 | 1.44334 |1.43194 

            

Cyclohexane 1.43666 | 1.42886 | 1.41680 | 1.40784 | 1.39704 

Table 8.4 

Dielectric constant (€.) of benzene, carbon tetrachloride and 

122-123 
cyclohexane as a function of temperature, 

  

Compound 274K 288K 306 .6K 323K 343K 
  

Benzene 2.3185 2.2925 2.2560 | 2.2232 2.1835 

Carbon Tetrachloride |2.2730 | 2.2450 | 2.2126 2,1825 2.1475 

Cyclohexane 2.0531 2.0297 | 2.0010 | 1.9751 1.9439             

Table 8.5 

Physical constants in S, I, Unites 

34 J a! c 

L = 6.02474 x 10°? mol”! m 

-2 2 3 
g om s 

2.99793 x 10° ms”! 

9.1085 x 107! kg 

h = 6.6252 x 10~ u 
" 

G@2-1x 10! & (ppm) 

data for p, M and i is given in table 6.2.
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Table 8,6 

The calculated dispersion screenings of pure benzene and pure carbon 

tetrachloride on a cyclohexane 'probe' at various temperatures. 

  

  

274K 288K 306 .6K 325K 545K 

One ppm | - 0.1303 | - 0.1265 | - 0.1215 | - 0.1170 | - 0.1117 

ot ppm | - 0.1389 |- 0.1348 | - 0.1295 | - 0.1247 | - 0.1192 
  

Dor Tom | + 0.0086 | + 0.0083 | + 0.0080 | + 0.0077 | + 0.0075 

Hz | + 0.52 + 0.50 + 0.48 + 0.46 + 0.45             
Table 8.7 

The contribution of Ac, to the composite anisotropy screening of 

pure benzene as measured by a cyclohexane 'probe' at various 

  

  

temperatures , 

274K | 288K | 306.6K | 323K | 343K 

a Hz| 43.05 | 42.12 | 41.50 | 39.96 | 38.55 

Ao, (calc) Hz 9.42 9.25 9.04 8.85 8.64 

Do eT nz] 0.52 | 0.50] 0.48 | 0.46 | 0.45 
Ww 

BZ-CT 
o E Hz 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

  

one Hz | 33.11 | 32.37] 31.98 | 30,66 | 29.44            
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neo-pentane (these being the nearest approximations to 

cyclohexane). The suggestion that Raynes et. alice have 

measured a composite ot ao, screening is further confirmed 

by their results for benzene and carbon tetrachloride separately 

acting on the above solutes at 308K where a nAC screening of 

“~ 33Hz is indicated which is very much in line with the values 

given in table 8.1 for ot ao, of benzene. 

8.5 Further Comments on the Anisotropy Model for e+ do, 
  

If the do, portion of the composite anisotropy screening is 

es small as has been indicated, it follows (by reference to table 8.1) 

that it is necessary to attribute a o. screening of approximately 

7iiz to TMS despite it supposedly being isotropic. This may 

not be unrealistic since the possibility that apparently isotropic 

molecules, having the facility of hindered rotation of substituents, 

may behave in a magnetically anisotropic manner e.g. the nitro 

groups of tetranitromethane, has already been referred to in chapter 5. 

On the basis of this explanation of the ‘apparent! ome screening for 

TMS, it is clear that carbon tetrachloride should still be isotropic 

(since it is intrinsically spherically symmetrical); and the use of 

this compound as a reference for experimentally measuring o7+ ao, 

screenings is vindicated. 

8.6 The Variation of Mixture Composite Anisotropy Screenings 

(O1+ do) with Temperature 
  

The results given in tables 8.1 and 8,2 indicate that the 

composite anisotropy screening in mixtures is temperature dependant. 

Assuming that the indications regarding the temperature variation 

of Deo, for pure liquids (section 8.4) are valid in mixtures, it 

may be seen from figures 8.2 and 8.3 that variations in temperature do 

not affect the non-linearity of the pure ov, screening with
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composition. Becconsall eos predicted a variation in co, with 

temperature such that an increase in temperature resulted in an 

increase in the screening, which is contrary to that generally 

found here. llis suggestion was presumably based on the supposition 

that at any particular separation of solute and solvent a cone of 

permitted orientations of the solvent with respect to the solute may 

be defined. llowever, every orientation within this cone is not 

equally probable because intermolecular forces favour those orientations 

where the two molecules are in contact (i.e. on the surface of the 

permitted cone); and this acts so as to reduce the magnitude of 

o,: Therefore as the temperature increases, these intermolecular 

forces are reduced and the occupancy of the permitted cone becomes 

more random, hence there is an increase in the probability that the 

solvent molecule will occupy the central portion of the cone thus 

causing Oo, to increase. However, this would not appear to be 

completely correct; since as the temperature increases so does 

the thermal motion of the system. Hence the edges of the cone will 

in fact become even more favoured at higher temperatures thus leading 

to the observed reduction in O,° Furthermore, on increasing the 

temperature the average distance between the two molecules will 

increase and a larger permitted cone will be obtained; thus the 

average position of the solvent wil] be further away from the centre 

of the cone again leading to a reduction in oO. 

Therefore the anisotropy screening of mixtures high in benzene 

content would be expected to become more positive with reduction in 

temperature, whereas those with a high proportion of carbon disulphide 

would be expected to become more negative. That this is indeed found 

may be seen from tables 8.1 and 8.2, where it may also be seen that 

cyclohexane acts in a similar manner to benzene, which is as expected.
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8.7 Conclusions 

it has been shown that the composite anisotropy screening is 

temperature dependant both for mixtures and for pure materials. Also, 

since the difference in the dispersion screenings of the solution and 

of the carbon tetrachloride reference on cyclohexane is small and almost 

temperature independant, it is believed that this conclusion may be 

reached for the separate magnetic anisotropy as well. It was considered 

that intermolecular forces governed not only the non-linear additivity 

of the composite anisotropy screening with mixture composition but also, 

to some extent, its temperature dependance. 

Apart from the interest in their own right, the experimentally 

determined screenings given in table 8.1 (uncorrected for Nor) 

provide the medium screening correction lines for the investigation of 

molecular complex formation at various temperatures by the new procedure 

(described in chapters 4 and 7) as discussed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 9 

The Use of the New Procedure to Investigate Molecular Interactions 

in Solution at Various Temperatures 

9.1 Introduction 

Since the new procedure described in chapter e 9 
gave reasonable 

values for the equilibrium quotient, Ke and excess shielding, cae for 

complex formation its use was continued in the present investigation 

into molecular interactions in solution at various temperatures in order 

to obtain an’, QG° and Os° for complex formation. The studies were 

made on systems previously examined in chapter 7, and the variations of the 

medium screening effects with temperature, which are required for this 

investigation, are obtained from chapter 8. These studies were as far 

as possible carried out by exactly the same procedure as that described 

in chapter 7. 

The derivation of the thermodynamic parameters and the use to which 

they are put has already been discussed in general terms in sections 3.10 

and 3.11; hence it is only necessary to summarize the method of 

determining AH°, Q9° and As®. it follows from the Gibbs-Helmholtz 

o 

Sch ee ang - 
= ’ oCAr R 

hence a plot of Ink, against 1/T should have a slope, at 298K, of 
298 

= Aue/r, and the value of kK. at this temperature may be used to obtain 

OG e298 from 

equation that 

o 298 
AG. -RTUWK.” 9,2 

9 
aygo298 may then be obtained from Qu” 2 and 090298 by the use of 

equation 9,3 

° o 28 o 298 9,3 ay aH?™_TAS 
9.2 The Procedure Adopted in the Variable Temperature Studies 

The samples used in the variable temperature studies were generally 

those prepared for use at 306.6K, and details of their composition are 

recorded in table 7.4. However, the initial chloroform-benzene series
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was unavailable and a new series was prepared, the composition of each 

sample being recorded in table 9.1. 

Table 9.1 

Composition of the new samples used in the variable temperature studies 

of complex formation. 

  

  

  

  

    

ote "B/nx!%y | "A (x102m01) | "B(x10°mol) 

a) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) 

18/0 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 

18/1 0.1178 2.8580 0.3816 

18/2 0.2286 2.6696 0.8561 

18/5 0.3927 1.4783 0.9559 

18/4 0.4922 1.0179 0.9868 

18/5 0.6060 0.8616 1.35251 

18/6 0.6988 0.8575 1.9896 

18/7 0.8012 0.5358 251518 

18/8 0.8991 0.1742 1.5518 

18/9 0.9493 0.1665 3.1168 

18/10 0.9705 0.1132 3.7281 

b) Vinylidene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

4/11 0.1187 2.5232 0.3399 

14/21 0.2618 2.3622 0.8377 

c) TMS (A) - Benzene (B) 

33/101] 0.9692 0.1595 5.0151       
Additionally, two samples of the vinylidene chloride-benzene system 

(those of highest vinylidene chloride concentration) had deposited a 

white polymeric material on standing and one of the TMS-benzene samples had 

been broken. Replacements were prepared for these samples and details 

are again recorded in table 9.1. The temperatures at which the 

investigations were carried out were nominally 273K, 288K, (306.6K), 

323K and 343K, except that, for the methyl iodide-benzene and vinylidene 

chloride-benzene systems, which froze at 273K, the lowest temperature 

used was 278K. The exact temperatures varied slightly from these but 

they were closely monitored, as described in section 2.9, for three
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reasons: a) It was essential that the medium screening corrections 

should be measured at exactly the same temperature as that at which 

the measurement of the interaction chemical shift had been made, 

b) It was necessary for thermal equilibrium to have been reached 

before the measurements could be made, and this was assumed to have 

occured when the steady drift in the monitored temperature ceased, 

c) The exact temperature is required in the calculation of the 

thermodynamic parameters of complex formation. The measurement of the 

chemical shifts between the solute in the aromatic and inert solvents 

was exactly as described in section 7.2, the only additional precaution 

being the calibration of the chart paper at every temperature used in 

order to overcome the effects of the greater field drift obtained 

using the variable temperature probe. 

9.3 The Experimental Results 

The experimental (interaction) chemical shifts, Sones are recorded 

in table 9.2, with the exact temperatures at which they were measured. 

The Sans corrections, corresponding to equation 4,12, were obtained from 

the relevant medium screening shifts at the same temperatures, these 

being recorded in table 8.1. The chemical shifts relating to complex 

$ '), are also recorded in table 9.2 but formation, A(i.e. $ abe obs — 

these in fact correspond to the 'best-line' values obtained from the 

difference between plots of one and So against x,, this procedure 
B 

being adopted in order to rationalize the experimental error. 

9.4 Data Evaluation 

a) The Creswell and Allred Data Evaluation Procedure 

Representative examples of the shifts due to complex formation, A * 

plotted against the aromatic mole fraction, x,, are shown in figure 9.1. 
B 

All the four systems considered in chapter 7 to form 1 : 1 molecular 

60 
complexes (benzene with separately cilonetorn: (2 ethylene chloride , 

aa 0 
methyl iodide’ and vinylidene chloride???) show curves indicating 

a limiting shift at each temperature and this is shown for chloroform-



60h 2740 
CHCI5- CeHe 9] 88:8 

SOL 306-6 

423-6: 

7. 

4Ok 

30+ 

(Hz) 
20r 

        -10 1 

0     
n, 

Shift variation (AA) with solution composition ( B/ny + MB) 

shown as a function of temperature for the representative 

systems indicated, The curves obtained at 306.6K are 

included from figure 7.5 for completeness.
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Table 9.2 

Shifts obtained in the two component interaction studies at the 

temperatures indicated, 

  

  

aa a 54, {led Acie Sopa t'2)| Sone 2)” Any" 

a) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) 

274.0K 288.8K 

18/0 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

18/1 11.45 1.75 9.95 10.83 1.95 9.40 

18/2 = 3.85 19.10 25.57 3.90 18.00 

18/3 39.39 7-45 31.90 36.71 7.00 29.75 

18/4 48.64 10,05 38.65 45-52 9.30 36.15 

18/5 58.89 13.15 45.75 55.46 12,75 42.55 

18/6 66.32 16.00 50.35 62.53 15.85 46.70 

18/7 74.08 19.60 54.50 69.94 19.50 50.55 

18/8 81.19 23.30 57.50 76.84 23.20 53.60 

18/9 84.25 25.45 58.90 80.09 25.25) 54.95 

18/10 85.70 26.45 59.45 81.47 26.20 55.55 

323.6K 342.7K 

18/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 

18/1 9.36 1.80 8.25 8.40 1.80 7.10 

18/2 20.33 3.80 15.40 17.86 3.65 13.40 

18/3 31.84 7.10 24.85 28.70 6.90 21.85 

18/4 39.66 9.60 29.90 35.87 9.35 26.55 

18/5 OF TT 12.80 35.05 43.72 19.25 31.45 

18/6 54.354 15350 38.70 49.93 14.90 35.00 

18/7 61.34 18.75 42.25 56.59 17.90 38.70 

18/8 67.13 22.05 45220 62.66 20.95 41.65 

18/9 70.49 23.85 46.60 65.76 22.65 45.15 

18/10 71.92 24.80 47.20 67.08 23.40 43.75             
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Table 9.2 (cont 'd.) 

  

  

Sample] § pelltz) | Sopa(tiz) ” Atii2)" | Spelt)” | Some tz) * Awe)" 

b) Ethylene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

274.0K 289.1K 

45/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

45/l 5653 0.95 4.55 5.10 1.25 4.15 

45/2 15-42 2.85 10.57 12.70 Std 9.67 

45/3 22.47 5.40 17-12 21.36 5.75 15.60 

45/4 30.67 8.35 22.25 29.23 8.55 20.60 

45/5 57.15 Wes 26.05 35.29 11.20 24.37 

45/6 44.92 14.70 29.88 42.60 14.40 28.17 

45/7 53.13 19,20 33.75 50.83 18.70 31.90 

45/8 59.75 23.10 36.50 57.24 22.55 54-45 

45/9 63.42 25.50 38.05 60,81 24.90 35.82 

45/10 65.36 26.50 38.60 62.37 25.85 36.35 

323.7K 343 .0K 

45/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0,00 0.00 

45/1 4.18 1.00 3.67 Lady 135 3.40 

45/2 11.28 2295 8.60 10.7. 5.15 7-90 

45/3 19.18 5.40 1D ait2 17.98 5.45 12.50 

45/4 26.09 8.20 17.87 24.45 8.05 16.30 

45/5 31.67 10.75 21.05 29.66 10.55 19.17 

45/6 38.39 13.90 24.38 35.92 13.85 22.12 

45/7 45-77 17.85 27.70 42.81 17.60 25.25 

45/8 51.56 21.45 30.05 48.63 20.75 27.60 

45/9 54.98 32.60 31.30 51.56 22.70 28.87 

45/10 56 32 24.55 31.78 52.92 23.50 29.37             
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Table 9.2 (cont'd.) 

  

          
sere | Spee) | Sope (He) Oye Sope(l2)” | Sopa tz)” | (iz) 

c) Methyl Iodide (A) ~ Benzene (B 

279.3K 288.9K 

15/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

15/1 6.54 1.70 5.35 5.83 1.70 4.55 

15/2 15.01 3.75 11.80 14.56 S15 10.45 

15/3 24.90 7.55 17.45 23.74 7.70 16.00 

15/4 30.27 10.65 20.65 29.16 11.00 19.15 

15/5 if 16.00 25515 eS 16.10 23.80 

15/6 44.04 17.80 26.60 42.95 17.70 25.25) 

15/7 50.31 21.10 29.25 48.59 21.00 28.00 

15/8 56.34 24.50 31.95 55.01 24.20 30.70 

15/9 59.59 26.20 55025 57-82 25.70 32.05 

15/10 = 26.85 33.80 c 26.30 32.60 

323.4K 342.2K 

15/0 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

15/1 5.28 1.40 3.45 4.97 1.40 3,50 

15/2 15,14 4.90 8.30 2512 3.15 8.30 

15/3 ers 8.70 13,25 20.51 7.50 12.85 

15/4 26.70 11.20 16.35 25.15 10.00 15.60 

15/5 35.90 15.35 20.85 33.79 14.10 19.60 

15/6 39.33 16.80 22.35 ; 15.55 20.90 

15/7 44.68 19.60 25.05 42.18 | 18.60 23.40 

15/8 50.40 22.65 27.70 47.85 21.70 25.85 

15/9 53.25 24.25 28.95 50.25 23.20 27.05 

15/10 54.30 24.90 29.45 51.01 23.85 27.50              



Table 9.2 (cont'd.) 

= ty ace 

  

  

pore | Sepa ciz ds tl Sey Acie) a Duet Sopa(t2)” | Soni (2) Atuzy 

d) TMs (A) ~ Benzene (B 

274.0K 289.0K 

33/0 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

33/1 1.76 2.10 - 0.40 1.62 Det5 0.50 

33/2 4.71 5.50 | - 0.95 4.73 5.45 1.10 

33/5 wool 9.05 | - 1.50 7.55 8.90 1.60 

33/4 10.27 11.60 | - 1.75 10,07 11.40 1.85 

53/5 12.34 14.10 | - 1.90 12.03 13.90 2.05 

33/6 15.04 17.10 - 1.97 14.56 16.90 Qat5 

33/7 18.64, 20.50 | - 2.02 18.37 20.25 2.20 

33/8 21.98 23.85 | - 1.90 21.55 23.55 2.15 

33/9 23,92 25.60 | - 1.85 23.38 25.30 2.10 

33/10 24.86 26.35 - 1,80 23.96 26.05 2.05 

324.6K 343 ..5K 

33/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

33/1 1.43 2.05 - 0.30 1.61 2.10 0.30 

33/2 4.81 5.10 - 0.70 4.733 5.20 0.85 

33/3 Toe 8.25 | = 1.05 7.11 8.30 1.25 

33/4 9.47 10.50 | - 1.20 9.45 10.45 1.40 

33/5 11.68 12.80 | - 1.35 11.39 12.55 1.55 

33/6 15.89 15.65 | - 1.50 13.67 15.15 1.60 

33/7 17.48 18.90 | - 1.65 16.93 18,10 1,60 

33/8 20.24 22.20 | - 1.80 19.86 21,20 1.60 

33/9 21.84 23.90 | - 1.85 21.25 22.85 1.60 

33/10 22.78 24.55 - 1.85 21.70 23.60 1,60         
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Table 9.2 (cont'd.) 

  

        

  

7s S ys (tt2)” Sopa tz)” Aww)" Saye (2) Spalted” Aue)’ 

e) Vinylidene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

278.9K 288.9K 

14/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

14/11 G57 2.50 4.35 7.28 2.75 4.00 

14/21 15.77 5.80 9.40 15617 6.15 8.50 

14/3 22.96 9.15 14.00 22.01 9.60 | 12.75 

14/4 28.72 11.70 17.05 27.61 12.00 | 15.75 

14/5 34.95 14.65 20.10 33.39 14.65 | 18.65 

14/6 39.25 17.10 22.15 37.82 16.95 | 20.70 

14/7 45.58 20.70 24.80 44,17 20.50 | 23.45 

14/8 50.86 24.20 26.85 49.14 23.75 25.05 

14/9 53.87 26.00 27.80 52.17 25.40 | 26.65 

14/10 54.95 26.75 28.20 53.20 26.10 27.10 

322.9K 342.7K 

14/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

14/11 6.51 2.85 3.00 5.97 255 2.85 

14/21 15.62 6.25 6.65 12.97 5.75 6.25 

14/3 19.72 9.60 10.30 18.34 9.00 9.50 

14/4 24.98 12.05 12.85 23.17 11.35 | 11.80 

14/5 30.56 14.65 15.55 28.49 14.00 | 14.15 

14/6 + 34.24 16.80 17.45 32.10 16.05 | 15.90 

14/7 39.99 19.70 20.15 37.35 19.10 | 18.35 

14/8 44.76 22.45 22.35 41.99 21.70 | 20.40 

14/9 47.30 23.85 23.35 44.60 23.05 | 21.35 

14/10 48.32 24.45 23.70 45.28 23.60 | 21.70               
* these must be plotted to obtain the 'best-line' values. 

+ these values are obtained by subtracting See from the 'best-line' 

values of Oone. 

+ main methyl iodide peak obscures methyl iodide peak from the capillary,
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Table 9.3 

Equilibrium quotients, K, ,and excess shieldings, Aw obtained by the 

Creswell and Allred (CAvzand both Benesi-Hildebrand (pu)44 procedures, 

at various temperatures. Data at 306.6K is included from tables 7.5 

and 7.7. 

  

Ky A , (ppm) 
Temperature (K) 
  

CA {BH(A) | BH(B) | CA BH(A) | BH(B) 
  

a) Chloroform (A)-Benzene (B 
  

  

  

  

  

274.0 1.9, ] 1665 | 1.0, | 1.445 ]1-61 | 1.95, 

288.8 1.8, | 1.35 9.9, 1.56, 1.644 1.945 

306.6 1.39] 0-82 | 166g | 1-42, 11.875 | 1.58, 

323.6 1,27] 0.8, | 0.4, | 1.359 |1-729 | 2-612 

542.7 9.99 | 9-79 | 0-35 | 1-485 |1-819 | 2-97g 

b) Ethylene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

274.0 0.6, | 0.4, 1.69,|2.20, 

289.1 0.55 | 0.55 1.71, |1.787 

306.6 0.4, | 0.5, 2.01, 11.752 

B25 0.42 0247 1.67,]1.78, 

343.0 0.5, | 0-2, 1,80,|2.48, 

©) Methyl lodide (A) - Benzene (B) 

279.3 0.8, | 0.3, 1,20,]2.359 

288.9 0.5q | 0-2, 1.440 |2-587 

306.6 0.4, | 0.25 1.662.625 

323.4 0.5, | 0.25 2-074 /2-54. 

342.2 0.5. | 0.2, 1.699 {2-489 

d) TMS (A) - Benzene (B) 

274.0 51-7, -0.05,, 

288.9 17.55 -0.05¢ 

306.6 14.55 -0.055 

523.4 2.95 -0.05, 

342.2 23.1, -0.02, 

e) Vinylidene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

278.9 0.99 | 0.52 0.955 |1.31, 

288.9 0.6, | 0.3, 1.176 |1-74 

306.6 0.65 | 0.55 1.09, |1.72, 

322.9 0.2, | 0.2, 2.00, |1.89_ 

342.7 0.2, 0.2) 1.99, 2.27,              
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Table 9.4 

Thermodynamic parameters for complex formation calculated using the 

6 
results obtained from both the Creswell and Allred (CA) ie and Benesi- 

Hildebrand (pu)* data evaluation techniques together with some 

literature data for comparison. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

0298 -1 0298 1 eyevem Ai **"(kS_ mol) | AG (kJ_mol ) 

CA BH(A)  BH(B) CA BH(A)  BH(B) 

Chloroform-Benzene - 8.44 - 9.67 -13.86 |- 1.01 - 0.28 - 2.50 

" n St - 9.03. * « 10.63 * * 

Ethylene Chloride-Benzene - 5.26 - 5.41 - 1.67 2.04 = 

Methyl-Iodide-Benzene -10.79 - 3.73 - 1.54 3.20 - 

Vinylidene Chloride-Benzene -18.51 -11.78 - 1.41 2.47 - 

" " " 32 - 6.06 * a 1.58 * * 

Aec22e a moll KY) ge 

CA BH(A) BH(B) CA BH(A) BH(B) 

Chloroform-Benzene -24.92 -31.47 -38.09| 1.50 1.12 0.70 

" " Be -28.16 * * 1.16 * * 

Ethylene Chloride-Benzene -23.27 -24.97 - 0.51 0.44 I 

Methyl lodide-Benzene -41.33 -23.23 - 0.54 0.28 = 

Vinylidene Chloride-Benzene |-66.81 -47.80 - 0.57 0.37 es 

: n 32) 55.67 # * 0.71 * *       

* no data available 

The molar volume ratio for chloroform/benzene at various temperatures, 

  

  

Temperature (K) v,(x104m moi! ) V,(104n7mo1") ‘Wp 

274.0 0.7829 0.8688 0.9011 

288.8 0.7974 0.8844 0.9016 

525.0) 0.8338 0.9232 0.90351 

342.7 0.8552 0.9462 0.9038        
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Table 9.5 

Data used in the normal Benesi-Hildebrand’*~ evaluation of K, and a 

  

Sanpte "A" b/g V/p215 ni Vas Vp 545 . 
No. (x10") | (x10") | (x10) | (xt0°) 
  

a) Chloroform (A) - Benzene (B) 

18/6 1.4310 | 1.986 | 2.141 2.584 | 2.857 | 0.2 

18/7 1.2481 1.835 1.978 2.56% 2.584 10.5 

18/8 1.1122 1.739 1.866 2212 2.401 | 0.8 

18/9 1.0534 1,698 1.820 2.146 2.517 | 1.0 

18/10 1.0304 1.682 1,800 | 2.119 | 2.286 | 1.2 

b) Ethylene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

45/6 1.4355 3.347 3.550 4.102 4o52t 0.2 

45/7 1.2352 2.963 3.135 3.610 3.960 | 0.5 

45/8 1.1143 | 2.740 | 2.903 3.328 | 3.623 | 0.8 

45/9 1,0535 | 2.628 | 2.792 3.195 | 3.464 | 1.0 

45/10 1.0317 2.591 2atot 3.147 3.405 | 1.2 

c) Methyl lodide (A) - Benzene (B 

15/6 1.4201 3.759 | 3.900 | 4.474 | 4.785 | 0.4 

15/7 1.2489 | 3.419 | 3.571 3.992 | 4.272 | 0.6 

15/8 1.1110 3.130 Sc257 3.610 3.868 | 0.8 

15/9 1.0523 3.008 | 3.120] 3.454 | 3.697 | 1.0 

15/10 1.0508 2.959 3.067 3.396 3.6356 | 1.2 

d)_Vinylidene Chloride (A) - Benzene (B) 

14/6 1.4588 4.515 4.831 5.7at 6.289 | 0.2 

14/7 1.2477 | 4.032 | 4.264 | 4.963 | 5.450 | 0.5 

14/8 1.1103 3.724 3.899 4.474 4.902 | 0.8 

14/9 1.0532 | 3.597 | 3.752 | 4.283 | 4.684 | 1.0 

14/10 1.0306 3.546 3.690 4.219 4.608 | 1.2 

  

  

  

                
* a weighting factor used, in the computer curve-fitting procedure, 

to place greatest emphasis on points of highest aromatic mole fraction.
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. “3 CA , 
benzene in the above figure, Values of K and Ae determined by 

the Creswell and Allred data evaluation metned oa are given in table 9.3 

for each system at each temperature studied, the values at 306.6K being 

obtained from table 7.5. Using these values of Kee the thermodynamic 

[NEO FES GO ESN 2 Ko 298) are obtained from parameters 

equations 9,1 to 9,3, and are recorded in table 9.4, where they are compared 

with literature values for the ehionefontbenzenesn and vinylidene chloride 

-benzene Syeteme’ = lt may be seen that the agreement for the chloroform- 

benzene system is extremely good, but that for vinylidene chloride-benzene 

is much poorer. Nevertheless it appears that the new procedure can give 

comparable results to the well established data evaluation methods. 

The values of K,°* and A." for the TMS-benzene interaction are also 

given in table 9.3. It may be seen that the results are not particularly 

systematic but they do suggest a) that a strong complex is formed with 

the possibility of multiple association (as discussed in section 7.7) and 

b) that an overall complex shift, Ay of about - 3Hz is always obtained. 

These results serve to confirm that TMS is a very poor reference material 

for use with aromatic molecules. 

b) The Normal Benesi-lHildebrand Data Evaluation Procedure 

Using the experimental points with aromatic mole fraction ranging from 

0.70 to 0.97 a normal Benesi-iildebrand type evaluation of kK and A ‘ 

was made. The values of A B/ng and 1/A used (at each temperature) in 

this evaluation are recorded in table 9.5, and the values of mee and A. 

obtained are given in table 9.3. These results were used in an 

alternative evaluation of the thermodynamic parameters of complex 

formation which are recorded in table 9.4. It is obvious from the 

discussion given in sections 3.3 - 3.7 that this evaluation is not carried 

out over a thermodynamically valid concentration range and some error must 

be expected, since it is necessary to get much closer to "B/nytMp = 1.00 

n 
than B/nyiny 0.97.  llowever, the previously mentioned curve-fitting 

procedure was used in these evaluations and this should reduce the error.
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o 298 ag? 298 298 
It may be seen that the values Au and fis? obtained 

by the normal BI mroceduces are, in many cases, very similar to those 

obtained by the more usual Creswell and Allred Pechniaueeee This tends 

to confirm the ideas expressed in section 3.9 that whilst Ko may be in 

error, the thermodynamic data obtained from using it is reasonably reliable. 

c) The Revised Benesi-lildebrand Data Evaluation Procedure 

It was shown, in section 3.8 c) that the amount of inert solvent 

present in a system must be corrected for the difference between its 

molecular dimensions and those of the interacting aromatic solvent. As 

originally conceived this applied to three component solutions but, as 

discussed in section 7.6, it may be extended to two component solutions 

by assuming a) that only 0.005 mf of the polar species A acts as solute and 

b) that the remainder of A acts as inert diluent. Adopting this procedure 

a repeat evaluation of the chloroform-benzene interaction data at various 

temperatures was made. This representative example was chosen because 

comparable data evaluated from three component studies is available 

cor. 
(section 3.8 c). The values of n. eS are obtained by multiplying ‘ y Ss 

the relevant values of Ny (obtained from table 9.1) by the molar volume 

ratio “Wp at each temperature (obtained from table 9.6). G2 Same 

and VA were then processed by the Benesi-Hildebrand method, the results 

being given in table 9.3. Thermodynamic data have been obtained from 

these results and are presented in table 9.4. 

9.5 Accuracy of the Experimental Procedure 

Consideration of the variable temperature results (table 9.3) indicates 

that the values for kK. and 4. are rather erratic (irrespective of the data 

evaluation technique) in that the reduction in ky with increasing 

31 
temperature is not so systematic as that reported by Huck” for chloroform- 

2 
benzene and by Cooke? for vinylidene chloride-benzene; and a does not 

vary consistently. This behaviour is almost certainly due to the 

difficulty in accurately maintaining a particular temperature whilst three 

series of samples were measured, (one to obtain the interaction shifts and
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two to provide the relevant medium screening corrections) hence the 

variable temperature studies have shown up a limitation of the procedure 

as originally conceived, 

The difficulties encountered in this procedure may be grouped into 

two classes, a) experimental i.e. those associated with the temperature 

and b) data evaluational i.e. those associated with the graphical nature 

of the method. With regard to the first of these there are three 

important factors to be considered. Firstly, the difficulty in obtaining 

a given temperature (i.e. reproducibility); whilst a particular temperature 

may be accurately maintained for short periods of time, it was found to be 

difficult to return to exactly this temperature when measuring three series 

of samples. A further difficulty encountered was in reaching thermal 

equilibrium in each sample, particularly as each contained a reference 

capillary. The criterion adopted was that as soon as the temperature was 

constant it was assumed that thermal stability had been reached throughout 

the sample, Nevertheless it would, in fact,be possible for the temperature 

in the capillary to be up to 1K different from that being measured by the 

thermocouple, without there being a noticeable temperature variation with 

time. Ideally, each sample should have been left in the probe for about 

fifteen minutes in order to overcome this possibility. Secondly, there 

was considerable danger of the sample spinner becoming frozen and stopping 

when operating the variable temperature probe below 306.6K; and this 

danger would be magnified if samples remained in the probe for fifteen 

minutes before they were measured, Thirdly, it was found that there was 

a considerable drift in the applied field with time, when working with the 

variable temperature probe; as the rate of drift was to some extent 

dependant on the time a particular temperature had been maintained it was 

especially difficult to overcome this, even though the chart paper had 

been calibrated. The problems associated with the graphical nature of 

the determination are discussed in section 7.8 and they may be overcome, 

in future, by using the modified procedure discussed in that section.
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9.6 Conclusions 

lt is clear, from the results given above, that the original version 

of the new procedure as described in section 7.2 is not completely 

satisfactory when used at various temperatures to obtain thermodynamic 

data regarding the interactions studied. Certainly the trends are 

reasonably accurately portrayed, but the variation of kK, and 4, with 

temperature is erratic and this results in the values of Ane? , AG one 

and DS 295) obtained, being rather approximate. However, as these 

inaccuracies arise from a combination of errors involving both the 

graphical nature of the evaluation and also the difficulties in measuring 

three separate series all at exactly the same temperature, it is 

confidently predicted that use of the revised procedure, as described in 

section 7.8, should result in much greater accuracy in the parameters for 

complex formation and hence in the thermodynamic quantities. 

In section 1.12 it was stated that a number of investigations were 

to be carried out and reported herein. These were a) to look at the 

thermodynamics of complex formation and of the data evaluation procedures 

available and to decide the proper way to evaluate the data, b) to 

determine which solvents, if any, could be considered to be inert (in 

particular towards aromatic molecules)and c) to investigate the effects 

on complex formation of substituents on the aromatic ring. The 

thermodynamics have been investigated in chapter 3, and a new procedure 

(chapter 4) has been devised to investigate the inertness of solvents 

(chapter 7) and also to look at interactions in general. Therefore, 

there only remains to investigate the effect of any substituents, present 

on the aromatic ring, on the parameters of complex formation and this is 

considered in the next chapter (chapter 10).



CHAPTER __10 

Interactions Between the Haloforms and some Chlorobenzenes, and the 

Self-Association Complexes of these Chlorobenzenes 

10.1 Introduction 
  

In the summary of investigations to be carried out in this thesis 

(section 1.12) it was stated that the effect of aromatic substitution 

on the formation of intermolecular complexes required study. The 

formation of complexes between aromatics and simple solute molecules has 

received considerable attention?., but in general, whenever these studies 

have been quantitative, benzene has been used. The methyl benzenes have 

31435 and in these it however been used in one series of investigations 

was found that no change in the concept or evaluation of the data was 

involved, In the present investigation, therefore, it was decided to 

consider the effect of a polar substituent, chlorine being chosen, In 

particular it was hoped to see if the types of complex and of structures 

were altered. 

The Creswell and Allred (ca)®? data evaluation procedure was used 

throughout this investigation instead of the thermodynamically correct 

Benesi-Hildebrand (pu) method. The reasons for this were a) the basic 

overall experimental shifts measured were extremely small (around 4 Hz) 

in some cases and it would have been very difficult to obtain limiting 

tangents for such data by the BH procedure, b) in any case,because of the 

added complexity introduced by using polar substituents this work must 

he mainly comparative and nearly all the literature data has been 

evaluated by the CA method, and c) both p-dichlorobenzene and sym- 

trichlorobenzene (which have been used in this investigation together 

with chlorobenzene) have only a limited solubility in cyclohexane (the 

inert solvent) of 0.50 and 0.40 mf respectively hence the BH method cannot 

be used. 

A further departure from the ideal, thermodynamically valid, 

procedure (see chapter 3), is occasioned by not correcting the values of 

Ng (number of moles of inert solvent) for the molar volume difference
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between the inert and aromatic solvents (i.e. by the ‘SV, ratio, discussed 

in section 3.8 c) and illustrated for the CA procedure in section 3.9). 

The approximation introduced by this departure may be justified because 

all the conclusions reached in chapter 10 are based on the consideration 

that the chloroform/bromoform-benzene interactions act as reference 

systems for the similar interactions with the chlorobenzenes. It may be 

seen from table 10.1A that a) the “SV, ratio for each of the aromatic 

solvents is close to that for benzene and b) in all cases the ‘sNVp ratio is 

close to unity; where, of course, no correction to the basic Creswell and 

Allred results is necessary. 

Table 10.1A 
Molar volumes (Va and ve) and the ratio ‘sp for the aromatic solvents 

at 306.6K (*293K). 

  

  

Solvent V, or V, (x 10° me noi) ‘SV’, 

Cyclohexane 10.9901 - 

Benzene 9.0369 1.2162 

Chlorobenzene 10.3160 1.0653 

p-Dichlorobenzene 11.5504 0.9515 

sym-Trichlorobenzene 12.4796" 0.8808”       

Despite the criticisms levelled against the CA procedure in section 

2 
as Cooke” has shown that the trends exhibited by the methyl benzene- 

chloroform complexes, wherein K and 4. increase with increasing methyl 

31,33 
substitution of the aromatic » can be related to the nature of the 

interaction even using this procedure.
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It is to be supposed that there will be a number of differences 

between complexes formed by the chlorobenzenes and those formed by 

benzene. The additional factors involved include a) a change in the 

% -and/or o--electron density on the ring, b) an alteration in the electron 

distribution around the ring, c) an alteration in the bond anisotropy due 

to the change from C-i to C-Cl, d) a variation in the axial and planar 

polarizabilities of the aromatic molecule, e) the possibility of solvent 

self-association occurring and f) the possibility of other types of complex 

being formed, Because of these factors, which will be discussed in the 

succeeding sections, only approximate data, relating to any interaction, 

will be obtained. 

10.2 The Experimental Procedure 

Complex formation and solvent self-association were initially 

investigated without consideration of the other factors previously 

mentioned. Systems composed of the haloform (A) in the chlorobenzene (B) 

with cyclohexane as the non-interacting solvent and internal reference (S) 

were examined when considering complex formation, and systems composed just 

of the chlorobenzene (B) in cyclohexane (S) were investigated when 

considering solvent self-association. In each complexing system a 

constant, low mole fraction (0.01 or less) of A was used and the amounts 

of B and S were chosen to cover as large a solute proton shift range 

as possible; the amounts of B and S were similarly varied in the 

self-association studies. A limiting factor in the case of 

p-dichlorobenzene and sym-trichlorobenzene was that they did not dissolve 

in cyclohexane to give solutions of greater mole fraction than 0.50 and 

0.40 respectively. However, it has been shown by Cooke2- that, using 

the Creswell and Allred prncesurees almost identical values of kK, and 4, 

are obtained when the evaluations are carried out a) over the aromatic 

concentration range 0.0 - 1.0 mf and b) over the range of 0.0 - 0.2 mf. 

Hence the inability to use the entire concentration range is of little 

consequence.
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Another problem encountered was the close proximity of the 

chloroform resonance to that of the aromatic which precluded the use of 

certain aromatic concentration ranges and in fact meant that the 

chloroform-sym- trichlorobenzene series could not be measured at all, 

(an indication was however obtained that the chloroform proton was 

deshielded and this fact is used in the discussion sections). In 

every case the chemical shift between the solute proton and cyclohexane 

was measured by the sideband technique (section 2.8), and this was 

repeated six times to minimize random errors and to allow an accuracy 

of £ 0.002 ppm to be obtained. 

10.3 The Investigation of the Basic Haloform ~ Chlorobenzene Complex 

The parameters required for an investigation into the nature of the 

haloform-chlorobenzene interaction are the additional screening of the 

solute proton in the complex, relative to that in the non-complexed 

state, 4a. and the equilibrium quotient, Ks for the formation of the 

complex. Previous investigations into the formation of haloform and 

31,35,55,61,70 1. assumed that pseudo-haloform complexes with benzene 

1 : 1 complexes are formed; this assumption being based on the work 

of Reeves and Schneider who cited cryoscopic data in favour of this type 

of complex, and also on the constancy of Qu with Senora ree The 

formation of 1 : 1 complexes is still considered to be possible in the 

interactions studied herein but they may be of more than one type; the 

experimental results then being the time-average of all possible structures. 

Therefore, in order to highlight this possibility, the experimental 

results were initially processed assuming only the formation of 1 : 1 

T™ -complexes. 

The composition of the samples used and the appropriate observed 

haloform shifts, relative to cyclohexane, are recorded in table 10,18, 

and the values of kK and Ay obtained by the CA mpoceduree are given 

in table 10.2 together with the previously obtained results for the 

51,70 
a complexes formed between benzene and separately chloroform nd
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Table 10.18 

The composition of the haloform-chlorobenzene systems studied, together 

with the shifts obtained measured relative to cyclohexane. The 

compositions given are uncorrected for solute or solvent self-association. 

  

  

  

n n. n, 

eRe | 7B | cto? mot) | Geto? nor) | Cato? mor) | Sens 
a) Bromoform (A) - Chlorobenzene (B) 

6/0 0.000 1.4493 0.0000 1.2112 315.56 

6/1 0.050 1.4137 0.4182 1.3507 314.38 

6/2 0.049 1.8675 0.6664. 1.2950 513.72 

6/5 0.083 1.9518 1.2439 1.3804 312.73 
6/4 0.180 1.7816 2.8858 1.5142 509.86 

6/5 0.282 2.5979 522416 1.3513 307.31 

6/6 0.424 3.0137 9.5654 1.2970 304.48 

6/7 0.501 2.1805 135.4840 1.3413 302.92 

6/8 | 0.716 1.0489 8.9178 0.3536 299.72 

6/9 | 0.789 1.1893 12.7980 0.3427 299.00 

6/10 0.838 2.8103 13.7830 0.2675 298.56 

b Chloroform A) - Chlorobenzene (B 

7/0 | 0.000 1.1493 0.0000 1.2801 339.18 

WM 0.032 1.1225 0.4298 1.35214 3538.26 

7/2 0.056 1.0680 0.7907 1.3206 336.92 

3 0.082 2.0339 1.1450 1,2893 = 

4 0.219 1.9635 3.5317 1.2609 333.00 

5 0.327 2.2542 5.9205 1.2202 330.97 

Then 1105405 5.0006 8.3595 1.2386 329.17 

Wa 0.520 2.1972 13.6680 1.2628 327.37 

1/8 0.683 1.4274 7.8523 0.3647 325.09 

7/9 0.777 2.3380 12.6960 0.3638 324.11 

WV/10 0.863 2.8163 11.8350 0.1881 525.59            
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Tabie 10.1B(cont'd.) 

  

  

n n n 

  

  

  

  

        

ee *B (x on (x un (x ‘0'aer) co (itz) 

c) Bromoform (A)- p-Dichlorobenzene (B) 

5/0 | 0.000 1.4493 0.0000 Us2011 315.50 

5/1 | 0.034 1.5806 0.4518 1.2841 315.18 
5/2 | 0.054 1.9830 0.7444 1.2935 315.07 

5/3 0.082 1.4857 1.1285 1.2675 314.96 

5/4 | 0.105 1.6875 1.4849 1.2672 514.90 
5/5 | 0.147 1.5549 2.2278 1.2889 314.57 

5/6 | 0.197 2.0756 3.1176 1.2734 314.49 

5/7 | 0.248 1.6926 4.2297 1.2854 514.35 

5/8 | 0.292 1.8511 5.3319 1.2936 314.26 

5/9 | 0.395 1.6976 8.3397 1.2770 314.04, 
5/10 | 0.491 2.5096 12.7190 1.5166 3135.95 

d) Chloroform (A) - p-Dichlorobenzene (B) * 

3/0 0,000 1.1493 0.0000 1.2801 539.17 

3/1 0.040 0.9206 0.5256 1.2758 339.04 

3/2 0.050 1.9476 0.6603 1.2500 339.06 

3/3 0.083 1.1208 1.1475 1.2687 338.97 

3/4, 0.104 0.9999 1.4137 1.2166 358.81 

3/5 0.139 1.8102 2.0907 1.2914 338.82 

3/6 | 0.194 1.4919 3.1898 1.3242 338.72 

e) Bromoform (A) - sym-Trichlorobenzene (B) 

4/0 0.000 1.1755 0.0000 1.2088 315.39 

4/1 0.030 0.5585 0.4000 1.2776 515.45 

4/2 0.052 0.8985 0.7240 1.3266 315.42 

4/5 0.084 1.7872 1.1576 1.2675 315.62 

4/4 0.099 1.8097 1.4521 1.3053 315.79 

4/5 0.143 2.0004 2.1803 1.3053 315.81 

4/6 0.206 1.2744 321575 1.2103 316.22 

4/7 0.236 1.7251 3.8260 1.2507 316.37   
f) Chloroform (A) - sym-Trichlorobenzene (B) - a deshielding of 

of the chloroform proton is indicated, 

  

obscured by a peak of the complex chlorobenzene system, at 

approximately 335 Hz. 

samples from aromatic mf 0.2 have the chloroform proton 

obscured by the p-dichlorobenzene.
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Table 10.2 

The equilibrium quotients, Ks and excess screenings, ay for 

the haloform-chlorobenzene complexes, before and after allowing 

for solvent self-association. 

  

  

  

x Acc (ppm) 

cyacen Corrected Corrected 

Z for solvent for solvent 
Uncorrected Uncorrected 

self- self- 
association association 

Chloroform— 
Benzene 1.16717 | 1.16 1.620°'*79) 1,620 

Chloroform- 

Chlorobenzene 1.03 0.89 0.572 0.764 

Chloroform- 
pDichlorobenzene 2.88 1.00 | 0.023 0.075 

Chloroform- + 

sym-Trichlorobenzene + T - el - ve 

Bromof orm— 

Benzene 1 .08?! 1,08 1 640°" 1.640 

Bromof orm- 
Chlorobenzene 1.01 0.87 0.624 0.847 

Bromoform— 

pDichlorobenzene 3.67 35.09 0.040 0.059 

Bromoform- + * 

sym-Trichlorobenzene 0.00, 0,00, - ve - ve         
  

{ insufficient data 

is indicated. 

to obtain a K 
x 

value, but a proton deshielding 

* no limiting shift is apparent, thus the value of kK, is probably 

invalid,
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Table 10.3 

The separation of the haloform proton from the plane of the aromatic 

ring (R,) in the haloform-chlorobenzene complexes, needed to explain 

the excess screenings given in table 10.2 (before and after allowing 

for self-association), 

  

  

R, (pm) [R, (pn) 
Uncorrected | Corrected 

System for solvent | for solvent 

self- self- 
association | association 

Chloroform-Benzene ate 311 

Chloroform-Chlorobenzene 452 423 

Chloroform-pDi chlorobenzene > 600 > 600 

Chloroform-symTrichlorobenzene > 600 > 600 

Bromof orm-Benzene 309°! 309°" 

Bromoform-Chlorobenzene 439 395 

Bromoform-p Dichlorobenzene > 600 > 600 

Bromoform—symTrichlorobenzene > 600 > 600     
  

bromo ferns It may be seen that the experimental shift variations 

given in table 10.1Bare in many cases small and may be considered 

to be little greater than experimental error. Also, in view of the 

fact that an internal reference has been used in the measurement of 

these shifts,it is possible that they may be due to the various 

medium screenings affecting the reference and solute differently. 

Whilst it is acknowledged that this could be a possible explanation, 

it must be stressed that a) the shifts obtained in the haloform- 

chlorobenzene complexes (systems 6 and 7) are larger than could 

reasonably be explained by medium screening variations and that 

b) a consistent explanation of the experimental results is given in 

the following sections which provides sensible geometries for the 

haloform-chlorobenzene complexes of the chlorobenzenes. It is
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accepted, however, that variations in the medium screenings could 

affect the conclusions reached but, in view of the fact that these 

represent trends rather than exact statements,not to any significant 

extent. 

Using Johnson and Bovey's tables! >> of screenings around the 

benzene molecule (contained in a recent pubitcerion2)s it may be 

shown that the additional screening of the haloform proton, when 

fully complexed with benzene, can be explained by the proton being 

situated on the six-fold axis at a distance of 311pm from the plane 

of the aromatic ring in the case of chloroform and 309pm in the case 

of bromoform. 1t is known that in chlorobenzene the individual 

T™ -electron densities on specific carbon atoms are considerably 

moditiea! > butthe overall 7 -electron density on the ring is little 

different from that on benzene, hence it is believed that these tables 

will still be valid for the chlorobenzenes. Spiesecke and Schneidue’ 

have investigated systems where the substituent interacts with the 

aromatic ring (such substituents as NO,» -NHys -CHO and ~OCH) and 

they concluded that to then correctly interpret the shifts of the 

o-, m- and p-hydrogens they must invoke three effects, namely 

induction, resonance (implying interaction with 7 -electrons) and 

bond anisotropy. However, because of the small change in overall 

wW-electron density on the ring in the chlorobenzene series the 

assumption may initially be made that the 'ring current' screenings 

are similar to those of benzene. Therefore the separations of the 

haloform proton from the plane of the aromatic ring in the chlorobenzene 

complexes may be calculated, and these distances (Ry) are recorded 

in table 10.3. 

These results clearly indicate that simple 7y -complexes (i.e. 

those in which the haloform proton is situated on the aromatic six- 

fold axis) cannot possibly explain the nature of the haloform- 

chlorobenzene interaction since most improbable geometries are
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proposed with an interaction distance greatly in excess of 550 pm 

(the maximum separation at which the concept of complex formation 

P135) 8 ie de is considered valid on energy considerations 

necessary, therefore, to consider the effects which may be causing - 

the more ‘complex! results obtained. The following may be involved 

a) self-association of solute and/or aromatic solvent, b) the C-Cl 

bond anisotropy and its effect on the screening of the haloform proton, 

c) the effect of the substituent chlorines on the 'ring current' 

around the conjugated aromatic 7f-system and any consequent alteration 

in the screening and d) the possibility of other types of complex being 

formed, in particular a dipole-dipole interaction between the aromatic 

chlorine and the haloform proton, Point d) is most important since 

a dipole-dipole (n-type) interaction would deshield the haloform 

proton since it would then be situated in the plane of the aromatic 

ring, and would, therefore, provide an explanation for the very low 

screening obtained for the p-dichlorobenzene and sym-trichlorobenzene 

complexes. Complexes of this type have been reported mreviouslyic? 

but no rigourous results have been presented for interactions with 

the chlorobenzenes. The above suggestions will be dealt with 

individually in order to attempt to obtain sensible geometries for 

these complexes. 

10.4 The Effect of Solute and Solvent Self-Association on the 

Parameters for Complex Formation 

Self-association effects may be divided into two types, those 

related a) to the solute and b) to the aromatic solvent. The 

equilibrium quotient for self-association, ne for chloroform has 

= as 0.16 on the mole fraction scale which although been reported 

small is not negligible; however, it has been ehowieio that the 

effect this has on the amount of solute available for complex formation 

(assuming that self-associated solute is inert) has no noticeable 

effect on the equilibrium quotient for complex formation, Ky even
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SA. Ps A 31 
when kK, is several times larger. Indeed, it has been shown 

that even by halving or doubling the concentration of solute (to 

0.005 mf or 0.02 mf) Kk, and 4, are only slightly affected. Because 

of the higher concentration of the aromatic solvent its self- 

association, especially if a large equilibrium quotient is obtained, 

will clearly be more important and may even be critical. Quantitative 

495 52 , 84 186-187 
work on this type of effect is rather limited and in 

fact no work on the chlorobenzenes has been reported. However, 

complexes of the chlorobenzenes with benzene are knawnle® and both 

solvent shifts, (as 5 per cent solutions relative to a 5 per cent 

solution in carbon tetrachloride, and thus not to be confused with 

the excess shielding, ae) required for structural determinations) 

and possible structures have been reported; therefore it is quite 

reasonable to expect that the chlorobenzenes will also complex 

with themselves. The procedure adopted for determining the equilibrium 

quotients of these complexes is as follows: It is assumed that al: 1 

self-association complex can be obtained, its formation being 

represented as 

2B = BY°*""B 

with the equilibrium quotient, ie expressed in mole fraction units, 

for this equilibrium being defined by 

s Mone Yhne oa tne 
K A - BB. Bj + 5 BB. 10,1 

2 ("Bj ~ 7"BB3) 

where Bj and ngs are the numbers of moles of the chlorobenzene and 

cyclohexane initially present and "335 the number of moles of self- 

associated complex at equilibrium; the subscript j referring to the 

jth sample. 

= SA 3 4 
In order to determine kK » a concentration series of each 

chlorobenzene in cyclohexane was prepared with mole fractions of the 

aromatic ranging from about 0.50 to 0.01, solubility considerations 

precluding the use of the whole concentration range. The observed 

shifts of the chlorobenzenes, measured relative to cyclohexane,
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together with the numbers of moles of aromatic solvent and inert 

reference in each sample are recorded in table 10.4. These were 

evaluated using a modified form of the Creswell and Allred data 

evaluation eccedcre am This has necessarily to be altered to 

include equation 10,1 and also to allow for the fact that both species 

in the complex areidentical; thus the regression, which is normally 

performed on S obs against C/A (i.e. "aB/n)s must in this particular 

example be on Bobs against C/B (i.e. “BB/np = =" B/n,)- The 

equilibrium quotients and excess shieldings obtained are given in 

table 10.5. 

It may be noted that three series of chemical shifts and hence 

three values of xs and bo are obtained for chlorobenzene. 

Strictly the spectrum of chlorobenzene is an AA‘ BB'C, but at the low 

concentrations used in some samples of this investigationthis could 

not be resolved completely and as an approximation the shifts of a 

number of the more prominant peaks were measured and a mean value 

for KA and a" obtained which could then be used in the usual way. 

This would appear to be reasonably valid because the relative 

separations of these peaks did not change\with concentration(figure 

10.1) and none of the three values obtained deviates from the mean 

by more than 20 per cent. p-Dichlorobenzene and sym-trichlorobenzene 

are symmetrical and hence there is only one peak to be measured. 

Knowing a, and by assuming that self-association occurs 

independantly of complex formation and that a particular solvent 

molecule will not be both complexed and self-associated at one and the 

same time, it is possible to correct the quantities of active solvent 

for the effects of its self-association, This correction cannot be 

applied absolutely and it is therefore necessary to evaluate the 

maximum effect of solvent self-association and thus obtain the 

minimum amount of aromatic available for complexing with the haloform. 

This value is then used in a repeat evaluation of Kk. and A, for the



  

og 
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The observed shifts COcks ) measured relative to cyclohexane for 
the three chlorobenzene peaks (A, B, C) plotted against the mole fraction of aromatic ( X,), showing the similarity of their 
respective variations with mixture composition, 
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Table 10.4 
The composition of the chlorobenzene systems used in the self- 

association studies of these molecules, together with their chemical 

shifts measured relative to cyclohexane. 

  

  

  

  

            

aoe *B n,(x10°mo1) nig (x1 0"mol) ee (Hz) 

a) Chlorobenzene (B) ~ Cyclohexane (S) (A) (B) (Cc) 

w/t 0.022 0.2801 1.2691 546.57 344.94 343.61 

11/2 0.043 0.5697 1.2577 346.00 344.60 343.07 

11/3 | 0,084 1.1508 1.2512 | 345.74 344.29 342.65 

11/4 0.145 2.1668 1.2816 345.29 343.76 342.18 

11/5 | 0.217 3.6196 1.3059 | 344.61 343.17 341.49 

11/6 | 0.404 8.5604 1.2646 | 343.50 342.23 3540.13 

b) _p-Dichlorobenzene (B) - Cyclohexane (S) 

12/1 0.050 0.6745 1.2841 342.08 

12/2 | 0.077 1.0600 1.2694 341.82 

12/3 0.149 | 2.2222 1.2729 341.01 

12/4 0.247 4.1749 152752 340.10 

12/5 | 0.407} 8.5639 1.2491 339.43 

12/6 | 0.486 12,2700 1.2957 339.31 

¢)__sym-Trichlorobenzene (B) - Cyclohexane (S) 

13/1 | 0.018] 0.2362 1.2971 345.76 
15/2 | 0.055 0.7546 1.5141 343.34 
13/3 | 0.074 1.0656 1.3252 342.91 

13/4 0.148 2.2053 1.2676 342.09 

13/5 0.289 5.6291 1.3861 340.67 

Table 10.5 

The equilibrium quotients, Kk, 

chlorobenzene self-association complexes. 

SA ; 
» and excess screenings, 

  

  

  

Aromatic Solvent oa a. (ppm) 

Chiorobenzene - peak A | 0.52 0.215 

- peak B | 0.65 0.175 

- peak C | 0.45 0.265 

Chlorobenzene (average)| 0.54 0.218 

p-Dichlorobenzene 2015 0.131 

sym-Trichlorobenzene 0.356 0.369   
  

Net for the
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interactions between the haloforms and the chlorobenzenes. Obviously 

det has derived a method of correcting 

A 

these are approximate and Lussan 

for solvent self-association which does not need a knowledge of ne 

and which is mathematically a more exact way of evaluating Kk. and 4, 

in such cases. However, this procedure was not adopted in the 

SA SA r - F 7 
present case because K and A, were of interest in their own right, 

and also because Lussan's method required successive extrapolations to 

infinite dilution in a series of samples which would have resulted in 

49 
considerable experimental error. Equally, Kuntz and Johnston have 

analysed the self-association of solvents and have obtained Ie and 

Be" by the superposition of two log-log plots. Again the graphical 

nature of their work increases the possibility of error. 

The corrected kK. and 4, values are given in table 10.2. As 

Ue enables the before, the use of Johnson and Bovey's screening values 

positions of the haloform proton in the complex to be evaluated, 

assuming a straightforward 7 -interaction, and the results are recorded 

in table 10.3. Again, these are not in accordance with sensible 

geometries and it is, therefore, clear that a simple 7 -complex cannot 

reasonably explain the experimental results obtained even after 

allowing for the self-association of the solute and active solvent. 

10.5 The Effect of Possible Dipole-Dipole Interactions 

No type of 7 -interaction other than that discussed above appears 

valid in the complexes considered. The haloform has only one proton 

to act as a 7r-electron acceptor and it would appear unlikely that 

the halogen atoms would behave in this way. With chlorobenzene there 

is a possibility of a general dipole-dipole interaction but not with 

p-dichlorobenzene and sym-trichlorobenzene (since these do not have an 

overall dipole moment). There remains, however, the possibility of a 

solute dipole-solvent substituent dipole interaction (i.e. between the 

aromatic chlorine atoms and the haloform proton) occurring in each case. 

Adopting the procedure used for am -complexes, the screening due to the
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aromatic ring current can be calculated in such a n-type complex by 

assuming van der Waals contact between the chlorine and hydrogen. 

It is found that in this interaction the haloform proton is situated 

1&3 from the aromatic in the plane of the ring at a distance of 609.5 pm 

six-fold axis and thus experiences an excess screening of - 0.1250 ae 

Thus, complex formation entirely of this type, whilst offering a 

possible explanation of the experimental results obtained using sym- 

trichlorobenzene as the aromatic solvent, is clearly insufficient to 

predict the results obtained in the other solvents. 

It appears, therefore, that a change in emphasis is required 

in this investigation and that it is necessary to consider that both 

types of complex may be formed, the relative proportions of each being 

variable depending on the aromatic solvent. The number of available 

sites and the relative life-times of the two different complexes 

were deemed to be the most important factors affecting the relative 

amounts formed. In order to obtain any information about these amounts 

it is necessary to make certain assumptions regarding the distances 

of the haloform proton from the centre of the aromatic system. It was 

decided that, irrespective of the aromatic solvent considered the 

separation of the haloform proton from the plane of the aromatic ring 

would be taken as 311 pm for a chloroform 7 -complex and 309 pm for a 

bromoform 7¥-complex, and that for both haloforms the proton would be 

taken as 609.5 pm from the aromatic six-fold axis in an n-type complex. 

This clearly ignores the fact that as the strength of the complex alters 

so does the internuclear Seperation >> however, without this 

approximation it would not be possible to make proposals regarding the 

structures of the complexes considered. 

Two possible sites are available for 7r -complexes (above and below 

the aromatic ring) and p sites for n-complexes (where p is the number 

of substituent chlorines on the aromatic). The n-type complexes are 

assumed to be arranged such that the molecular dipole
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of the haloform is aligned parallel to the dipole of the carbon- 

chlorine bond; the 7 -complexes are formed such that the mean position 

of the proton is along the aromatic six-fold axis. For each complex 

the following screenings were calculated, bearing the above assumptions 

in mind; a) for the formation of 7 -complexes only, b) for the 

formation of both types of complex, when it is considered that the only 

governing factor is the number of interaction sites available Gee. 

no account was taken of the strengths of the various interactions) hence 

oor is given by 

a 2x0, + px, 
= 0 

TOT 7p 1Se2 
  

and c) for the formation of n-type complexes only. These results are 

given in table 10.6 together with the experimental excess screenings. 

Consideration of the results shown in this table indicates that, toa 

first approximation, there is a reasonably steady graduation from a 

simple 7 -complex formed in benzene to an n-type complex formed in 

sym-trichlorobenzene. That this is not unreasonable may be shown as 

follows: firstly, the number of sites of attack for n-type complexes 

increases whilst those for 7 -complexes remain constant, secondly, a 

solvent local dipole-solute dipole interaction may reasonably be 

expected to be much stronger than a dipole-induced dipole (71 -complex) 

interaction and thirdly, the presence of chlorine atoms in the 

aromatic system would tend to reduce the a7 -donor capacity of the 

aromatic mney thus again favouring the n-type complex on increasing 

the chlorine substiution. In order to clarify this point further 

calculations were made to determine the relative proportions of the two 

types of complex in a hypothetical, fully complexed system assuming the 

experimental screenings to be correct. These are recorded in table 

10.7 and clearly show this graduation. It is clear from tables 10.6 

and 10.7 that by using equation 10,2 a reasonable indication of the 

structures of the haloform-chlorobenzenes complexes is obtained.



Experimental and calculated screenings assuming a) 71 -complex, 

Tal 
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ble 10.6 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

b) 7 - and n-complexes both equally probable and c) n-complex. Also 

the effect of correcting for OX a is shown. 

me Type of Excess screening (ppm) 

Zone Complex Experimental | No QX MX corr AX corr 
(SA inc) corr a) b) 

Chloroform- ae 1.620 1.620 _ - 

Benzene 

Chloroform- m - 1,620 1.566 - 

Uhoroberzene 7V = and n- 1.038 1.016 - 

0.764, 

n- - 0,125 - 0.042 = 

Chloroform- we 1,620 1,512 1,641 
pDichlorobenzene | 7, _ and i= 0.748 0.745 0.748 

0.075 

n= - 0.125 - 0.021 - 0.145 

Chloroform-sym- 

Trichlorobenzene Tt - 1.620 1.457 1.631 

t 7V- and n- 0.573 0.562 0.580 

n- - ve - 0.125 - 0.035 - 0,120 

Bromoform— 
Benzene Tt - 1.640 1.640 cI = 

Bromof orm— Tv - 1,640 1.585 - 

Chlorobenzene 
TV- and n- 1.051 1.043 - 

0.847 

n- - 0.125 - 0.042 - 

Bromoform- 7v - 1.640 1.551 1.660 

PDichlorobenzene | og ad 0.757 0.755 0.758 

n 9.059 | _ 09,125 - 0.021 - 0.145 

Bromoform—sym- he 1.640 1.476 1.650 

Trichlorobenzene 7t- and n- 0.581 0.569 0.588 

n- ~ ve t= 0.125 - 0.035 —- 0.120   
  

t No data available for this series, only an 

deshielding, 

a) 

b) 

Calculated using AX*~** = 

Calculated using values 

12 

Axf& 1 
for 

- 7.8 x 10 m 
3 -1 

mol, 

indication of proton 

as indicated in the text.
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Table 10.7 

Relative proportions of 7 - and n— type complexes in a hypothetical fully 

complexed situation, 

  

  

  

Complexed a Ne 

species No AX Ax corr Ax corr| No AX AX corr AX corr 
corr a) b) corr a) b) 

Chloroform- 
Bensene 1,00 - - 0.00 - - 

Chloroform- 
Chlorobenzene Seat 0259 - 0.49 0-3) ~ 

Chloroform- 
p-Dichlorobenzene| 0.11 0.95 0.12 0.89 0.95 0.88 

Chioroforu=sym= || 9,00 0.00 0.00 | 1.00 1,00 1.00 
Trichlorobenzene 

Bromof orm— 1.00 . i 0.00 _ Z 

Benzene 

Bromof orm- 

Chlorobenzene 0-5 O32 ~ 0.45 0.45 _ 

Bromoform— 
pDichierobenzene 0.11 0.05 Oo 0.89 0.95 0.89 

Bromoform-sym- 
Trichlorebenzene 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00     
  

In order to obtain a final structure the remaining factors mentioned in 

section 10,1 will be considered, 

10.6 The Effect of Apparent Anisotropies and Ring Current Corrections 

The results considered above are as yet uncorrected for any changes 

in screening due to the presence of chlorine in the aromatic system, 

Chlorine can have two major effects due firstly to the anisotropy in the 

Magnetic susceptibility of the carbon-chlorine bond, and secondly to the 

variation in aromatic ring current caused by a modification in the 

m-electron density of the aromatic system. Since these two factors are 

effectively related to one another it is difficult to apply any rigourous 

correction for them; also any alteration in ring current requires the 

complete recalculation of Johnson and Bovey's elliptical integrals’ in 

order to determine the revised screenings around the aromatic nucleus. 

It was, therefore, decided that any corrections made for these effects
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would of necessity have to be approximate, in any case an order of 

magnitude correction will indicate the possible effect on the experimental 

189 
results. From the work of Homer and Callaghan” a value for the ‘apparent 

anisotropy' in the magnetic susceptibility of the carbon-chlorine bond 

(aliphatic) was available; this being ax =- 7.8x 107!? we? mol, 

acting along the bond from a point of origin on the carbon atom. These 

authors stated that this value was not to be confused with an actual 

bond anisotropy since other effects were included; however, they found 

it to be very useful in predicting proton screenings at other points in 

aliphatic systems using the equation 

AXE) = 3 eos" 035 i s_ cos ) 7 

i 

3 
BR 

  

where a is the distance between the equivalent dipole in bond i, having 

an apparent anisotropy Ax, and the resonant proton (j) and on is the 

angle between this radius vector and the axis of bond i. As a first 

approximation it was decided to use this value (even though aromatic 

molecules were being considered) to determine the screening experienced 

by a haloform proton in a complex due to the carbon-chlorine bond anisotropy, 

and to correct the calculated results accordingly. 

The approximate geometry of a typical complex is shown in figure 

10.2, and the results obtained on the basis of this geometry are incorporated 

into tables 10.6 and 10.7 as correction a). These clearly show that the 

calculated corrections of ~ - 0.054 ppm for each carbon-chlorine bond 

acting at the 77 -position and of ~ + 0.083 ppm for an n-type complex have 

little effect on the theoretical amounts of 71 - and n-type complex formed. 

Since accurate proton screenings in chvoropesrere and in p- 

dichlorobenzene and sym-trichlorobenzene (from extrapolation to infinite 

dilution of aromatic shifts in cyclohexane) were available these can be 

used to obtain a more realistic value of ag assuming no change in 

ring current between benzene and the three compounds. The relevant 

chemical shifts, at infinite dilution, with reference to TMS for benzene



C.H,Cl -CHBr, 

m-~-cloud 

  

H C Cc Cl 

7x-cloud Se ee ne ee 

: 0j =11467rad 

6-fold 

symmetry axis Fj =339pm 
of benzene 

The geometry of a representative haloform-chlorobenzene complex, 
as used in the calculation of the screening effect of the C-Cl 
bond anistropy.
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and the chlorobenzenes (since they are infinitely dilute they will not 

cause an interaction shift in TMS) are recorded in table 10.8, together 

with the additional screenings of the chlorobenzenes with reference to 

Table 10.8 

Values used to calculate apparent bond anisotropies needed to explain 

the additional screenings of the chlorobenzenes relative to benzene. 

  

  

C-Cl te CB-BENZENE| AX 
Compound (B) 6" Fite) pee 1 

(ppm) (x10'“m?mol _) 

Benzene 452.791 = = 

Chlorobenzene ( 0 - 35.57" - 0.0097 = Ost, 
( 
(m- | 427.69'88 | + 0.0851 ~ 7.52 
( 188 
(p- 424.65 + 0.1356 - 7.12 

p - Dichlorobenzene 428.92 + 0.0645 + 1.48 

sym-Trichlorobenzene 4350.05 + 0.0457 + 0.51         
benzene andthe apparent carbon-chlorine bond anisotropies necessary to 

explain these variations; a typical example of the geometries involved 

being shown in figure 10.3. It appears that these values will also 

A : f * ; 18) 
include a contribution resulting from any ring current perturbations 5 

10 
since these would also affect the proton resonance position. « It must 

not, however, be supposed that the new apparent anisotropy values will 

indicate other than an order of magnitude for the ring current effect, 

they will certainly not provide an accurate correction. The new values 

12 =—12 -12 5 
+ #1.5 x 10 and + 0.5 x 10 mmol z C-Cl 

obtained, AX aeatr os 71 x 10 

for chlorobenzene, p-dichlorobenzene and sym-trichlorobenzene respectively. 

As the new value for chlorobenzene is within the experimental limits of 

-Cl 189 
app 

attempted; new corrections were, however, calculated for the other 

the previously reported value for axe » no new correction was 

two solvents and revised results are incorporated into tables 10.6 and 

10.7. These results are clearly only slightly different from those 

uncorrected for apparent anisotropy and it is considered that, bearing



p-Cg HCl, 

(Shieldingwrt. benzene=*-0 457ppm) 

pt.of action 9; 

of axe       

Cl, 

H R,=R2= 215-25pm 

C -C=139-5pm R3=387-40pm 

C -H=108-4pm Q;=O;=1-6431rad 

9 ‘fi = rvrad 

The geometry of p-dichlorobenzene as used in the calculation 

of the apparent anistropy of the C-Cl bonds,
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in mind the approximate nature of the corrections, these initial 

calculated values should be used for comparison with the experimental 

values. 

For chlorobenzene it is possible to obtain an indication of the 

variation in screening due to any alteration in the aromatic ring current. 

The addition of the chlorine substituent alters the 7y-electron density 

on each carbon atom and hence the overall density on the ring; therefore 

the aromatic ring current is modified. Including both 7T- and 7 - 

induction, the 7r -electron density on each carbon atom has been ercilatea’ 

to be as follows (numbering from the carbon atom with the chlorine 

substituent): C, = 0.9012, Cc, =C¢ = 1.0612, C, = €.. = 0.9951 and 
1 3 2 

c, = 1.0290. Apart from the modification to the density on each carbon 

atom, the overall ring 7 -electron density has increased from 6.000 to 

6.0388. It has been shown by Figeys et. alee that the effective 

screening of the aromatic protons due to a variation in ring current 

may be given by 

A ac, (ppm) AG x Eats - | 10,4 

where ae c is the change in the ring current contribution in the 

substituted aromatic relative to benzene, and Juls) and Ju(B) are the 

calculated ring current intensities for the substituted aromatic and 

benzene respectively. Figeys et. ae found that all the substituents 

that they studied lowered the ring current, resulting in an upfield shift 

of the aromatic protons. The ring current reduction was largest in cases 

where a 'quinonic' resonance form was important and this may be indirectly 

related to the Hammett O- constants for the substituents (since these are 

related to the electron donating/withdrawing power of the substituent, 

which is an important factor in obtaining the 'quinonic' forms). 

Comparison of the Hammett OG constant for ecu (40.23) with those for 

190 
substituents used by Figeys et. al. in their calculations of ay c 

Ce 

(- OCH, : & = - 0,26, Arc. = + 0.082 ppm; ~- NH, : 0 = - 0.65, Aro, 
3
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= + 0.146 ppm) leads to a value of Arc. for - Cl of about + 0.06 ppm. 

It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the increased screening 

of the aromatic protons in chlorobenzene due to ring current perturbations 

is almost + 0.1 ppm which is sufficient, at least in the plane of the ring, 

to account for most of experimental screenings of these protons (see 

table 10.8). The calculated values of EN eas would therefore appear 

to accommodate both the ring current and the bond anisotropy effects. 

It would appear, from the results given in table 10.6 that both 

Tr- and n- type complexes are formed and that the formation of a n-type 

complexes becomes of increasing importance as the chlorine substitution 

on the aromatic ring increases (see tables 10.6 and 10.7). This may be 

justified by the fact that the dipole-dipole interaction of the n-type 

complex is stronger than the dipole-induced dipole interaction of the 

7v-complex and because the 7Y-donor capacity of the aromatic ring is 

reduced by chlorine substitution. 

10.7 Structures of the Self-Association Complexes of the Chlorobenzenes 

The equilibrium quotients for, and the additional screenings 

resulting from, the formation of self-association complexes by the 

chlorobenzenes have already been given in table 10.5. It is, therefore, 

of interest to attempt to determine the structures of these complexes. 

In order to do this it is necessary to devise a co-ordinate system for 

the aromatic rings so that the screenings and anisotropy corrections 

can be calculated for the complexes considered. The basis of the 

co-ordinate system is that the centre of ring A is taken as the origin 

of the system (0,0,0), as shown in figure 10.4. The co-ordinates of the 

carbon atoms of the ring are then as given in table 10.9; to obtain the 

co-ordinates of the substituents (X) it is necessary to consider unit 

vectors (1 pm in length) from each of the carbon atoms and evaluate 

the xyz co-ordinates, relative to that carbon atom, of the end of the 

unit vector. These co-ordinates are given in table 10.10, and they 

must be multiplied by the actual C - X bond lengths (Cc - H = 108.4 pa,
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7k 
/(XBArLARKAB, 

: 4 

Length of C3-x vect alt A46,....) 
bond=LA 2. 2G 

7 
Ni 

/ \ 

/ X 

| 4 
(00,0) x 

  

6 5 (XAAYAA,ZAA) 

  
The co-ordinate system used in the calculation of the 

theoretical screening of the chlorobenzene self-association complexes,
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Table 10.9 

Co-ordinates of the carbon atoms in ring A (in pm). 

  

Carbon | (xaa) | y(YAA) | 2(ZAA) 
  

Atom 

C1 - 139.50} 0.0 0.0 

C2 - 69.75 | 120.81 0.0 

C3 69.75 | 120.81 0.0 

C4 139.50} 0.0 0.0 

cS 69.75 |-120.81 0.0 

cé - 69.75 |-120.81 0.0         
Table 10,10 

Co-ordinates of the terminal points of unit vectors from each carbon 

atom, relative to that carbon atom (in pm). 

  

  

Substituent |. (xap) | y (vaB) | 2 (ZAB) 

x1 - 1.00] 0.0 0.0 
x2 - 0.50} 0.866] 0.0 
x3 0.50} 0.866} 0.0 
x4 1.00] 0.0 0.0 
x5 0.50| - 0.866] 0.0 
x6 ~ 0.50| - 0.866] 0.0         

C - Cl = 170.0 pm) (LA) and added to the co-ordinates of the respective 

carbon atoms to give the actual co-ordinates of the substituent 

X(XA, YA, ZA). Thus 

XA = XAA + (LA x XAB) 10,5 

and similarly for YA and ZA. Then to obtain the co-ordinates of the 

carbon and substituent atoms of ring B(referenced on the same system) 

it is necessary to add onto XAA--- and XA---- the co-ordinates of the 

centre of that aromatic ring with respect to ring A. Thus, in any 

given structure, as long as the co-ordinates of the atoms are known it 

is possible to calculate a) the ring current screening obtained as a
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result of self-association, using the results of Johnson and Bovey = 

and b) screening corrections resulting from the anisotropy in the 

magnetic susceptibility of the carbon-chlorine bonds (using the values 

of ato, obtained in section 10.6). 

Theoretical values of A have been calculated for a number of 

possible structures and compared with the experimental values; the 

structure giving the closest agreement being selected as the correct 

one. This requires the application of certain conditions, these being 

that a) the proposed structure must be justified on grounds other than 

the closeness: of the experimental and calculated results, b) to allow 

for experimental error, any other structures giving fairly close 

agreement must be eliminated and c) the structure chosen must be of 

lower energy than any slightly perturbed state of this structure 

(i.e. it must be at a local energy minima). Examination of the results 

presented in table 10.5 indicates that, in all three complexes, the 

aromatic protons are shielded, hence all structures in which the two 

rings are in the same plane may be eliminated, as these would result 

in a deshielding of these protons. In addition, any structure which 

requires two chlorine atoms to be either touching or very close together 

is most unlikely since this could not be in a state of minimum energy. 

It should also be noted that no complexes were considered which contained 

more than two molecules, although these might be expected to occur in 

the more concentrated solutions; however, any bimolecular structures 

which allowed such a polymer to be built up in a symmetrical manner 

(or which could form both 7 - and n- type self-association complexes) 

were favourably considered. The remaining structures (which were 

assumed to involve van der Waals contact at at least one point) were 

assessed firstly by the construction of molecular models and secondly 

by the calculation of theoretical a values, 

Descriptions of the structures considered are given in table 10.11
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Table 10.11 

Descriptions of the structures considered in the examination of the 

self-association complexes of the chlorobenzenes (- ring faces 

parallel unless stated otherwise). 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

ton lying on Separation of Rin; 

rea aie’ ais "Centres (pm) r Description 

Ring A} Ring B |Horizontal| Vertical 

A a cl 309.5 365.0 |Chlorines touching 

aromatic 7 -cloud. 

B H H 247.9 370.0 | aromatic ring systems 

in contact. 

( ) (| Screening of A by B is 

ane ‘ 4 ( different from that of 
ComaC ) 309.5 365.0 ( 

it a cl ) (|B by A, therefore average 

( ; ( is required, 

qo + ) ¢ 
dp ¢ ) 247.9 370.0 (| As for C. 

rs H ) ( 
Chlorine substituents 

other other are as far apart as 

E ring ring 0.0 370.0 | possible, rings are 

(B) (A) vertically above each 

other and touching. 

ede caze Chlorine substituents 

of of are as far apart as 

F nine rane 0.0 519.7 | possible, rings are 

(B) (A) vertically above each 

other, 

G Ch 5 0.0 674.5 |The second ring (B) is 

vertically above ring 

(A) and end on to it. 

Hq Cl i 309.5 506.5 |A chlorine atom of 

ring (B) lies on the 

six-fold axis of ring 

(A) and two protons of 

ring (B) sit on a 

chlorine atom of ring 

(A) - the two ring faces 

are perpendicular,           
  

* a proton is situated very close to the six-fold axis. 

t a chlorine atom is situated very close to the six-fold axis.
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Table 10.12 

Experimental and calculated screenings (in ppm) for the proposed 

self-association complexes of the chlorobenzenes, designated as in 

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

  

  
  

table 10.11. Values corrected and uncorrected for ogee are 

included. 

Screenings (ppm) 

Structure Designation Uncorrected |* corrected 

Experimental” for ar for are 

a) Chlorobenzene 

A 0.103 0.084 

B 0.358 0.351 

C 0.202 0.788 

D 0.218 0.256 0.241 

E 0.340 0.304 

F 0.323 0.288 

b)_ _p-Dichlorobenzene 

A 
B 0.3535 0.361 

¢ 0.220 0.225 

D 0.273 0.279 
E 0.151 0.340 0.349 

F 0.6 0.6 

G 0.235 0.241 

H 0.249 0.256 

¢) sym-Trichlorobenzene 

A 0.163 0.166 

B 
Cc 0.369 0.250 0.255 

D 0.300 0.3505 

z 

t from table 10.5. 

C-C1 
* using the values of A 

* opp 
obtained in section 10.6,
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and the experimental and calculated ea values in table 10.12. pe: 

may be seen that only one possible structure is obtained for p-dichloro- 

benzene but that two rather similar structures appear possible for 

chlorobenzene and sym-trichlorobenzene - these various structures 

will now be considered in more detail. For chlorobenzene it might 

have been expected that a symmetrical structure would be obtained, 

with either chlorines (structure A) or protons (B) lying along the 

aromatic six-fold axis; however, neither of these correspond to the 

experimental value. This is in fact most closely approached by a 

structure in which the carbon-chlorine bonds are aligned, with one 

chlorine on the six-fold axis of the other molecule (C); this 

structure is shown in figures 10.5A and 10.5B. Another structure which 

is only slightly less favourable is that with a proton on the six-fold 

axis in place of chlorine (D), but this does suffer from the disadvantage 

that the two chlorine atoms are closer together. Structure C may be 

justified on the basis that as chlorobenzene is dipolar it would be 

expected to complex such that the maximum interaction could exist between 

the dipoles, and this occurs when they are aligned (i.e. with the carbon- 

chlorine bonds 27 rad apart). 

For p-dichlorobenzene the only structure which appears to correlate 

with the experimental result is that in which the interaction occurs 

between chlorine atoms and the aromatic ring (A); this structure is 

shown in figures 10.6A and 10.6B, This would seem to be less 

favourable than a structure in which the interaction occurred between 

protons and the aromatic ring (B), but use of molecular models shows 

that structure A resulted in less interaction between the chlorine 

atoms and also allowed the two aromatic rings to align more closely. 

This is not the first occasion that interactions between atoms other 

than hydrogen and the aromatic ring have been proposed, since Tedeat oe 

has suggested that the complexes formed between thiophene and benzene 

and between furan and benzene occur via sulphur and oxygen respectively;
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The proposed structure (plan and elevation) of the 
self-association complex of chlorobenzene.
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The proposed structure (plan and elevation) of the self- 
association complex of p-dichlorobenzene,
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and it has been shown that the complex formed between hydrogen sulphide 

and benzene is also via sulphur! 92, 

Finally, for sym-trichlorobenzene two structures again appear 

Possible, either with the two aromatic rings lying vertically above 

one another - the planes of the rings touching and the chlorine atoms 

aligned ae rad apart (E), or with the interaction occurring between 

protons and the aromatic ring(B). The use of molecular models appears 

to favour structure E because there is apparently a strong proton- 

chlorine interaction and very little chlorine-chlorine repulsion; the 

proposed structure is shown in figures 10.7A and 10.7B. 

10,8 Conclusions 

Assuming the validity of the experimental shifts measured it proved 

possible to obtain structures both for the complexes formed between the 

haloforms and some chlorobenzenes and also for the self-association 

complexes of these chlorobenzenes. A number of corrections were 

attempted - for the effect of the chlorine substituent on the aromatic 

altering both the ring current and the carbon~substituent bond anisotropy 

- but it would appear that, allowing for the approximate nature of these, 

they didnot affect the conclusions reached. Also it was only possible 

to evaluate approximately the effect of aromatic self-association on the 

amount of the chlorobenzene which was available for complex formation. 

Nevertheless, the structures proposed seemed to be reasonable, the only 

surprising suggestion being that of an interaction between an ‘aromatic’ 

chlorine and the aromatic 7 -system in the self-association complex of 

p-dichlorobenzene, However, it is known that halogen molecules interact 

193-194 
with benzene in this way and structures have also been proposed 

involving interactions between the aromatic 7T-system and ‘aromatic! 

168 192. oxygen and sulphur atoms and also with ‘inorganic' sulphur 

It was unfortunate that, because of solubility limitations, use 

could not be made of either the new procedure for investigating molecular 

59 44 
evaluation interactions in solution or of a Benesi-Hildebrand type



  
The proposed structure (plan and elevation) of the 
self-association complex of sym-trichlorobenzene,
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of the resultant data, Nevertheless, the discussion in chapter 3 

shows that the data recorded in this chapter should be self-consistent 

and hence the structural conclusions reached may be considered to be 

valid. 

10 Final Conclusions 

Because of the need to rationalize the study of molecular 

interactions in solution the work described in this thesis has been 

directed towards investigating a number of problems associated with such 

studies. In the past various concentration scales, inert solvents and 

references have been used almost indiscriminately with the result that 

much of the work described in the literature is not comparable. An 

attempt has been made therefore to use the thermodynamics of mixtures 

in order to determine the correct procedure for investigating complex 

formation. A consideration of two component systems appears to 

indicate that thermodynamic requirements are satisfied by the use of the 

44 Benesi-Hildebrand (BH) data evaluation procedure’ and either the mole 

fraction or molarity concentration scales (in the latter case only if 

the limiting slope of the pn against Veoncentration line is taken). 

Assuming that two component thermodynamics may be used to discuss three 

component solutions, similar conclusions apply to these with the proviso 

that on the mole fraction scale a correction must be made to the mole 

fractions to allow for the difference in the molar volumes of the inert 

and aromatic solvents. It was further shown that the Creswell and 

Allred (CA) at was not thermodynamically valid but that it did, 

in fact, give equilibrium quotients which were linearly related to the 

true values, Furthermore AH for the formation of the complex, obtained 

from a plot of inK against '/p, would be exactly correct. 

In order to investigate the inertness of solvents a new two component 

procedure, based on the use of the BH method, was devised. It was shown 

that cyclohexane could be considered to be inert but that TMS interacted 

strongly with benzene. As this procedure made use of an external refer- 

ence it was necessary to undertake an investigation of medium screening
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effects. In particular the anisotropy (o,) and dispersive (F,) 

screenings were found to require study and it proved possible to relate 

the variation, with mixture composition, of the combined Oo, + ao, 

screening of two component mixtures with the thermodynamics of perfect 

and imperfect mixtures. The new procedure has also been used to 

investigate some molecular interactions for which comparable data, 

obtained by the CA procedure, was available. In particular, 

thermodynamic parameters of complex formation were obtained and shown 

to be comparable to those obtained by the CA procedure. 

Finally, the effectsof aromatic substituents were considered, of 

necessity using the CA method, and it was concluded that, allowing for 

the reasonableness of the assumptions made, polar substituents had 

major effectson the type of molecular complexes formed. These effects 

are believed to be due toj/ring current variationsii/polar interactions 

of the substituent with the solute resulting in the formation of n-type 

complexes, and ifi/ bond anisotropy effects.
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Molecular Complexes. Part VI.1 A New Procedure for investigating 
Molecular Interactions in Solution By Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Spectroscopy 

By J. Homer,” E. J. Hartland, and C. J. Jackson, Department of Chemistry, University of Aston in Birmingham, 
Gosta Green, Birmingham 4 

A new procedure, based on an external reference technique which largely accommodates screening effects of the 
media is proposed for the investigation of molecular interactions in two-component solution. Equilibrium quotients 
and aromatic-induced shift values obtained by this method for the interactions between benzene and, separately, 
chloroform, ethylene chloride, methyl iodide, and 1,1-dichloroethylene are compatible with results reported pre- 
viously. It is shown that cyclohexane is inert to benzene whereas tetramethylsilane interacts strongly. 

CONSIDERABLE attention has been devoted to the effects 
of molecular interactions in solution on n.m.r. chemical 
shifts? In particular, extensive investigations have 
been carried out on molecular complexes formed by a 
variety of simple molecules (solute) with benzene and 
other simple aromatic molecules (solvent).24 Several 
experimental procedures have been developed in order 
to study this type of interaction and obtain values for 
the equilibrium quotient (A) and aromatic-induced 
shift (Acomp) characteristic of complex formation. These 
studies have commonly been based on the inyestigations 
of two-,5 three-,°* or four-* component liquid mixtures. 

+ Part V, J. Homer and M. €. Cooke, J. Chem. Soc. (A), 1969, 
   

P. Laszlo, Progr. N.M.R. Spectroscopy, 1967, 8, 231. 
3 J! Homer and P. 
4 J. Homer and M. C, Cooke 
8 L. W. Reeves and W. G 

  

         
Chem. Soc. (A), 1969, 73. 

hneider, Canad, J. Chem., 1957, 

  

In each case the solute-solvent ratio has been varied and 
solute chemical shifts have been measured. Variations 
of the shifts with solvent concentration have been 
attributed to specific effects of the magnetic anisotropy 
of the aromatic molecule in the complex. These methods 
suffer from one or more of three main disadvantages, 

(a) medium screening effects may not be adequately 
corrected for, (b) the reference and other solvents may 
not be inert, and (c) solution components may seli- 
associate. In view of the suggestion that the binding 
in the complexes may be solute local dipole-aromatic 
induced dipole in nature,®! point (b) is particularly 

© J. IX. Becconsall and P, Hampson, Mol. Phys., 1966, 10, 21. 
oo J. Creswell and A. L. Allred, J. Phys. Chem., 1962, 66, 

in I. D, Kuntz and M. D, Johnston, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1967, 
89, 6008. 
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important for internally referenced procedures, because 
even essentially nonpolar solvents or reference com- 
pounds possessing strong local dipoles may interact, 
specifically with benzene. Our procedure enables this 
point to be studied and largely accommodates the 
difficulties (a) and (c). For this we revert to the use of 
an external reference. 

To study complex formation it is necessary to measure 
the difference between the chemical shifts of a particular 
solute nucleus in the free state and various complex 
equilibrium situations. This can be done by arranging 
that the solute (A) in a complexing aromatic solvent (B) 
is in the annulus (X) of a cylindrical sample tube, 
and that a coaxial capillary (Y) contains the solute 
in some non-interacting solvent (S). By neglect of all 
bonding interactions other than complex formation, the 
solute in the capillary will be entirely free, whereas the 
state of that in the annulus will be governed, for a 
sample j, by the mole-fraction equilibrium expression 
(neglecting activity coefficients) : 

{C}; (A); + [B}y — (Ci) () 
(Aj; = (€))(TB}; — [C)) 

if 1: 1 molecular complex formation occurs according to 

A+B==A:--B 

K= 

[A], and [B], are the numbers of moles of A and B initially 
present and [C], the number of moles of complex formed 
at equilibrium. Thus in the annulus and capillary the 
solute will be shielded differently due to the effects of 
complex formation and different medium screenings. 
The corresponding shift can be measured directly, but 
the specific shielding contribution due to the aromatic 
molecule in the complex must be abstracted from this. 

If the absolute screening constant for a particular 
nucleus in the solute is o, then the screening in the 

medium (oy) is defined by 

oy = + o + on + ow +o 2) 
where o,, op», og, and oy have their usual 

significance. When solute-aromatic interaction occurs 
an additional term comp, representing the screening 
contribution of the aromatic species to the solute, 

must be included in equation (2). The dispersion 
(ow) and reaction field (cg) contributions are often con- 

sidered to be less important than those due to bulk 
susceptibility (o,) and anisotropy (o,), particularly 
when differences in these terms which contribute to a 
chemical shift are considered.!# Dispersion forces in 

liquid mixtures are thought to be additive,!* and the 
contribution of these to the screening of the solute may 
be expected to be almost linearly additive and depend- 

ent on the mole fractions of the appropriate medium con- 
stituents. Corresponding conclusions may be drawn 

i A. D. Buckingham, T. Schaefer, and W. G. Schneider, J. 
Chem. Phys., 1960, 88, 1227. 

48 J, Homer, Tetrahedron, 1967, 28, 4065. 
43 J. S. Rowlinson, ‘ Liquids and Liquid Mixtures,’ Butter- 

worths, London, 1959. 

J. Chem. Soc. (A), 1970 

concerning reaction field contributions. Similarly, bulk 
susceptibility effects are known to be almost linearly 
additive as a function of the volume fraction of each of 
the components.14 However, it has been shown that 
constituent screening contributions in mixtures that 
have been attributed to the anisotropy of the medium, 
which is considered to produce a composite o, + ow 
contribution normally are not linearly additive mole or 
volume fraction functions of the pure constituent shield- 
ings,!® and hence should, in principle be individually 
determined. With the above comments in mind it is 
possible to devise expressions which represent the actual 
shielding of the nucleus in the solute, both in the annulus 
and capillary. This is most conveniently done by con- 
sidering the effects on the solute of the appropriate con- 
tributions from the anisotropy, bulk susceptibility, and 
initially the composite-dispersion and reaction field 
screenings of each constituent in solution. The relevant 
values for the complex are, of course, inaccessible 
and it becomes necessary to assume that the bulk 
properties of the components in solution are independent 
of whether or not they are bound in a complex. The 
appropriate contributions of each component are 
then governed by the quantities of the materials 
initially present. The situation is considerably simpli- 
fied if the mole fractions of solvents B and S, in the 
annulus and capillary, are equal. Then, if the con- 
figuration of the solute, and hence the absolute screen- 
ing «, is the same in both the free and complexed 
situations, the actual screenings in the annulus and 
capillary (assumed to be perfectly cylindrical) can be 
evaluated readily and the difference between these gives 
the measurable chemical shift (3pns); as equation (3) 

(Bans) = My(o® — o8) + (eax); — (say); + 9 

{[(Vs)) — (Va)s]xa + (Vn)jxn — (Vs)jx8} + 
[C)y[[A}j ecomp (3) 

which, if no complex formation occurs, may be equated to 
(8 »s)'; by omission of the last term. Equation (3) refers 
to a particular sample j having the same initial mole 
fractions of the two solvents (Mj) in the annulus and 
capillary, the corresponding (unequal) volume fractions 
being (Vn); and (Vs). xa, xn, and ys are the volume 
susceptibilities of the solute, aromatic, and inert solvent 
respectively, (sax4); and (s,y4); are the magnetic 
anisotropy shieldings in the annulus and capillary, and 
o® and oS are individually the effective total shieldings 

afforded the solute by the reaction field and dispersion 
contributions of pure B and § (e.g. o® = op + o"). 
Consequently, if for each one of a series of samples 
having different mole fractions, Mj, the chemical-shift 
difference between the solute in the annulus and capillary 

  

   

4 (a) J. A. Pople, W. G. Schneider, and H. J. Bernstein, ‘ High 
Resolution Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,’ McGraw-Hill, New 
York, 1959. (b) W. R. Angus and D. V. Tilston, Trans, Faraday 
Soc., 1947, 48, 221. (c) S. Broersma, J. Chem. Phys., 1949, 17 
873. 

38 J. Homer, M. H. Everdell, E. J. Hartland, and C. J. Jackson, 
J. Chem. Soc. (A), 1970, in the press.
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is plotted against Mj, the shift difference (Aj) between 
the resulting curve and the absolute reference line [from 
(Bans)'j], may be represented by equation (4) where 

  

Ay = (Beal (oss)! = “e Bat 94) 

  

Sxomp is equated with the aromatic-induced shift Ajomp- 
If the line corresponding to the variation of (81s)‘) 
with M; can be accurately determined the procedure 
described automatically corrects for any medium 
effects. Also, since the solute is contained at the 

me mole fraction in both the annulus and capillary, 
solute self-association ideally does not affect (Son<)j or 
(3ns)') or, therefore, equation (4). However, since in the 
annulus complex formation occurs, the efficiency of the 
implicit procedure to correct for solute self-association 
may be reduced; self-association may also modify the 
operative value of {A], in equation (1). 

To test the procedure outlined above, we have in- 
vestigated four solute-solvent systems for which evidence 
exists that 1:1 molecular complex formation occurs. 
These are those in which benzene complexes with chloro- 
form,”!® ethylene chloride,!” methyl iodide *!® and 
1,1-dichloroethylene.t Similarly, we have investigated 
the interactions between cyclohexane and benzene 
and tetramethylsilane (TMS) and benzene, to establish 
if cyclohexane and/or TMS can be used as non-bonding 
solvents and references in future work. In view of 
the apparent success achieved with the assumption 
that cyclohexane is nonbonding with benzene, we 
nave continued this in the early stages of our investiga- 

ons. For each system, a series of 10 samples with 
lifferent mole fractions of solvent was prepared in 
accordance with the above procedure. The purity of 
‘he materials was established by g.l.c. The capillaries 
precison drawn, 2 mm. o.d.) were examined as de- 
scribed elsewhere 18 and only those considered to be 
yerfectly cylindrical were used. Each sample of a 
yarticular series gave rise to two solute resonances 
vhich could be identified on relative intensity grounds. 
[he chemical shifts between these were measured. 
vith a Perkin-Elmer R10 spectrometer, operating at 
10-004. MHz and 33-4°. Each shift was measured six 

imes to minimise random errors and the average shift 
value was taken as (3ops);. 
Figure 1 shows a plot of (8:0) against the mole 

raction of benzene, M;. To implement the proposed 
rocedure the variation of (34.)'; with Mj is nominally 
equired. However, it is less involved and eventually 
nore precise to correct the individually measured shifts 
orresponding to equation (3) for volume susceptibility, 
isotropy, and dispersion screenings. To do this 
or each contributor individually would be difficult 
ind prone to considerable error because of the tempera- 
ure and concentration dependence of these para- 
neters.'15 Nevertheless, the difficulties are easily 

18 Pp. J. Huck, Ph.D, The 
7 T, J. Smith, B.Sc. Proj 

969. 
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overcome by use of the uncorrected ‘ anisotropy shift ’ 
versus mole fraction curves reported elsewhere,'® for 
the solvent mixtures studied here, at the relevant 
temperature. Bulk susceptibility, anisotropy, and in 
part dispersion screenings can then be allowed for in 
one step without incurring accumulative errors, as well 
as accommodating the effects of their dependence on 
temperature and mixture composition. This is achieved 
by measuring graphically, at the mole fractions for the 
shift measurements recorded in Figure 1, the difference in 

60) MB 

    

  

  

ei 
Ficure 1 Shift (3s); variation with solution composition, 

corresponding to equation (3). In this and the following 
figure the curves can be identified by reference to the table 
and text. The curves are the best lines through the experi- 
mental points, which are included for the chloroform-benzene 
and tetramethylsilane-benzene systems as_ representative 
examples 

chemical shifts between the appropriate two curves 
reported in ref. 15, and then subtracting these values 
from the (8,»s); values given in Figure 1. If this is 
done it follows that the operative form of equation (3) 
must become: 

(Bana?"); = fh Age 
Myl(ou? + ov) — (ox8 ++ o9°)) (6) 

where ow" and o,* are the residual dispersion screenings. 
If no complex formation occurs, only the composite 
second term is operative and this is assumed to be zero.3:12 
This assumption appears reasonable because the relevant 

B. Tempest, B.Sc., Project Report, University of Aston, 
1968.
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constituent interactions in these studies are less numerous 
than in the corresponding three-component studies where 
the same assumption is generally made. The result of 
the corrections is shown in Figure 2 for which A; of 
equation (4) has been equated to (8,).°"");; this is plotted 
against the mole fraction of benzene. Nonlinear devi- 
ations from the mole fraction axis (i.e. from A; = 0) are 
indicative of solute-aromatic interactions. If 1:1 
molecular complex formation occurs, the curves of 
interest should be concave with respect to this axis in 
order that a limiting complex shift can be obtained, as 

  

  
025 5 Y 10 

Ficure 2 Shift variations with solution composition corre- 
sponding to equation (5) 

would be the case for the formation of any A,B, com- 
plex. It can be seen that the cyclohexane—benzene line 
is linear with 4; = 0. This is enforced by the choice of 
cyclohexane as the inert solvent and as the ‘ probe’ 
for determining 1° (3,,,.)';, and so demonstrates the re- 
liability of the procedure employed. The inertness of 
cyclohexane to benzene was however demonstrated by 
the procedure referred to above, using benzene as the 
‘probe’ for determining (8); since this is most 
unlikely to experience significant shifts due to complex 
formation, even in extreme circumstances.® If the 
NeW (3ons)'; values are used to correct the appropriate 
plot in Figure 1, a line corresponding to that shown in 
Figure 2 for this system is obtained, which is linear and 

¥ P. D. Groves, P. J. Huck, and J. Homer, Chem, and Ind., 
1967, 915. 
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well within 1Hz of the mole fraction axis. This show: 
that cyclohexane is not involved in specific interaction: 
with benzene and thus validates the results of othe 
workers who have assumed cyclohexane to be inert 
It can also be seen that the curves for the four system: 
which were expected to show solute-aromatic inter 
actions are all concave with respect to the mole fractior 
axis; this indicates that a limiting complex shift can bi 
achieved. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the 
TMS-benzene line. By use of an iterative procedure 
similar to that described elsewhere," we have deducec 
values of the equilibrium quotients (K) and exces 
shieldings (Acomp) for the five systems and these are giver 
in the Table. 

TABLE 

E     uilibrium quotients (‘) and excess shielding values (Acomp 
for the formation of some solute-benzene complexe: 

determined by the procedure described in the text anc 

by a conventional three-component method 

K (mole fraction) 

   

  

   

at 33-4 Acomp. (P-P-™m.) 
Three- Three- 

This component This component 
Solute method method method method 

(Al) Chloroform Ily 1-140 1 1-620 
(A2) Ethylene chloride 0-3, 0-964 2 1-178 
(A3) Methyl iodide 06, 0-706 13, L-24e 
(A4) 1,1-Dichloro- 07, 0-504 10, 1-264 

ethylene 
(A5) Tetramethylsilane 9-5, ~0:0, 

* Ref. 19, * Ref. 17. © Ref. 18. # Ref. 4. 

The results are reasonably consistent with those 
available from three-component studies. Complete 
agreement is not expected because of the effect of the 
inert material in the three-component systems and 
because activity coefficients have been neglected. 
In fact the data presented were evaluated by assuming 
that K and Aymp were independent of solution composi- 
tion. This is unlikely and so the values quoted are 
averages for the whole composition range. Therefore, 
whilst they do allow comparisons of the characteristics 
of molecular complexes on a consistent basis,®!° their 
precise meaning is uncertain. It is of interest therefore 
that equation (4) can be modified to the Benesi—Hilde- 
brand form ® and used to obtain values for K and Aco, 
when Mj approaches unity; this treatment would have 
greater thermodynamic validity. 

For the TMS-benzene system the shifts curve back 
towards the mole fraction axis when a large excess of 
benzene is present, Since this does not appear to be due 
to experimental error, it indicates that the equilibrium 
is more involved than for simple 1:1 molecular-complex 
formation. Therefore, the A and Avom, values quoted 
were calculated using the shifts below 0:7 mole fraction 

of benzene, and should only be taken as an indication 
of the approximate values of the parameters pertaining 
to the interaction assumed. _ It is particularly interesting 

  

2" H. A, Bonesi and H. J. Hildebrand, J, Amory. Chem. Svc., 
949, 71, 2703.  
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at the TMS-benzene results confirm those of Laszlo 
al." who found an aromatic-induced shift of ca. 
0-03 p.p.m. (infinite dilution) which is compatible with 

ir value of ca. —0-05 p.p.m. The approximate value 
r the equilibrium quotient is surprisingly large and 
gests that TMS is a poor reference material for 
‘omatic compounds. We have also studied (Figures 1 
1d 2) the interaction between carbon disulphide, B, and 
etone. The shape of the curve corresponding to 
juation (5) is inconsistent with the formation of a 
ngle, specific complex species. We therefore conclude 
at this is due either to the occurrence of multiple 
juilibria or to accumulative solvation; furthermore, 
her systems resulting in lines of this shape may be 
terpreted on the same basis. 
The method outlined above for the study of 1 : 1 mole- 

   
) 

cular complex formation clearly gives approximate 
equilibrium quotient and aromatic-induced shift data 
compatible with the results obtained from investigations. 

of three-component systems. More important however, 
it provides a convenient method for studying the ‘ inert- 
ness’ of solvents and interactions in genuine two- 
component solutions generally. It may be applicable, 
in a suitably modified form, to the study of more com- 
plicated association phenomena. 
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Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies of the Variation of ’ Neigh- 
bour Anisotropy’ Screening with Composition of Mixtures, and some 
Comments on its Relationship to the Thermodynamics of Solutions 

By J. Homer,” M. H. Everdell, E. J. Hartland, and C. J. Jackson, Department of Chemistry, University of 
Aston in Birmingham, Gosta Green, Birmingham 4 

The screening attributed to neighbour anisotropy effects for a series of liquid mixtures was experimentally deter- 
mined as a function of constituent concentration. It is shown that anisotropy screenings of mixtures are not 
normally linearly additive mole- or volume-fraction functions of the anisotropy screenings of the pure constituents. 
It is proposed that the variation of anisotropy is a function of the ‘ degree of perfection’ of the mixture, and the 
thermodynamics of perfect and imperfect mixtures are considered in relation to the variations observed. 

Tue screening of nuclei in molecules in liquid media is 

affected, in the absence of specific intermolecular inter- 

actions, by four factors which constitute the medium 

screening and contribute to the overall shielding [see 

equation (1) where 9,, op, sz, and ow have their usual 

Srorat, = % + oy + 94 + Ow + (1) 

significance, and a is the absolute screening constant 

for a particular nucleus]. If any one or more of the 

contributory screening terms of the medium affects the 

screening of a solute and a reference nucleus differently 

contribution is provided to the measured chemical shift. 

Generally, it has been considered that screening effects 

of the medium only provide significant contributions to 

chemical shifts when measured relative to an external 

reference. It is, therefore, desirable to evaluate these 

effects quantitatively in order that adequate account 

may be taken of them. Whilst the bulk susceptibility 

effect can be accounted for by the use of familiar expres- 

sions? no rigorously applicable relationships are avail- 
able for the other effects. In fact, it has often been 
accepted that differences in the volume bulk suscepti- 
bility term (o,) have been the major contributor to the 

effect of the medium on the total measured chemical 

shift, and hence only this term was considered. This 
appeared to be partially justified because procedures for 
estimating the electric field (o;) and dispersion force 
(ay) contributions have indicated that differences in these 

terms may have only a small effect on the overall chemi- 

cal shift3\4 However, recent experimental investiga- 
tions of dispersion5 and magnetic anisotropy ** 
screenings have indicated that both may be much 

larger than previously anticipated. Nevertheless, 

differences between the dispersion screenings of a 

particular solute in different solvents may be small,® so 
that the corresponding differences in magnetic anisotropy 
screenings determined by making this assumption *® 
in fact may be often very much the larger of these two 
effects. However, they may be difficult to separate 
experimentally for anisotropic solvents and as yet 

1 A. D, Buckingham, T. Schaefer, and W. G. Schneider, J. 
Chem. Phys., 1960, 82, 1227. 

. W. Emsley, J. Feeney, and L. H. Sutcliffe, ‘ High 
Resolution Nuclear’ Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy," Per- 
gamon Press, Oxford, 1965, vol. 1. 

2 J. Homer, Tetrahedron, 1967, 28, 4065. 
4 J. Homer and P. J. Huck, J. Chem. Soc. (A), 1968, 277. 
5 W. T. Raynes and M. A. Raza, Mol. Phys., 1969, 17, 157. 

    

      

  

cannot adequately be predicted theoretically. We are, 
therefore, forced to consider a joint o, + ow shielding. 
This may reasonably be assumed to be influenced by 
steric and anisotropic effects ®® and therefore will be 
referred to hereafter simply as the anisotropy screening. 
The experimentally accessible composite term Ac, + 
Acy can then be used for correcting chemical shifts. 
It appears necessary therefore to consider both ‘ medium 
anisotropy’ and bulk susceptibility effects, but to a 
first approximation not electric field (for nonpolar 
solutes) and separate dispersion force effects, when 
correcting externally referenced chemical shifts. 

Generally, externally referenced chemical shifts are 
measured for a dilute solution of the solute in a pure 
solvent, with reference to a pure compound. However, 
we have found it necessary to make use of mixed solvents 
in order to investigate molecular interactions in solution 7 
and hence have been forced to consider the variation of 
the major screening effects 6, + oy and o as a function 
of mixture composition. If volume bulk susceptibility is 
assumed to be a linearly additive volume fraction func- 
tion of the volume bulk susceptibilities of the pure 
constituents of the mixture 8 its effect should easily 
be accounted for. However, no evidence is at hand 
concerning the additivity or otherwise of constituent 
anisotropy contributions in mixtures. The work de- 
scribed herein is directed towards investigating experi- 
mentally the nature of the variation of medium aniso- 
tropy with composition of the mixture. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

As a result of our interest in the interaction between 
various solutes and benzene,? we have chosen to study 
initially the variation of medium anisotropy with solution 
composition in a series of two-component mixtures made 
up of benzene or cyclohexane with separately, chloroform, 
ethylene chloride, methyl iodide, and vinylidene chloride. 
Several other systems were subsequently studied and these 
will be referred to later. The method employed ® requires 

6 J. K. Becconsall, Mol. Phys., 1968, 15, 129. 
7 J. Homer, E. J. Hartland, and C. J. Jackson, J. Chem. Soc., 

(A), 1970, 931. 
J. A. Pople, W. G. Schneider, and H, J. Bernstein, ‘ High 

Resolution Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,’ McGraw-Hill, New 
York, 1959. 

* W. R. Angus and D, V. Tilston, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1947, 
2 , 221. 

10S. Broersma, J. Chem, Phys., 1949, 17, 873.
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that a solution containing a low concentration (ca. 0:5% 

w/w) of an isotropic solute, with no strong local dipoles, 
dissolved in the anisotropic mixture, be placed in the 
annulus surrounding a precision capillary containing the 
same concentration of the solute in carbon tetrachloride 

acting as isotropic reference. The solute chosen by Homer * 
was tetramethylsilane (TMS), but in view of the work of 
Laszlo et al. who stated that TMS may interact with 
benzene, a highly anisotropic solvent in common use, 
cyclohexane was used as solute because evidence from 
our related work ? shows that this is inert. Cyclohexane is 
anisotropic but because of its low concentration this is un- 
likely to affect the measurements made. This solute re- 
ference was added in the same concentration to each of a 
series of samples of different composition for each solvent 
system; the purity of all materials used was established by 
g-l.c. Each sample of a particular series gave rise to two 
solute resonance lines which could be identified by relative 

intensities. The corresponding chemical-shift differences 
were measured with a Perkin-Elmer R10 spectrometer 
operating at 60-004 MHz and 33-4°. Each shift was de- 

termined six times to minimise random errors. 

The chemical shift between the two solute resonances has 

separate contributions due to the volume bulk suscepti- 
bility, dispersion force, and magnetic anisotropy effects; 
the electric field term is zero. Whilst it is convenient to 
assume that any differences in the dispersion force contri- 

butions to the measured chemical shift will be negligible, 

we should attribute this, after correction for volume bulk 

susceptibility (assuming no volume change on mixing), to 
the composite anisotropy term for the mixture. To make 
use of the familiar equation for bulksusceptibility corrections 
it is necessary to use perfectly cylindrical reference 
vessels.*!# The precision capillaries (2 mm. o.d.) were 
tested to ensure they could be considered perfectly cylin- 
drical by observation of the spectrum of a sample of TMS 
in the annulus of a sample tube surrounding a capillary 
which also contained TMS; deviations from perfect 

cylindrical uniformity of the capillary would result in the 
observation of two discrete TMS signals. 

  

RESULTS 

‘The measured shifts (A) are shownasa function of molefrac- 
tion of one component in Figure 1. The corresponding curves 
corrected for susceptibility on a simple additivity basis are 
shown in Figure 2, and, with the assumption of the linearity 
of this correction, indicate the variation of medium aniso- 
tropy (sa) (more exactly o,-+ Acy the combined real 
anisotropy and differences in dispersion screenings) with 
solution composition. The latter curves then indicate that 
mixed medium anisotropy screenings are not linearly 
additive mole fraction functions of the anisotropy screenings 
of the pure constituents; moreover they would not be 
linearly additive volume fraction functions. The signi- 
ficance of the apparent deviations from linearity of the 
curves shown in Figure 2 depends upon the validity of the 
assumption that the volume susceptibility corrections to the 
screening can be made in a linearly additive manner, and 
upon the relationship between the experimental error and 
the magnitude of the deviation. It is realised that the de- 
viations from linearity in terms of the anisotropy shift are 
relatively small, and that the apparent nonlinearity of the 
lines could arise from extremely fortuitous accumulation of 
experimental errors. The reproducibility of the ethylene 
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chloride-benzene curve has been investigated, therefore, to 
eliminate this possibility. The absolute position and re- 
producibility of such a curve could be considerably in- 
fluenced by not achieving thermal equilibrium for each 
sample, by variable contributions to the measured shifts 
caused by different non-co-axial arrangements of the 
capillaries, and by differences in solute concentration be- 
tween the samples, The first of these was minimised by 

  

  
   Mj(m.f) 

Ficure 1 The variation of A (the shift difference between cyclo- 
hexane in the anisotropic solvents and in carbon tetrachloride) 
with constituent mole fraction in several mixtures. The 
curves are the best lines through the experimental points of 
which representative examples are given for the ethylene 
chloride-benzene (©), acetone-carbon disulphide (x) and 
acetone-cyclohexane (C]) systems, The reproducibility of 
the curves is demonstrated by the ethylene chloride—-benzene 
system (QO and @). Al, CHCl; A2, CH,CICH,Cl; A3, 
Mel; A4, CH,CCl,; A5, SiMe; S, CyHys; B, CH, 

ensuring that the samples were at thermal equilibrium 
before the shift measurements were made. The effect 
on the measured shifts of tilting a capillary was investi- 
gated and found to be negligible. The variation of 
solute concentration was investigated by determining the 
anisotropy shielding of an ethylene chloride-benzene mixed 
solvent system at the fixed mole ratio of 07195 : 1 of benz- 
ene to ethylene chloride with different solute concentrations. 
With the weight percentages of 0-61, 1-01, 2-10, and 2-51 of 
cyclohexane the anisotropy shieldings obtained were 11-15, 

11 P, Laszlo, A. Speert, R. Ottinger, and J. Reisse, J. Chem. 
Phys., 1968, 48, 1732. 
4D, J. Frost and G. E. Hall, Mol. Phys., 1966, 10, 191.
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11-19, 11-18, and 11-00 Hz respectively. It is evident from 
these results that small variations in the cyclohexane con- 
centration around the value used (0:5%) have little effect 
on the shieldings obtained; nevertheless, the concentration 
used should be as low as possible. With this order of 

He 

  

Mole fraction 

Ficure 2 The variation of o, with constituent mole fraction in 
several mixtures. 1, Me,CO; 2, SiMe,; 3, CyHye; 4, CH,:CCl,; 
5, CHCI,; 6, CH,CI-CH,CI; 7, Mel 

cyclohexane concentration we have remeasured the vari- 
ation in anisotropy shielding of the ethylene chloride— 
benzene system with concentration to test the general 
reproducibility of the procedure, and, despite use of different 
capillaries we obtained a second curve completely consistent 
with the first shown in Figure 1. 

DISCUSSION 
Deviations from the Assumed Additivity of Volwme 

Susceptibility —Whilst the curves given in Figure 2 
illustrate experimentally genuine nonlinearity, the 
volume susceptibility corrections could give rise to this 
because volume changes may occur on mixing. This 
could cause the effective volume susceptibility screening 
by the components to be a nonlinearly additive function 
of the volume fraction of the pure bulk screening effects, 
and result in the curvature shown. 

From the work of Angus ef. al.,® the susceptibilities 
of mixtures appear to be linearly additive functions 
of composition within experimental error. However, 
Broersma 1° investigated both the volume and mass 
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susceptibilities of mixtures and, despite the relative 
insensitivity of the inductance technique used in part,!* 
found that for some mixtures nonlinear variations of 
volume susceptibility with component volume fraction 
were obtained and that in general materials having no 
volume change on mixing showed linear variations 
of volume susceptibility with composition, whereas 
those for which a volume change was obtained could 
give nonlinear variations. In the latter case he suggested 
that, in general, the deviation from linearity of the 
volume susceptibility should not exceed 5 x 10% of 
the susceptibility effect. Exceptionally he found 
variations of the order of 40 x 10% for both water— 
ethanol and water-acetic acid, for which large volume 
changes on mixing are known to occur. For the systems 
which we have studied the volume changes on mixing 
are quite small (see Table where the reduced excess 

Vrexcoas 
System 

Ethanol-water ..           

  

Acetone-chloroform 
Benzene-cyclohexane 
Benzene-ethylene chloride . +0244 

Benzene-bromobenzene Negligible‘ Negligible 
Chloroform-methyl iodide Negligible Negligible 
n-Heptane-n-hexane .... Negligible? Negligible   

« A. G. Mitchell and W. F. K, Wynne-Jones, Discuss. Fara- 
day Soc., 1953, 15, 161. * L. A. K. Staveley, W. I. Tupman, 
and K. R. Hart, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1955, 61, 323. ¢ S. E. 
Wood and A. E. Austin, J. Amer. Chem, Soc., 1945, 67, 480. 
4 Ref. 23. * Ref. 20. / Ref. 19. # Ref. 17. 

volume of mixing (g) of ethanol-water may be compared 
with the values for several of the systems studied here). 
We define the reduced excess volume change on mixing 
by equation (2) where Vee is the volume change on 
mixing equimolar quantities of the components to form 
one mole of the mixture and V,° and V,° are the molar 
volumes of components 1 and 2. 

s. excess @) 

er We + Ve) 
It is probable, therefore, that for the systems studied 

the deviation from linearity of the volume susceptibility 
as a function of mixture composition may not be more 
than ca. 5 x 10% of the susceptibility effect, which 
implies a maximum deviation of ca, 0-003 x 10% c.g.s. 
units or 0:36 Hz at 60 MHz. This is much smaller than 
many of the deviations from linearity shown in Figure 2. 
That the anisotropy screening of mixtures need not be 
either a linear mole- or volume-fraction function of 
the anisotropy of the solution constituents can be 
demonstrated unambiguously by reference to the 
ethanol-benzene and carbon tetrachloride-nitrobenzene 
systems, which Broersma 1° found to show insignificant 
deviations from linear variation of volume susceptibility 
with volume fraction. We have studied these two sys- 
tems; the anisotropy screenings (with the assumption 
of a linear volume susceptibility correction) plotted as 

18 B. N. Figgis and J. Lewis, ‘ Technique of Inorganic Chemis- 
try,’ eds. H. B, Jonassan and A. Weisberger, Interscience, 1963, 
vol. 4.
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functions of mole- and volume-fraction of one of the con- 
stituents are shown in Figure 3. For the ethanol- 
benzene system the work of Broersma allows a simple 
linear volume susceptibility correction to be made, and, 
therefore, since the corrected lines which result are 
curved, it appears that anisotropy screenings of mixtures 
are nonlinear functions of solution composition. For the 
carbon tetrachloride-nitrobenzene system the relatively 
small deviation from linearity of the volume suscepti- 
bility versus volume fraction plot 9 could result in a 

4; 
li)

     25 050 
te rection - 

Yolume fraction --- 

Vicure 3 Variation of o, with mole- and volume-fraction of one 
of the constituents for the systems ethanol-benzene and 
carbon tetrachloride-nitrobenzenc 

maximum deviation of 0-2 Hz from linearity in the 
corresponding anisotropy plot, which is much smaller 
than that found. This provides further confirmation 
that medium anisotropy screenings need not be linear 
functions of mole- or volume-fraction of one of the con- 
stituents in a mixture. 

The anisotropy plots shown in Figures 2 and 3 (and 
subsequently 4) may be in error because the values used 
for the simple linear volume susceptibility corrections 
have been taken directly from ref. 2. These values are 
valid at a temperature other than that at which our 
measurements were made and so, because of the tempera- 
ture dependence of volume susceptibility via density, 
the absolute position and shape of our lines may be 
modified to a small extent. It is fruitless to attempt any 
adjustments to our anisotropy plots because of this, 
since the small contributions to them afforded by the 
possible nonlinearity of volume susceptibility are un- 

J. Chem. Soc. (A), 1970 

known (for this reason alone the determination of real 
magnetic anisotropy screenings would be uncertain). 
This can make separate corrections for medium aniso- 
tropy to externally referenced chemical shifts uncertain, 
and, because of their nonlinearity, tedious. In any event 
these will necessarily be accompanied by the variable 
susceptibility and screening corrections. However, for 
practical purposes appropriate differences between 
uncorrected ‘ anisotropy shifts ’, such as those shown in 
Figure 1, can be used to correct directly for both aniso- 
tropy and bulk susceptibility. The effects of the carbon 
tetrachloride reference solution cancel out; the effects on 
volume susceptibility of temperature, and of volume 
changes on mixing, are included. 

The Variation of the Anisotropy of Mixtures with 
Composition.—Becconsall ® predicted the separate mag- 
netic anisotropy screening effect of benzene on a number 
of approximately spherical solute molecules with different 
molecular radii and compared these with the experi- 
mental values. The predictions were qualitatively 
sound but the solvent effects were almost twice those 
observed. His calculations were based on a model in 
which only those solvent molecules within a spherical 
shell effectively contacting the solute contribute to the 
solvent anisotropy; the remainder of the solvent mole- 
cules in the bulk sample are ineffective, provided bulk 
susceptibility corrections are made. Each solvent 
molecule in the effective shell is permitted all orient- 
ations such that the symmetry axis of the solvent 
molecule occupies a cone, the axis of symmetry of 
which lies along a radius vector from the solute. He 
suggested that the main source of error in his calcula- 
tions could be due to the neglect of weak attractive dis- 
persion forces across the small gaps between the solute 
and solvent molecules which would favour those orient- 
ations of the solvent molecular axis that are furthest 
from the radial orientation, i.e. that the assumption of a 
uniform distribution of the solvent orientations in the 
permitted cone is invalid. On the basis of this work, 
when mixed solvent systems are considered, the effects 
of dispersion forces between unlike solvent molecules in 
the effective anisotropy shell must be recognised. 
These could impose further restrictions on the permitted 
orientations of one or both of the solvent molecular 
types relative to those in their pure states. These 
restrictions will depend on the magnitudes of the various. 
interactions, the composition of the effective shell, the 
molecular arrangement within it, and also on the shape 
of the solvent molecules in the mixture. Therefore, the 
magnetic anisotropy screenings (and dispersion screen- 
ings which are included in the values we have determined) 
of mixed solvents need not change in a simple linear 
fashion, particularly if specific interactions between 
the solvents occur. If this explanation is correct, then 
the solvent anisotropy effect should be temperature 
dependent (c, is accepted to be); preliminary in- 
vestigations show that this may be so, but in the opposite 
manner to that predicted by Becconsall® for the mag- 
netic anisotropy.
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A Possible Correlation Between the Thermodynamics of 
Solutions and their Anisotropy Screenings.—Linear vari- 
ations in the anisotropy screening of mixed solvents as a 
function of composition can, on the basis of our explan- 
ation, only be expected when all the interactions between 
an effective anisotropic solvent molecule and all of its 
neighbours are the same and allow a uniform distribution 
of its orientations in the permitted cone. For this to be 
possible it is expected that there must be no specific 
interactions between solvent molecules (as they would 
tend to prevent random distribution), that the dis- 
persion interactions between them must be the same 
whether the interacting species are alike or unlike, and 
that they must have similar shape. These resemble the 
requirements for the formation of a perfect mixture #5 
for which the molar quantities of mixing, at constant 
temperature and pressure, are given by equations 
(3)—(7) where x, and x, are the mole fractions of the two 

AmG? = x,RT In x, + RT In xq (3) 
AmS? = —x,R In x, — x, In x, (4) 

AnH? = AnU? = 0 (6) 
AnV? =0 (6) 
AmA? = AnG? (7) 

components. The superscript P describes the perfect 
mixture. Equation (3) means that both components 
of the mixture obey Raoult’s Law and that their chemical 
potentials may be described by equation (8) where 

w= wo + RT In x, (8) 
wi is for the pure liquid at the same temperature and 
pressure. Equation (6) means that the mixing process 
may be described also as one at constant temperature and 
constant volume. 

It is well known that these equations may be given a 
theoretical foundation by use of the methods of statistical 
thermodynamics with the assumptions that 4 (i) the size 
and shape of the molecules of the two species are similar, 
(ii) the molecular distribution in the mixture is com- 
pletely random, and (iii) the intermolecular forces be- 
tween a pair of unlike molecules is the same as the 
arithmetic mean of the forces between the two pairs of 
like molecules. Condition (iii) is usually expressed by 
equation (9) (ref. 16) where e,, is the free energy required 

ww’ = 4 — Fle + tes) = 0 @) 
to bring together two molecules of component 1, each 
originally isolated in space, to the position they would 
occupy as ‘nearest neighbours’ in the pure liquid, egg 
is the corresponding quantity for component 2 and ey) 
that corresponding to the formation of an unlike pair 

4 G, N. Lewis and M. Randall, ' Thermodynamics,’ revised 
by K. S. Pitzer and L. Brewer, 3nd edn., McGraw-Hill, New 
York, 1961. 

18 J. H. Hildebrand and R. L. Scott, ‘ The Solubility of Non- 
3rd edn., Reinhold, New York, 1950. 

, e.g. E. A. Guggenheim, ‘ Mixtures, the Theory of the 
Equilibrium Properties of some Simple Classes of Mixtures, 
Solutions and Alloys,’ Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1952. 
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1, 2 so that when two liquids are mixed the quantity 
w’ is proportional to the free energy required to separate 
the 1,1 pairs in one liquid and the 2,2 pairs in the 
second and to form 1,2 pairs in the mixture. The 
requirements (i)—(iii) are essentially equivalent to those 
suggested earlier for mixed solvents likely to show 
linear variations in the anisotropy screenings as a func- 
tion of solvent composition. It might be expected, 
therefore, that this feature should be exhibited by 
solvent systems which are perfect mixtures. 

a 

      
a 

oa
 

       
0 025 10 O50 

Mole fraction 
Ficure 4 The variation of og with constituent mole fraction 
in perfect and imperfect mixtures which obey Raoult’s Law 

No known mixture is perfect except that in which the 
molecules differ only by isotopic substitution but some 
mixtures are known which approach perfect behaviour 
very closely e.g. n-hexane-n-heptane,” ethyl bromide— 
ethyl iodide,’ methyl iodide-chloroform ™ (all perfect 
ca. 30°), and bromobenzene-benzene ™ (perfect at 80°). 
We have studied the anisotropy screening variations of 
these systems and the resulting data (Figure 4) show 
that the lines are very close to the expected linearity. 

17H. A. Beatty and G. Calingaert, Ind, and Eng. Chem., 1934, 
26, 504, 

Glasstone, ‘ Thermodynamics 
Nostrand, New York, 1947. 
WN. D. Litvinov, J. Phys. Chem. (U. 
2 M. L. McGlashan and R. J. Wingro: 

1956, 52, 470. 

  

for Chemists,’ Van 

R.), 1940, 14, 782. 
Trans. Faraday Soc., 
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For these systems the simple linearly varying correction 
employed for the volume susceptibility screening is valid 
and therefore the lines shown are meaningful. Within 
experimental error all of the systems, except bromo- 
benzene-benzene, provide straight lines. In the latter 
case it is not surprising that a shallow curve is obtained 
since the temperature at which the anisotropy measure- 
ments were made was considerably different from that 
at which the system was reported to be perfect. 

Under our experimental conditions the addition of 
cyclohexane may cause deviations of the main solvent 
system from perfect behaviour. However, its con- 
centration is so low that the effect should be negligible. 
The observation of straight lines (Figure 4) suggests 
that the short range solute-solvent interactions are less 
important in causing deviations from linearity of the 
other mixtures (Figure 2) than the similar solvent—- 
solvent effects in the anisotropically effective solvent 
shell. This indicates that neglect of the solute-solvent 
dispersion interactions does not provide a full explana- 
tion of the discrepancy between the predicted and 
measured solvent magnetic anisotropy screening.® 

The curves shown in Figure 2 arise from mixtures which 
we believe to be imperfect. Imperfect mixtures are 
those, some or all of whose molar quantities of mixing 

differ from those given in equations (3)—(7).15 They are 
usually classified in terms of their excess quantities of 
mixing. The excess free energy of mixing G® is defined 
by equation (10) and the excess entropy of mixing by 
equation (11) and so on. It is possible that the values 

GE = AmG — AnG? (10) 

S3 = A,,S —A,,S? (11) 

of some of the excess functions may be zero. The 
most important classes of imperfect mixtures are 
(i) those for which G® and H® are finite but S¥ is zero or 
very close to zero, (ii) those for which G? and S® are 
finite but H is zero or close to zero, and (iii) those for 

which G® is zero or close to zero, but S® and H® are finite. 
Those of class (i) are sometimes called simple mixtures or 
regular mixtures. They may be accounted for by a 
statistical model in which the distribution of the mole- 
cules is almost completely random, but in which the 
quantity w’ = ey. — 4(e + €g9) is other than zero, t.2., 
the departure from the equations of the perfect mixture 
is due almost entirely to a finite energy of interaction 
between the molecules of the different species. Those 
of class (ii) are sometimes called athermal mixtures,!> 
in which the interaction energies are negligibly small 
and the departure from perfect behaviour is due almost 
completely to the nonrandom arrangements in the mix- 
ture. The solvent mixtures giving rise to all of the 
curves shown in Figure 2 (except the ethylene chloride~ 
benzene system), belong to one of these two classes of 

% J. von Zawidski, Z. phys. Chem. (teipei), 1 1900, 35, 128, 
2, Baud, Bull, Soc. chim. France, 1916, ¥      

J. Chem. Soc. (A), 1970 

mixtures; the acetone-chloroform system has also been 
studied and the results included here since this is par- 
ticularly representative of systems showing negative 
deviations from Raoult’s Law. That they are imperfect 
can be shown by classical thermodynamic experimental 
procedures.415 Tt is more difficult to demonstrate that 
the mixtures belonging to class (iii) are imperfect. 
These mixtures appear to obey Raoult’s Law so that 
G® is zero but both H® and S® are finite. Since equation 
(12) holds, it follows that in such mixtures H® and 

GP = He — Tse (12) 
“TS® must be of the same sign and of almost the same 
value. Ethylene chloride-benzene mixtures fall into 
this class. Such mixtures were thought, for many 
years, to be perfect since they appear to obey Raoult’s 
Law! although Baud * had shown H® to be finite. 
These results were confirmed by Coulson ef al.” and dis- 
cussed further by Herington.** It is of interest that al- 
though Raoult’s Law is obeyed the lines in Figures 2 and 
4, for this system, show considerable curvature, suggest- 
ing, as for the other solvent systems referred to in 
Figure 2, that this is indeed imperfect. In view of the 
apparent success of the explanations concerning the 

linearity or otherwise of the mixed solvent anisotropy 
screening variations with composition, it would be reason- 
able to suppose that the differences in the behaviour of 
the various binary mixtures described above would be 
paralleled by differences in their behaviour found by the 
traditional methods of thermodynamics. Since, for the 
perfect mixtures studied, the second differential of o, 
with respect to mole fraction proves to be zero, it was 
hoped to establish a correlation between the sign of the 
corresponding second differential for imperfect mixtures 
and the sign of one (or more) of the excess thermodynamic 
quantities of mixing (in particular, perhaps with the 
excess entropy of mixing at constant volume). Un- 
fortunately no such correlation is evident, despite the 
apparent correlation with the signs of the reduced excess 
volume changes on mixing, given in the Table, since 
this in fact breaks down for the acetone-carbon di- 
sulphide system. 

It is possible, therefore, that this method of measuring 
anisotropies of mixtures may afford a simple means of 
determining whether a mixture is perfect, with perfect 
mixtures giving straight lines and imperfect mixtures 
curves for plots of anisotropy against mole fraction of 
one of the constituents, (rather than volume fraction 
plots which are not so specifically applicable). 
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